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1. Changes with respect to the DoA
None
2. Dissemination and uptake
This deliverable illustrates the analytical framework developed and used in MAGIC, that is,
Quantitative Story-Telling (QST) based on the accounting method Multi-Scale Integrated Analysis of
Societal and Ecosystem Metabolism (MuSIASEM). The various documents composing this deliverable
are intended for use both within the consortium and beyond. As regards the former, the various
grammars developed during the first year of activities enable an effective collaboration across the
different teams of the consortium in the implementation of the QST approach in WP4, WP5 and
WP6. As regards the latter, the deliverable also has the objective to illustrate the theoretical basis,
the technical aspects and the potential of this innovative analytical toolkit for checking the quality of
narratives used in policy making to other scientists as well as policy makers and civil society.
The report is publicly available on the project website: http://magic-nexus.eu/documents-repository.
In addition, several parts of this report are being prepared for publication as scientific articles.
3. Short Summary of results
The present deliverable responds to the overall objective of WP4 to structure the perception
(qualitative) and representation (quantitative) of the Nexus using the approach of Quantitative StoryTelling (QST) based on the MuSIASEM accounting framework, and in particular to Task 4.2 ‘Making
grammars’. It explains why Quantitative Story-Telling represents a promising, innovative and more
socially-robust alternative to the current practice of using deterministic models for evidence-based
policy making, and how it works. The deliverable covers the following three aspects:
Part I ‘structuring the perception’ provides a theoretical discussion of key concepts referring to
the metabolic pattern of social-ecological systems, and then uses these concepts to critically
appraise the usefulness and fairness of the narratives presently used to identify and prioritize
sustainability problems to be solved;
(ii) Part II ‘structuring the representation’ illustrates the conceptual building blocks of the innovative
analytical tool-kit developed in MAGIC (MuSIASEM 2.0). This tool-kit, based on complexity
theory, handles two epistemological challenges that cannot be handled with reductionism: (i)
How to carry out the analysis of the nexus across hierarchical scales and dimensions; (ii) How to
handle impredicativity (chicken-egg paradoxes) in the analysis;
(iii) Part III ‘practical applications’ presents six pilot case studies that illustrate practical examples
(‘grammars’) of how to check the feasibility (external constraints), viability (internal constraints)
and desirability (compatibility with normative values and/or societal institutions) of the
metabolic pattern of social-ecological systems in relation to the water-energy-food nexus and
sustainability.
(i)
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• How time is represented(static/dynamic perspective) (section
4.3.3);
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Summary for Policymakers
Statement of the issue:
There are growing concerns related to sustainability issues and current trends of economic
growth; in the future it might be problematic to balance, at the global level, requirement and
supply of water-energy-food. We face three distinct but co-existing challenges:
1. Unless we can achieve a structural change the current metabolic pattern (i.e. how
societies consume water, energy and food to reproduce themselves and express their
behaviour) of European social-ecological systems in the short-medium term, we might
witness the effects of a serious mismatch between requirement and supply of the nexus
biophysical flows in the future;
2. Existing institutional arrangements lack the coordination and capability for effectively
managing the resource nexus trade-offs and synergies;
3. There is a lack of scientific understanding and methodologies capable of an integrated
analysis of the implications of the water-energy-food entanglement across different
levels and dimensions. Accordingly, the scientific evidence base used for policy is
fragmented, inconsistent and inconclusive. Using incoherent pieces of “scientific
evidence” without a proper contextualization on the specificity of each situation may
led to erroneous choices.
Objectives of the deliverable:
Quantitative Story-Telling (QST) is proposed as an alternative to evidence-based policy for
dealing with the nexus. QST combines two messages:
1. The process of decision making should shift away from an exclusive focus on traditional
scientific evidence as source of advice for policy processes. The behaviour of complex systems,
especially when humans are part of it, cannot be accurately and reliably simulated; we must
therefore cope with pervasive ignorance and indeterminacy when trying to anticipate the
future. This entails the need to develop new methods, still based on quantitative scientific
analysis, but capable of taking uncertainty into account (plausible stories rather than hard facts)
and stakes (attention to stakeholders, or ‘story tellers’, rather than to neutral facts).
2. Quantitative accounting integrating socioeconomic, demographic, technical and ecological
attributes presents a serious epistemological challenge. It has to integrate quantitative
representations of the studied system across different scales and dimensions of analysis (in
technical jargon, across non-equivalent descriptive domains) with alphanumeric and spatial
data. Thus, to improve the robustness of the relevant anticipatory story-telling, it has to be
associated with quantitative analysis coherent across scales and dimensions.
In this deliverable we illustrate the concept of Quantitative Story-Telling, its theoretical basis
and practical examples (case studies) of how it can be used for dealing with nexus-related issues.
The present deliverable has three different types of inputs presented in the three Parts below:
Part I – Structuring the perception (qualitative) and representation (quantitative) of the nexus
with new concepts and narratives. This part provides an integrated view of the concepts
underpinning the approach: (i) the multiple meanings of the term nexus; (ii) the operalisation of
9
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the concept of narrative and story-telling, based on a critical appraisal of a few popular
narratives as currently used to frame sustainability issues; (iii) the deliberation of policies based
on quantitative story telling as an alternative of “evidence base policy”.
Part II – Presenting the methodological approach of Multi-Scale Integrated Assessment of
Societal and Ecosystem Metabolism (MuSIASEM) and illustrating the tool-kit developed in the
MAGIC project to generate a quantitative analysis of the nexus. This part first provides a general
overview of the theoretical basis of the proposed method, and second, Illustrations of the toolkit. The tools will be used in MAGIC to generate Quantitative Story-Telling in the applications of
MuSIASEM to different case studies.
Part III – Illustrating six examples of applications of the proposed quantitative method for
assessing the nexus (MuSIASEM 2.0). This part with relevant practical examples has been used
to achieve a common methodological understanding of QST among the MAGIC partners, and to
start the collaborative research in the field.
Policy insights:
Nexus security: the concept of Water-Energy-Food security can be defined using quantitative
analysis in relation to three non-equivalent criteria: feasibility (compatibility with processes
outside human control), viability (compatibility with processes under human control), and
desirability (compatibility with institutions and normative values);
The supply of water, energy, food flows required by the current metabolic pattern is associated
with the depletion of stocks of non-renewable resources and the damage/elimination of
resource funds (fertile soil, aquifers, terrestrial and marine ecosystems, rural communities, etc.).
Technological innovations are not likely to eliminate the threat to sustainability (a continuous
loss of existing constituent components).
The stabilisation of the current metabolic pattern is associated with increasing levels of inequity,
which is growing both inside national countries and across countries, and with increasing levels
of debt, leading to a shift from a biophysical economy to a virtual economy.
Efficiency is not always the best option to improve sustainability: efficiency reduces the diversity
of possible solutions (solutions described as “not optimal” are discarded). Because of this tradeoff, more efficient systems become less capable of adapting (they lose the potential to express
different functions). Moreover, improvements in efficiency, in the long term, tend to be offset
by an evolutionary adjustment of the system (Jevons’ paradox). They tend to amplify the size of
the most efficient processes with the final result of increasing, not decreasing, the overall
consumption determined by the “more efficient” processes.
When dealing with the future it is wiser to look for anticipation (an analysis of threats,
identification of winners and losers, inspecting scenarios to explore what can go wrong, checking
the effect of the scaling-up of innovation), rather than focusing only at models describing
expected results from techno-scientific promises.
Anticipation is different from prediction of the future. In complex evolving systems, prediction
is often impossible. Anticipation is about: (i) defining the option space - elimination from the
policy discussion those story-telling and techno-fantasies that are simply not possible; (ii)
exploring the option space - dealing with contingency (what if analysis); and (iii) understanding
possible trajectories in the option space – identification of the implications of the impredicativity
over the different causes that will determine the direction of future events.
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Policy recommendations:
➢ The nexus perspective implemented through the QST approach improves the consistency
across different policy areas, improving the quality of science advice to policy
➢ The flexibility of QST, providing multiple stories about sustainability described across scales
and dimensions of analysis, can be used to identify and assess feasible, viable and desirable
policies in the option looking for a “plan B” as soon as it becomes clear that the “plan A” does
not work.
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Executive Summary
The overall objective of WP4 is to structure the perception (qualitative) and representation
(quantitative) of the Nexus using Quantitative Story-Telling (QST). The material of this
deliverable refers to the activities carried out in Task 4.1 and Task 4.2.
This deliverable is divided in three parts.
Part I – Structuring the perception (qualitative) and representation (quantitative) of the nexus:
Introducing new concepts and narratives
The material of Part I has been produced during the course of the first year in the form of a
series of memos and documents circulated within the consortium to clarify concepts and explain
points flagged as unclear in meetings and interactions. The topics covered are:
(i) A discussion of the meaning of the term “nexus” based on a literature review. Is it just a buzzword? What are the challenges associated with this term? Three non-equivalent definitions of
the term are proposed in relation to different spheres of analysis (biophysical processes,
scientific inquiry and governance);
(ii) A critical appraisal of the existing narratives used to frame the issue of sustainability. This
appraisal is based on the adoption of the concept of the metabolic pattern of social-ecological
systems (starting from a definition of social-ecological systems and the use of the concept of
metabolic pattern applied to societies and ecosystems). More specifically the concept of
bioeconomy (introduced by Georgescu-Roegen in 1975 exactly in relation to a metabolic
conceptualization of the economic process and its interaction with nature) makes it possible to
identify a systemic problem with the idea of circular economy, clarify the pros and cons of
globalization, and explain the existence of the fatal attractor of Ponzi scheme economics (a takeover of the financial economy on the biophysical economy);
(iii) The idea of quantitative story-telling as opposite to “evidence based policy”. This concept
has been suggested to improve the quality of the production and use of scientific information in
governance in a context in which stakes are high, facts uncertain and decision urgent (the classic
post-normal science predicament).
Part II – Presenting the methodological approach of MuSIASEM and illustrating the tool-kit
developed in the MAGIC project to generate a quantitative analysis of the nexus.
The material of Part II covers two different types of information. Section 1 and Section 2 provide
an introduction and then a presentation of the basic features of the theoretical framework of
accounting called Multi-Scale Integrated Analysis of Societal and Ecosystem Metabolism
(MuSIASEM). In particular Section 2 presents both in theory and with practical examples the
conceptual building blocks of the method (grammars, impredicative loop analysis, mosaic effect,
the use of processors, the impredicative relation between functional and structural elements of
metabolic systems). Section 3 and Section 4 present the tool-kit that has been refined in the first
year of MAGIC. It is based on the integrated use of four distinct tools characterizing key factors
of sustainability in a coherent and participative way. The result obtained when developing this
tool-kit represents a major break-through compared with previous applications of the method.
For this reason the new accounting scheme has been called by our group “MuSIASEM 2.0”. The
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conceptual tools obtained by adopting this new analytical framework make it possible to study
and characterize in quantitative terms:
1. The VIABILITY and DESIRABILITY of social-ecological systems. Two tools are illustrated in
Section 3: (i) the end use matrix – used for characterizing the metabolic pattern across different
levels of organization. It makes possible to scale the analysis across different levels of analysis
and solve the impredicative relation between the characteristics of structural and functional
types, (ii) the viability sudoku – used for checking the viability of the dynamic budget of
metabolized flows. It makes possible to check the viability of possible scenarios by considering
simultaneously different non-equivalent constraints,
2. The FEASIBILITY and EXTERNALIZATION level of social-ecological systems. Two tools are
illustrated in Section 4: (iii) the environmental impact matrix – used for checking the “external
constraints” (limits on the supply side and threshold loads on the sink side) of the metabolic
pattern in relation to the characteristics of local ecosystems, (iv) the externalization matrix –
used for assessing the level of openness of the social-ecological system determining the level of
externalization to other SES due to trade and imports. This last factor is essential, because in a
globalized economy, constraints imposed on the metabolic pattern of societies by a limited
endowment of local resources and environmental services are systematically overcome by
imports.
Part III – Six examples of applications of the new quantitative method for assessing the nexus
(MuSIASEM 2.0) plus an example of discussions over the choice of statistical tools.
The material of Part III has been produced, following a decision taken at the training week, to
generate practical examples of applications that could be circulated to the various partners of
the consortium. These examples illustrate: (i) how to identify the factors determining the
features of the nexus when building quantitative accounting integrating socioeconomic,
demographic, technical and ecological attributes described both in alphanumeric and spatial
terms, (ii) how to integrate the analysis of the entanglements of flows of energy, food, water
and land uses across different levels, dimensions and scales of analysis in spatial terms, (iii) how
to define in a different way the concept of Water-Energy-Food “security” in relation to feasibility
(compatibility with processes outside human control), viability (compatibility with processes
under human control) and desirability (compatibility with institutions and normative values).
Therefore, these pilot case studies have been used within the consortium: (i) for the training of
the partners, (ii) for discussing the type of requirement of data and structuring of databases,
and (iii) as starters of a discussion of how to build more specific analysis in the second year of
activities in WP4, WP5 and WP6. The six pilot case studies refer to:
(1) production of vegetable in green-house in Almeria, (2) production of food with desalinated
water using alternative energy in Canary Island, (3) a grammar capable of characterizing the
relevant factors to be considered when analyzing the integration of alternative sources of
electricity in the grid (in Catalonia), (4) a grammar capable of assessing the level of openness of
animal production in Scotland, (5) an end-use matrix characterizing the metabolic pattern
(which components of the society are using which flows and how the metabolic pattern is
conditioned by demographic variables) at the national level (using data from EU), (6) a grammar
capable of framing the analysis of planetary boundary in relation to food supply.
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PART I – Structuring the perception (qualitative) and
representation (quantitative) of the nexus with new concepts
and narratives
Author: Mario Giampietro (UAB)

1. What is the nexus?
1.1 Looking for a definition
1.1.1 Is it just a buzzword or a sign that we have a serious sustainability problem?
In the last few years the term nexus has become very popular in sustainability discussions. It is
becoming a “leitmotif” in scientific papers, policy discussions, on internet and widely used in the
social media. In this deluge of references to the nexus, it is possible to identify the co-existence
of different frames in which the term is used. Put in another way the term nexus right now has
different “meanings” when used in relation to different semantic contexts. However, the coexistence of different perceptions and bifurcations about its meaning does not necessarily imply
that the nexus is a dangerous buzzword or even worse a hoax. Yet it is important to understand
the nature of the ambiguity associated with this term. What are the different meanings of the
term “nexus” in the existing uses? We consider here three different frames:
Frame #1
We have a problem of sustainability in relation to processes taking place in the external world looking at existing trends and the possibility of balancing the future requirement and supply of
water-energy-food around the world it becomes clear that the nexus between water-energyfood should be one of the most important priorities in the discussion over sustainability - Hof,
2011, Brazilian et al. 2011, Howells et al. 2013, Ringler et al. 2013, Gulati et al. 2013, Leese and
Meisch, 2015, IRENA, 2015, Endo et al. 2015, Verhoeven, 2015, Rasul, 2016, Garcia and You,
2016, Hák et al. 2016, Howarth and Monasterolo, 2016, Mothar aand Lawford, 2016, Khan et al.
2017,
Frame #2
We have a problem of governance in relation to processes taking place in our institutions –
looking at existing institutional arrangements there is a lack of coordination and the incapability
of handling trade-offs and synergies managing linkages across sectors (policies are hampered by
silos vision) - Ringler et al. 2013, Cairns and Krzywoszynska 2016, Mohtar and Lawford 2016,
Howarth and Monasterolo, 2016, Alcamo, 2015, Biggs et al. 2015, Endo et al. 2015, Rasul, 2016,
Leese and Mesich, 2015, Howells et al. 2013, Gulati et al. 2013, IRENA, 2015, Khan et al. 2017.
Frame #3
We have a problem of lack of understanding and good representations in relation to scientific
inquiry - three quotes can be used to illustrate the problem: - nexus deals with “wicked
problems” extremely difficult to model properly and solve . . . detailed process systems models
for it do not yet exist at a level satisfactory for important decisions Garcia and You, (2016), a
largely disconnected knowledge base Howarth and Monasterolo, (2016), A problem that is
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impossible to grasp or respond to adequately from within the partial framings of individual
academic disciplines . . . “academia has lost its way” Cairns and Krzywoszynska, (2016).
Additional comments in the same direction can be found in: Hoff, 2011, Bazilian et al. 2011, Endo
et al. 2015, Garcia and You, 2016, Cairns and Krzywoszynska, 2016, Alcamo, 2015, Stirling, 2014,
Pittock et al. 2014, Yumkella and Yillia 2015, Hák et al. 2016,
1.1.2 The interest around the nexus indicates a shared agreement in the society about a the
inadequacy of existing knowledge
The formation of a “buzzword” phenomenon around the term “nexus” indicates the
acknowledgment of the existence of a deficiency of knowledge felt by society in relation to an
issue very relevant for sustainability. In relation to this point, the coexistence of different
meanings of the term nexus can be interpreted using the framework of semiotic triad - proposed
by Peirce (1935) - illustrated in Fig. 1.

Figure 1- The semiotic process needed for learning about sustainability

The concept of the semiotic triadic relation refers to the process by which useful perceptions
and representations are continuously selected and tested for validation through an interaction
with the “external world”. More in general we can say that semiotics is the study of the
formation of cultural knowledge. It studies the processes making it possible to create and share
useful beliefs about our perceptions and representations of the external world.
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Semiotics started as a theoretical analysis of the meaning of symbols (linguistics) then it has
been used in behavioral science (anthropological studies) finally it has been used to formulate
hypotheses about the process of self-organization of cultures and societies (in sociological and
philosophical studies). As a matter of fact, when applying the conceptualization of the semiotic
triad it becomes possible to visualize the relation over the three frames described above giving
different meanings to the term nexus. This is illustrated in Fig. 2: the nexus indicates a knowledge
deficiency that requires actions and changes in relation to all three elements of the triad.

Figure 2 - The different meanings associated with the nexus in the semiotic triad

1.1.3 The political implications of knowledge gaps
The fact that the social learning about the nexus is still in an initial phase does represent a
political risk. In fact, power asymmetries can generate dangerous knowledge gap in society: the
establishment and powerful actors “know better” than the rest of society when coming to “new
issues” and for this reason they have the possibility of putting their own spin on policy
discussions dealing with them.
“The ambiguous qualities of buzzwords make them particularly susceptible to processes of
semantic appropriation to suit particular agendas”. “As a result the ‘buzz’ around the buzzwords
is an area of power struggles over competing narratives” Cairns and Krzywoszynska, (2016)
Main risks are:
(i) imposing top-down solutions “Analyzing ‘the nexus’ as a political commodity captures the
instrumentalization of global discourses at the local level to legitimize or challenge authority
structures and also refers to the material practices that underpin the power exercised by ruling
classes through exclusionary hydropolitical economies” Verhoeven, 2015
(ii) selecting technocratic solutions by-passing political discussions: “the term is being
appropriates by dominant discourses of the managerialist type, which we suggest risks turning
the nexus into a ‘matter of fact’ a single discrete self-evident problem susceptible to primarily
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science-based solutions” – Cairns and Krzywoszynska, (2016) making reference to Stirling (2014).
In relation to this point the nexus should be framed in terms of “matter of concern” rather than
“matter of fact” - “where ‘matters of fact’ are stabilized and established way of relating to the
world, institutionalized by particular (knowledge) cultures . . . ‘matters of concern’ are processes
rather than objects, are characterized by controversy and are not stabilized or institutionalized”
– Cairns and Krzywoszynska, (2016) making reference to Latour, (2004). Another important
observation is that so far the main characteristic of the discussions on the nexus is a deliberately
apolitical identity – Verhoeven. 2015
(iii) neglecting the issue of livelihood and inequity – “research which enables monitoring of
livelihood security from and environmental perspective has yet to evolve. To date nexus framing
and applications of the nexus approach have tended towards technical assessments to enhance
productivity, optimize synergies and identify trade-offs across nexus sector to inform natural
resources governance. However, security is not solely driven by the availability of resources, but
also to access to resources” . . . “to date the nexus literature has not explicitly identified how
water-energy-food securities are interlinked with livelihoods to enhance water-energy-food
security at the livelihood level.” Biggs et al. 2015, also in Ringler et al. (2013), Endo et al. (2015).
Pittock, (2015).
(iv) muddling the issue to get political gains: “the narrative of the nexus – like that of sustainable
development, resource scarcity or water wars – can be deployed as a commodity in political
struggles, to marginalize opponents, to exclude peripheral populations, to obscure allocation
patterns” Verhoeven, 2015
The political implications of the knowledge deficit associated with the nexus can be better
understood by adding an additional component to the semiotic triad illustrated in Fig. 2. That is,
we have to add to the original set of relations considered in that figure another process that is
going on above the semiotic triad. This additional process is related to the struggle for defining
the identity and the purposes of the society. The choice of an identity and the associated
purposes is essential in order to guarantee a quality criterion to the system of control used to
guide action in the society.
That is the operation of the semiotic triad requires a criterion of quality – how to interpret the
feed-back coming from the external world. Who can guarantee the quality of the control? How?
Using which criteria?
These questions are addressed by another transdisciplinary approach: cybernetics. Cybernetics
is the study of regulatory systems, how controls are generated, constructed and adjusted in
relation to their functional and structural aspects. Because of this reason cybernetics is very
close to semiotics: a system of control has to “learn” how to better drive toward a given goal
and it can do it only interpreting the feed-backs received in previous action.
The combination of the two concepts (semiotics and cybernetics) has been proposed under the
name of “Biosemiotics” in relation to the ability of living systems to learn how to better guide
their behavior. “Von Uexküll (1940) developed a theory of meaning which considered animals
as interpreters of their environment. The term "biosemiotic" was first used by F.S.Rothschild in
1962. For a detailed history of biosemiotics see the paper of K. Kull (1999).
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Biosemiotics is an interdisciplinary science that studies the modalities and the role of
signification in living systems. Communication is the essential characteristic of life. The main
concept is that an organism (a society) is a living message to future generations that specifies
how to survive and reproduce. Social systems must be able to achieve a semantic closure (Pattee
1995): they have to define themselves in their progeny. The combination of semiotics and
cybernetics has been proposed by Pattee to explain how complex self-producing system can
learn how to regulate the process of their own maintenance, reproduction and adaptation - “In
autopoietic metabolic systems the mechanism of entropy generation is determined by semiotic
controls defining constraints reflecting the effect of adjustable rules and not of inexorable laws”
– Pattee 1995.
Using the wisdom of Pattee we can say that in order to learn how to define and reproduce its
own identity a social system has to define, first of all, what are the goals that have to be achieved
– for whom? who is deciding about it? How to take the decision?
After having decided about goals, then it becomes possible to test adjustable rules
(controls/policies) to check whether they are useful for achieving the given purposes. In this
framework, the initial choice of an identity determining a set of goals is an obliged step in order
to be able to check the validity of existing knowledge in guiding action. The information used to
guide action can be referred to using different labels: (i) "controls" in the jargon of cybernetics,
(ii) "anticipatory models" in the jargon of complexity theory, (iii) "narratives about causality” in
plain language, this is the set of explanations used to justify the choice of a strategy for achieving
a given result, (iv) “scientific evidence” the term used in modern society to justify the selection
of policies.
In conclusion we can say that in order to check the quality of the knowledge used to guide action
we have to contextualize it using a combination of three factors:
(i) a purpose - the result to be achieved represents the feed-back from the external world that
will be used to check the validity of the information,
(ii) a belief - a given belief/knowledge about what should be done to achieve a specific goal in a
given situation (= the original input used for learning)
(iii) action - an agent implementing the plan according to the belief - the implementation of the
belief makes it possible to validate the information used in the semiotic process.

According to this definition scientific evidence should be considered as a belief – i.e. a validated
association of an explanation used as an input to a system of control that is used to guide action.
It is important to note that the control must have contingency (it can be adjusted and changed)
if proved wrong.
Getting back to the analysis of the nexus and the political implications of knowledge gaps we
can add the process associated with the definition of goals on the top of the graph as illustrated
in Fig. 3.
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Figure 3 - The semiotic process in context: you can only learn for a purpose

In Fig. 3 one can fully appreciate the complexity of relations to be considered when dealing with
the nexus, because of a clear double interface between the process producing and using
scientific information for governance (the semiotic triad on the lower part of the graph) and the
political and cultural processes taking place on the top determining the choice of goals and
normative values used to guide the lower process.

1.2 The three definitions of the nexus used in MAGIC
In conclusion, from our literature review (and from the results of our preliminary interviews)
we can say that there are three distinct frames used to interpret the term nexus. For this reason,
before closing this section, we provide three non-equivalent definitions of the term that are
used in MAGIC depending on the context:
Nexus a. (when the term nexus is used in relation to the process of governance and policy
making) – the nexus refers to the acknowledgment existing institutions should be capable of
expressing an effective system of governance (policy coherence and integrations) in relation to
the three securities (water, energy and food). This definition is particularly relevant for decision
makers. At the moment the expected polic coherence and integration is not achieved and this
is a reason of concern when considering existing trends of population growth, consumption per
capita and the aggregate requirement of water, energy and food inputs against the deterioration
of ecosystems’ health all over the planet.
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Nexus b. (when the term nexus is used in relation to the problem of scientific inquiry) – the
nexus refers to the acknowledgment of the existence of an elephant in the room – i.e. the
Cartesian dream of prediction and control is smashing against the complexity of the nexus. This
definition is particularly relevant for scientists. At the moment, we do not have effective
analytical tools capable of generating useful scientific information for dealing with it.
Nexus c. (when the term nexus is used in relation to biophysical events taking place in the
external world) – the nexus refers to the entanglement over biophysical flows (water, energy
and food) determined by the expected characteristics of the metabolic pattern of socialecological systems. This definition is particularly relevant for those interested in a more holistic
understanding of the predicament of sustainability. In fact it flags the uncomfortable fact that
independently of our capability of governance or of our capability of framing properly the issue
of the nexus in scientific terms, the nexus will affect our life in the future. Therefore, this third
definition tells us that there is an “external referent” – what is happening in the external world
that will determine our living conditions – that should be carefully studied to avoid sustainability
problems.
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2. Why is it a problem? − The use of inadequate narratives in the framing
of sustainability issues
(this section has been written in collaboration of Zora Kovacic – UAB)

2.1 Feasibility, Viability and Desirability of the metabolic pattern of SES
2.1.1 Definition of terms and basic narratives
In the Merriam Webster dictionary the terms feasible and viable are defined as:
Feasible: 1. capable of being done or carried out, “a feasible plan”, 2. capable of being used or
dealt with successfully: suitable
Viable: 1.a capable of living, “a viable skin” – “viable offspring”, 1.b capable of growing or
developing, “viable seeds” – “viable eggs”, 2.a capable of working, functioning, or developing
adequately, “viable alternatives”, 2.b capable of existence and development as an independent
unit, “The colony is now a viable state.”
In MuSIASEM, we link these definitions to two different levels of observation:
Feasibility refers to the concept of sustainability as seen from an external view to the socioeconomic system (i.e. the view of the environment): is the socio-economic system compatible
with elements and processes outside of human control?
Climate, local characteristics, spatial arrangement or topography are classic elements imposing
external constraints to socioeconomic performance, affecting water, agriculture or energy
dynamics.
In the case of water, feasibility refers to the maintenance of adequate hydrological processes in
nature such as the recharge of aquifers and rivers and their dependent ecosystems. Moving up
to the scale of the global water cycle it also refers to the maintenance of glaciers or rain patterns.
In the case of food and agriculture, feasibility refers to the availability of usable land, to
biodiversity, to the reproduction of healthy soil, or to climatic conditions. Again feasibility is in
play when these resources cannot be generated at will by humans. In the case of energy,
feasibility refers to the availability of primary energy sources (according to the first law of
thermodynamics energy cannot be made, it must already exist in nature in the form of favorable
gradients!) including crude oil, coal, biomass, solar radiation, wind, currents and waves, etc. In
the case of environmental policies, these can be understood as feasibility policies. In general
terms, the reproduction of natural ecosystems is outside of human control and in order to be
included in the analysis it is necessary to distinguish it as in the described external view
(independently from the economic process). Feasibility can be analyzed both: (i) in relation to
inputs from the ecosystem to the socio-economic system (supply capacity), and (ii) in relation to
outputs from the socio-economic system to the ecosystem (sink capacity).
The external constraints are always context-dependent, since socioeconomic systems are
situated in particular environment associated with a combination of special features. This is why
it is important to use adaptable tools based on GIS and “ad hoc” indicators to study feasibility,
because they will change according to different contexts.
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Viability refers to the internal view of the socio-economic system: are we able to use available
resources to express the required functions? Viability requires the ability to establish relations
of congruence among the different patterns of behaviors expressed by the elements composing
the socio-economic system. Viability requires the integration and control of processes used to
reproduce society. There are three dimensions of viability: (i) technical viability, (ii) economic
viability, and (iii) institutional viability.
In the case of water, viability refers to the compatibility between water supply and water
demand (flows under human control). Supply and demand depend on hydraulic infrastructures
increasing water supply, technology such as irrigation systems, water transfer schemes, water
saving schemes, water consumption patterns and population. In the case of food and
agriculture, viability refers to the compatibility between supply and demand of agricultural
products, including food, feed, and biomass for biofuels. Supply and demand depend on: labor
employed by the agricultural sector, technology, energy and fertilizer use by the agricultural
sector, type of diet and the size of the population. In the case of energy, viability refers to the
compatibility between supply and demand of energy, including fuels, electricity and process
heat. Supply and demand are determined by: labor, technology, installed power capacity,
flexibility of different technologies, end uses of energy carriers and the size of the population.
In the case of the circular economy, this can be understood as a combination of
viability/feasibility policy. In fact, the circular economy deals with the need of internalizing the
recycling of flows within the economic process. This implies dealing with the trade-off of: “how
much has to be internalized” (to respect external constraints) and “how much can be
internalized” (to respect internal constraints).
2.1.2 The relationship between feasibility and viability
Feasibility and viability are useful to distinguish among two types of constraints:
(i) external constraints imposed by the ecosystem (e.g. availability of fish) – generated by
processes outside human control, and
(ii) internal constraints imposed by the internal organization and functioning of a system (e.g.
fishing technology and amount of fishing boats) – generated within the processes under human
control. This can be seen in Figure 4.
Feasibility and viability are thus not independent variables because they depend on the level of
circularity of the economy: how much the metabolic flows metabolized by a society are
dependent from processes outside human control (feasibility) or just recycled by the economy
using technical processes (viability).
As Goodland and Daly explain, in an empty world, (the required size of natural capital is much
larger than the size of technical capital) the ecosystem takes care of recycling and providing the
socio-economic system with the energy and material flows needed for the economic process to
reproduce it-self. The circulation of flows in the economy is guaranteed by processes outside
human control.
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More fishing is feasible but not viable

More fishing would be viable but not
feasible

Figure 4 - Economics in an empty (left) or full (right) world – Daly, 2005

In a full world (the size of technical capital implies a required size of natural capital, which is
much larger of the available) natural ecosystems can no longer recycle all that is produced by
the socio-economic system. In this situation some processes of recycling need to be internalized
- Figure 5.

Figure 5 - The implications of the movement from an empty to a full world in terms of circularity of the
economy (Goodland and Daly, 1995)

Feasibility constraints may thus require a re-organization of the socio-economic system: more
internal resources – fund and flow elements – must be taken out from producing and consuming
goods and services and be moved to recycling. This re-organization will change the viability
domain forcing to express a new metabolic pattern of lower desirability. In fact, when we recycle
we lose the bonus of free services provided by nature in the form of accumulated stocks (e.g.
fossil energy and mineral resources) produced in the past and natural services provided now.
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Replacing this bonus with the activity of technical processes has a cost in terms of production
factors: fund and flow elements have to be invested in expressing functions that were provided
before by nature for free.
Finally there is a third, more technical explanation of the difference and the relation between
“feasibility” and “viability”. This explanation comes directly from the definition of dissipative
systems given in Non-Equilibrium Thermodynamics. Building on the concept of negative entropy
proposed by Schrödinger in the field of non-equilibrium thermodynamics, Prigogine proposed
the class of dissipative systems to explain the almost “magic” ability of living system to escape
entropic decay. The idea is simple: in order to maintain their complexity (structures and
functions), complex systems must be able to generate a quantity of positive entropy (dSi)
through their internal processes. The more entropy they generate the more activities and
structures they can express. However, in order to be able to do that, they have to find an
equivalent amount of negative entropy (-dSe) in the form of favorable boundary conditions in
their environment. In plain words living systems and societies depend on their environment for
the supply of resources and services they need for expressing their functions!
As a result the condition of sustainability of dissipative systems (i.e. the class includes metabolic
systems, living systems and human societies) is that the sum of the flows of dSi and -dSe must
remain negative. Put in another way, a dissipative system must be: (i) viable – capable of
generate the required rate of internal entropy generation +dSi (with processes controlled by it)
to preserve its identity, and (ii) feasible – operating in an environment making the required
amount of negative entropy -dSe (on both the supply side and sink side) available to it. The two
conditions have to be fulfilled simultaneously to guarantee the possibility of expressing the
expected metabolic pattern.
2.1.3 Desirability
Within the MuSIASEM framework the concept of desirability refers to the aspects of
sustainability related to the compatibility with the normative values and institutions needed to
preserve the stability of social fabric.
Desirability is a concept inspired by the post-normal science analysis of decision stakes. To assess
desirability one needs to extend the analysis beyond biophysical variables, and take into account
also matters of values, desires and beliefs, as well as cultural, social and political arrangements.
The analysis of desirability goes beyond the analysis of feasibility and viability and requires a
reflexive attitude towards sustainability assessments. Desirability requires a reflection on the
meaning and the implication of the identity of the society which is preserved and continuously
updated because of feasible and viable processes.
Therefore checking sustainability is not just about producing indicators and quantifying
constraints in the feasibility and viability domains, adopting a “view from nowhere”. Desirability
situates the sustainability debate in society and calls for attention towards the winners and
losers of any proposed solution and towards the meaning and the implications of being a winner.
As winners what are we preserving and what new attributes are we adding to our identity? Are
EU citizens aware of the unavoidable tragedy of change implied by any evolutionary change?
Which aspects of our identity do we accept to loose in order to save other aspects of it?
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In relation to other non-EU countries, if the current living standards in Europe are to be
maintained, who will benefit from this arrangement and who will suffer? If the current level of
food (and meat) consumption is made viable via imports of feed, who will benefit and who will
suffer from the maintenance of such a system? What if the “keep doing more of the same”
strategy could suddenly fail in the future? If the current level of electronics consumption is made
viable via the availability of cheap labor in South-East Asia, who will benefit and who will suffer
from the internet of things?
Desirability assessments are not based on quantification or the production of indicators
(although one can quantify living standards and food consumption as a quantitative story-telling
exercise). Desirability is a post-normal science enquiry, which can be expressed by asking: What
is at stake? Who decides? How? Who is “we”? In relation to these questions, participatory
methods are essential to address the issue of desirability.

2.2 The troubling concepts of circular economy and bioeconomy
2.2.1 The semantic appropriation: these terms have been used in the past with the opposite
meaning!
The publication of the Limits to Growth by Meadows et al, originally published in 1972, primed
an intense discussion over the sustainability of the modern model of development based on the
plundering of non-renewable resources. The famous quote of Kenneth Boulding, in 1973 “Anyone who believes that exponential growth can go on forever in a finite world is either a
madman or an economist” - is just an example of the fierce debate between “cornucopians”
(those saying that an economic perpetual growth was possible) and “prophets of doom” (those
saying that perpetual economic growth is not possible for biophysical reasons) taking place in
those years. From within the economic field a few heterodox economists – e.g. GeorgescuRoegen, Bouldings, Daly – decided to use biophysical analysis to show the impossibility of the
idea of perpetual economic growth. This effort resonated with the emerging disciplines of
energetics (Smil, Herendeen, Pimentel) and theoretical ecology (Odum, Ulanowicz, Hollings).
The main criticism proposed by the “prophets of doom” was based on the narrative explained
before in relation to the concept of the “full world”. Georgescu-Roegen used also the narrative
of thermodynamics saying that the economic process is an “entropic process” that is based on
a systemic destruction of favorable gradients provided for free by nature. The stronger the
economic growth the larger it becomes the requirement of environmental inputs from nature.
Looking at the scaring trends of population growth (in that period the population doubled from
2 billion to 4 billion in 44 years) it was clear that the world was already getting into the dangerous
phase of exponential growth – i.e. the tale of the kernel of rice doubling on the chessboard.
In this context the concept of bio-economics was coined in the 70s. Georgescu-Roegen uses this
term in his seminal paper of 1975 (Energy and Economic Myths). Another paper of GeorgescuRoegen (Bioeconomics: a new look at the nature of economic activity, 1977) was a sort of
manifesto calling for an urgent change in economics: “the most important economic issues must
be considered from an entirely new view-point” that of biological evolution. In this view
economists should consider the implications of the interface between the economic processes
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and embedding ecosystems looking at the compatibility of the pace and the density of the
exchanged flows.

The concepts of bioeconomy and bioeconomics were widely used in the following discussion
over sustainability. There are several books having them in their titles – e.g. Entropy and
Bioeconomics (European Society for Bioeconomic Studies, 1991), Bioeconomics and
Sustainability (Mayumi and Gowdy, 1999), Sociobiology and Bioeconomy (Kowsloski, 1999), The
Bioeconomy of Georgescu-Roegen: The origin of Ecological Economics (Mayumi, 2001), From
Bioeconomics to Degrowth (Bonaiuti, 2011) and a very large number of scientific papers have
been dedicated to the subject. Several scientific conferences and even a Scientific Society – the
European Society of Bioeconomic Studies – were established in the 90s with this name.
In conclusion we can say that the concern for the “lack of circularity” of the economy and the
concept of “bioeconomy” have been at the core of the academic discussions over the issue of
sustainability for more than two decades, especially in the field of Ecological Economics. It
should be noted that this discussion ended abruptly in the 90s because of a clear victory of the
“cornucopians” in the semiotic process going on in the society. This sweeping victory was not
determined by convincing arguments, but rather by ideological arguments associated with the
ongoing cold war. In those years, the narrative of cornucopians was instrumental for the victory
of the western civilization on communism. During the ideological war between capitalism and
communism it was not admissible to contest the feasibility and viability of perpetual growth. In
fact the cold war was won, not because of a stronger military power, but rather by convincing
the world (and in particular the people living in communist regimes) that by embracing
capitalism and rejecting communism all the societies of the world would have soon enjoyed the
American dream.
After the ideological victory the field of the “prophets of doom” was totally dismantled, no
departments of energetics (flourishing in the 80s) were still operating at the end of the 90s:
energetics was eradicated from academia! Mainstream economists ruled unchallenged and the
concerns raised by the limits to growth were ridiculed. Then after a period of oblivion, in the last
decade, the terms “circular economy” and “bioeconomy” experienced a new boom of
popularity. The definition of the term bioeconomy remained more or less the same:
“the bioeconomy comprises those parts of the economy that use renewable biological resources
from land and sea – such crops, forest, fish, animals and micro-organisms – to produce food,
materials and energy” http://ec.europa.eu/research/bioeconomy/index.cfm?pg=home

However the narrative about its implications and potentialities in relation to sustainability is
totally different:
“It is meant to reduce the dependence on natural resources, transform manufacturing, promote
sustainable production of renewable resources from land, fisheries and aquaculture and their
conversion into food, feed, fibre, bio-based products and bio-energy, while growing new jobs
and
industries”.
https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/horizon2020/en/h2020section/bioeconomy
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This new narrative, which is gaining popularity very quickly in these days, can be seen as a second
victory of the “cornucopians” over the prophets of doom. The first time “cornucopians” just
ignored the terms preventing their use in sustainability discussions. Now they are putting their
spin on the semiotic process and are semantically appropriating the very same terms that were
used in the past by the opponents.

Figure 6 - The semantic appropriation of “bioeconomy” in sustainability discussions

The graph shown in Fig. 6 clearly illustrates the effects of the second victory of the cornucopians
(those using the term “bioeconomy” to support the narrative that perpetual growth is possible)
over the “prophets of doom” (those that were using the term “bioeconomy” to say that
perpetual growth in a finite world is impossible).
It should be noted that also this second victory is not based on a convincing technical discussion
of the feasibility and viability of bioeconomy looking at the characteristics of biophysical
processes. The original criticism of the prophet of dooms remained totally ignored (as in the first
time) by those carrying out this semantic appropriation. The ideological statements about the
possibility establishing a circular economy based on bioeconomy is simply based on wishful
thinking. This point is discussed in the next two sections.
2.2.2 How circular is the economy? Water, energy and food cannot be circulated!
A nice paper published in 2015 provide clear evidence that the economy of the world and of
developed economies (they use the Europe Union as example) is not circular. The analysis of the
material flows in Europe found in the paper is shown in Fig. 7.
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Figure 7 - The material flows (solid) in the economy (EU27)

According to this analysis, 52% of the material input (the flow on the top of the graph) is
composed of either food or energy input: these are two flows that by definition are degraded in
an irreversible way and that therefore cannot be recycled. Another 45% of the material input
(the flow on the bottom left of the graph) is composed of construction material that is
incorporated in the societal fund in the form of buildings and infrastructures. Also these flows
cannot be recycled. After considering these two typologies of non-recyclable inputs, what is left
is the small flow of material used for consumable and durable products – 3% of the total. To
make things worse, only a fraction of the material composing these products can be actually
recycled (e.g. a fraction of the fraction of metallic parts, plastic parts, etc.).
Due to the complication implied by the recycling on the accounting of the flows it is difficult to
assess the level of closure of the economy. In Fig. 7 there is an indication of 13% (but this refers
mainly to the recycling of construction material). To make the issue more confusing the authors
of that paper state in the conclusions that the level of recycling in Europe is around 39% (?). This
value is justified by considering the flow of biomass as a recycled flow. Definitely this is a
misleading assessment because: (i) what is recycled are the nutrients (nitrogen, carbon,
phosphorous, etc.) contained in the biomass, and (ii) the reproduction of the biomass consumed
by humans is not done by humans, within the technosphere. This recycling is totally dependent
on processes outside human control provided the biosphere. Moreover, not only the biomass
produced in modern agriculture is not even a renewable resource (a fund-flow), because its
production depends on a heavy use of technical inputs based on fossil energy (it is a stock-flow)
[NOTE – an explanation of the flow-fund model of Georgescu-Roegen is given in Appendix]. This
point is at the core of the discussion over bioeconomy and will be discussed in detail in the next
section. But there is another key point that is missed in the study shown in Fig. 7. An “elephant
in the room” totally missed by the study assessing “how circular is the economy”: the role that
water (which is a material flow!) plays in making possible the functioning of our economy.
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Figure 8 - The material flows in the economy (EU27) when considering water

Even though nobody can be measure exactly the amount of water required to stabilize the
metabolic pattern of a social-ecological systems, this does not mean that this flow should be
neglected all together. A coarse estimation of the order of magnitude of the quantity is much
better than nothing! By assuming a very conservative estimation of 300 tonnes of water
evapotranspirated per tonne of biomass produced and consumed by a society we obtain a
totally different view of the graph illustrated in Fig. 7. This different view is illustrated in Fig. 8.
From this view it becomes crystal clear that the flow of solid material is a negligible part of the
total material flow (including liquids) required to stabilize the metabolic pattern of socialecological systems. Social-ecological systems run on water even more than on oil, and this flow
of water is guaranteed by natural processes . . .
A second conclusion of this section is that those talking of circular economy:
1. do not have a clear picture of the actual dimensions and the direction of the flows required
to stabilize the metabolic pattern of social-ecological systems,
2. they are falling into the same error of judgement of the economists criticized by GeorgescuRoegen and exposed by the original bioeconomics. They seem to believe that it is possible to
have a “perpetual” re-circulation of outputs into inputs totally determined and controlled by
processes under human control. Put in another way, they believe that the technosphere can
express a metabolic pattern on its own, without the necessity to have favorable boundary
conditions determined by processes outside its control. This delusional view is described in Fig.
9.
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Figure 9 - The delusion of the circular economy in the technosphere

In this representation in relation to the issue of the nexus we have described six closed loops:
(i) three fund elements – i.e. labor, land uses, technology and infrastructures, are reproducing
themselves using flows inputs and discarding flows outputs,
(ii) three flow elements – i.e. water, energy and food, are recycled indefinitely.
As already observed this analysis is not consistent with thermodynamic constraints: all
metabolic (dissipative) systems must be open, therefore they depend on the boundary
conditions provided by their context. A correct representation of the circularity of the flows
should be based on the acknowledgment of the fact that: (i) flows of inputs (in the form of water,
energy and food), are different from (ii) flows of output (the wastes associated with the
metabolism of water, energy and food).
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Figure 10 - The circularity obtained by interfacing the technosphere with the biosphere

A right visualization of the different processes making it possible the circularity of flows is
illustrated in Fig. 10. In this graph we can see that the input flows that the technosphere gets
from its context are not produced by the technosphere – in fact, according to the first principle
of thermodynamics energy cannot be produced at all! In the same way the output flows
discarded by the technosphere into its context are no longer forms of useful energy, food and
water. They are wastes generating troubles to the technosphere. These wastes have to go
through additional transformations carried out by processes outside human control in order to
become useful inputs again. Put it in another way the ability of metabolizing flows in the
technosphere (required to reproduce the fund elements) depends on the existence of a
favorable interface between the technosphere and the biosphere. This interface is the realm of
“bioeconomy”.
2.2.3 Framing the analysis of the interface: the biophysical roots of the economy
The bioeconomy represents the interface between the technosphere and biosphere within a
social-ecological system. The interface of a metabolic system can be observed from two distinct
perspectives: (i) from the inside – the view from the components of the societal systems – what
gets into and out the parts inside the black-box, (ii) from the outside – the view of the context
interacting with the black box – what gets into and out the components of the environment in
their interaction with the technosphere. Acknowledging the existence of this dual view of the
metabolism is essential if we want to carry out quantitative analysis of social-metabolic systems.
In fact when dealing with metabolic analysis generic terms such as “water”, “energy” and “food”
are just semantic labels that cannot be formalized, measured and quantified as such –
Giampietro et al. 2012, 2014. The concepts of water, energy and food can only be formalized
after defining in a pre-analytical phase a taxonomy of energy, food and water forms (categories
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of accounting) in relation to both the external and internal views. This means that we have to
look at the two interfaces:
1. when the flows are getting from the biosphere into the technosphere – in this case we have
to focus on “Primary Sources”. They – e.g. aquifer, coal, arable land – are the inputs required in
the process generating the supply of carriers (useful input such as irrigation, electricity,
potatoes) to be used inside the metabolic system,
2. when the flows are getting from the technosphere to the biosphere – in this case “End uses”
imply the consumption of the carriers (e.g. evapotranspiration of water, consumption of
electricity, eating of the potatoes) - the expression of a useful tasks in the end use entails as a
side effect the generation of wastes to be discharged outside (water vapor, heat and emissions
for electricity, faeces for food).
When analyzing the metabolism in this way we can realize that inside the technosphere there is
no recycling of water, energy and food inputs. Energy carriers, nutrient carriers and water
carriers are simply consumed and transformed into end uses and wastes. Gasoline becomes a
mix of gas emissions, food becomes a quantity of faeces, water loses its original attributes of
usefulness after the use.
When considering the transformation taking place on the two interfaces we can recognize a
common pattern for the three metabolized flows, which is described in Table 1.
* looking at the first interface on the input side – biosphere  technosphere
The metabolism of these three flows depends on the existence of primary sources that must be
available in the biosphere. The exploitation of primary sources – on the first interface observed
using the external view – makes it possible to define a coupled duo of energy forms which are
associated with a specific process of exploitation:
 the conversion of a given type of Primary Energy Source (coal) into Energy Carriers (electricity)
can be described using two non-equivalent metrics mapping onto two categories of accounting:
(i) tonnes of coal, and (ii) kWh of electricity. This conversion is associated with the generation of
side effects: (i) discharge of low quality heat, and (ii) emissions in the atmosphers (particulate
and gases).
* looking at the second interface on the sink side – technosphere  biosphere
The metabolism of these three flows depends on the existence of an adequate sink capacity that
must be available in the biosphere to absorb the wastes associated with the consumption of the
carriers. The exploitation of carriers – on the second interface observed using the internal view
– makes it possible to define a coupled duo of forms which is associated with the process of end
uses:
 the conversion of a given type of Food Carrier (e.g. corn, beef) into Nutrients (e.g.
carbohydrates, proteins, fats) can be described using two non-equivalent metrics mapping onto
two categories of accounting: (i) kg of corn and beef, and (ii) kcal of carbohydrates, proteins and
fats. This conversion is associated with the generation of a of side effects: (i) discharge of low
quality heat, and (ii) a certain quantity of faeces.
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Table 1 - The pattern of conversions over the two interfaces for energy, food and water

After having defined a taxonomy of categories of accounting it becomes possible to describe the
network of conversions of the flows of water, energy and food in quantitative terms. This
requires defining a set of expected relations over the flows of different forms that have to be
accounted using different categories. In the jargon of MuSIASEM this framework of accounting
based on the definition of expected relations over flows of different forms is called a grammar.
The method developed in MuSIASEM for doing this accounting across scales is presented in Part
2.
The flow-fund model is very helpful to understand the problems faced by bioeconomy, that is
forced to operate on the interface between the technosphere and the biosphere. We will use
the metaphor of the disposable diapers is very effective in making evident the problem of fundflow supply . . . In spite of the fact that reusable diapers have been used for thousands of years
in the past, in modern society there is a massive use of disposable diapers. Reusable diapers are
fund elements – they remains in the household guaranteeing the processing of a flow (the
outputs of the baby) for a long period. Whereas disposable diapers are flow – they disappear
from the household together with the output of the baby. So in one case, the metabolism of the
output of the baby is guaranteed using a fund (reusable diapers), in the other using another flow
(disposable diapers). The characteristics of the two solutions are illustrated in Fig. 11.
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Figure 11 - Comparing the advantages and disadvantages of fund and flow elements

The metaphor of the diapers can be used to understand the trade-offs implied by the respect of
the integrity of the fund elements used for guaranteeing the metabolic pattern.
For example, the pace and density of natural deposition of nitrogen in the soil (the fund-flow
guaranteed by nature) will not make possible to achieve yields of 7-10 tonnes of grain – what is
achieved by modern agriculture. In the same way, irrigation is used in agriculture to boost the
supply of water (blue water) when the natural availability of water in the soil (green water)
would imply a major reduction in the yields. The same pattern is repeated in relation to the
other inputs required for agricultural production: (i) rather than relying on the system of
regulation of provided by nature through natural pest control, modern agriculture uses
pesticides, (ii) rather than using the variety of seeds made available by natural selection, modern
agriculture uses seeds generated using sophisticated genetic selection. The result of this
continuous struggle has been a tremendous increase in the density of produced flows: from less
than 1 tonne of grain per hectare in pre-industrial agriculture to more than 10 tonnes of grain
per hectare in industrial agriculture. Even more impressive has been the increase in the
productivity of labor: from about 1 kg of grain per hour of labor in pre-industrial agriculture to
more than 700 kg of grain per hour of labor in industrial agriculture. The price to pay has been
a progressive liquidation of ecological funds. The agriculture moved from a situation of Low
External Input Agriculture in which the nutrients were recycled throughout a network of
interactions among the different ecological fund elements (biodiversity, healthy soil, healthy
aquifer) – Fig. 12 - to a situation of High External Input Agriculture in which the linearization of
flows obtained using fossil energy implies a major stress on the ecological fund elements - Fig.
13.
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Figure 12 - In a fund-flow supply ecological funds determine the pace and density of flow,
but at a fixed density and a fixed pace – nature goes slow!

Figure 13 - In order to boost the pace of flows you have to get rid of the ecological funds

The solution to boost the biophysical flows using fossil energy inputs has the effect of increasing
the biophysical and economic costs of these flows in the bioeconomy. However, this increase in
costs in the activities carried out in the bioeconomy is compensated by the increases in profits
obtained by investing more labor and technology in other economic sectors with higher returns
(Giampietro, 1997). However, the total lack of awareness of the characteristics of biophysical
processes implies that this increase in the cost of production is not perceived either by
economists or by the society at large. As a matter of fact, the acceleration of the density and
pace of flows in the bioeconomy is perceived by economic analysis as something positive that
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lowers the cost of food. A self-explanatory example of this mistake is given in Table 2 comparing
the cost of food in absolute and relative terms.
Table 2 - Examples of effect of Engel’s law (data referring to 2014 source USDA 2015)

Country

USA
UK
Switzerland
Pakistan
Philippines
Kenya

% of total
expenditures
6.5
8.7
8.9
41.4
42.1
46.9

Absolute
Expenditures
(US$)
2,390
2,435
4,080
382
865
393

When the analysis is based on economic variables we can observe the effects of Engel’s law:
with economic development the absolute economic expenditures on food increase (reflecting a
larger use of biophysical inputs), but the relative importance of these expenditures on the total
(income) decrease. In biophysical terms this means that the amount of resources consumed by
the whole society is becoming so big, that the fraction of resources allocated to the production
of food keep increasing, but it becomes less relevant on the total! Please note that cost of food
in the USA is 6 times the cost in Kenya indicating a much higher requirement of investment in
the bioeconomy in USA than in Kenya. The investment in production in the agricultural sector
does not produce a level of return comparable with the other economic sectors. This is why in
all developed countries, even in those having plenty of arable land, the agriculture must be
supported with subsidies.
Looking at the trends of both the size of human population and the level of consumption of fossil
energy on this planet, it becomes extremely clear that the delicate balance between inputs and
outputs exchanged across the technosphere and biosphere was dramatically altered by the
massive injections of fossil energy associated with the industrial revolution – Fig. 14. This has
implied the movement from a metabolic pattern based on fund-flow supply – the quantity of
metabolized flows in density and pace were compatible with the ecological funds used to get
supply and sink capacity – to a metabolic pattern based on stock-flow supply – the ability of
stabilizing the growing quantity of metabolized flows in density and pace is no longer compatible
with the ecological funds and it is obtained by depleting non-renewable resources (fossil energy,
minerals and aquifers).
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Figure 14 - The discontinuity determined by the massive use of fossil energy

The drive toward unsustainability of the metabolic pattern of developed societies is described
in the next section.

2.3 The different solutions used so far for stabilizing the metabolic pattern of SES
2.3.1 The metabolic pattern of social-ecological systems
The concept of socio-ecological systems has evolved from the seminal work of Holling, Folke,
Berkes – Holling, (1998, 2001), Berkes et al. (2001), Gunderson and Holling (2002), Berkes et al.
(2003). A socio-ecological system can be defined as “the complex of biophysical processes taking
place in a geographical area, that is controlled in an integrated way by the activities expressed
by a given set of ecosystems and a given set of social actors and institutions”.
The sustainability of the metabolic pattern of “socio-ecological systems” (SES) can be studied
using the concept of metabolic networks. However, this study entails facing a major
epistemological challenge: the study of the characteristics of “ecological fund elements” and the
characteristics of “societal fund elements” (the nodes and the flows of the metabolic network)
require the simultaneous adoption of different scales of analysis. For example, the “flow” of a
river cannot be considered as a flow in the scheme of accounting proposed by GeoergescuRoegen if we adopt a scale of one year (the scale adopted for analyzing the pace of societal
metabolism). In fact, the flow of a river does not disappear during the duration of a socioeconomic analysis (Madrid et al, 2012). Therefore, a river has to be considered as an “ecological
fund” being a structural element when looking at the metabolic pattern of ecosystems. This
implies that in terms of sustainability, the identity of the river is supposed to remain stable in
the chosen period of analysis. As a matter of fact, in the flow-fund model the preservation of
the identity of the structural funds is exactly one of the criteria of sustainability. On the other
hand, the flow of water taken from the river by humans and used for irrigation in agriculture has
to be accounted as a flow when looking at the metabolic pattern of the society using the river.
Therefore, the stability of the metabolic pattern of SES requires the compatibility between: (i)
the definition of flows required for stabilizing the identity of a society (the required flow of water
used for irrigation), and (ii) the definition of the identity of ecological fund used to check the
integrity of the biophysical processes required for sustainability (the stability of the regular
volume of water going through the river).
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The metabolic pattern of Socio-Ecological Systems depends on the stability of two sets of fund
elements that can only be defined and observed at different scales:
1. fund elements required for expressing the ecological metabolism – i.e. (i) terrestrial
ecosystems, (ii) aquatic ecosystems, (iii) primary fresh water sources (aquifers, rivers, lakes and
reservoirs), (iv) soils, (v) atmosphere. These funds need to express their own metabolic patterns
defined at their own scale in order to be reproduced and maintained,
2. fund elements required for expressing the societal metabolism – i.e. functional elements of
the society requiring: (i) human activity (people), (ii) land use, (iii) power capacity (technology),
and (iv) infrastructures for expressing their functions. These functional elements also need to
express their own metabolic pattern defined at their own scale in order to be reproduced and
maintained.
Societal fund elements can be associated to a set of specific flows – defined in quality as
admissible inputs and expected outputs - using benchmarks - typical flow/fund ratios. These
benchmarks define the identity of the social-ecological system. By adopting this framework of
analysis it becomes possible to generate a quantitative characterization of the relations over
fund and flow elements across different scales of analysis. A simplified example of the resulting
analytical framework is illustrated in Fig. 15.

Figure 15 - The metabolic pattern of Socio-Ecological System as a set of relations over fund and flow
elements indicated in 4 quadrant

The description of flow and fund elements of ecosystem metabolism is defined over a large scale
(e.g. average over decades), whereas the description of flow and fund elements of societal
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metabolism is defined over a smaller scale (benchmarks are flow per hour of human activity
averaged over a time horizon of 1 year). Numerical examples will be illustrated below. Looking
at the big picture, we can say that the ecological metabolism is embedded in biogeochemical
cycles operating at a much larger scale - on the left side of the graph - and that the characteristics
of societal metabolism (of the whole) are determined by economic activities at a local scale - on
the right side of the graph.
Quadrant A. characterizes relevant ecological funds by combining two types of variables – (i)
extensive variables measuring the size of the funds (e.g. hectare of terrestrial ecosystems per
year), and (ii) intensive variables defining typical flow-fund ratio (e.g. Gross Primary Productivity
per hectare). These are the functional and structural elements making up the ecological systems
that have to be reproduced in order to guarantee the stability of favorable boundary conditions,
Quadrant B. characterizes relevant flows (quantities per year) required and metabolized by the
ecological funds (solar energy, nutrients, water). Part of these flows can be used as input to
stabilize the functional and structural elements of the society,
Quadrant C. characterizes the relevant flows (quantities per year) required and metabolized by
the societal funds (food, energy, water, useful material). These are the flow to be associated
with the availability of resources and environmental services needed to stabilize the
consumption of the flows in B,
Quadrant D. characterizes relevant societal funds by combining two types of variable: (i)
extensive variables measuring the size of the funds (e.g. population, power capacity,
infrastructures), and (ii) intensive variables defining typical flow-fund ratio using (e.g.
consumption per capita, throughput per hectare, flows consumed by a type of plant). The total
size of these funds depends on the functional and structural elements of the societal systems
that have to be reproduced by the metabolic process
In this set of relations we can explain the “egg of Columbus” solution proposed by the MuSIASEM
approach of accounting. The revolution in the accounting is determined by a simple rule:
metabolized flows should not be assessed as “flows” – e.g. quantity of food metabolized per year
- but always as the result of a specific combination of a “fund size” – e.g. population - and a
“flow-fund ratio” – e.g. food metabolized per person per year. More specifically when dealing
with the Nexus, one should use the characteristics of a processor (a profile of “flow-fund ratios”
– e.g. water consumed per person, energy consumed per person, and food consumed per
person) and then use the size of the fund (in this example the population size) to scale up the
assessment of the size of the flows.
This makes it possible to:
(i) have a much better definition of the metabolic relations within the system by define specific
categories of flows, for example, electricity (a flow) is “energy” for a refrigerator (a given type
of processor) but is not “energy” for a donkey (a different type of processor requiring as input
different forms of energy). It is the pre-analytical definition of the structural elements
determining the metabolic pattern that defines the quantity and quality (categories of
accounting) of energy, food and water inputs,
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(ii) identify the elements from where the flow is coming out and the elements where it is going
into. In this way, depending on the density and the pace of the flow, it becomes possible to
check the compatibility of the expected values of fund-flow ratios with the relative size of the
fund and the flow elements. In fact, depending on the circumstances the very same flow - human
excrements - can represent a valuable input for agriculture (in Chinese rural areas) or a serious
sewage problem in large cities (in urban settings).
By adopting this framework we can immediately visualize that the possibility of having favorable
boundary conditions requires the availability of an integrated set of ecological processors
guaranteeing: (i) the supply of inputs required by the economic process, and (ii) the sink capacity
for the relative wastes. Non-equilibrium thermodynamic has specified clearly that the selforganization of dissipative systems (metabolic systems) always depends on the existence of
processes outside human control that must produce the required favorable boundary
conditions. Therefore a principle of sustainability studies is that the activity of the natural
processes providing favorable boundary conditions cannot be replaced by human technology.
This implies that the characteristics of the metabolic pattern of the society must be compatible
with the characteristics of the metabolic pattern of the embedding ecosystems. This
compatibility can only be studied observing two sets of processes that require the adoption of
two non-equivalent views:
(i) from inside the society (parts operating within the black-box) – we can describe in details the
flows that the society gets from the environment, uses and then dumps into the environment.
These flows are determined by the size of societal fund elements and their specific levels of
consumption – (flow/fund ratios),
(ii) from outside the society (the black-box interacting with the context) - we can describe in
details the flows that the embedding ecosystems can supply to and can absorb from the society.
These flows are determined by the size of ecological fund elements and their specific levels of
metabolic pace (flow/fund ratios). Their combination determines the pace and the density of
the recycling (this is the basic idea behind the concept of circular economy).
It should be noted that the flows observed in the internal view (carriers of energy, nutrients and
water services) are not equivalent to the flows observed in the external view (primary sources
of energy, nutrients and water).
2.3.2 The pre-industrial solution – fund/flows metabolism (thousands of years)
Applying the framework of analysis presented in Fig. 15 to describe the metabolic pattern of
Socio-Ecological Systems in pre-industrial societies, we obtain the characterization shown in Fig.
16.
In this visualization we are only considering the key fund element of the societal metabolism –
population - and only a category of required metabolized flow - food. As explained in Part 2 the
same analysis can be done in a more complex way with more variables using end use matrices.
Assuming an arbitrary size of 1 million people, the fund “population” of a pre-industrial society
is composed in its vast majority by rural population. In fact, in pre-industrial times the capability
of producing, processing and distributing a surplus of food to the cities was very low. Assuming
a consumption of about 300 kg of grain per capita per year we obtain an estimate of the quantity
of the specific flow (food) metabolized by the society. Because of the negligible effect of trade
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the flow of 300,000 tons of food has to be produced by local agro-ecosystems in a fund-flow
mode. Given the benchmark of the average yield associated with agricultural production – in
this example we assume a value of 600 kg/ha year due to a low quality of the soil – we can
conclude that the cropping area required by this population would be 500,000 hectares.

Figure 16 - An example of characterization of the metabolic pattern of a socio-ecological
system in Pre-industrial times (trade is not used for the stabilization of flows)

The message to bring home from this example is that when operating in fund-flow mode – i.e.
the process of dissipation carried out inside the system (dSi) must reflect the available supply of
renewable resources and environmental services (-dSe) - even if we change the terms of the
relation between the size of the population and the size of the hectares required (e.g. by
increasing the value of the yields and/or reducing the consumption per capita) it is always
possible to establish a relation between the size of the population and the size of the mix of land
uses required to produce the food – the carrying capacity of the SES. Obviously, when carrying
out a real application we should specify at a lower scale the characteristics of the processors
determining the patterns of production – e.g. the yields referring to different categories of crops
- and consumption – e.g. different diets consumed by different categories of people (Giampietro,
1997, Giampietro et al. 1997, 2014). Yet the characterization of the metabolic pattern of the SES
is possible and the congruence between the size and characteristics of societal funds and the
size and characteristics of the ecological funds can be checked.
For this reason people living in this type of social-ecological systems used to have very clear
understanding that:
(i) water was coming from nature,
(ii) energy was coming from nature (mainly biomass),
(iii) food was coming from agriculture and other forms of exploitation of ecosystems, (iv) money
was coming from hard work.
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2.3.3 The post-industrial solution – stock/flows + import (two hundred years)
This is a transitional solution that has been made possible because of the use of fossil energy.
Using the framework of the metabolic pattern of SES it is easy to see that the extraordinary
boom in population (moving from less than 1 billion in the year 1,800 to more than 7 billion in
the year 2012) – Fig. 14 - associated with a dramatic increase in the level of metabolic pace of
flows per capita, has translated into a dramatic increase in the stress on the metabolic pattern
of ecosystems of the world. Especially in the last decades the acceleration of the metabolic flows
of societal systems has been dramatic. According to the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment
“since 1960, while population doubled, economic activity increased 6-fold, food production
increased 2 ½ times, food price has declined, water use has doubled” (MEA, 2005).
Unfortunately, the endowment of world ecological funds in the planet remained the same. As a
result of this fact, the dramatic increase in the metabolic activities of human societies translated
into a major stress on them. In the same report the MEA states: Human activity is putting such
strain on the natural functions of Earth that the ability of the planet’s ecosystems to sustain
future generations can no longer be taken for granted. The provision of food, fresh water, energy,
and materials to a growing population has come at considerable cost to the complex systems of
plants, animals, and biological processes that make the planet habitable (MEA, 2005). Using the
image suggested by Herman Daly (2005) of the movement from an “empty world” to a “full
world” – Fig. 4 – we can understand that changes in the metabolic pattern of ecosystems and
societies do affect each other. In a globalized world “what goes around comes around”. To make
things more difficult not only the dramatic expansion of the metabolic pattern of societal
systems has implied the loss of harmony over the interface of the metabolic pattern of societies
with the metabolic pattern of ecological systems, but also it generated a loss of harmony in the
interaction of the different societal networks within the socio-economic processes. In fact, in
spite of the remarkable technological achievements, when considering social aspects the
Millennium Ecosystem Assessment report notes: “the level of poverty remains high and
inequities are growing” (MEA, 2005).
This dramatic change in the metabolic pattern of the SES of developed areas can be associated
to the emergence of 4 factors of unsustainability that altered the dynamic equilibrium between
the technosphere and the biosphere.
We can use the same framework presented in Fig. 15 and Fig. 16 to individuate the four factors
determining a systemic lack of sustainability of the metabolic pattern of modern Socio-Ecological
Systems. This lack of sustainability is determined by the fact that these systems are no longer
guaranteeing their food, energy and water security using processes determined by fund-flows.
An illustration of this fact is provided in Fig. 17. We can start by comparing the quantitative
characterization of the metabolic pattern of food given in Fig. 16 with the one given in Fig. 17.
In this new example, we still have the size of 1 million people, but this population has a very high
level of consumption per capita – 1,000 kg of grain per capita per year (3.3 times the
consumption considered in the example of Fig. 16!). It should be noted that this level of
consumption can be easily achieved in developed countries when summing direct consumption,
indirect (animal feed and alcoholic beverages), industrial processing and losses in the postharvest plus the recent new form of consumption associated with the use of grain to produce
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ethanol fuels. This mix of end uses of grains in the food system translates into a consumption of
a thousand million of tons of grains for a million of people. Another important observation is
that this example refers to a population that is almost entirely urban.

Figure 17 - The metabolic pattern of a socio-ecological system in developed countries:
fossil energy and trade are driving the liquidation of ecological and rural funds

In modern societies the requirement of agricultural production is not necessarily mapping onto
a proportional requirement of agricultural land. The same applies to the requirement of energy
and water. In fact, modern societies can decide to produce only where they can find good soil
by setting aside marginal agricultural land. So, for example, we can imagine that our society
decided to invest in food production only 50,000 hectares (one tenth of the amount used in the
pre-industrial society in Fig. 16). Thanks to the heavy use of technical inputs (in this example the
society is adopting the paradigm of industrial agriculture) the yields of grains can be 8,000
kg/hectare (13 times the yield considered in the example of Fig. 16). In this way, this society of
1 million people can produce (using 1/10th of the hectares used by the pre-industrial societies)
more grains - 400,000 tons – than the grain produced by the pre-industrial society. Yet, due to
the very high level of consumption of grain per capita, this supply is not enough to match the
requirement. However, this shortage of supply is not a problem for a modern society. Modern
societies do have the option to import the remaining 600,000 tons from the international
market.
In the example given in Fig. 17 we can explain why the combination of the size and the activity
of ecological funds (the processes outside human control determining the boundary conditions
associated with the available -dSe) is no longer a relevant piece of information to define the size
and activity of societal funds. In fact, modern economies can adopt different strategies to avoid
the limitations imposed on them by the low density and pace of fund-flows that translate into
two additional strategies of acceleration of flows. These solutions are major drivers toward
unsustainability:
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* Solution #1 - boosting the pace and the density of flows using the depletion of stock-flows –
i.e. using massive injections of fossil energy. This solution requires a continuous acceleration of
the flows of food, energy and water in terms of density and pace on the interface
technosphere/biosphere – the bioeconomy! Therefore, this solution damages the reproduction
of ecological funds affecting in negative way natural processes outside human control – Fig. 14.
Moreover, this solution is making rural economies no longer viable when forced to operate at
the level of performance achieved in urban economic activities (Giampietro, 2009),
* Solution #2 - importing the limiting flows from other Socio-Ecological Systems externalizing in
this way, the requirement of resources, environmental services and production factors to other
SES,
These two solutions adopted by developed society are generating a systemic lack of
sustainability of the metabolic pattern of a SES can be easily identified in the representation of
the relations over funds and flows in Fig. 17.
It should be noted that the breaking of the required harmony between the characteristics of: (i)
the set of flow and fund elements associated with the societal metabolic pattern, and (ii) the set
of flow and fund elements associated with the ecosystem metabolic pattern, translates into bad
and good results. In fact, if on one side this loss of harmony is reducing the long term
sustainability of the metabolic pattern of the network, on the other side it may be considered
as beneficial for those humans operating in successful SES. In fact, by avoiding a fund-flow supply
it becomes possible to: (1) avoid the heavy behavioral constraints imposed by the cultural
identity of pre-industrial societies – existence of social classes limiting the access of resources
to a large fraction of the population (e.g. regulation of the number of weddings depending on
the available surplus of resources and forced enrollment in religious communities to limit
demographic growth), and (2) generate enough surpluses to introduce social policies
guaranteeing a better quality of life of citizens (e.g. the welfare state). That is, avoiding the
constraints provided by the forced respect of fund-flows benchmarks does generate important
benefits for human societies. Yet we should careful in not exceeding with this strategy!
People living in this type of social-ecological systems have lost the direct feed-back from the
ecosystems, but still they perceive the existence of mechanisms guaranteeing the supply of the
flows metabolized by society:
(i) water is coming from nature but controlled by humans,
(ii) energy is coming from fossil stocks (mainly oil),
(iii) food is coming from industrial agriculture and made accessible by the food system,
(iv) money is coming from the operation of capitalized economic processes (technology).
2.3.4 The shuffling of metabolic patterns: the dark side of globalization
Post-industrial societies not only are experiencing the causes of lack of sustainability illustrated
in Fig. 17, but are also experiencing another huge problem, that is associated with the strategy
of massive externalization of constraints – both internal (viability) and external (feasibility)
constraints - through unlimited trade. What is usually called the phenomenon of globalization
of the economy taking over the whole economy of the planet in the last two decades. The
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strategy of globalization represents a strategy of economic optimization regulating the
functioning of individual nodes of the metabolic network (structural process of production of
goods) in relation to the expression of individual functions (the supply of a given good). Let’s
illustrate this point using the example shown in Fig. 18. The integrity of a metabolic network
implies the definition of an identity for the metabolic characteristics of each of its nodes – what
is called in jargon the “network niche”. That is looking at the example of metabolic network on
the left of Fig. 18 we can see that the inputs, the outputs and the pace of the conversion taking
place at node B can be described from: (i) the metabolic characteristics of the other nodes, and
(ii) topological relations inside the network.

Figure 18 - The dark side of globalization: the loss of coherence (mutual information) in the
network because of an excessive openness of the metabolic pattern of SES

Therefore, within an individual metabolic network we can define: (i) the expected characteristics
defining the performance of the processors operating at the nodes, and (ii) assess the
implications of changes in the performance of the node in relation to the rest of the network.
Unfortunately this is only possible within a network maintaining the integrity of its original
metabolic pattern. In this situation it becomes possible to assess the consequences/effects of
trade-offs implied by changes in technical characteristics of individual nodes (processors). Let’s
use the example of a human body seen as a metabolic network. Then, looking at a specific
human body we can study the advantages of having changes in the performance of the liver
looking at what happens when its technical coefficients are changed. For example, a “more
efficient” liver can require less internal inputs to carry out its original functions and therefore
make available these inputs for the other organs of the body. For example, these spare inputs
can be used to compensate problems experienced by other organs – e.g. a damages kidney – or
to add new functionalities or express new function improving the overall performance of the
body. However, the effect of adjustments in the pace of the inputs and outputs of individual
nodes/processors can only be assessed – i.e. weighted and balanced – when considering the
effects that these changes in a given network considered as a whole. The information about the
usefulness of a node (and therefore of the characteristics of a technical process) is valid only if
it is contextualized in relation to the rest of the society. It must refer to a given definition of a
network niche (the mutual information of the network about the node) as the one illustrated
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for the node B on the left of Fig. 18. Accepting that the metabolic pattern of a society can be
interpreted as determined by a network of functional elements, we can say that when trying to
assess the performance of a functional organ of a society we are in the same situation faced
when trying to assess a change in the performance of liver of a person. We can assess the effects
of technological changes determined by an innovation only if the original set of relations over
the network of nodes is still determining the identity of network niches. But what happens if the
functions of a society are expressed by nodes operating all over the globe cutting through
different metabolic networks? Can we optimize the performance of “a liver” in general? Can
we define an “optimal liver” for babies, elderly, men, women having different physiological
characteristics and living in different typologies of environments determining the adoption of
different diets? When each node is connected simultaneously with both “nodes inside” and
“nodes outside” then the recorded information used for the process of autopoiesis loses totally
its capacity of generating mutual information (coherence). If we connect all the livers of the
people of the world together it becomes impossible to know how optimize the performance of
a liver, which is operating within a given human body. In the same way if we connect all the
factory producing station-wagon cars in the world, it becomes impossible to optimize the
performance of a given factory operating in a given community. As observed earlier, the
coherence of the metabolic pattern can only be observed and regulated at different levels and
scales of analysis (local, medium, large, very large scale). The system of control of individual
Socio-Ecological Systems has the role of integrating the metabolic characteristics of the different
processors operating in its own organs. In relation to this point, globalization makes obsolete
and useless the knowledge accumulated so far, about how to regulate the activities generating
dSi (what the various compartments of the society do) on the basis of the information about
available dSe (what are the boundary conditions in which the various compartments of the
society are operating). The long and patient process of integration of the characteristics of
external and internal constraints obtained in the past through a co-evolution of the metabolism
of society and the metabolism of its embedding metabolism is totally lost with globalization. In
this situation the traditional social institutions no longer have an external referent to be used to
decide what is feasible, viable and desirable. In the past, human societies learned how to shape
their profile of activities associated with the generation of dSi (how to express their identity in
the form of a set of functions) on the basis of the set of constraints determined by their
embedding environment (the available – dSe). This learning about different types of constraints
operating across different scales made it possible the integration of the different systems of
control (ecological and societal) into the existing culture and institutional settings. This learning
is progressively ignored and destroyed, in the post-industrial era, by the process of globalization.
Again, it should be noted that not everything is bad with globalization. A strategy based on
globalization is very effective in improving the characteristics of individual nodes when
considering a “generic” definition of efficiency. But this definition of efficiency has to be based
on a very simplistic criterion (more profit = better) or a very simplistic definition of performance
(a larger output/input = better). That is, these simplistic definitions of performance must be
based on the consideration of just one possible criterion of performance and the consideration
of just one type of input and a type of output at the time. In a globalized economy, it is possible
to adjust the set of inputs and outputs getting into and out from individual nodes, one at the
time, and therefore implement policies based on definitions of performance based on
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reductionism. These definitions of performance are based on large doses of “hypocognition” (=
the use of representations missing important aspects of the sustainability issue). Massive
exports and imports make it possible to stabilize for a temporary period the metabolic patterns
in relevant hot spots (e.g. large cities). However, this strategy implies a total loss of congruence
in the vertical integration of activities across levels and scales and a lack of congruence in the
horizontal integration urban-rural. The tomatoes consumed in Mumbai are not produced and
cannot be produced by the small farmers close to the city, because the two mechanisms of
production (in rural areas) and consumption (in urban areas) of tomatoes are not compatible.
The mutual information about the emergent property of the whole network – e.g. the whole
society – giving meaning to the functions expressed by the different nodes is lost.
The meaning and the purpose of a society is about how to harmonize the different sets of
processes taking place across different levels. There are processes outside human control at the
very large scale (bio-geochemical cycles), outside human control at the large scale (in
ecosystems), under human control at the level of the whole economy, under human control at
the local scale, etc. All these processes have to be integrated in a way that results desirable to
the people living in that society. With globalization, the national level of organization (that
originally was reflecting the structuring of metabolic networks associated with the operation of
national economies) is totally by-passed. In a globalized world national states can no longer fully
regulate and control credit, taxes and the circulation of their currencies (the system of control
determining the biophysical integration of processors among levels and compartments). These
mechanisms of economic control were needed to provide coherence in the metabolic network
associated with the production and consumption of goods and services. This was essential for
the reproduction of the societal funds. These mechanisms of control of the national metabolic
networks were based on the correspondence between economic variables and biophysical
variables. “Money” was used to “monitor” biophysical processes in the economy. With
globalization and with the growing role that financial processes play in the globalized economy,
“money” has lost is ability of “monitoring” as originally implied in the Latin root of the word.
The mechanisms of economic control operating at the national level are now totally obsolete
and inept in relation to the task of generating mutual information in the metabolic networks. In
this situation, the hegemonization of economic narratives for dealing with the issue of
sustainability is hampering the ability to understand and to deal with the growing wave of
environmental and socio-economic problems. Economic analysis is based on two assumptions:
(i) the existence and the proper functioning of market institutions, in relation to internal
constraints, and (ii) a situation of moderate scarcity, in relation to external constraints. These
two assumptions are the conditions needed to generate mutual information in the economic
network of transformations. In our globalized world these two assumptions are no longer
tenable. The original idea of comparative advantages: trade makes the metabolic pattern more
efficient reducing the consumption of resources by moving the production where it is more
convenient) cannot be defended when looking at existing data. Globalization and trade are
associated to a massive increase in the use of resources and an increase in the level of inequity
inside and across countries. This point represents the macroscopic contradiction – another
elephant in the room – of the proposed strategy for sustainability associated with globalization.
Globalization is supposed to solve the problems generated by external constraints (shortage of
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supply capacity for limiting flows or sink capacity) through the market and trade – that is
externalization. However, at the global level, the proposed solution - externalization – does not
work. At the global level what goes around comes around. This contradiction implies that
problems externalized to other countries – e.g. through a winning terms of trade – will get back
to the original countries under different forms – e.g. terrorism or refugees.
2.3.5 Delirium urban elites – virtual flows/flows – ephemeral (decades)
Globalization and financialization of the economy led to the last type of metabolic pattern
described here, which is associated with a total loss of contact with biophysical feed-backs.
Virtual flows (debts and quantitative easing) are used to liquidate the biophysical assets of
society (structural elements associated with technology and biophysical processes): the world
economy entered in the era of Ponzi scheme economics.
In the previous section we saw that the loss of understanding and awareness of the importance
of the factors determining the generation of dSi implies the impossibility of understanding the
level of dependence of modern societies on -dSe. A lot of ideological assumptions are used today
– e.g. circular economy, bioeconomy, zero emissions - in the social discourse over sustainability,
to hide the fact that the metabolic pattern of modern societies is not sustainable in relation to dSe. Listening to these discourses we are continually told that the stability of processes outside
human control (e.g. shortage of natural capital) is not a problem and will never be a problem
because of the perfect substitutability of production factors (innovations and better technology
will fix any problem). The “weak sustainability” paradigm assumes that invisible hands, human
ingenuity, backstop technologies, innovations and silver bullets will arrive at the right moment,
as the 7th cavalry in the old fashioned western movies. They will fix whatever sustainability
problem we should face. After all, so far, the quality of life in modern times has been improving
for many decades (at least for those living in developed countries). However, this cosmological
view of the issue of sustainability endorsed by urban elites resembles more and more to pure
delirium. This rosy vision of the sustainability of the metabolic pattern of modern society can be
illustrated using the conceptualization of the metabolic pattern of SES as shown in Fig. 19. In the
post-industrial world urban elites are accepting to live in a society in which the size of the
population and the level of consumption (the definition of the factors determining dSi) are
variables considered as totally independent from biophysical processes and constraints (the
definition of the factors determining –dSe). They can be changed at will depending only on the
wants of: (i) voters, and (ii) powerful lobbies.
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Figure 19 - The perception of the “sustainability” of the metabolic pattern of socioecological systems in the era of Ponzi scheme economics

Those living in modern societies are buying the storytelling of “perpetual sustainable growth”
and seem to have achieved a general agreement on the fact that humankind should adopt of a
quite disturbing solution for stabilizing its metabolic pattern: it is OK if the stabilization of the
flows required for expressing the current metabolic pattern is no longer guaranteed by fundflows, and not even by stock-flows that are depleted within the metabolic network. More and
more we accept that the flows we consume are stabilized by virtual flow-flow ratios: the free
circulation of goods and commodities across international markets is paid with virtual money,
that can be printed whenever needed. This solution is justified by the assumption that the
globalized market will be able to guarantee forever the food security, energy security and water
security of all Socio-Economic Systems operating on the planet. Trade guarantees the absence
of absolute scarcity (biophysical constraints) by default.
This definition is based on the acceptance of four points:
Point #1 - the stabilization of the flows required for expressing the current metabolic pattern is
associated with a furious depletion of stocks by the very few countries that are still capable of
exporting these flows. In fact, the vast majority of traded flows (energy and food) depend heavily
on stock depletion. Therefore the existing metabolic pattern of world economy is stabilized
because of the quick liquidation of stocks of non-renewable resources. Urban elites like to
believe that alternative energy sources will be able to reduce soon our dependence on fossil
energy and that technological innovations will soon make us less dependent on natural capital,
but unfortunately these claims are not supported by robust observations (Smil, 2015),
Point #2 - the stabilization of the metabolized flows required for expressing the current
metabolic pattern is associated with a progressive process of destruction of crucial fund
elements that are key assets for the stabilization of SES metabolic networks. The funds that are
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liquidated at the moment are: (i) ecological funds, (ii) societal funds operating in rural
communities, (iii) culture and institutions of marginal social groups in urban communities,

Point #3 - the stabilization of the flows required for expressing the current metabolic pattern is
associated with increasing levels of inequity, that is growing both inside national countries and
across national countries. This situation is not only undesirable from an ethical point of view but
it is also very dangerous because it weakens the robustness of social fabric (failing states,
international terrorism, huge flows of refugees). This progressive erosion of the social fabric is
very dangerous for the very reproduction of the ultimate emergent property of SES: “their
identity”,
Point #4 - the stabilization of the flows required for the reproduction of the metabolic pattern
is more and more dependent on the acceptation of a “virtual reality” by the citizens of modern
states. People are now accepting to live in a Ponzi Scheme Economy in which each year they are
told that “the economic stagnation will end “next year” when finally a quick recovery of the
economic growth will take place”. In the meanwhile massive quantities of debt (or credit
leverage or quantitative easing) are used not to do investments for changing the situation, but
just to run the daily activities needed to preserve the status quo. To make things worse, until
they last, “Ponzi schemes” guarantee a very high profitability for those investing in them. So it
is good to invest in Ponzi schemes before the “take-the-money-and run” final step.
Unfortunately, Ponzi schemes cannot last long!
As a consequence of the generalized acceptance of these 4 points by the globalized society we
are assisting in these years to a progressive loss of the meaning of the different institutions (at
the international, national, regional, local level) that so far have been able to guarantee the
ability of expressing an identity for the different Socio-Ecological Systems operating in the world.
New narratives and new story-telling making it possible for the social actors to share meaning
about their interaction with the context are urgently required to reverse this trend. In relation
to this point, the relational analysis of the metabolic pattern of Social-Ecological Systems may
contribute to a better informed discussion over the different factors that contribute to the
stability of the metabolic pattern of social-ecological systems.
In fact, people living in this type of social-ecological systems seem to believe that:
(i) water is coming from the faucet,
(ii) energy is coming from either the socket or the gas station,
(iii) food is coming from supermarket,
(iv) money is coming from the bank.

2.4 How robust are current narratives to deal with nexus security?
The continuous loss of perception of the biophysical dimension of the economic process has
important implications on the narratives used to frame the issue of security.
More and more security is associated with the ability to control the distribution of flows. In this
narrative only two factors are relevant: (i) being able to guarantee the circulation of flows, (ii)
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being able to guarantee the access to these flows to the entire population, addressing the
problem of inequity in distribution.
These new narratives no longer associate the concept of security to the concern about the
control of: (i) primary sources, and (ii) production factors.
The narrative of a globalized economy seems to be associated with the assumption that the
globalized economy will be able to supply whatever quantity of flows forever. Then by printing
more money and by controlling the trading of flows developed countries will be able to
guarantee to their economy the access to the required flows, assuming that someone
somewhere on the planet will always be there to produce and sell them.
But what if an increase in population – that can peak at size of around 8.5 -11.0 billion - and a
concomitant increase in the consumption of food products per capita - because of a change in
dietary habits - will erode the availability of food surplus at the world level? Will it be possible
to have an increase of 50-70% of food at the world level maintaining the same pattern of trade
and use of food commodities?
What about the supply of cheap and clean energy for all? What if the revolution of alternative
energy sources will not be so effective and above all not so quick?
When discussing policies do we have still a good understanding of the meaning the labels that
we are using now? Are the narratives used to discuss policies referring to an external world that
no longer exists?
To give an example of the nature of this problem let’s consider the extraordinary economic
performance of Dutch agriculture. As shown in Fig. 20, Dutch agriculture is the second exporter
in economic value of the world. The Netherlands is exporting more than Canada and Argentina
summed together. Looking at the availability of land we can observe that these exports are
based on less than 1 million hectares of arable land versus the almost 74 million hectares of
Canada and Argentina combined (1/82!).
What this brilliant performance of Dutch agriculture has to do with circular economy or with
bioeconomy? Obviously, Dutch agriculture represents a sector totally open which is maximizing
the pace and density of imported and exported flows obtained through a continuous liquidation
of ecological funds (e.g. area of natural habitat) and a massive dose of externalization – i.e.
virtual land, water and labor embodied in the imports. But even worse is the fact that this
economic success is obtained by reducing continuously the number of farmers: by liquidating
the human fund elements in this sector! In the period 2000-2010 (boost of economic
performance) the number of Dutch farmers decreased of 23% (Eurostat 2017) and their number
is expected to decrease further.
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Figure 20 - The ranking of agricultural export (in economic value) in the world (top)
and the trend in export value of agriculture of the Netherlands (bottom)

Is the economic performance of Dutch exports related to an actual development of the
agricultural sector? What do we mean here with agriculture? The export of 1.5 billion €/year of
Dutch chocolate should be considered as generated by the agricultural sector or by the
agribusiness? Talking of EU, is “agriculture” the same thing in The Netherlands and in Bulgaria?
How robust are the existing narratives about nexus security when confronted with the following
questions:
* Can we increase employment and the competitiveness of EU agriculture without relying
heavily on fossil energy and imports? (bioeconomy? circular economy?),
* How long can we assume that the existing favorable boundary conditions of EU agriculture will
last into the future? In the case that EU will no longer have access to massive imports of fossil
energy and affordable imports of agricultural commodities does EU have enough production
factors to substitute with low carbon production the existing imports with a domestic supply?
* What if at the moment we do not have a good understanding of the factors determining the
sustainability of the metabolic pattern of EU societies?
* What if at the moment we are not using adequate data and models?
* What if we do not have the possibility of achieving the targets we are setting?
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Fixation of beliefs is essential to stabilize social fabric and therefore it is important that the
society believes that we have a plan and that the plan is a good one. On the other hand,
continuing to operate in a strategy based on plans made of “wishful thinking” and “facts”
generated by the media entails the serious risk to determinate a progressive erosion of the
credibility and the legitimacy of the institutions. This risk seems to be real in the EU in these
days.
Does the EU have a plan B in terms of new narratives about sustainability (the ones we use now
have been developed in the 90s) or the only plan available is to keep insulting those voting for
Brexit, Le Pen and Trump? What if rather than calling the external world as a “post-truth reality”,
we devise new strategies for dealing with the fact that we are living in a “new reality” that is
perceived using “obsolete narratives”?
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3. How can we do better? Quantitative Story-Telling in MuSIASEM
3.1 Narrative, Story-telling and Quantitative Story-Telling
3.1.1 Basic definitions
In the Collins English Dictionary – Complete and Unabridged 12th Edition – the term narrative is
defined as follows:
Narrative - An explanation or interpretation of events in accordance with a particular theory,
ideology or point of view
According to T.H.F. Allen a narrative is the result of a series of scaling operations over the
perception of a given event used for identifying: (i) relevant agents, (ii) a given scale of analysis,
and (iii) a direction of causality, a combination providing an explanation for the event. Narratives
are essential for humans because:
1. Narratives provide anticipation, but a tricky anticipation
Within a chosen narrative “because of A” then “we will get B”. The representation of relevant
events based on the choice of a given narrative makes it possible to describe dynamic relations
– i.e. the scaling makes it possible to define a “before” and an “after” and a causal link in the
plot of perceived events. This explains why models need (and depend on) a pre-analytical choice
of a narrative about the events to be modeled.
Because of this dependence on the pre-analytical choice of a narrative, the use of models
becomes problematic when dealing with complex self-reproducing and self-maintaining
systems. In fact these systems operate across different hierarchical levels of organization by
expressing several feed-back loops at different scales. This implies that in order to describe their
patterns of behavior we have to adopt simultaneously several different narratives. For example,
when deciding about the identification of relevant agents determining the French Revolution
we can adopt multiple narratives:
– Narrative A – the French revolution is due to the action of Robespierre and other leaders of
the revolution,
- Narrative B – the French revolution is due to the collapse of the power and the functional role
of the church and the aristocracy in the society and the growing power of the bourgeoisie in the
modern state.
In the same way when describing the factors determining the emissions of cars we can say that:
- Narrative (a) – increasing the efficiency of a car reduces its consumption of gasoline,
- Narrative (b) – increasing the efficiency of a car will imply changes in both the models of cars
(new models will become bigger and expressing more functions) and the behavior of the
motorists (they will drive more) – this narrative is called Jevons’ paradox.
For this reasons, narratives about a given event/issue “per se” are neither true nor false. They
can be both “true” and “false” depending on the beliefs and perceptions of the story-teller and
the purpose of the analysis. However, narratives may be more or less useful for guiding action.
Their usefulness depends on the usefulness of the perception, description and explanation of
events they provide.
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The specific choice of one of these narratives has different consequences. Getting back to the
example of the narratives about the French revolution the agents Robespierre and Napoleon
express dynamics that can be described using a duration of year (this is important to identify
tactical choices useful for buying time to the establishment), whereas the dynamic of the shift
of power between the two agents “the Church” and “the Bourgeoisie” – described by Narrative
B can only be studied over a duration of centuries (this is important to identify strategic choices
implying the need of considering structural re-arrangements). These two scales have different
implications for action:
(i) according to Narrative A you can identify, on the local scale, the relevant agents to be
considered in the story, and arrest the leaders of the revolution trying to stop it,
(ii) according to Narrative B you can identify the problem that requires major institutional
changes and a lot of time to be implemented.
A different choice of time scale implies a change in the given explanation of the event – on a
short scale we can say that “the French Revolution is taking place because of the lead of
Robespierre”, on a large time scale we can say that “the French Revolution happened because
of the emergent power of bourgeoisie and the inability of the Church to give an effective guide
to the society”. The choice of one of these possible explanations is crucial - because it will affect
the choice of a policy - and it implies value judgment. Arresting the leaders of the revolution will
not solve the basic problem of the French society, however, it will buy time to the actual power
structure.
A similar consideration can be done when considering the policy indications associated with
Narrative (a) and (b). The so-called Jevons’ paradox points at the existence of a conflicting
definition of causality about “change” when considering different scales – within different
narratives. In a short term narrative (dynamic model built using the “ceteris paribus hypothesis”,
assuming a constant value of the parameters) an increase in efficiency decreases the
consumption of resources (a better output/input). This solution stabilizes the existing status quo
in the short term. This can be a good solution if the problems determined by possible structural
changes will go away or will be solved in the future. When considering narratives describing the
situation at a larger scale (evolutionary models studying changes in the structural and functional
elements of the systems) we tend to get opposite indications. An increase in efficiency of a given
transformation (the input output of a given function – mileage of a car) makes it possible for the
whole system either to increase the quantitative variable of that function (e.g. driving more
miles) or to change the set of functions expressed (producing larger cars, with air conditioning,
4-wheel drive, etc.). In the evolutionary view any increase in efficiency leads to an increase of
consumption!
one of the two narratives should be used for policy? Answering these questions is easy: both
narratives have to be used within a reflexive appraisal of the pros and cons (Yin-Yang) of the two
sets of policies determined by the adoption of them. Then the more relevant narratives we
consider, the wiser becomes the decision. The problem faced with the Jevons paradox (=
maximizing efficiency does not pay) is experienced when dealing with all policies aimed at
implementing “optimal solutions”. Optimal solutions can only be found in a closed information
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space = after having defined “what are” the relevant criteria (a finite set), indicators (a finite
set), models about the effects of the policies (a finite set) and the data about existing boundary
conditions (a finite set). However, when using the information generated by models we are not
optimizing “a real situation” but a given representation of a situation obtained by imposing a
series of value judgments and approximations associated with the modelling. What if the models
used for the optimization are missing some other aspects not relevant now but that will become
relevant in the future? What if the existing boundary conditions will change in the future? What
if there are legitimate but contrasting opinions about what should be optimized and how?
2. Narratives make it possible to make sense of our perception of the reality: they represents
a heuristic solution adopted by humans to avoid impredicativity
When dealing with complex systems it is unavoidable to find contrasting perceptions in which:
A  B, but also B  A – i.e. chicken-egg paradox.
Impredicativity generates a bifurcation in the definition of:
(i) what should be considered a relevant agent (dependent or independent variable in the
model). This choice depends on the point of view used for the perception. Governments rule on
citizens over a time duration of a year, whereas citizens rule over the government at election
time (over a time duration of 10 years),
(ii) what should be considered the right scale to be used for analysis (it blurs the definition of
“before” and “after”) – the famous chicken-egg dilemma!, and
(iii) what should be considered the right direction of causality used to provide an explanation
over the relations agents/phenomena perceived in the external world – Are farmers needed to
reproduce rural communities or rural communities needed to reproduce farmers? The same
impredicative relation applies to the relation between urban and rural communities.
After having defined a narrative you can calculate how many eggs you need to get a given
number of ducks (if you running a commercial business), then you can add prices and do
economic analysis. In another narrative you can infer that if you found ducks in a remote island
in the Pacific Ocean someone (pirates? explorers?) in the past must have brought duck eggs
there (if you are a historian). In conclusion rather than discussing of the quality of models and
data used as evidence for policy – this is what is done by the 99.99% of people working in
quantitative analysis of sustainability - we should check first of all whether the pre-analytical
choices implied by the choice of a narrative (the one determining what the models see and which
causal relations they simulate): (i) are consistent with the goals of the policy, (ii) still make sense
when assessed within alternative narratives. To do this quality check we have to use perceptions
and representations based on the adoption of alternative narratives describing the same
“situation” using different choices of relevant agents, scales and causality.
For example, if you become vegetarian you will need less grain per capita than if you will eat
beef. However, when adoption an evolutionary narrative (Jevons paradox again) by eating beef
you will keep low the population pressure on the environment, because beef production
requires a larger amount of resource per capita. For example, USA and China have approximately
the same area of land, but a quite different population 1,200 million people in China vs 320
million in the USA. Had the Chinese population been adopting, in the last centuries, a diet very
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heavy on meat, they could not have reached such a size of population. When adopting a historic
perspective we may question whether a vegetarian diet was good for Chinese environment . . .
3. Narratives cannot handle the trade-off between efficiency and adaptability
The use of narratives does not solve the impasse faced when trying to deal with the well-known
and non-quantifiable trade-off between “efficiency” and “adaptability”. When optimizing
efficiency (what is more efficient right now, under the ceteris paribus assumption) we
systematically reduce the diversity of possible solutions: those described as “not optimal” by the
chosen formalization, which is based on a given set of relevant criteria and the existing
perception of external boundary conditions. Because of this forced trade-offs, more efficient
systems become less capable of adapting (they lose their potentiality of expressing different
functions) when the definition of relevant criteria of performance and/or the constraints
determined by boundary conditions will change. When addressing the trade-offs between
efficiency and adaptability (resilience!!!!) we cannot focus on the detailed indications given by
models or data. Looking only at the results of models carries the risk of missing the presence of
elephant(s) in the room(s). This is why, the basic goal of MAGIC is to develop an approach that
will allow us to check the usefulness of the narratives that are behind the choice of models and
data used as “evidence” for policy.
3.1.2 Story-telling and Story-teller: who decides and how?
To introduce the definition of story-teller let’s start by illustrating the difference between a
narrative and a story-telling. This difference can be illustrated using the example given in Fig.
21.

Figure 21 - The difference between narratives and story-telling

On the left side we see four narratives about (explanations of) the death of a person:
(i) “no oxygen supply in the brain” – that is useful for a doctor in an emergency room, (ii)
“affected by lung cancer” – that is useful for a pharmaceutical researcher looking for a therapy,
(iii) “individual is a heavy smoker” – that is useful for a government deciding about taxes on
cigarettes, (iv) “humans must die” – that is useful for a philosopher thinking about the
predicament of sustainability.
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On the right side we can see that the same four narratives (explanations) may be associated with
the same four agents, but in a scrambled order. In this situation, the four narratives become
completely useless. Not only they are useless for guiding action, but their use by the wrong agent
could imply serious problems: (i) the agent will fail when using this narrative, and (ii) the agent
relying on a bad narrative for guiding action will be de-legitimized: nobody would go to an
hospital in which doctors use the narrative “humans must die” for treating their patients. In this
example we can see that the usefulness of a narrative depends on the purpose and the value
judgment of the agent endorsing and using the narrative.
The story-teller is the person (or the institution) that select and use a narrative relevant for
guiding action. By doing so a story-teller endorses both the relevance of the story (in terms of
framing of the issue) and usefulness (in terms of guiding action).
This definition move us back to the semiotic process taking place in the society to generate
knowledge to be used for governance described in Fig. 3. This process is needed to decide the
priorities over the different purposes. Purposes have to be ranked even though there is a
disagreement among the social actors about their relative importance. This problem translates
into the problem of how to judge the relative importance of the insights given by alternative
narratives. It is impossible to separate a discussion over the usefulness of narratives from the
discussion of who is the story-teller deciding about the relevance of the narratives (how and
why). If we accept this point, then we have also to accept that the description and analysis of an
event – e.g. data and models – that is the “evidence” used to guide policy (= how to interpret
the external world and to guide action using science) is the by-product of the pre-analytical
choice of a given narrative and its elements. This implies that scientific evidence is never a
scientific and neutral input.
3.1.3 The quality check on narratives
The usefulness of narratives can only be judged considering three criteria:
(1) how fair is the choice of the given purpose – when dealing with sustainability - What do we
want to sustain, For whom? For how long? At which cost? – here we are in the realm of politics
and moral choices,
(2) how reasonable is the choice of the given narrative when contrasting the insights provided
by it with the insights that can be obtained by the consideration of alternative narratives about
the issue? – here we are dealing with the quality and robustness of the knowledge associated
with the adoption of the narrative,
(3) how useful is the choice of: (i) relevant agents, (ii) time scale (a before and an after in the
chosen events described at a given time scale), (iii) the identification of the causality associated
with the chosen explanation, – here we are in the realm of the practical problems faced when
trying to generate a reliable input to be used for governance,
Looking at these quality criteria it becomes clear that the robustness of the indications given by
models or data do not depends on the accuracy of the measurements (when gathering data) or
by the rigor of the models. The wisdom of P.E. Box should be recalled here: “all models are
wrong, but some are useful”. If we accept this point the usefulness of the models depends on:
(i) the “fairness”, (ii) the “usefulness” of the narrative within which the model has been built,
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and (iii) on the quality of the crunching of the number within the chosen narrative. In turn the
usefulness of the narrative depends on the “wisdom” of those that endorse it. That is, a check
on the robustness of the choice of narratives requires a check on the wisdom of the policy
determined by the endorsement of that narrative. The models and data to be used as
“evidence” for policy are only by-products of the pre-analytical choice of narratives. The quality
check on models and data is only a part of the story.
For this reason a quality check on a specific policy can only be obtained by: (i) comparing the
effects of different policies suggested according to different narratives – e.g. by considering
steady-state versus evolutionary changes, and (ii) analyzing the implications of the robustness
of the representation of the different pre-analytical choices associated with different potential
endorsements of a narrative – e.g. by considering what happens to winners and losers. This open
approach implies that a given issue can be perceived in terms of either a problem or an
opportunity by different actors. This heterogeneity of views can provide a variety of insights
about the pros and cons of potential policies. Put it in another way, the “falsification” of
narratives cannot be done looking at their “validity” in absolute term. All narratives are valid
depending on the purpose of those proposing them and on their perception of what should be
considered a wise thing to do. The narrative of a liar trying to escape punishment is surely valid
for him. At this point we can realize the key role of the choice of the story-teller.
In conclusion, the quality control on the policy implications of a given narrative can only be done
by adopting view-points provided by other narratives. If the evidence generated according to a
given narrative suggests to adopt a given policy, it is always wise before endorsing that narrative
to consider other non-equivalent narratives capable of checking whether the policy is: (i) feasible
– according to external constraints, (ii) viable – according to internal constraints, (iii) desirable
according to existing institutions and normative values. Whenever we found a problem in our
integrated analysis the discrepancy over the indications given by non-equivalent narratives can
be used for starting a reflection. Again, this discrepancy cannot be solved by generating better
or more accurate models – because different narratives imply using non-equivalent descriptive
domains, different scales, different dimensions and therefore non-reducible models (the
numbers crunched within the Narrative A are incommensurable with numbers generated within
Narrative B). This means that we cannot ask: is Narrative A truer than Narrative B? This question
is meaningless. The only proper question is: what insights coming from the simultaneous
consideration of narrative A, narrative B and narrative C can we get? How these insights can be
used to deliberate about the policy that we want to implement?
In the previous paragraph the word “we” appeared four times. This clearly shows that trying to
answer these questions forces to explicitly address the pre-analytic decision of who is us. Is this
definition of identity contested? Again we are back to the struggle over the definition of the
identity and the purposes discussed in Fig. 3. This also implies that in order to control the quality
of narratives we have to clarify who is calling the shots and how, in the process used for deciding
about: (i) the priorities over goals to be adopted when selecting narratives, (ii) the definition of
what should be considered as a “wise policy”.
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3.2 From Evidence-based Policy to Quantitative Story-Telling
3.2.1 What is evidence based policy?
[the text of this section is taken from Saltelli and Giampietro, 2017]
The evidence-based movement began in the field of health, as evidence-based medicine (Pearce
et al. 2014). Sir Iain Chalmers, a former director of the UK Cochrane Centre, was a nearly
advocate for responsibility in medicine based on a rigorous effort to determine which policies
and practices work. Central to this was the concept of experiment, or trial, and in particular the
use of randomized controlled trials and the systematic reviews of their results. While the
emphasis of this program was foremost ethical - i.e. to prevent harm from medicine - its main
tenet have been criticized (e.g. Hammersley, 2005) on the ground that this approach might lead
scientists to make excessive claims for the role. This is not a new critique, in that already in
Collingridge and Reeve (1986) warned about the twin myth of rationality that:
1.Policy action can be predicated on the accumulation of facts and the taming of uncertainty,
and
2. Science has the power to provide dispassionate facts to adjudicate controversies. For a
discussion of these points see Sarewitz (2000) and Benessia et al.(2016).
Another strand of critique to evidence based policy address its technocratic stance, and its
apparent neglect of consideration of power relations: “Policy-relevant facts are the result of an
intensive and complex struggle for political and epistemic authority” (Strassheim & Kettunen,
2014). Evidence based policy is indeed used instrumentally to neutralize ideologies and to hide
power asymmetries from decision making: “Public conflicts indicate that evidence-based policy
rests on its own mechanisms of exclusion and selectivity, that is, modes of black-boxing,
knowledge monopolization, blame avoidance and over-simplification.” (ibidem). For Boden and
Epstein (2006) when using evidence based policy the government (the UK is being considered
here) “seeks to capture and control the knowledge producing processes to the point where this
type of ‘research’ might best be described as ‘policy-based evidence’.
At present evidence based policy is intended to apply to all policies, not just to health, and to
coverall kind of activities, including for example ex-ante impact assessment of policy impact,
where science is called to inform policy. For the specific purpose of the discussion we would like
to focus our critique in particular to the ex-ante use of evidence for policy. Ex-ante analyses
often involve quantification via risk or cost-benefit analyses and the use of mathematical
modelling to that effect. Such a use of risk and cost-benefit analysis – especially when linked to
the introduction of new technologies or products – has been at the hearth of the critique of the
ecological movement (e.g. Funtowicz and Ravetz, 1994, Schumacher,1973, Winner,1986). Policy
based evidence is the flip side of evidence based policy (Strassheim and Kettunen, 2014), and it
is impossible to extricate the two, exactly as it is impossible to extricates facts from value when
operating at the interface between science (statistics) and policy.
How does the simplification of evidence based policy manifest itself? This occurs through the
mechanism of quantification, which is predicated on a selection of a problem structuring (the
adoption of a frame). The selection determines a compression of the aspects that can be
considered relevant when observing the external world, and when selecting a limited subset
represented in a finite information space.
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3.2.2 Hypocognition and socially constructed ignorance
[the text of this section is taken from Saltelli and Giampietro, 2016]
Quantitative analysis is predicated on the selection of a structure – a ‘frame’ – for approaching
a problem. This choice of frame already entails a major compression of the information space
that can later be used for governance purposes. The compression operates both at the
normative level (through the adoption of a world-view – the choice of the why) and at the level
of the representation (through the choice of the salient attributes for the description of the
system – the choice of the how) (Giampietro et al., 2013).
This process is explained by Rayner (2012) in terms of “socially constructed ignorance”, which is
not the result of a conspiracy but rather of the sense-making processes employed by individuals
and institutions:
“To make sense of the complexity of the world so that they can act, individuals and institutions
need to develop simplified, self-consistent versions of that world. The process of doing so means
that much of what is known about the world needs to be excluded from those versions, and in
particular that knowledge which is in tension or outright contradiction with those versions must
be expunged. […] But how do we deal with […] dysfunctional cases of uncomfortable knowledge
[…]?”
This compression comes at a cost, and, when generalized and institutionalized throughout the
system, can lead to the degeneration of a given arrangement, eventually producing a situation
of ‘ancien régime’, defined as a state of affairs in which the ruling elites become unable to cope
with stressors and adopt instead a strategy of denial, refusing to process either internal or
external signals, including those of danger (Funtowicz and Ravetz, 1994).
The compression of the information space results in the exclusion and neglect of knowledge that
may be available in established scientific disciplines. Rayner calls these the “unknown knowns”,
that is, knowledge which exists in academia or society but which is omitted in a given approach.
For Rayner (2012), “unknown knowns [are] those which societies or institutions actively exclude
because they threaten to undermine key organizational arrangements or the ability of
institutions to pursue their goals”.
Also ignored due to the compression are the “known unknowns” – gaps and areas of ignorance
of which we are aware but which are not considered relevant in the chosen definition of the
issue. The result of this compression is to focus the analysis on a finite set of attributes and goals.
This inevitably creates a need for processes of optimization: that is, the analyst is obliged to
invest time and energy to find the best solution in the wrong problem space.
Needless to say, the hubris that lies behind this approach increases the fragility of the system,
principally in relation to “unknown unknowns”, since the optimization process entails a
reduction in the diversity of behaviours allowed (because of the elimination of the more poorly
performing alternatives) and therefore a reduction in adaptability (because of the neglect of
attributes and goals not considered in the optimization). The issue is discussed at length in
Taleb’s work Antifragile (2012).
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Socially constructed ignorance can also be defined as the institutional hegemonization of a
given mode of story-telling – i.e. the pre-analytical choice of a given set of relevant narratives,
plausible explanations and pertinent perceptions and representations – which are assumed, by
default, to be apt in normative, descriptive and ethical terms to deal with any problem.
This choice may produce situations in which an elephant in the room goes unnoticed, especially
if the chosen mode of story-telling has been dressed with a convenient suite of indicators and
mathematical models. A famous instance of an invisible elephant was the presidential address
to the American Economic Association by Nobel laureate in Economics Robert Lucas in 2003
announcing that the “central problem of depression-prevention has been solved” once and for
all, another was the 2004 “great moderation” speech of Bernanke, Chair of the US Federal
Reserve, about the successful taming of the volatility of business cycle fluctuations. In both cases
top-ranking exponents of the ruling paradigm were seemingly unaware of the possibility of
financial collapse that would lead to a global economic crisis in following years.
The irrelevance of inferences produced by heavy modelling tools can often be proved using plain
language. To give an example, the aforementioned dynamic stochastic general equilibrium
models, DSGE, which are used as policy instruments, do not work if the underlying hypotheses
of ‘efficient markets’ and ‘representative agents’ are rejected (Mirowski, 2013: 275-286). This is
why we insist that framing is closely related to story-telling. There is nothing new in this idea.
The benefit of translating the results of mathematical equations into plain language was a
teaching of Alfred Marshall in the late nineteenth century (Pigou, 1925: 427), and is not
unknown to contemporary economists (Krugman, 2009: 9), still, mathematical models are often
used, like Latin, to obfuscate rather than to illuminate (Saltelli et al., 2013).
Note that we are discussing here the use of mathematical models to help produce input for
policy – that is, as a tool to generate inferences for policy-making purposes, rather than as
scientific method per se. For Stiglitz:
Models by their nature are like blinders. In leaving out certain things, they focus our attention
on other things. They provide a frame through which we see the world. (Stiglitz, 2011)
There is nothing wrong in using blinders in the quest for theoretical progress. The problems arise
when the same technique is used in the process of designing policy for practical application. That
is what Taleb condemns as an attempt to “Platonify” reality (2007: xxix), in a conscious act of
hypocognition. Rayner sees it as a strategy to ‘socially construct’ ignorance, in a movement
which he calls “displacement”:
[…] displacement occurs when an organization engages with an issue, but substitutes
management of a representation of a problem (such as a computer model) for management of
the represented object or activity. (2012)
Displacement does not imply imperfect models – which could possibly be improved – but
irrelevant models, which cannot be corrected through “learning by doing” and hence can do
damage for a longer period of time.
Evidence-based policy has thus reached a state of apparent paradox, in the sense that certain
practices – Rayner’s “displacement” – are widely considered to be wrong, but are pursued
nonetheless. In this way society is led to associate the stabilization of its own wellbeing with the
stabilization of the institutional settings determining the status quo. In the end evidence-based
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policy becomes an instrument of ‘persuasion’, defined as what the leadership uses to control
attitudes and opinions of the ruled (Chomsky, 2012:79-80).
3.2.3 MAGIC approach to the check of the quality of the process of production and use of
quantitative information in decision making
Narratives are frames or stories through which an observer defines what is relevant among a
sea of possible perceptions and interpretations. Story-tellers depending on their values and
intentions chose and endorse some narratives setting the context in which observations have to
be interpreted. Then data and models are required in order to get the right power of
discrimination to the semantic perception in terms of quantitative representation.
Getting back to cybernetics in order to monitor and control our interaction with the external
world we must be able to identify the relevant aspects to be considered when perceiving and
representing causality. In relation to this point, the law of requisite variety introduced by Ashby
(1958) says that “the variety of states of a control mechanism must be greater than or equal to
the number of states in the system being controlled”. That is, it is not possible to monitor and
control a complex system by using a simple system of monitoring and control. An effective
monitoring and control requires an adequate power of discrimination that the observer must
have when identifying relevant characteristics of the system to be modelled and controlled. This
power of discrimination must be effective across different scales and different dimensions. This
requirement generates a catch-22 situation. That is, the power of discrimination is generated by
the choice of a narrative (identification of relevant agent, direction of causality and scale) making
it possible to gain the required power of discrimination needed to generate quantitative
information. However, this power of quantitative discrimination is paid for by the impossibility
of perceiving events that are relevant when adopting alternative narratives.
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Figure 22 - The procedure of control of the quality of the process producing quantitative
information for decision making

For this reason, it is important to be aware of the negative consequences of models and its side
effect – evidence based policies. When using science for governance on should avoid “large
programs having the goal to generate sound scientific “evidence based” prescriptions with
relatively little uncertainty” Stirling, 2014, used “to justify tricky political decisions, by asserting
an unassailably prescriptive picture – backed by the carefully marshalled authority of all the
included disciplines” . Interdisciplinarity and transdisciplinarity should rather be used to
question the robustness of the proposed policies: “Through enabling (rather than suppressing)
skepticism and criticism, policies become more robust, responsible and accountable. Apparently
messy, bottom-up interdisciplinarity can yield unexpected insights and possibilities, transcending
neatly organized multidisciplinary” Stirling, 2014.
In MAGIC we propose an iterative process of control on the quality of the process producing and
using quantitative information for governance. The process is illustrated in Fig. 22. In this way,
the quality control is not on the scientific output produced as evidence for policy (the arrow
getting out from STEP 2 and supposed to be used as such in STEP 3). Rather the quality control
is about the process at it refers to the different aspects discussed so far fairness, usefulness,
robustness. What is important is the iterative nature of the process which is not linear. The
activities taking place in each one of the three STEPs should send feed-backs to the others
identifying missing factors and suggesting improvement referring to their own realm of
operations. It should be noted that MAGIC will not address the quality control of STEP 3.
However, the logic proposed by MAGIC in relation to science for governance entails that the
approach of quality control should be extended also to this phase.
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In fact, according to what discussed in relation to the semiotic process – Fig. 3 - the process of
governance needs a continuous control on the production and use of scientific analysis. In fact
social systems are continuously falling in the attractor of “ancien régime syndrome”. The “ancien
régime syndrome” is determined by a progressive obsolescence of the usefulness of the
narratives that have been chosen and validated in the past to generate “evidence based policy”.
This attractor is generated by the fact, when science is used to guide actions about how to
reproduce the structures and functions of the society - it is unavoidable to experience a strong
pressure coming from the top (where the establishment generates the fixation of beliefs using
media, academia and allocating funds to research) to stick on those narratives that are useful
for the stabilization of the existing power structure.
Without any conspiracy, it is natural that the establishment pushes, by default, for the
endorsement of narratives that do not require dramatic changes in the existing institutions or
in the given definition of normative values. The preferred story tends to be: “everything is under
control, no need to change dramatically the status quo. It is true that we have a problem, but a
few patches (that are perfectly compatible with existing “politically correct” narratives) will fix
it. This is the attractor of “innovations”. The establishment proposes a revolution (a
technological revolution). But the revolution is controlled by it. In fact, the deployment of megaprojects aimed at the generation of massive high-tech innovations over a very short time horizon
guarantees that the only possible actors capable of implementing such a plan are those that are
in power at the moment.
3.2.4 Quantitative Story-Telling
[the text of this section is taken from Saltelli and Giampietro, 2017]
Quantitative Story-Telling (QST) involves a participative and deliberative analysis of the quality
of proposed or available policies and narratives on governance. Note that the expression
quantitative story-telling ends itself to what analytical philosophers call process/product
ambiguity, as one might be referring to a given instance of a story or to the process of telling
one, the context should make it clear which is what. QST proceeds at first and foremost ‘via
negativa’, using a method of falsification of the available options with respect to: feasibility
(compatibility with external constraints), viability (compatibility with internal constraints) and
desirability (compatibility with normative values adopted in the given society). This analysis – to
be performed participatively with parsimonious use of mathematical modelling and
quantification – will test whether any ‘impossibility’ or bottleneck can be identified which allows
a framing or option to be falsified (in the sense of proven false). This is not an altogether new
approach, and can be associated to Rayner (2012) idea of ‘clumsy solutions’, meant to
accommodate “unshared epistemological or ethical principles [ ...in a way that is] satisficing [ . .
. ] rather than optimizing”, and the ‘working deliberatively within imperfections’ (van der Sluijs
et al. 2008) of the Post Normal Science’s extended participation model, as well with the
‘rediscovery of ignorance’ advocated by Ravetz (2015,p. xviii). A key step in the identification of
the feasibility, viability and desirability domains entails looking through different lens – i.e.
dimensions and scales of analysis.
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In these analyses the required tools and representations are continuously adapting to the task,
as the quantification strategy useful to study feasibility is not the same as the one to test
viability. In turn desirability demands direct interaction with the social actors carrying legitimate
but contrasting normative values (Giampietro et al. 2006). An additional analytic steps might
then combine these findings in a multi-criteria setting (Munda, 2008), or using so called ethical
matrices (Mepham, 1996). QST is our suggested recipe to fight hypocognition in problem
structuring (Lakoff, 2004), and contrast this approach to one based on a predefined (set of)
model(s),as e.g.it is the case in Economics.
A desirable feature of QST is indeed that instead of searching for an optimal solution in a given
problem space (what economics offers) it strives to enlarge the problem space itself and then
map its attribute in terms of feasibility, viability and desirability. This implies that more time is
spent on defining the problem and relatively less in populating this with data, indicators and
models.
The style of quantification adopted in QST has some characteristic features. The first is a
commitment to a responsible use of quantitative information. The list of don’ts include for
example refrain from using models that demands as an input data which need to be made up
out of thin air, and to refrain from producing digits which do not correspond to the accuracy of
the estimate.
The second feature – which is inter alia the one needed to test the salience and relevance of
model generated numbers – is to use data and model appraisal strategies developed in the
tradition of Post Normal Science (PNS, Funtowicz and Ravetz,1991, 1992,1993). Both practices
are useful for taming scientific hubris, and for not treating genuine uncertainty or ignorance as
if it were amenable to a computable risk, following the key distinction introduced by Knight
(1921).
A third key aspect of quantification as advocated in QST is the use of tools from system ecology.
For example Multi-Scale Integrated Analysis of Societal and Ecosystem Metabolism (MuSIASEM)
is a method of accounting based on maintaining coherence a cross scales and dimensions (e.g.
economic, demographic, energetic) of quantitative assessments generated using different
metrics (Giampietro and Mayumi, 2000a, 2000b, Giampietro et al. 2012, 2013, 2014)
We suggest that quantitative story telling as described in the present work may represent a less
controversial, more socially robust alternative to the present style of quantitative analysis in
evidence based policy
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PART II – The MuSIASEM tool-kit for studying the sustainability
of metabolic patterns of social-ecological systems
Authors: Mario Giampietro and Maddalena Ripa

1. An introduction to MuSIASEM
1.1 History and theoretical background
MuSIASEM or Multi-Scale Integrated Analysis of Societal and Ecosystem Metabolism is a method
of accounting used to analyze the metabolic pattern of social-ecological systems to study its
feasibility (compatibility with external constraints determined by processes outside human
control), viability (compatibility with internal constraints determined by processes under human
control), desirability (compatibility with institutions and normative values). It is based on
maintaining coherence of the quantitative representations generated using different metrics
across different scales and dimensions (e.g. economic, social, demographic, ecological,
technical). It is designed to detect and analyze patterns in the societal use of resources and the
impacts they create on the environment. The approach was created around 1997 by Mario
Giampietro and Kozo Mayumi and since then has been applied in a lot of different applications
(for an overview of reference see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MuSIASEM). A more detailed
explanation of basic concepts is available in Giampietro et al. 2012, 2013, 2014.
MuSIASEM consists of a relational analysis of the functional and structural elements of a socialecological system that together determine its metabolic pattern of water, energy and food.
The concept of metabolism is commonly associated to the human body to represent the
complex processes converting food into the energy and building blocks required to maintain its
structure and functions. However, the concept of metabolism can also be and indeed has been
applied to social-ecological systems (Cottrell, 1955, Lotka, 1922, 1956, Ostwald, 1907, 1911,
Soddy, 1926, White, 1943, Zipf, 1941). Complex societies exhibit a mechanism of reproduction
and maintenance similar to that of the human body. They extract and use a mix of energy and
material inputs from their environment to express the functions required for preserving their
identity. Obviously, among the required functions they have to include the ability to extract and
use the mix of energy and material they need.
Along these premises, the concept of ‘societal (or social) metabolism’ has emerged as a
recognized scientific field (Broto et al., 2012, Daniels, 2002, Fischer-Kowalski and Hüttler, 1998,
Giampietro, 2014, Giampietro et al., 2009, Martinez-Alier, 1987, Swyngedouw, 2006, Wolman,
1965).
Metabolic pattern refers to the expected profile of inputs (taken from the environment) and
outputs (discharged into the environment) associated to the set of functional and structural
elements required to reproduce the identity of a given social-ecological system (Giampietro et
al. 2012). The concept of metabolic pattern neatly shows that the nexus between water, energy
and food is determined by forced relations among the structural and functional elements of a
complex system.
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The term ‘relational analysis’ (Louie, 2009, 2013, Rosen, 1977, 1985) indicates the existence of
expected patterns of relations over the structural and functional elements of metabolic
networks that are capable of self-reproduction and self-maintenance.
At the level of individual elements MuSIASEM makes a distinction between: (i) inputs and
outputs remaining inside the technosphere (in the socio-economic system), and (ii) inputs and
outputs exchanged with the context – going and coming from the biosphere. MuSIASEM also
borrows from hierarchy theory (Ahl and Allen, 1996, Allen and Starr, 1982, Koestler, 1968,
Salthe, 1985, Whyte et al., 1969) in that it explains the complex and impredicative relations
among structural and functional elements across different hierarchical levels of organization
MuSIASEM has been explicitly developed for dealing with the epistemological challenges faced
when trying to apply quantitative analysis to the study of complex adaptive systems. The
methodology is based on a mix of theoretical concepts and transdisciplinary approaches
available since the second half of last century. However, in spite of their age (many of these
seminal concepts and approaches have been around for 50 years!) these “heterodox ideas”
remained marginalized and unused in practical applications of “sustainability science”. The
problem for the acceptance of these concepts is that they do not fit in the paradigm of
reductionism that still dominates quantitative science. The list of these concepts and approaches
follows.
Hierarchy Theory (the epistemological dimension of modeling) – pioneers in this field T.H.F.
Allen, S. Salthe, R. Rosen, A. Koestler – This field addresses two daunting issues: “how to address
the issue of scale in relation to the task of modeling” and “what are the implications of the need
of adopting multiple scales when analyzing complex systems across different levels”. In relation
to MuSIASEM the concepts developed in this field made it possible to operationalize the terms
of: Grammars, Identity, Narrative, Story-telling, and the concept of Holon (and holarchies).
Non-Equilibrium Thermodynamics, cybernetics and autopoiesis – pioneers in this field I.
Prigogine, W.R. Ashby, H. Maturana and F. Varela – These fields deal with the implications of
the following points: (i) dissipative systems must be open, (ii) dissipative systems must be
becoming systems (they become something else - changing their formal identity - in time, while
remaining the same – preserving their semiotic identity), (iii) autopoietic systems (systems
producing themselves using recorded information) must learn also how to gather, store and
process the required information to be used for both reproducing their functional/structural
organization and for controlling their behavior, (iv) learning requires a finality (goals to be
achieved) and beliefs (controls) to be tested. In relation to the concept of dissipative systems
(non-equilibrium thermodynamics) MuSIASEM makes it possible to operationalize in
quantitative terms the analysis of the relation between “dSi” (the ability of producing internally
a flow of positive entropy to be discarded into the environment – necessary for maintaining and
reproducing their identity) and “-dSe” (the availability of external negative entropy – the
capability of the environment to absorb the discarded positive entropy).
Theoretical Ecology – pioneers in this field R. Ulanowicz, H.T. Odum, E.P. Odum, M. Conrad, C.S.
Holling – Several concepts developed in theoretical ecology are essential to understand the
factors making possible the expression of the metabolic pattern of social-ecological systems: (i)
the strength of the hypercycle (a key factor determining the characteristics of the dynamic
budget of the metabolic pattern) defines the quantity and quality of the flows that can be
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metabolized by the dissipative compartment (Ulanowicz, 1986) , (ii) network theory and
network niche, explaining the mechanism making it possible to generate “mutual information”
(definition of the functional elements – top-down at the large scale) needed to complement
“direct information” (definition of the structural elements – bottom-up at the local scale), (iii)
cladograms and dendrograms making it possible to define the set of relations – in terms of
quality and relative size - of elements (the parts of the whole) described within a given taxonomy
of categories, (iv) the metabolic analysis of ecosystems making it possible to define a set of
expected relations over their quantitative and qualitative characteristics (Odum, E.P. 1971,
Odum H.T. 1983), (v) the dialectical tension between efficiency - determining the performance
in the short term - and adaptability - determining the performance in the long term (Conrad,
1983) , (vi) the adaptive cycle explaining the evolutionary mechanism capturing the peculiar
features of the commuting between “typologies” and “instances of typologies” across different
scales (Holling, 1973, Holling and Gunderson, 2002).
Bio-economics (or “biophysical economics” as suggested by C.A.S Hall) – pioneers in this field:
N. Georgescu-Roegen, A.J. Lotka, W.F. Cottrel, H.T. Odum – Three key concepts are essential
here: (i) the distinction between exosomatic (conversion of energy controlled by machines)
versus endosomatic (conversions of energy controlled by human bodies) metabolism of societal
systems (Lotka, 1956), (ii) the flow-fund model, making it possible to operationalize the
conceptual distinction between “stocks”, “funds” and “flows” within a chosen representation of
the socio-economic process (Georgescu-Roegen, 1971), (iii) the field of energetics – that implies
a pre-analytical definition of a useful taxonomy of energy forms that must be available in order
to study their relations in a given set of transformations (Cottrell, 1955, Odum H.T. 1971).
Semiotics, Bio-semiotics and Logics – pioneers in this field: C.S. Pierce, J. von Uexküll, H.H.
Pattee,, N. Chomsky – These fields provide concepts needed to study the role of purposes and
beliefs in the operational definition of criteria of “truth” (validation of information). That is, the
semiotic process is essential in order to be able to check the usefulness of recorded information
in the process of autopoiesis based on informed autocatalytic loops (expression coined by H.T.
Odum). The take-home message of these fields relevant for MuSIASEM is that evolution of
complex autopoietic systems is driven by the emergence of new meanings and new purposes
(making it possible the code poiesis) and not by random changes (e.g. mutations) in existing
codes – Barbieri, (2015).
Relational Analysis of M-R systems – pioneers in this field: R. Rosen, A. Louie – Robert Rosen,
one of the gurus of complexity, proposed both a logic and a formal approach to the analysis of
the functional and structural relations existing across levels and scales in a metabolic system
capable of reproducing and maintaining its own identity. The analysis is based on the adoption
of the 4 Aristotelian causes: (i) final cause (why this element is relevant, the goal of the function),
(ii) efficient cause (the how the goal is achieved - the functional type expressed), (iii) formal
cause (the what that is expressing the function – the structural type) and (iv) the material cause
(the definition of the biophysical interaction determining the scale of analysis). In this way, it
becomes possible to identify the structural and functional elements of the systems, across
different levels of organization. Aloisius Louie (student of Rosen) has since then developed a
series of formal applications to implement relational analysis.
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Post-Normal Science (and more in general the field of Science and Society) – pioneers in this
field: S.O. Funtowicz, J. Ravetz, S. Jasanoff, G. Lakoff, J.F. Lyotard,– Relevant concepts for
MuSIASEM are: (i) it is impossible to eliminate uncertainty from our narratives (let alone models)
about the external world, (ii) it is unavoidable to generate hypocognition when using narratives
(let alone quantitative analysis), (iii) it is necessary to guarantee transparency when making
models and gathering/choosing data – because of points (i) and (ii). For all these reasons it is
necessary to carry out a participatory integrated assessment to guarantee the quality of the
process of production and use of scientific information for governance. It is only by guaranteeing
the quality of the process that we can guarantee the quality of the output.
In relation to MuSIASEM these concepts led to the adoption of an approach to the use of
quantitative analysis called “Quantitative Story-Telling” (QST). The goal of QST is to generate a
“robust knowledge” determined by the combination of non-equivalent story-tellings. It can be
considered as useful after a quality check obtained by falsifying the chosen narratives - rather
than finding “the truth” about a given issue.
Integrated Assessment, Participatory Integrated Assessment, Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis
– pioneers in this field: P. Checkland, P. Nijkamp, G. Munda - These concepts have been
developed originally within the field of operational research. They are essential to enhance the
usefulness of the information generated using the MuSIASEM approach. In fact, in order to have
a co-production of quantitative story-telling it is necessary to establish a two-way interface
between the users and the producers of quantitative information. Only in this way it becomes
possible to guarantee the required quality control over the entire process of co-production and
use. The quantitative story-telling co-produced using MuSIASEM can be used as a decision
support system for informed deliberative processes.

1.2 Innovative features of the MuSIASEM accounting method
1. The concept of metabolic pattern addresses explicitly the nature of the entanglement of
flows. The quantitative analysis is not based on the conventional approach trying to integrated
a “water-subsystem”, an “energy-subsystem” and a “food-subsystem”. The entanglement over
these flows is addressed from scratch when describing the structural and functional elements
metabolizing flows (different forms of energy, water and energy) in the form of patterns
expressed at different hierarchical level of analysis,
2. The concept of metabolic pattern makes it possible to individuate and discuss the robustness
of “external referents” – what are the observable entities and attributes that are determining
the quantitative assessment. In turn, this makes it possible to discuss what to observe (and how)
across different scales and different dimensions of analysis and how to do scaling across levels.
3. The concept of adaptive, self-producing, self-maintaining system is associated with the ability
of stabilizing a semiotic process. This implies that the identity of the system cannot be
considered as given (even when talking of us!). When considering a society as an “adaptive, selfproducing, self-maintaining system” we have to consider both the decision makers and the
citizens legitimizing them as part of the system which is modeled (needless to say that also the
scientists are part of the system). This is a major difference from the conventional approach
adopted in sustainability analysis – i.e. Integrated Water Resource Management - in which the
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definition of the problem is simpler: “how to handle the external world according to our goals”.
In conventional sustainability science is difficult to find models about how to adjust our goals
and aspirations to the constraints given by the external world.
4. Relational analysis is different from conventional models because it can handle
“impredicativity”. The semantic framing can be formalized in several non-equivalent ways and
the direction of causality is open in the two directions. Bottom-up changes can affect top-down
constraints (e.g. the voters can change government), top-down changes can affect bottom-up
constraints (e.g. the government can change the option space of voters). Impredicative relations
of causality (chicken-egg paradoxes) are the rule when studying the operation of complex
systems, but they are systematically ignored by conventional quantitative analysis,
5. The accounting method is based on the use of grammars (an expected set of relations over a
finite set of elements defined in semantic terms). Grammars require a set of pre-analytical
decisions about: (i) the most appropriate metrics for quantification, (ii) the taxonomy of
categories of accounting to be adopted, (iii) the level of details which is sufficient for the goal of
analysis. In fact, the concept of water, energy and food cannot be quantified “as such”. They
require a pre-analytical categorization based on the individuation of additional attributes. For
example three categories of accounting are required to quantify flows: (i) primary sources of
water, energy and food – i.e. rivers, aquifer, coal, wind, soil, seeds, and solar radiation, (ii)
carriers of water, energy and food – i.e. blue water and green water, electricity, fuels, potatoes,
beef, eggs, (iii) end uses of water, energy and food – i.e. drinking water, industrial uses,
carbohydrates and proteins in the dietary intake. These different forms of water, energy and
food require a different method of measurement and categories of accounting. For this reason
it is essential to have a conceptual framework capable of keeping coherence in the mass of
quantitative assessments.
6. The accounting method characterizes not only the size and the metabolic characteristics of
the structural and functional elements of the social-ecological system (INSIDE VIEW) but also the
level of openness of the metabolic pattern, which is indicated by the level of exchange of flows
with the context (OUTSIDE VIEW). Unless we are capable of assessing the effect of trade in
externalizing constraints to other social-ecological systems we cannot individuate the existing
constraints over the relation between water, energy and food in a given social-ecological system.
In the era of globalization and quantitative easing (paying imports by making debts) a lot of
water, energy and food are embodied in the imported goods.
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2. The Methodological Approach
2.1 The procedure used to structure the representation
2.1.1 Conceptual definitions for the representation of the metabolic pattern of SES
The metabolic pattern of a social-ecological system has to be first framed in semantic terms and
then formalized using an integrated set of metrics.
A social-ecological system is an adaptive self-reproducing and self-maintaining system made up
of:
1. Social structural and functional compartments made up of fund elements (people,
technology and land uses) that are metabolizing specific mixes of inputs and outputs – i.e. flow
elements – inside the technosphere. The metabolism of these flows requires inputs and outputs
coming from and going to the biosphere,
2. Ecological structural and functional compartments made up of fund elements (soil, aquifers,
rivers, marine and terrestrial ecosystems, the atmosphere) that are metabolizing specific mixes
of inputs and outputs – i.e. flow elements – inside the biosphere,
3. Stock elements (accumulated quantities of flows perceived as natural resources) that can be
used in a non-renewable way, either by depleting the stock of resources or by filling the sinks,
4. A socio-economic context determined by the other social-ecological systems with which it is
interacting through trade and exchanging information. The interaction with other socialecological systems implies a change in the profile of allocation of funds and flows over the
internal structural and functional compartments. Put it in another way, the interaction with
other social-ecological systems makes it possible to escape the definition of internal and
external constraints based on the fund and flows elements found in the given social-ecological
system.
The fund, flow and stock elements can be measured using extensive variables – given quantities
– after choosing appropriate metrics (using grammars). The definition of functional and
structural elements makes it possible to define qualitative characteristics of them – i.e.
benchmarks describing their metabolic patterns based on intensive variables – a ratio of a
quantity per unit of another quantity. In this way we can define for each structural and functional
element a size (the quantities of fund elements making it up – i.e. people mapping onto hours
of human activity, hectares of land uses, kW of power capacity) and a metabolic profile (the
quantities of inputs and outputs that can be expressed per unit of fund size using an intensive
variable). Therefore metabolic profiles can be defined combining two non-equivalent types of
information: (i) in quantitative terms using extensive variables referring to either fund elements
– i.e. hours of human activity, hectares of land uses, kW of power capacity – or flow elements
looking at the quantities of inputs and outputs over the elements – e.g. kWh of electricity
consumed, tons of water consumed, kcal of food intake. Information based on intensive
variables refers to an instance (a realization) of a typology, (ii) in qualitative terms using intensive
variables – the profile of inputs and outputs per unit of fund element – e.g. kWh of electricity
per hour of labor, tons of water per hectare, kcal of food intake per day. This information refers
to a typology.
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2.1.2 Identification of functional and structural elements and their relations
In order to analyze the metabolic pattern of a SES we have to start with an identification of the
metabolic characteristics of its functional elements and their forced relations. This result can be
obtained starting from the definition of a system and by applying the wisdom of relational
analysis.
A system is a set of functional and structural components linked by some form of interaction and
interdependence operating within a given boundary to achieve a common final goal (a given
final cause).
Please note that the final cause is the “emergent property” of the system: it is what makes “the
whole” more than the sum of its parts . . .
This definition can be used to provide the rationale for the identification of the functional and
structural parts of a metabolic system and to study the relations over them. When analyzing a
system we should first of all look for the WHY. That is, why the system is there? Is it a human
made system? In the affirmative why has it been made? The function to be expressed can be
used to identify the functional role of its parts. In the case the system is a living system or a social
system again we have to go the highest level of organization to identify the “why” explaining its
functional organization. In the case of socio-economic system we can adopt the following
definition:
A socio-economic system is composed by a set of functional and structural components
operating in the technosphere (processes under human control) within a prescribed boundary.
The components are linked through a pattern of expected interactions determining a dynamic
interdependence over their identities (defined at lower hierarchical level). The goal of a socioeconomic system is that of reproducing and maintaining its identity (the identity of the whole)
while learning how to become more adaptable
This definition can be extended to define a Social-Ecological System:
A Social-Ecological System is composed by a set of functional and structural components
operating both in the technosphere (social processes) and in the biosphere (ecological
processes) within a prescribed boundary. The components are linked because their expected
interactions based on given patterns of funds and flows determine a dynamic interdependence
over their identities.
Let’s see how these concepts can be used to structure the analysis of a rural village and its
functional and structural elements (this example is taken from Gonzalez-Lopez and Giampietro,
2017). The final cause of the whole (at the hierarchical level of analysis n) is: “reproducing and
maintaining its identity (the identity of the whole) while learning how to become more
adaptable”.
According to this definition we can identify different functional compartments of the village. An
example is given in Fig. 23. Each functional compartment of the village is composed of a set of
structural elements that are not necessarily similar to each other or expressing the same
biophysical processes (see Fig. 23). That is, a functional compartment - commodities production
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- can be composed by different combinations of structural elements – i.e. processes producing
irrigated rice, processes producing rain-fed rice, processes producing vegetables, etc.
This is an important point to be stressed: the assignment of structural elements to a given
functional element is a semantic decision. The criterion is that the structural elements must
share the same final cause (in the jargon of relational analysis) with the functional element to
which it is assigned. For example, in Fig. 23, vegetable production and rice production belong to
the same functional compartment (cash crop production). Therefore, all structural elements –
i.e. processes associated with a defined land-use typology – mapping onto the same final cause
will be accounted in the same functional compartment.

Figure 23 - Hierarchical organization of the functional compartment of the village: the definition of the
function of the whole (level n) translates into a definition of functions for the functional compartments in
the middle (level n-1), which are using structural elements to carry out their tasks on the right (level n-2).

In this framework structural elements are considered as sub-parts of the functional components
described in Figure 23 (structural parts are defined at level n-2, functional parts at level n-1, and
the black-box at level n). Note that the semantic definition of the relation between structural
and functional compartments is always subject to a certain level of ambiguity (it is context
dependent). For example rice production can be mapped onto two different functional
compartments, ‘subsistence production’ and ‘cash crop/commodity production’, and charcoal
production can be mapped onto ‘energy production’ or ‘cash crop/commodity production’. In
the same way, the same final cause –getting disposable cash– can be obtained in two different
ways, relating to two structural elements of different nature: “on-farm production” requiring
land use allocation and “off-farm work” not requiring land allocation within the system
boundaries. All these ‘bifurcations’ can be handled by the accounting framework of MuSIASEM,
because it requires a constraint of congruence to avoid double counting (and a messy
representation). That is, the sum of the relative sizes of all flows (energy, water, food and
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money) and all funds (hours of human activity and hectares of land use) associated with the
functional compartments and structural elements (defined at levels n-1 and level n-2,
respectively) must be equal, at each level of analysis, to the total amount of flow and fund
elements defined at level n. This congruence can be verified by using a set of conceptual tools
(grammars, impredicative loop analysis, processors) presented below.
For example, when the process of charcoal production generates an input (energy flow)
consumed by the village, we must include the funds and the flows associated with this
production to the final cause of “producing energy”. On the contrary if the charcoal is sold on
the market then the funds and flows associated with this process are included in the functional
compartment “getting disposable cash”. In fact, when charcoal is produced and sold it does not
belong to the energetic metabolism of the village, it becomes just a commodity. In relation to
this point, the conditions of congruence – the size of all the flows and funds must remain the
same when moving across different levels of analysis – guarantee coherence in the analysis.
Thus, an important feature of MuSIASEM is that the simplification of the information space in a
given set of categories of accounting –required to generate a quantitative representation of
structural and functional elements – is not semantically closed, as is the case with conventional
models. The framework of accounting allows an exploration of the option space generated by
the complex set of impredicative relations between structural and functional elements across
hierarchical levels and scales. MuSIASEM does not deny the existence of chicken-egg paradoxes
or ambiguities in the definition of the parts and sub-parts, rather it handles them. MuSIASEM
deals with impredicativity through the use of grammars and processors that combined together
make it possible to check the congruence of the known characteristics of the patterns
determined and determining both: (i) the identity of the components, and (ii) their relative and
absolute size.
This system of accounting is semantically open and for this reason it can analyze changes in
external constraints that can affect the characteristics of internal processes (top-down causality)
or changes in the internal characteristics of the system that can redefine the external constraints
(bottom-up causality). In this sense, we prefer the term quantitative storytelling over
quantitative analysis to stress that numbers generated in this way only have meaning if properly
contextualized in relation to: (i) the special characteristics of the environment, (ii) the special
history of the social-ecological system in question, and (iii) the special research question
considered.
In the examples presented in the following sections we will show examples of applications of
MuSIASEM to modern countries in which the definition of functional compartments is organized
using the conventional division in economic sectors: (i) agricultural sector (final cause producing
the requirement of inputs for the endosomatic metabolism – food), (ii) energy and mining
sector (final cause producing the requirement of inputs for the exosomatic metabolism – energy
and minerals), (iii) manufacturing and construction sector (final cause producing the exosomatic
devices – i.e. technology, products and infrastructures - for expressing the metabolism), (iv)
service and government sector (final cause reproducing and adapting the institutions, while
taking care of humans), (v) household sector (final cause reproducing humans) .
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MuSIASEM can be used in a diagnostic mode, by analyzing the actual metabolic pattern of a
system, or in simulation mode, by examining scenarios (e.g., population growth, technical
innovation, changing terms of trade).
In conclusion the innovative features of this approach are:
1. It is based on an analysis of relations over patterns (processors are profiles of expected
inputs and outputs) and not on relations over numbers (e.g., inputs or output) as is the
case in conventional models,
2. It integrates quantitative information referring to different hierarchical levels
observable only at different scales (describing and combining relevant aspects of the
system originating from non-equivalent descriptive domains),
3. It integrates quantitative attributes defined according to different dimensions of
analysis (economic, social, technical, ecological) and allows the use of geographic
information systems,
4. It handles “impredicativity”, that is the ambiguous relation between structural and
functional types (chicken-eggs paradox) typically encountered in the analysis of the
functioning of complex self-producing systems.

2.2 The building blocks of the accounting method
2.2.1 Grammars: how to define the categories of accounting and the metrics:
(a more detailed description of the concept of grammar is available in Giampietro et al. 2012 –
Chapter 6)
In general terms a grammar can be defined as a set of expected relations over a set of categories
defined in semantic terms.
In MuSIASEM grammars identify and make it possible to use a useful taxonomy of accounting
categories required for answering relevant questions. In this way, grammars allows a coherent
quantitative analysis of different aspects of the metabolism based on numbers which are
defined in non-equivalent descriptive domains and therefore are not reducible directly to each
other. The use of grammars is needed because of the complexity of the system we want to
assess in quantitative way. For example, if we want to compare “food consumption” per capita
of China and USA we can get different assessments providing conflicting results - Fig. 24. In this
example if we are using as metric of quantities of food – kg of grain – we can see that in the diet
people of China consume more kg of grain per capita per year in their direct consumption that
people in US. On the other hand, when considering the quantity of grain per capita consumed
by the food systems of these two countries people in US consume more than three times more
grain per capita. The difference is determined by the huge amount of grain that is consumed in
the food system of the USA (for feeding animals, alcoholic beverages and industrial products).
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Figure 24 - Non-equivalent assessments of “food consumption per capita” USA vs China

It should be noted that if we had used a different metric – e.g. kcal per capita per day – for the
comparison - we would have found the same problem. The differences in quantities of “kcal per
day per capita” (when mapping the flows using the category “nutrients in the diet”/end use) are
not proportional to the differences in consumption of quantities of kg of grain (when mapping
the flows using the category “nutrient carrier”).
In order to have a proper accounting we must learn how to define a taxonomy of categories of
accounting capable of answering different types of relevant questions.
For example, if we want to know how much land is required to guarantee the final supply of
food we have to know about: (i) the split between final consumption and the internal
consumption of the food system, (ii) the losses. Starting from an assessment of the food required
in final consumption. Then, after calculating the gross food requirement (in terms of food
carriers) we can calculate how much primary food sources (land, water, soil, solar radiation,
biodiversity, etc.) are required to generate such a gross supply. Another crucial piece of the
assessment is the degree of openness of the system - the split between (i) domestic supply, and
(ii) imports – when coming to the generation of the required gross supply. Hong Kong can
guarantee the food supply of its population in spite of the fact that the availability of Primary
Food Sources is very limited.
In general terms we can say that a grammar makes it possible to generate an effective analysis
of the metabolism of a given flow (food, energy, water) by identifying the semantic categories
that have to be considered in the quantitative assessment. A grammar makes it possible to: (i)
handle the simultaneous use of different metrics for accounting flows over the same set of
categories, (ii) identify a set of expected relations over the flows that can be formalized in
different ways depending on the chosen metric, (iii) characterize the level of openness of the
system.
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A standard example of grammar is illustrated in Fig. 25

Figure 25 - The set of semantic categories to be used for accounting and the expected
relations over the flows

It should be noted that the grammar useful for the analysis of food metabolism applies also to
the analysis of energy metabolism. That is, the production of animal products – requiring the
conversion of 1 kcal of vegetable products into 1 kcal of animal products – can be considered an
analogous to the conversion of 1 J of fossil energy into 1 J of electricity. If we compare
consumptions of energy carriers 1 J of electricity can be considered as having an equivalent in J
of oil equivalent (e.g. in the Partial Substitution Method 1 J of electricity is equal to 2.6 J of oil
equivalent). In the same way 1 kg of pork can be considered equivalent to 4 kg of grain).
As mentioned earlier the same set of relations specified by a grammar can be used to
characterize the metabolic pattern using different metrics. This is illustrated in Fig. 26 and Fig.
27.
In the application illustrated in Fig. 26 we have an assessment of the flow of nutrients measured
by vectors composed of three elements (nutrients/end use) – e.g. carbohydrates, proteins and
fats – referring to the food metabolism of Mauritius (Giampietro et al. 2014). The relevant
information here is about the dietary intake of the population – the objective determining the
desirability of the metabolic pattern.
In the application illustrated in Fig. 26 the accounting is measured by using vectors composed of
four elements (nutrient carriers) – e.g. vegetables, grains, oils and animal products. When
adopting this metric we are capable of checking the constraints affecting the supply side. In
relation to the domestic supply we have the specification of the produced flows (in quantity and
quality) and this makes it possible to check the availability of the required Primary Food Sources
(land, water, soil, etc.).
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Figure 26 - The grammar of food metabolism used for accounting flows of nutrients
- e.g. carbohydrates, proteins and fats

In both analyses we have information about the openness of the system in relation to imports.
This information makes it possible to analyze pros and cons (economic burden for the economy,
dependence on the market, option of substitution of food products difficult to produce
domestically).

Figure 27 - The grammar of food metabolism used for accounting flows of food products
- e.g. vegetables, grains, oils and animal products

The type of grammar presented in Fig. 24 can also be applied to the analysis of the flows
associated with the metabolic pattern of energy of developed societies. An example of grammar
identifying the categories of accounting required for characterizing the flows of the metabolic
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pattern of energy in Spain is given in Fig. 28. In this case, the different categories of accounting
of flows imply the use of different units of measurement. That is, the primary energy sources on
the left of the graph are measured using physical gradients (non-energy units), such as: tons of
oil, cubic meters of gas, kinetic energy of hydro. The energy carriers (electricity, liquid fuels and
process heat) – in the middle - are measured in Joules, but by keeping a distinction between
“mechanical energy” (kWh of electricity) and “thermal energy) (MJ of either fuels or process
heat). So also in this case, rather than giving a simple number for accounting quantities of
“energy forms” we use a mini-vector of two elements to generate a more useful accounting
(airplanes do not fly on electricity and computers do not work on liquid fuels). The problems
generated by an accounting of energy using a single metric have been discussed in Giampietro
and Sorman, 2012.

Figure 28 - An example of grammar of energy metabolism used for accounting flows

Finally, the concept of grammar can also be applied to the analysis of water metabolism. But in
this case, rather than helping to study the implications of the internal loop of “food for food”
(i.e. food consumption for animal production) or “energy for energy” (i.e. energy consumption
for electricity production) water grammars are essential to identify and track: (i) who is using
water and to do what in the technosphere – defining the requirement on the supply side and
the resulting disposal on the sink side, in relation to (ii) who is providing the supply and what is
the sink capacity in the biosphere – defining the characteristics of the ecological funds (aquifers,
rivers, lakes, etc.) required to stabilize the water metabolism. An example of this analysis is given
in Fig. 29.

This is an example taken from a study of the water metabolism of Mauritius (Madrid and
Giampietro, 2014). In this grammar we can identify the different categories of water that have
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to be considered to get an effective characterization of the relations over the different quantities
used in the metabolic pattern. The rationale is the same: primary water sources on the left,
water carriers (blue water and green water) in the middle and end uses on the right. An
important feature of the concept of grammar can be illustrated here: the possibility of georeferencing the flows in order to have a better idea of the situation across different scales.

Figure 29 - An example of grammar of water metabolism used for accounting flows

Figure 30 - An example of grammar of water metabolism used for accounting flows

In Fig. 30 the same analysis given in Fig. 29 carried out at a lower level of analysis in order to
identify who is consuming water in the society and who is supplying water in the ecosystem
The analysis provided in Fig. 29 refers to an analysis of the whole (what we called earlier a level
n analysis) seen as a black-box interacting with its context.
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The analysis provided in Fig. 30 refers to the same analysis carried out across different levels.
This means that when looking at the structural components of the system we can look at: (i)
who is using water, what type of water, where and how much – at the level n-1, by observing
the metabolic components inside the society -, and (ii) who is guaranteeing the supply and sink
of water in the biosphere – at the level n-1, by observing the ecological funds involved in the
societal metabolism of water.
Looking at Fig. 30 we can observe that the extraction of total of water (the amount of water
used by the society in the Mauritius Island – in the upper table on the right) is much less than
the total amount of renewable resources of water available in the ecosystems (in the lower table
on the right). However, in a particular aquifer – Mare Aux-Vacoas-lower – due to the heavy
demand of the capital there is an over-drafting of water from the aquifer. This example is
extremely important to show the necessity of carrying out the analysis of the metabolic pattern
of social-ecological systems across scales and in relation to land uses. This is discussed below in
relation to the making of the Environmental Impact Matrix.
2.2.2 Impredicative Loop Analysis: how to handle the impredicativity over the relations of the
metabolic characteristics of metabolic compartments
The text below is taken from Chapter 6 of Giampietro et al. (2012)
A technical definition of impredicativity has been provided by Kleene (1952, p. 42):
“When a set M and a particular object m are so defined that on the one hand m is a member of
M, and on the other hand the definition of m depends on M, we say that the procedure (or the
definition of m, or the definition of M) is impredicative. Similarly when a property P is possessed
by an object m whose definition depends on P (here M is the set of objects which possess the
property P). An impredicative definition is circular, at least on its face, as what is defined
participates in its own definition.”
A familiar example of the paradox associated with impredicativity is the predator--prey relation
(Giampietro, 2003): The number of predators is affecting the number of preys, when looking at
this relation on a given time horizon. But we do find a reverse relation of causality (the number
of preys affecting the number of predators) when looking at the same relation on a different
time horizon. This process of impredicativity has been proved in quantitative terms in ecology
(Carpenter and Kitchell, 1987). Similarly, in democratic countries, governments and parliaments
do affect the behavior of individual citizens by imposing laws and rules, whereas citizens affect
the behavior of government and parliament over a time horizon covering some elections, by
voting different incumbents in the ruling roles.
The epistemological predicament of impredicativity is difficult to reconcile with quantitative
science since it conflicts profoundly with the simplifications inherent in reductionism. In fact,
impredicativity is closely related to the familiar paradox of ‘chicken-egg logic’ that challenges
the unidirectional explanation of causality: One needs to assume the pre-existence of a chicken
to explain the existence of an egg, but at the same time one needs to assume the pre-existence
of the egg to explain the existence of a chicken.
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Example of Impredicative Loop Analysis: The Viability Domain of Mail Metabolism
A simple example of analysis of the viability of a given metabolic pattern, in this case related to
the writing, delivering and receiving (i.e., the metabolism) of mail is illustrated in Fig. 31. We
consider at the level of the whole society (level n) the fund element “total human activity” (THA)
and the flow element “amount of letters written and received over the period of one year” by
the people living in this hypothetical society. For this particular example, we assume a society
size of 1,000 people, and hence over a time span of one year, THA equals 8.76Mh (8 760 000
hours).
We further assume that the flow element (at level n) is a mail flow of 24,000 letters per year per
1,000 people, resulting in a ‘letter metabolic rate’ of 0.003 letters per hour (or two letters per
person per month).

Figure 31 - Impredicative Loop Analysis (ILA) of the viability domain of mail metabolism (source:
Giampietro and Mayumi, 2009)

As illustrated in Fig. 31, starting from total human activity (THA) at level n, we have to go through
a series of overheads to find the size of the specialized compartment “mail service” at level (n–
3) that is the functional compartment in charge for recollecting and delivering mail. The first
overhead concerns the share of THA which is not allocated to the paid work sector but to the
household sector. This overhead is determined by the ratio HAPW/THA. Accounting for this
societal overhead leaves only one million hours available for the paid work sector per 1000
people per year. The second overhead refers to the share of paid work hours that are allocated
to functions other than mail service. This second overhead is determined by the ratio HAmail
/HAPW and entails that only 0.6 per cent of the paid work hours are allocated to mail service. This
corresponds to 6,000 hours of human activity. Thus, the size of HAmail is only about 0.07 per cent
of total human activity.
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At this point, one can appreciate the versatility of the set of forced relations. The forced
congruence over the lower right quadrant can be interpreted as a threshold value which is
required to obtain congruence between the requirement of the whole (characterization of
society’s metabolism in upper right quadrant) and the performance delivered by the mail
compartment (the specialized sector in charge for delivering the flow under consideration).
Given the assumptions of this example, the mail sector must collect and deliver 24,000 letters
with 6,000 hours of paid work in the mail service. Therefore, the minimum threshold to achieve
congruence is a delivery pace of four letters per hour of work, as yearly average, in the postal
service
The term impredicative loop analysis derives from the existence of reciprocal constraints, which
are reflected in the four-angle representation (Fig. 31):


In the upper-right quadrant of the figure (metabolism of the whole society at level n),
we have the angle δ which is proportional to an arbitrarily chosen, desirable
characteristic of society. The value of this angle is related to the pace of the metabolized
flow under consideration, an attribute of performance for the whole.



In the upper-left quadrant, we have the angle α which is proportional to the reduction
in fund size from level n to (n-1), that is, the first overhead. In this example, this is the
ratio HAPW/THA, defining the share of total human activity allocated to paid work versus
final consumption. This angle depends on demographic variables, but also on social
variables and rules (work load, education, unemployment),



In the lower-left quadrant, we have the angle κ which is proportional to the reduction
in fund size from level (n-1) to (n-3), that is, the second overhead (in this example
HAmail/HAPW). The value of this angle is related to the relation between the relative size
(measured in hours of work) of the service sector and productive sector at level (n-2),
and the relation between the relative size of the specific service under consideration
(postal service) and the other sub-sectors within the service sector at level (n-3).



In the lower-right quadrant we can represent either an expected value for scenario
analysis (expected value) or a technical coefficient (actual value) characterizing a given
situation. Thus, the value of the angle σ can be related to either the expected value (the
technical coefficient that would be required to get congruence – definition of the
functional type) for the sub-sector under consideration (σ expected), when analyzing the
congruence using a top-down approach, or the actual performance of that sub-sector
determined by the technical processes expressed in the sector using available
technology – definition of structural types used in the various sub-sectors under
consideration (σ achieved) when analyzing the congruence using a bottom-up approach.

By using this closed set of reciprocal expected relations over the fund and flow elements of the
graph, we can perform an impredicative loop analysis to discuss future scenarios. We may start,
for example, by defining a configuration of dynamic equilibrium over the four angles on the basis
of expected achievements (technical coefficients) of the specific sub-sector. In this way we
define expected characteristics of the performance (supply) of the sub-sector, and then we can
discuss the consequences for the society having to adapt to this. Alternatively, we can start by
defining an expected (e.g., desirable) pattern of metabolism for the whole society and then look
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for the technical characteristics that would be required in the compartment under consideration
to guarantee such pattern. In latter case, the characteristics of the sub-sector (at the level n-3)
must be adapted to those chosen for the society (at the level n).
The important feature of this type of analysis is that the whole set of characteristics used to find
congruence over the dynamic budget (defined at different levels) can be adjusted according to
estimated values of feasibility or desirability at any level. For example, we can analyze the
consequences of proposed changes in:


The attribute of desirability of the performance at the level of the whole (e.g. in Fig. 31,
this means writing more or fewer letters at the level of society),



Population characteristics, e.g. changes in the population age structure through
proposed regulations for immigration or changes in retirement age (altering the ratio
HAPW/THA),



Distribution of work hours over the various economic sub-sectors, e.g. through
government incentives (subsidies) to stimulate expansion of selected sectors – hire
more mailmen or pay more for overtime work,



Technical coefficients of the specialized compartment under consideration through
implementation of new technologies, mechanization, training, etc.

Thus, when carrying out an impredicative loop analysis we do not get any deterministic
prediction of what will happen in case of changes: any combination of changes within the
viability domain is admissible. Therefore, this type of analysis can be used to: (i) eliminate
scenarios that are not biophysically feasible, (ii) establish a link among changes over indicators
referring to the chosen relevant attributes defined at different hierarchical levels, and (iii)
indicate what is gained and lost, by using indicators of ‘desirability”, in relation to different tasks
defined at different levels and compartments, when exploring potential options within the
viability domain. In conclusion, we can say that impredicative loop analysis does not generate a
deterministic analysis, but provides the means for an informed deliberation after having defined
the constraints determining the viability domain.
2.2.3 The mosaic effect across hierarchical levels of metabolism
The text below is taken from Chapter 6 of Giampietro et al. (2012)
The total pace of metabolism of a system (the whole) made up of metabolic parts is determined
by the aggregate metabolism of these parts. Therefore, knowing the relative sizes and the
characteristic metabolic paces of the parts it is possible to establish a relation between two nonequivalent types of information: (i) the information describing the metabolic pattern at the level
of the whole system (at the level n), and (ii) the information describing the metabolic pattern at
the level of the parts (level n-1). The decomposition of a metabolic pattern into the
characterization of the metabolic pattern of the parts can be repeated moving to the level of
the individual parts in case it is possible to identify another relation parts/whole across level n2/level n-1 and so on.
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The example of the human body
Knowing the physiological characteristics of the various parts of the human body (brain, liver,
heart, muscles, etc.), both in terms of: (i) size (measured in kg) and (ii) specific benchmark of
metabolic rate (measured in W/kg), we can scale up these values to define the overall size of
the human body (measured in kg) and its metabolic rate (measured in W/kg), under the
condition of closure of the accounting - i.e. the sum of the kg of organs is equal to the amount
of kg of the whole body. We provide an example below.
As illustrated in Fig. 32 the possibility of associating an expected metabolic benchmark to
functional of body parts makes it possible to establish a relation across hierarchical levels
between the characteristics of the metabolic pattern of the whole (expressed at level n) and the
characteristics of the local metabolic patterns of individual parts (observed at level n-1).

Figure 32 - Mosaic effect over the metabolic rate of the human body and its organs

We can now establish a quantitative relation between the characteristics of the whole body at
level n, in terms of the aggregate weight of the whole body (in kg) and its metabolic rate (in
W/kg), and the characteristics of the parts, defined at level (n-1), knowing the size (in kg) and
metabolic rate (in W/kg) of the various parts making up the human body.
Note that if we should decide to use a different lexicon for defining the constituent components
of the human body, which does not address the expected features associated with the metabolic
process, we would lose our relation of congruence across levels. For example, an alternative
choice of categories to characterize the constituent elements of the human body could be
“chemical element”, as indicated on the left side of Fig. 32. With this choice we can still obtain
a situation of congruence of the extensive variable “size” across levels (i.e., the sum of the
weight of all the various constituent chemical elements is equal to the overall body weight)
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however, we lose useful information about the metabolic characteristics of the body across
different hierarchical levels.
The example of the human body lends itself well to explain the main concept of mosaic effect
that is found when analyzing the metabolic pattern of societies across hierarchical levels. To this
purpose we characterize the metabolism of a human body using three variables: the fund
element “body mass” (expressed in kg), the flow element “energy expenditure” (expressed in
Watt) and the resulting metabolic rate (i.e., energy expenditure per unit of body mass in W/kg).
This quantitative representation can be applied across hierarchical levels and can be used to
describe the metabolism of the whole body at level n. The same system of accounting can be
applied to the representation of individual organs at a lower hierarchical level. In this way, we
can get some redundancy in the resulting information space, if we represent the metabolic
pattern by guaranteeing the closure over the size of the fund and the flow elements described
at each hierarchical level. This redundancy makes it possible to double check the robustness of
the information or guesstimate missing data. These points will be illustrated in the rest of this
section.
We assume in our example that, at level n of the entire human being, we have the following
characteristics: a body mass of 70 kg, energy expenditure of 81 W, and a resulting metabolic
rate of 1.2 W/kg. We further have the following information about two organs of this individual,
referring to level n-1: brain mass 1.4 kg, brain energy expenditure 16.2 W, and resulting brain
metabolic rate 11.6 W/kg, liver mass 1.8 kg, liver energy expenditure 17.4 W, and a resulting
liver metabolic rate of 9.7 W/kg. Using this information we can infer that the rest of the body
must have the following characteristics: mass 66.8 kg, energy expenditure 47.4 W, and a
resulting metabolic rate of 0.7 W/kg.
The mosaic effect will be used for the construction of the end-use matrix. Three important points
can be made in relation to the mosaic effect:
1. The redundancy in the information space provides some “free” information about the
characteristics of the system. This is the same effect found in a crosswords puzzle or in
the Sudoku game. After entering some information we can infer missing information.
2. The type of information that can be gathered for this information space can come from
two different families of external referents: (A) from top-down analysis (e.g. the total
energy use of a society can be derived from statistics of the energy used by the various
sectors), or (B) from bottom-up analysis (e.g. the metabolic rate of each sector can be
derived from technical coefficients of production and/or consumption processes taking
place in that sector). This makes it possible to obtain a triangulation of information
obtained from different external referents and observed in non-equivalent way. This
makes it possible to combine and double check different sources of data.
3. The mosaic effect per se does not imply deterministic relations over the elements
characterized in this way across levels. However, the impredicative nature of the
relations entails that, when discussing of scenarios, the larger the number of data we
enter into a given quantitative representation, the smaller become the degrees of
freedom within the option space. This effect has been discussed before under the name
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“impredicative loop analysis” in relation to the analysis of the viability of metabolic
patterns and it is used in the tool of “viability sudoku” illustrated below.
2.2.4 Processors: how to handle the representation of metabolic patterns across levels and
scales
Any metabolic element of a social-ecological system is an open system in itself that expresses
an expected pattern of ‘metabolic behavior’ in terms of: (i) consumption of inputs, (ii) expression
of a useful function coinciding with the supply of useful output(s), and (iii) generation of
unwanted by-products.
Metabolic elements can be defined as belonging to three categories:
1. whole metabolic systems – they have as final cause reproducing and maintaining their identity
(the identity of the whole) while learning how to become more adaptable. When considered as
a whole they are not producing anything physical in the technosphere (if they export, they do
not metabolize the flow of exported goods, this is produced by the functional compartment
producing them). They only produce waste for the biosphere. At the level of the whole the
output of the metabolic process is the preservation of the identity, the accumulation of useful
knowledge and the “enjoyment of life” of the citizens (as suggested by Georgescu-Roegen,
1971). These are immaterial outputs.
2. functional elements - their metabolic characteristics are determined by processes taking place
on the level above them. The function they must express defines their functional behavior (topdown causality) and what type of flows they must produce (but not necessarily what they
consume for achieving the result),
3. structural elements - their characteristics are determined by processes taking place on the
level below them. Their organization structure implies the existence of behavioral constraints
determining the expression of expected pattern (bottom-up causality) of a given profile of inputs
and a given profile of outputs.
An important novel aspect of the application of MuSIASEM developed in MAGIC is the use of
processors to assign an identity to the metabolic elements of the system. In fact a processor
coincides with the definition of a “metabolic identity” for the metabolic element.
Semantic analogs of the “processor” of social-ecological systems are:
(1) the enzyme, which is specific for expected reactions required to stabilized biochemical
systems, and
(2) the production function, which is specific for expected production process defined in
economic analysis.
The basic idea is of the processor is that it associates a specific pattern of inputs to the
generation of a specific pattern of outputs in relation to a specific task to be performed.
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Figure 33 - Conceptualization of the expected pattern of inputs and outputs in a processor: (i) Internal
inputs and outputs in the technosphere, (ii) external inputs and outputs coming from and going into the
biosphere.

Each metabolic element (either “the whole metabolic pattern”, a functional element or a
structural element) can be described using a processor that establishes a relation between: (i)
internal inputs and internal outputs, and (ii) external inputs and external outputs. ‘Internal’
refers to two different typologies of elements that are consumed or produced (flows) and
maintained (funds) by the society (societal metabolism). In the jargon of life cycle analysis (LCA),
internal elements are described as operating inside the ‘technosphere’ and therefore they refer
to inputs and outputs determined by processes that are under human control and economic
relevance (they can be associated with costs and revenues using prices). ‘External’ refers to
flows that are produced or received by processes outside human control, that is, natural
processes and ecosystem services (ecosystem metabolism). In the jargon of LCA these flows are
considered as ‘coming from’ or ‘going to’ the biosphere. As illustrated in Figure 33 a processor
is therefore associated with five sets of inputs and outputs:
1. Technosphere internal inputs FUNDS – required funds under human control (e.g., hours of
human labor, hectares of land use, power capacity),
2. Technosphere internal inputs FLOWS – required flows under human control (e.g., electricity,
fuels, blue water, food, monetary flows),
3. Technosphere internal outputs FLOWS – useful flows or funds generated by metabolic
elements and used by other elements in the technosphere (e.g., the useful products of
functional and structural elements – supply of charcoal, rice, disposable cash),
4. Biosphere external inputs FLOWS – required flows extracted from ecosystems (e.g., green
water, water extracted from aquifers to generate blue water, ecological services):
5. Biosphere external inputs FLOWS – flows that must be discharged into ecosystems (e.g.,
pollutants, nitrogen from fertilizers, solid waste, GHG emissions).
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The terminology funds and flows refers to the flow-fund model of Georgescu-Roegen in relation
to bioeconomic analysis (Mayumi, 2002). A processor is made of fund elements – e.g. inputs of
human activity, managed land, power capacity. They are called “fund elements” because their
size (and identity) will remain constant over the time duration of analysis (usually on a year
basis). The information about the size of the fund elements can be used to define the size of the
processor. On the contrary, the flow elements describe “what the processors do”: consuming
and producing inputs and outputs (energy, food, water, monetary flows). Flows elements are
called this way because they either appear or disappear during the analysis.
Therefore, by using the concept of processor we can define: (1) the size of the functional and
structural elements looking at quantities of fund elements, and (2) the qualitative characteristics
of these elements (benchmark values) looking at the values of flow/fund ratios – e.g. energy per
hour of labor, food per hour of labor, etc.
2.2.5 The impredicative relation between the characterization of the metabolic pattern of
functional elements and structural elements using processors
In hierarchy theory the concept of the “holon” and “holarchy” is used to explain why it is not
possible to establish a deterministic correspondence between functional and structural
elements (for an overview of the literature see Giampietro et al. 2006).
To make a long story short we provide an example of the epistemological problem using a
familiar object: the human heart.
As shown in Fig. 34 the term “human heart” refers to what is called in the jargon of complexity
a “holon” – a combination of a functional and a structural type. The functional type – on the left
of the figure - is the network niche – i.e. what the circulatory system and the rest of the body
expect from an effective heart. This expectations provide a top-down definition of the metabolic
characteristics of any structural type that will operate in that niche. The structural types – on
the right of the figure – are organized structures reflecting the existence of information codified
in a blueprint (or DNA) that because of their organization are expressing a given profile of output
requiring a given profile of inputs. Whenever the structural types matched the required
attributes of the functional type, then we have a “holon” a functional/structural element making
possible to stabilize a given metabolic pattern.
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Figure 34 - Functional type and structural types associated with the “human heart”

In the rest of this section we show how the concept of processor – developed in relational
analysis – can be used to tame the ambiguity determined by the concept of holon. The concept
of processor can handle this ambiguity and makes it possible the scaling of the patterns of
entanglement of flows (water, energy and food) across different levels of organization and scale,
including spatial data.
Back to the example of the rural village
(the text is from Gonzalez-Lopez and Giampietro, 2017)
A representation based on processors makes it possible to describe social-ecological systems
across different scales. In fact, the characteristics of the different processors of functional
elements can be scaled-up to describe the characteristics of the whole village and at the same
time of local functional and structural components.
The characterization of the given set of relations across scales is illustrated in Fig. 35. In order to
obtain the scaling, it is essential that the sum of the sizes of funds and flows described in the
functional elements defined at level n-1 is equal to the size of funds and flows (per category)
described at the level of the whole at the level n. The identification and definition of functional
elements requires assigning an identity to the different socio-economic sectors or activities (a
definition of why are they needed). We get back to the analysis illustrated in Fig. 23, but this
time using processors.
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Figure 35 - The characteristics of a processor describing the whole society (on the right) explained using
the characteristics of the processors describing functional elements (on the left).

After having defined the functional elements of the village we can look for a characterization of
the structural elements determining the expression of the functional components. Structural
elements are elements expressing an expected metabolic pattern of inputs and outputs
associated with a known process. They have an external referent independent of their function
guaranteeing the reliability of the expression of the pattern (e.g. a common blueprint or knowhow determining the expected characteristics of the process). Examples of structural elements
are: a hectare of rice cultivated with a given technology, a job providing a known wage, a pattern
of behavior of members of a household when out of work. Structural elements are associated
with the expression of a specific typology of process and therefore with the expression of an
expected profile of inputs and outputs at a given scale. In general the scale of the structural
elements is smaller than that of the corresponding functional type.
Indeed, several structural types can feed into one functional type. This is illustrated in Fig. 36. In
this example all the hectares of crop-land used to cultivate rice with a specific technique (e.g.,
rain fed) and all the hectares of crop-land used to cultivate rice with another technique (e.g.,
irrigated) can be aggregated into the same category of accounting that is ‘rice production’. In
turn, the two structural elements ‘rice production’ and ‘vegetable production’ −referring to
actual processes taking place in specific locations (hectares of land use) with known modalities
(yields and labor productivity) − can be aggregated into the functional element ‘cash crop
production’.
For the operation of scaling down (moving from right to left in Fig. 36) it is necessary to obtain
information on the characteristics of the structural elements at the local scale. In this way it
becomes possible to generate the analysis shown in Fig. 36 in which different land uses map
onto a same category of structural elements. This procedure allows us to study the existence of
external constraints – availability and suitability of land, availability of water, effect of pollution,
destruction of habitat, etc. Practical examples of this approach in real case studies are presented
in Part III of this deliverable.
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Figure 36 - Scaling the representation starting from the characteristics of production techniques (on the
left) scaled into the characteristics of structural elements (in the middle) scaled to the characteristics of
functional elements (on the right). The scaling can go in the two directions.

Vice versa, in order to be able to interpret the information given by technical coefficients defined
at the local level of land uses – the characteristics of structural elements defined by processors
– we have to scale them up to the level of functional elements (moving from left to right in Fig.
36). For instance, in this way we can examine how the biophysical flows observed at the local
level of structural elements ‘translate’ into economic flows associated with imports and exports
of inputs and outputs at the level of the whole village.
This possibility of handling impredicativity makes it possible to study the option space of this
system. That is, we can use the established set of relations either: (i) to assess the characteristics
that would be required by the mix of processors of structural elements (the pattern of
production) to achieve the economic performance required by the functional elements, or (ii)
to assess what type of economic performance can be achieved by the functional element, given
the characteristics and the mix of lower-level structural elements.
When used in a diagnostic model the multi-scale analysis based on processors permits us to
elucidate the nature of costs and benefits at the local scale (e.g., between different technologies
to extract water: water pumps powered by wind or diesel), the relevance of these costs in the
overall budget of the households at a mesoscale, to finally arrive at how the different
performances of households affect the characteristics of the whole village.
When used in a simulation mode the multi-scale analysis based on processors can be used to
compare the effect of changes in the relative size of structural types that feed into the same
functional type. For example, we can compare the profiles of inputs and outputs associated with
1 ton of rice produced by different techniques (α versus β) and make projections on how a
different mix of the production techniques will affect the land use and overall flows of energy,
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water, food at the village level. Trade-offs (e.g., 1 ton of rice α requires more energy than rice β,
but less water) can then be evaluated within a larger analysis of the metabolic pattern in relation
to the indirect effects that an adjustment in one functional element (rice production) can have
on the others in terms of changes in the allocation of land-use, overall production of food for
self-consumption or generation of cash income.
Finally, an analysis based on structural types which can be described in terms of land-use makes
biophysical constraints better visible (Serrano-Tovar and Giampietro, 2014). For example,
flooded areas are good only for rice production but not for vegetable production. Also, distance
to the fields is an important factor in determining labor productivity because commuting
diminishes the time available for other activities. Finally an analysis of land use and structural
elements allows us to better appreciate how the flows of energy, water and biomass
metabolized by processes under human control affect (in negative ways) the ability of the
embedding natural ecosystems to express their metabolic pattern of flows of energy, water and
biomass (Lomas and Giampietro, 2017).
2.2.6 An overview of the tool-kit developed in MAGIC
In the next two sections we will present in detail the different analytical tools that have been
developed in MAGIC to structure the quantitative analysis of the metabolic pattern of socialecological systems in relation to their sustainability and the nexus.
The tool-kit comprises four distinct analytical tools dealing with different aspects of the
sustainability of the metabolic patterns using the narrative of MuSIASEM:
An overview of the tool-kit is given in Fig. 37

Figure 37 - An overview of the functions of the tools of the MuSIASEM 2.0 and its
relation to the characterization of the metabolic pattern of SES
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1. Desirability – refers to the perception of the people living in a society about the quality of the
functions expressed by the society and how these functions are effective in reproducing and
adaptive an shared identity of the social system. In relation to this point the quantitative
information that can be used as an input for this participatory assessment is provided by the
end-use matrix. That is a quantitative characterization of the amount of energy carriers, food
carriers, and water carriers (flows) and the amount of human activity, technical capital and
infrastructures, and land area which is invested in the different functional compartments,
2. Viability – refers to process under human control (taking place in the technosphere). It
requires a check on the compatibility of the co-existence of different structural processes
required to express different functions, which are all competing for the same endowment of
inputs (available fund elements and available carriers). Viability implies the ability of: (i)
exploiting primary sources, (ii) generating an adequate supply of carriers, and (iii) maintaining
and reproducing the processes required to convert these carriers (inputs) into the set of end
uses. The set of end uses, characterize in terms of a profile of inputs (flows and funds) required
to express a specific function is described across levels using an end use matrix,
3. Feasibility – refers to process outside human control (taking place now or that took place in
the past in the biosphere). It requires a series of checks: (i) on the ability of absorbing the wastes
generated by the socio-economic metabolism, (ii) on the availability of primary sources to be
exploited to supply water, energy, food and mineral carrier. It should be noted that there are
two type of sources that define the feasibility of our metabolism: (i) renewable sources (fundflow in the model of Georgescu-Roegen), and (ii) non-renewable sources (stock-flows in the
model of Georgescu-Roegen). This series of checks can be obtained by adopting a procedure
called – the making of the Environmental Impact Matrix,
4. Externalization (level of openness) – refers to processes taking place outside the border of
the Social-Economic System under analysis. The definition of the amount of inputs externalized
to other SES requires the definition of “virtual processors” – pattern of use of inputs – that are
required to produce the input imported in the system. This series of checks can be obtained by
constructing an Externalization Matrix.
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3. The MAGIC tool-kit: Dealing with VIABILITY
3.1 The multi-level end use matrix
A multi-level end-use matrix makes it possible to carry out a multi-scale accounting of flows and
fund elements across different hierarchical levels of analysis within a metabolic pattern. This
accounting generates a forced relation over metabolic characteristics of the various metabolic
elements defined at different hierarchical levels because of the required closure on accounted
quantities. The characteristics of the parts when aggregated at the higher level must be
congruent with the characteristics expressed by the upper compartment to which they belong.
We can go back to the example of the metabolic pattern of the human body to clarify this point.

Figure 38 - The multiscale characterization of the metabolism of human body
at the level n (the whole body) and at the level n-1 (the individual organs)

For example, nobody would believe a statement saying that next year Lionel Messi (the famous
player of the Barcelona soccer team) will continue to play the same quality football (or soccer in
the USA) while emitting 30% or 50% less emission of CO2. We exclude this possibility because
we have a multi-level analysis of the metabolism of the human body. This is illustrated in Fig. 38.
On the top of the table in Fig. 38 we have a triplet of values describing the metabolism of the
whole body – level n of analysis: (i) kg of body mass (measured in kg), (ii) benchmark of the
metabolic rate per kg (measure in W/kg), (iii) total energy metabolized (measured in W). On the
lower rows we have triplets of values describing the metabolism of the organs operating inside
the body at the level n-1 of analysis.
This arrangement of data makes it possible to obtain a “sudoku effect” because of the forced
congruence on the two external columns: the sum of the kg of the different organs and the sum
of W of energy of the different organs must be equal to the total of the body. As result of this
fact, the combination of metabolic rates (determined by the values of kgi and Wi reported in the
columns for each one of the organs i at the level n-1) must result consistent with the expected
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benchmarks of metabolic rate (Wi/kgi) reflecting the functions of the organs. That is, a kg of brain
must dissipate a much larger quantity of energy than 1 kg of fat storage in order to guarantee
the expression of its expected functions.
We can generate a similar end-use matrix for a developed society in which the organs of the
human body are replaced by the “organs” of the society (as explained earlier).

Figure 39 - The structuring of the system of accounting of funds and flows in an end use matrix

In the end use matrix illustrated in Fig. 39 we can see the structuring of the accounting of human
activity (a fund element) and of energy flows based on three categories of energy carriers
(electricity, fuels and heat). In this way, we can characterize how these inputs (fund and flows)
are used by the different organs of a society to express different functions. In this system of
accounting we can see that starting from the “scaling factor” - the size of the fund elements
measured in Giga hours/year – we can establish a relation between:
(i) qualitative characteristics of the metabolic element – the exosomatic metabolic rate
measured in MJ/hour (average value over the year) – and
(ii) quantitative characteristics of the metabolic element – the requirement of a quantity of the
different types of energy carriers measured in PJ/year.
Below we present several examples of applications of this approach to the analysis of EU 27 to
illustrate the features of this approach. The examples presented here have been developed in
the activities of another EU project (EUFORIE) in which the UAB group led by Raul Velasco
Fernandez has been testing the effectiveness of this tool. The original analysis is available in the
deliverable 4.2 (available at http://www.utu.fi/en/units/euforie/Pages/home.aspx)
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Figure 40 - Using the end use matrix to establish a bridge over information referring to metabolic
elements observed at three hierarchical levels (n, n-1 and n-2)

Looking at Fig. 40 we can say this tool requires, first of all, a pre-analytical choice of the elements
to be included in the vectors: the inputs of fund elements and flow elements that have to be
included in the analysis. This choice depends on the purpose of the analysis. In this example, we
were analyzing the efficiency of the industrial sector of EU countries and therefore we focused
only on the input of human activity (labor) and the three energy carriers used in the industry.
In the top raw we have the characterization of the metabolic pattern of the whole (in this case
it is EU27 + Norway). It should be noted that the same end use matrix can be generated for
individual countries and this makes it possible a comparison at lower level over “apples” and
“apples” and “oranges” and “oranges”. In fact the importance of the multilevel analysis can be
appreciated looking at the data on the lower part of Fig. 40.
The first step splits the analysis of the metabolic pattern of the whole into the analysis of the
metabolic pattern of two parts -. (i) the household, and (ii) the paid work (this is done in the
central part of the figure). Then one can decide to open the vector of the Paid Work and calculate
the end-use matrix of the Paid Work by looking at its sub-sectors (moving the analysis to the
metabolic characteristics of lower level components). Moving down to lower levels, it is easy to
see that conventional indicators reflecting the metabolic characteristics (energy consumption
per hour of labor, the economic energy intensity) are totally meaningless unless they are
contextualized in relation to the economic compartment or sub-compartment considered. The
value of these conventional indicators change quite a lot – even when referring to the same
country and economy - across different levels of analysis. If possible the situation gets worse if
we continue to open the various vectors of end use exploding them into a lower level end-use
matrix explaining the values of the vector.
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An example of this fact is given in Fig. 41.

Figure 41 - An example of heterogeneity of values found in the metabolic pattern of the
subsectors of manufacturing

When looking at the Manufacturing and Construction sector we obtain an even more confuse
situation. As illustrated on the top of the figure the metabolic characteristics of the subsectors
of Manufacturing and Construction are very different (electricity per hour of labor in chemical
and petrochemical is 8 times larger than in textile and leather, and process heat in iron and steel
is almost 16 times larger than in transport equipment). This type of analysis clearly shows that
at the moment we do not have a good understanding of the factors determining the metabolic
pattern of society and in particular how to assess the efficiency of economic processes. Because
the indices used right now to assess the efficiency of the economies are badly aggregated. Their
values do not reflect the performance of technology, but simply the mix of more or less intense
activities required to express different functions. Unless one is framing the issue of technological
performance using assessments based on the integration of data referring to different levels of
analysis, when using just a set of data referring to a very aggregated hierarchical level of analysis
the results will depend on: (i) the mix of different activities carried out in a given economic subcompartment, and (ii) the effect of externalization (modern economy substitute energy
intensive activities/structural processors with import from the global market).

In conclusion when the end-use matrix is open to arrive to the characterization of specific
functional compartment, it can be used to assess the desirability of how the specific function is
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expressed. Obviously this requires a participatory process to check with the social actor whether
a benchmark of 8 MJ/hour of human activity in the household - the benchmark of household
metabolism in northern Europe - should be considered as a desirable outcome in terms of
material standard of living. This benchmark translates into a given profile of use of cars,
computers and appliances . . .

3.2 The viability sudoku
By using the end-use matrix it is also possible to check the implication of the dynamic budget
between the requirement/demand and supply of critical flows within the society. As discussed
in section 2.2.2 “The Impredicative Loop Analysis” there is an impredicative relation of the
metabolic characteristics – i.e. size, requirement of inputs, generation of outputs – of the
different metabolic compartments. Especially when dealing with metabolic elements in charge
for producing the flow of carriers used by the society, we can have a dynamic budget: (i) the
requirement/demand – refers to what can be supplied given the resources and the internal
investments of fund and flow elements, (ii) the supply – refers to what can be produced given
the resources and the internal investments of fund and flow elements. The point of equilibrium
depends on the final choice of how to combine the various factors determining this
impredicative loop within the option space (recall the discussion of the factors determining the
viability of the mail metabolism in Fig. 31).
As observed in Part I demographic variables play a crucial role in determining the profile of
allocation of human activity in the different compartment of the society. This is discussed with
practical examples and illustrated with protocols of accounting and data in one of the pilot case
study presented in Part III (case study #5 – end use matrix at the national level). A selfexplanatory illustration of this fact is given in Fig. 42.
The data and calculation presented in this figure are explained in one of the pilot case studies
presented in Part III. Very briefly, starting with a value of 8,760 of hours of human activity per
capita per year, a society uses a lot of this activity in Physiological Overhead (activities required
for the reproduction of humans such as sleeping, eating, personal care) to which one has to add
the activity of dependent population and the quantity of leisure, cultural activity – for a total of
6,460 hour p.c./year. This leaves an amount of 2,300 hour p.c./year of disposable human activity
of adults, which is used for a lot of other activities outside the paid work – studying, household
chores, commuting.
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Figure 42 - The profile of allocation of human activity in a modern society – from the pilot case study
presented in Part III

This second category of human activities uses another 1,630 hour p.c. year. In this way we arrive
to the quantity of 670 hours p.c. /year representing the amount of working time available to
operate the Paid Work sector. A big part of this amount of hours goes into the Service and
Government sector – on the bottom right corner (531 hours p.c. /year), leaving a very limited
amount of hours of working time to operate the primary and secondary sectors.
When checking the requirement of working time in the service sector all over the countries of
the EU it is possible to observe that the Welfare State entails a quite severe requirement of
working time to be invested in SG. An overview of the allocation of working time in the SG sector
in the EU countries shows that values of around 500 hours p.c./year a pretty common in the EU
countries. – Fig. 43.
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Figure 43 - The requirement of working time in the Service and Government Sector in
EU countries (measure in hours p.c./year)

The combination of demographic variables – i.e. the progressive ageing of the European
population - and the establishment of the welfare state, requiring the allocation of an increasing
fraction of the limited endowment of working time in the service sector generates a very high
pressure on the primary and secondary sectors of the economy. They have to produce more and
more supply with a smaller and smaller amount of labor allocated to them. This pressure is
visualized in Fig. 44.
Starting with the huge drainage of working time per capita per year due to the demographic
structure and non-paid activities (92% of the total) and the requirement of paid work in the
welfare state (6% of the total) only 140 hours p.c. per year (less than 2% of the total) are
available for producing all the biophysical products, technology and infrastructure required by
society.
When using an end use matrix to characterize the functioning of these three sectors we can
check the requirement of hours of work that are required in the different subsectors to produce
the expected outputs. As soon as we get into this analysis, when checking the sudoku
constraints, we realize that the viability of the metabolic pattern of EU countries at the moment
is fully dependent on imports (externalization): they are relying almost entirely on imports for
energy security, they are relying heavily on imports for food security (especially in relation to
the feed of animal products) and they are more and more relying on imports in the
manufacturing sectors with a continuous externalization of energy intensive productions.
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Figure 44 - The forced requirement of a high productivity of labor in the production of food and
energy carriers due to the profile of allocation of human time in society

The framing of the analysis provided by Fig. 44 is extremely important for MAGIC for two
reasons:
1. because it focus on the viability constraints - the shortage of internal inputs having an
important opportunity costs because they are competing with other economic sectors - referring
to the production of energy and food. This is an essential insight, because in general the analysis
of alternative energy sources and scenarios of food production are only focused on feasibility
constraints – the shortage of external inputs coming from nature: there is enough land, water,
wind, solar radiation? An analysis based only on feasibility constraints misses a crucial aspect of
viability: would it be possible to have an energy sector based on alternative energy capable of
supplying all the required energy using only 4 hours of work per capita per year? [this means 40
seconds/day to supply all the energy consumed in average per capita in a day in a developed
society including indirect consumptions of the rest of the economy!]
2. because an analysis of the metabolic pattern of the two sectors producing energy and food is
basically addressing the most important processes determining the nexus between water, food
and energy. The two end use matrices describing what the energy sector and what the food
systems do for generating their supply contain the vast majority of the information required to
study the nexus.
It should be noted that the continuous increase of the value of the Bio-Economic Pressure (BEP)
– i.e. the continuous increase of the fraction of total internal inputs used in the Service and
Government and in the Household sectors – is a trend experienced all over Europe. An
illustration of this fact is given in Fig. 45 by comparing the level of BEP (the fraction used in SG
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and HH over the total amount of the fund human activity and the flows of energy carriers)
calculated for Spain, Bulgaria, Finland and EU27+N: the common pattern is quite evident.

Figure 45 - The take-over of the Bio-Economic Pressure in the metabolic pattern of EU countries

Following the discussion based on quantitative story-telling given in the document in Part I of
this deliverable, we can understand the drive toward unsustainable metabolic patterns in
developed countries. Developed countries are continuously increasing their requirement of
funds and flows to be used in SG and HH, but they are reducing in this way the availability of the
funds and flows that would be required to increase the supply in AG and EM: a massive
dependence on imports and the fatal attractor of credit and quantitative easing is the easiest
solution to obtain this result.
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4. The MAGIC tool-kit: Dealing with FEASIBILITY and EXTERNALIZATION
4.1 The making of the Environmental Impact Matrix: a procedure for structuring the
information needed to check local feasibility
4.1.1 How to implement the Driver-Pressure-State-Impact-Response framework
The acronym DPSIR stands for: (i) Driving Forces, (ii) Pressures, (iii) State, (iv) Impacts, (v)
Response and it is a conceptual approach that individuates causal relations in the interactions
between society and the environment in time. This framework developed in the 90s (OECD) is
now used by many organizations dealing with environmental protection (e.g. UNEP, EEA). A
reference to the DPSIR framework is often found in the theoretical introduction of documents
suggesting indicators to be used to assess environmental impact – e.g. the Environmental
Pressure Index, developed with Yale and Columbia University, and composite indicator for
monitoring Environmental Pressure in the EU at the national level (G03 collaboration with
Environment Directorate-General). However, the implications of this conceptual framework are
not addressed, later on, when explaining the methodological choices made for the generation
of the composite indicator.
By adopting the narrative of Metabolic Pattern of Social-Ecological System we can conceptualize
the definition of the various terms. Let’s start with the standard framework (presented and
illustrated in Part I) of the analysis of the metabolic pattern of a social-ecological system shown
in Fig. 46.

Figure 46 - Conceptualization of the terms Pressure, State and Impact in relation to the relation over fund
and flow element in the metabolic pattern of a SES

From this conceptualization we can say that the concept of pressure that a socio-economic
system exerts on the ecosystem can be associated with the quantity and quality of the flows
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that is exchanging on the embedding ecosystems. Clearly we can expect that this “pressure”
may result in an impact on the ecosystem. However, in order to be able to define the concept
of “impact” we have to define first the concept of “state”. According to Ashby (1956 pag. 25) a
state “is a well defined condition that can be recognized if it occurs again”. Therefore the concept
of state refers to the expected characteristics of a defined typology of socio-economic system
(a developed society, a subsistence community in a tropical forest) or ecosystem (a tropical
forest, a chaparral, a tundra), which can be associated to a set of expected characteristics of
their metabolic pattern. After having this information we can say that a disturbance to the
original state (the expected characteristics of a given typology of ecosystem) can be considered
as the impact determined by the pressure. This rationale has been proposed in theoretical
ecology by the brothers Odum E.P (1971), Odum H.T. (1983) and by Ulanowicz (1986) and this is
the logic that is used in the application of MuSIASEM and that is presented below. Before
explaining the approach in details, lets finish the overview of how the DPSIR approach can be
implemented in the MuSIASEM accounting scheme.
We can start getting back to the series of figures analogous presented in Part 1 to explain the
drive toward unsustainability. This is shown in Fig. 47.

Figure 47 - A representation of the application of the DPSIR framework to the analysis of the metabolic
pattern of social-ecological systems

In this narrative we can define:
(i) Driving Forces – are factors determining changes in the set of arrows described in Fig. 47. For
reasons of scale, these drivers are referring to changes taking place in the quadrant (D) – (1) the
size of fund elements – e.g. demographic increase (increase in the size of the population), and
(2) changes in the flow/fund ratios – e.g. economic development determining changes in life
styles (increase in the metabolic rate). In current applications only the drivers referring to human
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metabolism are considered (probably the scale of the drivers affecting ecosystem metabolism is
too large and in any
case there is very little that we can do, if there are changes determined by drivers outside human
control . . .),
(ii) Pressures - changes determined by drivers result in an increase in the level of societal activity
- Fig. 47 quadrant (C) – e.g. a larger throughput of material and energy flows taken from and
dumped into the environment (translating in changes in the flows in quadrant B). When the
arrow indicating the quantity of flows consumed by society is larger than the arrow of supply
generated by ecological processes this mismatch will generate a pressure on the supply side.
When the arrow indicating the quantity of flows discharged by society is larger than the arrow
of sink capacity generated by ecological processes this mismatch will generate a pressure on the
sink side. This pressure can be assessed looking at the arrows in the two quadrants (B) and (C).
In fact: (i) the information found in the quadrant (B) defines the boundary conditions required
by the society expressing a given metabolic pattern (the amount of required inputs and the
amount of sink capacity to absorb the wastes), (ii) the information found in the quadrant (C)
defines the services required by the ecosystem in order to stabilize the boundary conditions of
a society expressing a given metabolic pattern (quadrants D and C). The net effect of trade
(imports and exports) makes it possible to externalize the requirement of ecological services and
resources to other SES.
(iii) States – As discussed earlier in order to be able to define the Impacts that the Pressures it is
necessary to have discriminatory power making it possible to identify the external referent of
the analysis in relation to two different assessment: (1) we have to be able to distinguish
between “apples” and “oranges” (what type of society and what type of ecosystems), and (2)
we have to assess the characteristics of an instance of apple in relation to the expected
characteristics of the equivalence class of apples (the particular state of the specific society or
ecosystem considered. In conclusion the concept of states is required to generate two pieces of
information: (1) what is the state of the specific ecosystem under analysis (the situation of the
instance of ecosystem we are observing), (2) what is the “expected state” of the typology of the
ecosystem of reference (the characteristics of the typology of ecosystem to which the instance
is supposed to belong to). How to do that is discussed in Section 3.3.3 below.
(iv) Impacts – the assessment of impact is derived from the characterization of the states and
how much they are changed by the pressure applied to the ecosystem. In relation to this point
it should be mentioned that often the concepts of “ecosystem health” or “ecosystem integrity”
have been proposed to convey the idea that we should use a reference value against which we
can assess the impact (a level of stress of disease).
As described earlier, the definition of expected states for known typologies of ecosystems can
be quantified using expected values of flow/fund ratios calculated for specific elements
(nitrogen flow per hectare in a given type of agro-ecosystem, concentration of substances in a
given stream of water, standing plant biomass per hectare in a given typology of terrestrial
ecosystem). Then, after having identified the proper typology of ecological fund of reference,
we can study the special characteristics of the impacted fund. The observed characteristics have
to be quantified using the actual values of flow/fund ratios. After having gathered these two
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pieces of information the impact that human activity implies on the embedding ecosystems can
be assessed on the analysis of the effect of the pressure. That is, after a certain threshold a
pressure on the ecosystem (a critical environmental loading ratio) implies a change in the
characteristics – described using a combination of extensive and intensive variables - of the fund
element: either a reduction of its size, or a reduction in its ability of expressing its expected
metabolic pattern – i.e. to reproduce and maintain its functions.
In conclusion we can say that an analysis of impact can be obtained by looking at the level of
alteration of an ecosystem (its actual state) compared with the original state referring to the
known typology (its expected state). This alteration is reflected in changes in: (i) the value of
flow/fund ratios compared against expected benchmarks (pollution for an excessive inflow, or
depletion for an excessive extraction), or (ii) the relative size of funds (deforestation, elimination
of wetland, overdraft from water bodies). A discussion of this assessment is given in the section
3.3.3 below.
v) Response – the concept of response introduce a semantic attribute quite different from the
previous ones. An analysis of response is not about a description of either a state or a pressure
or an impact. Rather it is a description of the results of an action that can only be obtained by
comparing a given situation at two different points in time. That is, an analysis of “response” can
only be obtained by looking at a given situation described using the scheme illustrated in Fig. 47:
(i) at time “t”, when a given undesirable situation is detected, and (ii) at time “t+1”, after an
action has been taken to fix the problem to check the results.
A wrap-up of how the MuSIASEM approach can integrate the narratives associated with DPSIR
is given in Fig. 48.
It should be noted that the DPSIR framework and its implementation within the MuSIASEM
accounting scheme is also compatible with the framework for the analysis of sustainability that
has been suggested in the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment framework. This compatibility is
illustrated in the scheme presented in Fig. 49.
In the case of the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment the suggested rationale of analysis has not
been coupled to a specific procedure to structure the quantitative analysis in relation to the
required inputs of information.
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Figure 48 - The DPSIR framework interpreted in relation to an analysis of the metabolic
pattern of society and ecosystem

Figure 49 - The Millennium Ecosystem Assessment framework interpreted in relation to an analysis of the
metabolic pattern of society and ecosystem

Concluding this section dedicated to a theoretical conceptualization of the DPSIR in relation to
the concept of the metabolic pattern of SES we can identify a list of epistemological challenges
to be addressed in order to develop a coherent quantitative framework. According to the
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overview given in Fig. 47 the characterization of the interaction between human societies and
ecosystems needs a method of quantitative accounting capable of:
(1) addressing the obvious fact that the characterization of the information in Quadrant (D –
processes in the technosphere) and Quadrant (B – processes in the biosphere) require the
simultaneous adoption of two different space-time scales: (i) the description of event in the
quadrant D requires the adoption of a time differential dt = 1 hour and a duration of T = 1 year,
whereas (ii) the description of events in the quadrant B requires the adoption of a time
differential d  = year and a duration of  = centuries,
(2) establishing a bridge between the quantitative information defining states for the metabolic
pattern of societies (internal view) and the metabolic pattern of ecosystems (external view) –
when dealing with information in quadrants (D  C) and in quadrants (A  B),
(3) describing the characteristics of the metabolic patterns across different levels of organization
– e.g. sub-parts/parts/whole (within quadrant and quadrant D and A),
(4) making a distinction between flows that come from stock depletion and stock filling (nonrenewable) and flows that come from fund-flow processes (renewable),
(5) defining the degree of openness of the interaction addressing the effect of externalization
due to imports and exports.
Points 1, 2, 3,and 4 refer to the process of implementation of the Environmental Impact Matrix.
Point 5 refers to the process of implementation of the Externalization Matrix.
4.1.2 Step 1 - identifying the Environmental Pressure Matrix
From the theoretical discussion presented so far we can conclude that within a social-ecological
systems there is an interaction of two types of metabolic systems that are expected to operate
in a “healthy state” [= a well defined condition that can be recognized if it occurs again  a set
of expected attributes associated with the identity of the metabolic elements  the metabolic
elements can be characterized in terms of an expected size and metabolic characteristics].
However, metabolic elements have to metabolize (consume inputs and generate waste) in order
to remain healthy. This implies a pressure [= the requirement of specific flows to be extracted
from the context and the resulting generation of wastes to be damped into the context] on their
context. So the first operation to be done to identify within the metabolic pattern of the social
ecological system, in order to identify which metabolic element is metabolizing which flows (size
and metabolic rates) on the two sides of the metabolic pattern (technosphere and biosphere) –
see the basic scheme in Fig. 50. This operation can be standardized by defining an Environmental
Pressure Matrix associating: (i) the types of activities expressed by the functional compartments
of the society, and (ii) the type of impacts that these activities have on the environment. This is
illustrated in Table 3.
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Figure 50 - How to identify a pressure flow
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Table 3 - An example of Environmental Pressure Matrix identifying the relation of pressure between functional activities and typologies of ecological fund affected

FUND/STOCKS
GLOBAL
ATMOSPHERE
LOCAL ATMOSPHERE
HUMAN (Health)
FRESHWATER
ECOSYSTEMS (Health)
MARINE
ECOSYSTEMS (Health)
GROUND WATER
RIVER, LAKES
HUMAN (Health)
FOSSIL RESERVES

SOILS
TERRESTRIAL
ECOSYSTEMS

FUNCTIONAL/STRUCTURAL
(EXPECTED)
PROCESSORS
STATE
Reference'
Industrial Activities, Energy
attributes of the
generation, Fuel
healthy fund
combustion, etc
Reference'
attributes of the
healthy fund
Reference'
attributes of the
healthy fund
Reference'
attributes of the
healthy fund
Reference'
attributes of the
healthy fund
Reference'
attributes of the
healthy fund
Reference'
attributes of the
healthy fund
Reference'
attributes of the
healthy fund

PRESSURE

IMPACTED
STATE

GLOBAL/
LOCAL

SUPPLY/
SINK

CO2, CH4, N2O, HFCs, etc

Climate change

G

SUPPLY/SINK

Heavy metals (HMs); Organics (non-NMVOC);
NMVOC; CO; NOX (as NO2); SO2; NH3; PM10;
PM2.5; PM0.1

Air contamination (mid-point)
Morbidity (end-point)

L

SUPPLY/SINK

Agriculture and Fishing,
Industrial activities, etc

Phosphorous, Tetrachloroethane, Benzene,
Fish catch

Eutrophication (mid-point)
Species loss (end-point)

L

SUPPLY/SINK

Agriculture and Fishing,
Industrial activities, etc

Nitrogen, Tetrachloroethane, Benzene, etc
(from soil, air, water) Fish catch

Eutrophication (mid-point)
Species loss (end-point)

L

SUPPLY/SINK

Agriculture, Energy
generation, etc

Gross freshwater abstraction
HMs, Organics, POPs, etc,
& Gross water consumption

Water depletion
Water contamination (mid point)
Human morbility (end point)

L

SUPPLY/SINK

Industrial activities, Energy
generation, etc

Gross fossil consumptions, etc

Resources Depletion
(i.e. mineral, oil, etc)

L

SUPPLY

Agriculture, Industrial
activities, Energy
generation, etc

Pesticides, Phosphorous, NOX (as NO2); SO2; NH3

Terrestrial Acidification

L

SUPPLY/SINK

Agriculture, Construction,
etc

“Land occupation” and “land transformation”
(cropland, settlements, etc)

Loss of habitats; loss of
biodiversity

L

SUPPLY/SINK

Industrial Activities, Energy
generation, Fuel
combustion, etc
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The individuation of the critical relations determining the pressures on ecological and societal
funds (e.g. human health) defines a specific requirement of supply capacity and sink capacity in
relation to specific flows. This is important because it makes it possible to identify the structural
elements, operating in the functional element, responsible for the pressure. An example of this
analysis is illustrated in Fig. 51. The link to a specific structural element (identified as in Fig. 50
and Table 3) makes it possible to geo-reference the characteristics of the relative processors.
This is essential for the analysis of the environmental impact. In fact, the flows required and
discarded by the specific structural type operating in the technosphere can be linked to the
metabolic characteristics of ecological structural types operating in the biosphere (that can also
be georeferenced).

Figure 51 - An example of identification of structural types responsible for generating a
pressure on the environment within the functional compartments (Courtesy of Anthony
Lehmann, Lorenzo Benini, Michele Staiano, Ansel Renner, Maddalena Ripa)
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Figure 52 - An example of identification of structural types responsible for generating a
pressure on the environment and structural ecological elements in space
(Courtesy of Anthony Lehmann, Lorenzo Benini, Michele Staiano, Ansel Renner,
Maddalena Ripa)

Finally, after having chosen the right scale of analysis (depending on the nature of the ecological
fund) we can establish a relation in space of the link illustrated in Fig. 51. This is illustrated in Fig.
52.
4.1.3 How to define a “healthy states” in metabolic patterns
As mentioned earlier, the concept of “ecosystem health” (Rapport et al., 1998) and “ecosystem
integrity” (Müller et al. 2000) have been proposed to indicate a reference state that can be used
to detect impact or stress. We have already defined a state as:
(i) a well defined condition that can be recognized if it occurs again, (ii) a set of expected
attributes associated with the identity of a metabolic system and its metabolic elements. The
concepts of “health”, “integrity” and “state” are all based on the assumption that it is possible
to characterize an expected identity of metabolic systems and of their metabolic components.
This assumption is contested by hard scientists. In fact living systems are never expressing the
exact pattern used to describe their identity: a dog may have three legs, a clover can have four
leaves etc. etc. On the other hand, the principal characteristic of a metabolic system – i.e. a selfreproducing system - is that it can express and reproduce an expected pattern – it has an
identity. This characteristic is even stronger when dealing with metabolic systems that are
reproduced using a blueprint. This is to say, that in spite of a certain fuzziness about the exact
identity of a metabolic system. we can assume that it is possible to define for them a set of
expected characteristics referring to the class of metabolic systems to which the system under
analysis belongs. Looking at the scheme presented in Fig. 46 and Fig. 47, this information can be
obtained in two different ways: (i) when dealing with the states of socio-economic systems we
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have to study processes described in the two quadrants (D) and (C), and (ii) when dealing with
the states of ecological systems we have to study processes described in the two quadrants (A)
and (B).
Studying the states of ecosystems
In relation to the last task, theoretical ecology has developed a robust theory making it possible
to predict and to characterize in quantitative terms “expected states” of different typologies of
ecosystems (marine and terrestrial) – e.g. Allen and Hoekstra 1992, Margalef 1968, Odum E.P.
1969, 1971, Odum H.T. 1971, Ulanowicz, 1986, 1997. An example of expected patterns
associated with states of ecosystem is given in Fig. 53.
Studying the states of socio-economic systems
In relation to the possibility of defining expected relations over the metabolic pattern of
developed societies MuSIASEM has proved to be effective in identifying expected features in
the metabolic pattern of developed societies (i.e. the common values of the Bio-Economic
Pressure shown in Fig. 45) or as illustrated in Fig. 54 in which the metabolic pattern of various
EU economies are compared showing the existence of an expected blueprint reflecting the
existence of benchmark values for the economic energy intensities of the different economic
sector.

Figure 53 - Examples of expected pattern associated with the metabolic pattern of
ecosystems
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Figure 54 - Examples of the common blueprint of the metabolic pattern of EU economies when
considering the economic energy intensity of their economic sectors (Giampietro et al. 2012).

In this case, the pattern of values of Economic Energy Intensity of the economy (described as
points in a graph having on the vertical axis “the pace of energy metabolism per hour” and on
the horizontal axis “the production of gross added value per hour) is so strong that can be used
to check the robustness of outliers. In this example, according to official statistics the industrial
sector of Ireland operates with an economic energy intensity behaving quite differently from
other EU economies. This difference can be explained by the fact that for fiscal reasons
industrial companies declare in Ireland revenues referring to biophysical production done
elsewhere. This is an example in which the knowledge of expected characteristics of an
equivalence class (the benchmarks associated with the metabolic pattern of EEI of the different
sectors of EU economies) make it possible to identify a problem with the data describing the
metabolic pattern of a specific instance.
In conclusion, when adopting the narrative of the metabolic pattern of a Social-Ecological
System it is possible to use the metabolic characteristics of functional and structural elements
to define: (i) states for the societal metabolic patterns based on information gathered in the two
quadrants (D) and (C) shown in Fig. 46 –, and (ii) states for ecological metabolic patterns looking
at the information in the two quadrants (A) and (B) according to different methods developed
in theoretical ecology (Giampietro et al. 2012, 2013, 2014).
4.1.4 Assessing the impact: integrating metabolic analysis to the use of conventional indicators
of environmental impact
When H.T Odum proposed EMergy analysis as a framework of environmental accounting, we
proposed the rationale presented so far to assess pressure and impact. The concept he proposed
was that of Environmental Loading Ratio as a measurement of pressure. That is, after having
defined for different typologies of ecosystems or ecological fund the concept of expected
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(reference) state we can calculate the pressure of a given flow (referring to either the supply or
sink capacity of the ecological fund) on the ecological fund. This pressure can be measured
looking at the ratio between:
(i) the density of flows observed in a given instance of ecosystems (or a component of an
ecosystem),
(ii) the density of flows associated with the metabolic pattern of a typology of ecosystem (or a
component of an ecosystem) used as reference. This value refers to a set of expected
characteristics associated with a typology.
After having defined a procedure to define the Environmental Loading Ratio we can define a
Critical Environmental Loading Ratios, as the threshold values of pressure that can be associated
with changes in the state of the ecosystem – the value of pressure that is generating impact. An
example of this approach is illustrated in Fig. 55.
Again it should be noted that all these concepts of “health”, “states” and “integrity” are easy to
define in theoretical terms and on paper. Much more difficult is to implement this type of
analysis in practical situations. For this reason, the application of the MuSIASEM tool-kit should
be used by combining metabolic indicators of stress 8those showed here) with more
conventional indicators of impact that can be tailored on the specificity of local situations and
can provide an empirical feed-back.

Figure 55 - Examples of analysis of the impact due to the alteration of the original state
for terrestrial ecosystem (Lomas and Giampietro, 2016).

In any case, exactly because of the difficulty in establishing robust indicators of impact on
ecosystems it is extremely important that the quantitative analysis of these issues is structured
within a robust theoretical framework.
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4.1.5 The analysis of the implications of stock depletion
An important aspect of the structuring provided by the MAGIC tool kit is the acknowledgment
of the role that stock-flow resources (non-renewable resources) play in determining the
feasibility of our metabolic pattern. In fact, in these days many seem to believe that we will be
able to sustain the metabolic pattern of modern economy using alternative sources of energy.
This assumption is very problematic, in fact, as illustrated by the data in Fig. 56 in these years
the metabolic pattern of modern society is fully dependent on fossil energy. This implies that
we will have to rely on fossil energy for decades and this implies that will have to suffer the
consequences of the ageing of resources. Depending on the type of well (off-shore/on shore),
the type of oil (heavy, medium, light), the type of reserve – we can expect a different trajectory
of changes in the technical characteristics of the relative processors. In relation to this point, the
MAGIC tool-kit can be used to explore the implications of the ageing of oil field both in relation
to the overall performance of the various functional compartments of the oil and gas sector
(extraction, transportations, refinery and final distribution) and in relation to the
characterization of changes to the structural elements (the various instances of plants) located
in different geographic locations. With the passing of the time the end use matrix of the energy
sector will change dramatically not only because of the progressive use of alternative energies
but also for the changes in the performance of the oil fields.
An example of the analysis of structural processors making it possible to assess the performance
of the oil sector within the end use matrix is illustrated in Fig. 57.

Figure 56 - The mix of Primary Energy Sources powering modern societies (Vaclav Smil, 2017)
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Figure 57 - An characterization based on processors of a set of structural elements – wells – of the sector
of oil and gas extraction in Mexico (from Gonzalez-Lopez and Giampietro, 2017)

As discussed earlier, this information can be combined to provide an overall assessment of
performance for the whole functional sector. That is we can calculate the characteristics of the
functional processors “gas and oil industry” by summing all the inputs and outputs of the
structural processors belonging to the same functional compartments. In the same way we can
provide a spatial analysis indicating the location of the various structural elements used in the
functional components of the oil and gas sector of Mexico as illustrated in Fig. 58.

By combining the two non-equivalent descriptions we can better study the implications of: (i)
the changes that the ageing of oil reserves (a change in the identity of the processors described
in Fig. 36) will imply on the overall performance of the sector (an increased requirement of
inputs to maintain the same production), and (ii) the adjustments in the spatial pattern of
activity of the functional compartments.
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Figure 58 - An characterization based on processors of a set of structural elements – wells – of the
sector of oil and gas extraction in Mexico (from Gonzalez-Lopez and Giampietro, 2017)

4.1.6 Establishing a stable platform for operating the Environmental Impact Matrix

In this section we provide an observation on the implementation and use of a structured method
of monitoring the state of the environment and the severity of external constraints (the function
that the Environmental Impact Matrix is supposed to do). The observation is related to the
experience done with Norwegian Nature Index http://www.environment.no/topics/biodiversity/the-norwegian-nature-index/
In that project the idea has been to generate a permanent platform used to structuring the
generation and use of information, making it possible to integrate in a process of co-production
of knowledge different typologies of social actors (scientists studying the environment,
economic actors using the resources and the services of the environment, regular citizens and
NGOs concerned for the environment). Certainly this is “the way” for generating an effective
process of learning how to check the environmental impact and study the implications of
external limits on the option space of the socio-economic process. On the other, this way will
unavoidably generate tensions and conflicts in the management of such a platform when
different perceptions, interests and priorities over conflicting values enter into play. This fact
introduces an unavoidable dimension of “Post-Normal Science” in the production and use of
scientific information in this field. The operation of an Environmental Impact Matrix generates
information that has an enormous: (i) importance in defining the choices to be made by the
society, (ii) level of uncertainty. It is extremely unwise to imagine that this process can be based
only on technocratic processes of decision.
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4.2 The Externalization Matrix to check the level of openness
4.2.1 Using virtual processors to assess the degree of externalization
The concept of “virtual land” [ghost hectares (Borgström, 1965)], “virtual water” (Hoekstra,
2002), “embodied energy” (Odum, H.T. 1971) are now very common in the discussions of
sustainability. As a matter of fact, these concepts derive directly from the application of the
rationale of metabolic analysis. That is assuming that we can define an external referent for a
quantitative assessment – we can define the expected characteristics of the whole – then we
can use the known relation between the characteristics of the whole and its parts to make
inferences about their relative size. For example, knowing the shape of a given type of dinosaur
we can estimate the size of its body on the basis of the size of a fossil skull. In the last years this
rationale has been used for a fast growing family of “inputs footprint” – carbon footprint, water
footprint, land footprint – that often are used in discussion of policies with a clear normative
dimension. Exactly for this reason it would be important to define in theoretical terms how to
structure the accounting of “virtual”, “ghost”, “embodied” quantities to avoid dangerous
blunders such as the one associated with the protocol suggested for the calculation of the
ecological footprint (Giampietro and Saltelli, 2014).
Let’s imagine that we want to calculate the “ghost land” embodied in the meat used by a zoo to
feed a tiger kept in a cage. This example (developed in Giampietro and Pimentel, 1991) is
essential to understand the scientific basis of the externalization matrix.
The virtual land consumed by a tiger living in a zoo
Getting back to the metaphor of how to guess the size of the body of the dinosaur starting from
the size of the skull, the guess is possible only if we know the relative size of the different
structural elements (head and rest of the body) that were making up the dinosaur. We must
know the identity of dinosaur and of its elements when it was alive.
The first step that we have to take for assessing the embodied land in the meat used by the zoo
is to define the identity of the system that is producing that meat. That is, we have to define the
characteristics of the processor generating the meat.
In the case of a tiger living in a natural ecosystem, the system producing the meat would be the
rest of the ecosystem providing herbivores used as food by the tiger - i.e. the whole terrestrial
ecosystem less the carnivore compartment.
The following calculations are taken from Giampietro and Pimentel, 1991.
The following example of calculation uses as reference values benchmarks referring to the
metabolic structure of a terrestrial ecosystem (forest) as provided by Odum E.P. (1971) p.75. In
this way we can calculate the density of energy flows determined by flows of biomass belonging
to different functional compartments. Please note that the energy required for the
evapotranspiration of the water is not included in this accounting (only the energy of the
chemical bonds in the biomass). The standard representation of the metabolic pattern of
ecosystems suggested by the brothers Odum considers 4 functional components: C1 – plants,
C2 – herbivores, C3 – carnivores, C4 second carnivores. Assuming that these functional
components can be considered as proxies of the structural components making up them (the
benchmarks defining their metabolic characteristics are reliable), we can balance the energy
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budget of the components of the terrestrial ecosystem both per kg of biomass and per hectare
of biomass activity. That is for each kg of biomass reproduced in each of these compartment we
can calculate a requirement of m2-year of ecosystem activity.
At the level n – whole system
Forest Gross Productivity: 47 kcal/m2/day
Density of biomass = 2.04 kg/m2
Energy dissipation per kg - Фec= 1.07 W/kg
Density of energy dissipation per m2 = 2.18 W/m2
At the level n-1 – ecosystem components
C1 -Plants
Proportion of total biomass: X1 = 0.98
Density of biomass = 2.00 kg/m2
Energy dissipation per kg - Ф1= 0.97 W/kg
Density of energy dissipation per m2 = 1.94 W/m2
Ф1/Фec = 0.91
C2 -Herbivores
Proportion of total biomass: X2 = 0.017
Density of biomass = 0.034 kg/m2
Energy dissipation per kg - Ф2= 6.3 W/kg
Density of energy dissipation per m2 = 0.21 W/m2
Ф2/Фec = 5.89
C3 -Carnivores
Proportion of total biomass: X3 = 0.001
Density of biomass = 0.002 kg/m2
Energy dissipation per kg - Ф3= 9.2 W/kg
Density of energy dissipation per m2 = 0.02 W/m2
Ф3/Фec = 8.60
C4 –Second Carnivores
Proportion of total biomass: X4 = 0.00001
Density of biomass = 0.00002 kg/m2
Energy dissipation per kg - Ф4= 104 W/kg
Density of energy dissipation per m2 = 0.002 W/m2
Ф4/Фec = 97.2

With these data we can calculate the ratio of:
kg of plant (C1) per kg of second carnivores (C4) = 99,000 kg C1/kg C4
(W/m2)1/(W/m2)4 x (Ф4/Фec)/(Ф 1/ Ф ec) = (1.94/0.002) x (97.2/0.91) = 99,000
Given a pant density of 2.0 kg of plant/m2, 1 kg of second carnivores requires 50,000 m2 of plant
activity (needed to feed the herbivores eaten by them)
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Let’s consider now a male tiger weighting 300 kg kept in a cage of 200 m2 in a zoo. The resulting
density of 1.5 kg/m2 is way out the “natural” density of tigers in their original ecosystem: 1.5 kg
of tiger would require 75,000 m2 of plant activity. Therefore a tiger of 300 kg would require
15,000,000 m2 (1,500 hectares) of terrestrial ecosystem activity.
The stabilization of the tiger in the zoo is totally dependent on a process of externalization of
the requirement of the activity of terrestrial ecosystem obtained by buying meat from the
market. This level of externalization can be measured by comparing the amount of hectares of
ecosystem activity required to sustain an adult male tiger – the reference value for a “healthy
ecosystem”: 15 million m2 – and the actual value – the reference value for the altered instance:
200 m2.
In conclusion by adopting a series of known “transformities” over quantities of biomass
(different energy forms) taking place in a network of known metabolic elements – the different
components of the ecosystem - it becomes possible to calculate the “ecological foot-print of a
tiger”. In this definition (different from the one proposed by the ecological footprint network)
the ecological footprint is “the amount of space required by the ecosystem to which the tiger
belongs to generate – according to its specific metabolic pattern – the meat eaten by the tiger”.
Unfortunately, the protocol developed for the calculation of the indicator labelled “ecological
footprint” has nothing to do with this rationale (for more see Giampietro and Saltelli, 2014)
The virtual processor behind animal production in Scotland
After having introduced the rationale of the analysis of “virtual” quantities of ecosystem activity
embodied in an imported input, we can now move to an example of application of the MAGIC
toolkit to calculate the externalization associated with imports. This is at the basis of the tool we
call externalization matrix. The analysis proposed here is based on the concept of processors
that provide the external referent (as the set of expected relations over the compartments of
the terrestrial ecosystem in the example of the tiger in the zoo). For illustrating the
externalization matrix we use the results of one of the pilot case study, described in detail in
Part 3 about the openness of the animal production system of Scotland. In the analogy the
people of Scotland are considered as “tigers” living in their country. The calculation wants to
check how much space, water, labor, and fossil energy is embodied in the inputs used by the
animal production system, and which fraction of these inputs is used within Scotland. Obviously,
the fraction of inputs not used in Scotland has been used elsewhere: it has been externalized to
some other SES.
The first step to be taken is to define a set of “transformities” – expected relations over
transformations of biophysical flows that can be defined because of the robustness of the
structural types carrying out the transformation. In this case, we can define a set of expected
relations over an integrated set of fund elements – i.e. the living animals used in animal
production – that have to be reproduced and maintained in order to be able to generate a net
supply of dead biomass – the animal products supplied to the consumers.
A first schematization of how to structure this analysis is given in Fig. 59.
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Figure 59 - A flow of dead biomass depends on the ability of reproducing and maintaining a given set of
fund elements (living biomass)

Having framed the analysis in this way, the next step is to identify the processors that are needed
to: (i) maintain and reproduce the various fund elements (the activities associated with the three
boxes – “producing new individuals”, “producing adult individuals”, “fattening existing adults” ,
(ii) produce the supply of feed needed by each one of these three boxes.
An overview of this analysis (referring only to beef production) is given in Fig. 60. The same type
of analysis can be done for pork, sheep and broilers production. A similar analysis can also be
done to describe milk and eggs production (more details in the Pilot case study).
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Figure 60 - The set of relations over functional processors needed to guarantee the
production of beef (courtesy of Felipe Yunta, Michelc Manfroni, Tarik Serrano)

Figure 61 - The relations over functional and structural processors associated with beef production
(courtesy of Felipe Yunta, Michelc Manfroni, Tarik Serrano-Tovar)

From the definition of functional processor we have to move to the definition of structural
processor – the actual biophysical processes to be located in space needed to generate the
required flows. This is shown in Fig. 61. Inside the figure it is almost impossible to read any
written information. Therefore, the main message of the figure is that this type of analysis
requires considering a very large amount of information: this analysis has to be done using
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software. This becomes even more evident when considering that the graph shown in Fig. 61
refers only to the analysis of beef production. To this analysis we have to add the analysis of
pork, sheep, broilers, milk and eggs.
Finally, arrived to this stage of the analysis we can aggregate all the various processors used to
produce the different type of inputs going into the feed used in animal production in Scotland –
to produce beef, pork, sheep, broilers, milk and plant - and calculate an overall processor that is
required to stabilize the production of the flow of animal products consumed in Scotland. In this
way we can define the amount of land, water, labor and fossil energy required by the processes
supply the mix of inputs required for the various functional elements of the animal production
system. This would be the analogous of the “embodied ecosystem activity” associated with the
supply of the meat to a tiger living in a terrestrial ecosystem. However, the definition of an
overall functional processor for Scotland does not specify the spatial location of the structural
processors used to generate the biophysical flows.
For this reason we have to use the specification of the location of the structural processors that
are actually using and converting into useful outputs the required quantities of input. An idea of
this analysis is given in Fig. 62.

Figure 62 - An estimation of the overall functional processor of animal production in Scotland

The characterization of the overall functional processor makes it possible to study the level of
externalization of the animal production system under analysis. In fact, we can check the
quantity and quality of structural processors – determining an investment of inputs such as
hectares of land used to produce corn, soy, hay, the hours of labor and the amount of fossil
energy – operating within the border of Scotland and calculate the level of externalization at
which Scotland is operating in relation to animal production. An example of this analysis is
shown in Fig. 63. Again we want to remind the reader that the material presented here has the
only goal to explain the technical aspects of the MAGIC tool box: we are not claiming that the
numbers presented here are reliable assessments. Rather the numbers should be considered as
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“place holders” used to show the structuring of the accounting. They will be replaced by more
robust assessments in the work of the next years.

Figure 63 - An estimation of the external constraints faced by structural elements (actual processes of
production) operating in Scotland due to external constraints imposed by natural conditions

In the example of Fig. 63 we can see that the use of a functional processors based on benchmarks
referring to typologies of conversions makes it possible to provide a lot of useful information
about the implications of the dependence on imports. In fact, depending on how we decide to
define the identity of the functional processor we can study the dependence of the metabolic
pattern of the society (in this case the supply of animal products) on: (i) virtual (ghost) natural
resources such as land, soil, water – which must be available and depleted elsewhere, (ii) virtual
(ghost) non-renewable resources – which must be available and depleted elsewhere, (iii) virtual
hours of work – which must be available and paid elsewhere, (iv) virtual use of power capacity,
etc.

4.3 Other features of MuSIASEM and QST
4.3.1 QST: how to represent the links of the nexus across levels and scales
So far in this deliverable we have described how it is possible to establish a representation of
the entanglement of flow elements – water, energy, food, minerals – and fund elements - human
labor, land uses, and technology and infrastructures – using a series of conceptual tools: (i)
“processor” determining an expected profile of different inputs and outputs coming from and
going into either the technosphere or the biosphere; (ii) “end use matrix” making it possible to
scale the representation of the metabolic pattern across different hierarchical levels of analysis;
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(iii) “the environmental impact matrix” making it possible to interface the functional analysis of
metabolic pattern (what is going on in the socio-economic systems) with a geographical analysis
of the flows associated with the metabolic pattern (the biophysical flows coming and getting
into ecological funds operating in the local environment of the society). The combination of all
these tools makes it possible to scale-up the representation of the entanglement of the flows of
water-energy-food at the level of the whole society. This scaling is required because, as
discussed earlier, an effective quantification of the concepts of “water”, “energy” and “food”
cannot be done using just a scale or a level of analysis, but it requires a specification of the
meaning of these terms across the different components of a metabolic systems – e.g. “energy”
is quantified in a different way for a refrigerator or for New York City.
In general terms we can say that whenever we move up in the level of analysis to get the “big
picture” of the patterns of inputs associated with expression of the metabolic pattern – i.e. the
whole society – we have to expect that the resulting quantitative assessment of the profile of
inputs will imply an important loss of details. That is when moving up in the levels of
organization and in the scale, it is unavoidable to experience a progressive change in the choice
of categories used in the quantitative representation. This conundrum associated with the
representation of object across different scales is well known in relation to geographic maps:
when using different scales, you will see different elements in your map and different shapes
(e.g. the famous example of the coastal line of Mandelbrot) even if the maps are referring to the
same geographic object.
However, this movement up in the level of analysis is required in order to establish a clear link
between economic and biophysical analysis (Giampietro et al. 2012). When analyzing the
economic process of a country in terms of the interaction of different functional components
(e.g. the conventional categorization in economic sectors plus the household in charge of
consumption) we can identify the existence of a direct competition across the different
functional compartments of the society for the use of the limited endowment of fund and flow
elements. This relation over two different ways of analyzing the metabolic pattern is illustrated
in Fig. 64. The processor describing the inputs and outputs associated with the metabolic
pattern of the society as a whole (on the bottom) requires the supply of inputs (internal flows
and fund elements produced in the technosphere) generated by the different compartments of
the society. Since the use of this internal inputs imply an opportunity cost – i.e. a hour of labor
invested in a given processor is no longer available in another processor – they are perceived in
the economic narrative as having an economic cost. In the same way kW of power capacity
invested in a given processor are no longer available for a different final cause. It should be
noted that the concept of processor is analogous to the concept of “Extended Production
Function” in Economics as used by Ayres and other bio-economic analysts to establish a bridge
between economic and biophysical narratives of the economic process. At this level of analysis
(the interface of the whole with constituent components) the expression of a metabolic pattern
guaranteeing the maintenance and reproduction of the society and the expression of an
effective economic activity requires a combination of production factors and relative inputs.
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Figure 64 - The profile of investment of fund and flow elements (processor) of the whole society (on the

bottom) and the profiles of investment in the different compartments of a society

The concept of processor explicitly flags the existence of an interface between the external and
the internal view of the metabolic pattern. The arrows getting in and out from the upper and
lower sides of the processor indicate clearly the existence of an interfaces in the integrated
analysis of the metabolic pattern of social-ecological systems between flows and funds that are
under human control (internal inputs in the technosphere) and flows and funds that are outside
human control (external inputs and outputs in the biosphere). In fact, metabolic systems are
dissipative systems and therefore they are open and dependent on the existence of external
favorable boundary conditions for their reproduction. This means that the sustainability of
metabolic systems depends not only on the set of transformation shown in the upper part of
Fig. 64, but also on a set of processes that are outside the control of them making possible to
inputs and the outputs on the bottom of the figure.
At this point it becomes possible to look at the links between water-energy-food and land use
at the large scale while at the same time retaining essential information about the characteristics
of local processes (described by processors) describing the entanglement over these flows at
lower level scale. An example of this set of expected relations over the functional elements is
illustrated in Fig. 65. In the upper part – inside the technosphere – the different economic
compartment both produce and consume the internal inputs (flow and fund elements) required
to operate their processors. This is the interface between the biophysical and economic view of
the the socio-economic process. In the lower part – on the interface with the biosphere –
primary flows are gathered from the biosphere and waste/pollutant flows are discarded into the
biosphere. This is the interface between the economic process and the environment providing
resources and services to it.
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Figure 65 - An overview of the two interfaces: (i) the competition for a limited supply of internal inputs
(biophysical view/economic view); and (ii) the exchanges of flows with the context (the ecological
dimension)

The representation of this exchange of flows between the economic process and the biosphere
- on the bottom of Fig. 65 – is required to check whether the requirement of supply capacity for
the primary external inputs and sink capacity for absorbing the outputs is compatible with the
natural processes of reproduction taking place in the environment!
However, looking at Fig 65 it is clear that we have to organize such an analysis in spatial terms.
That is t is essential to be able to describe in spatial terms both:
(i) the requirement of inputs – to be defined both in quantity and quality - used by society in
relation to the specific supply capacity; and
(ii) the environmental load of the outputs such as solid waste, emissions, pollutants – to be
defined both in quantity and quality – to be absorbed by the environment
In relation to this type of analysis it is important to be able to track the specific aquifers, the
specific terrestrial ecosystems, the type of soil (etc.) from which the various primary inputs are
taken. In the same way we have to track the specific aquifers, the specific terrestrial ecosystems,
the type of soil (etc.) into which environmental loading is generated with waste, pollutants and
emissions. This implies that we must be able to organize our analysis using GIS and remote
sensing.
Urbanized modern societies where both the pattern of consumptions and the pattern of
productions are concentrated tracking gradients providing comparative advantages do have as
result a quite heterogeneous pattern of land use with concentrated spots. This implies that using
“average assessments” of requirement and supply does not provide the information needed to
individuate specific problems of scarcity or excessive environmental loading.
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A conceptualization of this fact (illustrated with practical examples in the previous section
presenting the environmental impact matrix) is given in Fig. 66.

Figure 66 - A schematic representation of the need of specific mapping of supply and sink capacity onto
different ecological funds distributed in space

As illustrated earlier, the analysis of local environmental loading has to be carried out at the local
scale in relation to specific ecological funds (the yellow boxes numbered from 1 to 8 in Fig. 66)
required to express relevant functions both on the supply and sink side in the stabilization of
primary input and output flows.
4.3.2 QST: how to handle the climate issue
As explained the environmental impact matrix represents the interface between the internal
metabolic pattern of the society and the metabolic pattern of the ecosystems embedding socioeconomic processes. The environmental impact matrix establishes a relation between the
required biophysical inputs, taken from the biosphere, and the resulting flows of wastes and
pollutants dumped into the biosphere, as result of the metabolic pattern. This mechanism of
mapping makes it possible to a relation between the characteristics of processes taking place
both in the technosphere and the biosphere and how these characterstics are affected by and
are affecting climatic changes.
The approach of Quantitative Story-Telling based on the analysis of the metabolic pattern of SES
can be used to:
1. look at the effects that changes in the technosphere may have on climate – i.e. changes both
in the end use matrix (what is produced and how it is produced in terms of use of energy carriers)
and in the mix of primary energy sources can be directly related to (and mapped onto) changes
in the pattern of emissions of greenhouse gases. When moving to spatial analysis changes in
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the technosphere can be related to changes in the level of activity of ecological funds – e.g.
changes in land cover, large scale damage to ecosystems – with negative consequences on the
stability of the climate;
2 look at the effects that changes in climate may have on the metabolic pattern inside the
technosphere – i.e. climate changes can affect existing pattern of land use (by increasing or
decreasing agricultural productivity) and the identity of the end use matrix (by requiring readjustments in the pattern of activities carried out in the society).
Obviously this type of assessments tends to be necessarily very coarse. However, the concept
of metabolic pattern of social-ecological system makes it possible to identify within a coherent
logical framework the relevant factors that should be considered for this type of analysis and
makes it possible to generate a quantitative analysis.
4.3.3 QST and the representation of time (static vs dynamic perspective)
When dealing with a representation of a complex process perceived simultaneously across
multiple scales the conventional notion of time gets blurred. The phenomenon of the passing
of time can only be perceived at different levels (implying the perception of “change” at different
time scales). Let’s start by recognizing the impossibility of adopting a unique definition of
“before” and “after” for the perception and representation of processes occurring in parallel on
different levels. For example, individual organisms of humans get teeth in their mouth, during
the first months of their life, when still they never chewed anything. Is this an example of
finalism? That is, is the organism of a baby producing teeth in order to be able to chew later on
in life? We do not need to adopt finalistic explanations to explain this phenomenon. This
anticipatory behavior can be easily explained by the fact that the human species, which has a
space-time domain of agency much larger than that of an individual human being, has been –
so to speak - in the future of individual babies. Therefore the information recorded at the level
of the species makes it possible to generate the typical trajectory of development - future states
- that will be taken by individual organisms. Since individual organisms (operating at the local
scale) are using an information space of the species to which they belong (operating at a much
larger scale) they can know, to a certain extent, their own future. We can generalize this fact by
saying that whenever we deal with Multi-Level Systems operating simultaneously on different
scales, we should expect that the simplifications required by reductionism generate a “mission
impossible” for the analyst. In this example, it is impossible to adopt the idea of a unique
definition of time for both the action of an organism (the agent fabricating structures - teeth)
and that of a species (the observer updating the information space – knowledge about the
trajectory of development of individual organisms). In systems organized in nested hierarchies
it is not possible to have a unique definition of time in terms of a substantive ordinal mapping
of events. The perception and representation of a direction of causation between two events is
determined by the choice of attributes and scales made by the observer. This is, why
reductionist analyses of living processes clash against the standard predicament represented by
chicken-eggs paradoxes. Circular causality is the nightmare of formal analyses, and is banned
under the name of impredicativity or impredicative loops. At the same time circular causality is
the ultimate basis of life (Rosen, 2000).
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This discussion points at the need of clarify the point that different definitions of relevant
changes can be defined in relation to both sides of an observation process: (i) perceived changes
of the observed within a given representation; (ii) perceived changes of the observer within a
given narrative; (iii) changes in the interests of the observer that require an update in the
selection of narrative and/or observation space; (iv) changes occurring at the level of the system
of knowledge within which the process of observation and validation of observation, in terms of
semiotic check are generated. The full awareness of the existence of these 4 time differentials
relevant for defining the quality of information (validation of knowledge) requires introducing
the concept of Complex Time.
Complex Time - as the unavoidable co-existence of different relevant definitions of time within
the semiotic process which generates models.
The 4 non-equivalent time differentials are:
dt = related to the pace of perceived changes of the observed within a given representation (the
parametric dynamics in the representation of a given behavior). This is the time differential used
to represent changes within the equations of the model. Simple time exists only in the step of
representation.
d= related to the pace of perceived changes of the observer within a given narrative. This is
the time differential at which the formal system of inference adopted in the model becomes
obsolete. This is due to the becoming of the observed reality, which requires the use of new
types for its representation.
d= related to the pace of changes in the interests of the observer. This requires an update in
the selection of narrative and/or formal identities assigned to the observed in the observation
space. This is the time differential at which the selection of relevant attributes (and proxy
variables) used in the model becomes obsolete. This is due to the becoming of the observer,
which requires a continuous updating of issue definition and problem structuring.
dT = related to the pace of changes in the characteristics of the system of knowledge within
which the process of observation and validation of observation, in terms of semiotic check are
generated. As observed in POINT C this is the time differential at which a complex adaptive
system must re-define each time what is the right formalization of its identity (in models and
biophysical constraints guiding its action) to survive through the perturbations of life while
preserving the meaning assigned to itself.
In relation to this definition MuSIASEM does not study the dynamics of the metabolic elements
expressing the metabolic pattern within a given representation. Rather it studies: (i) the
relations over the values taken by the variables (data in the representation); (ii) the quality of
the choice of variables used to describe the end use matrix (the definition of the identity of the
processors at different levels); (iii) the selection of functional and structural elements associated
with the definition of relevance of the constituent components; (iv) the salience of the whole
analysis (whether the analytical effort is generating an useful input of information). These four
pieces of information are changing at different time scales and understanding the implications
of this fact can be useful to have a more robust power of anticipation.
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4.3.4 Identifying and dealing with errors and inconsistent data
In order to explain the integrated approach that the quantitative analytical approach of
MuSIASEM adopt for identifying and dealing with erros and inconsistent data we have to briefly
illustrate a distinction proposed in General Systems Theory (Weinberg, 1975): quantitative
analysis can refer to three distinc class of systems: (i) small number simple systems; (ii) large
number simple systems; and (iii) middle number complex systems.
As explained by Allen and Starr: “The former group is treated appropriately by differential
equations (e.g. planet), and in the latter case statistical approaches to the entities replace exact
values with averages (e.g. gas laws) . . . as the interrelationships between parts (entities of
averages) increase in complexity both calculus and statistics quickly reach the limits of their
analytical power. There is a third class of systems that neither approach satisfies, even when the
interrelationships are simple. These are what Weinberg (1975) calls the middle-number systems.
These are cases where there are too few parts to average their behavior reliably and too many
parts to manage each separately with its own equation”. (Allen and Starr, 1982 p. xi)
Therefore the stragety for identifying and dealing with errors and inconsistent data depends on
the class of systems which are observed and represented in the analysis.
As explained earlier, the analysis of the metabolic pattern carried out in MuSIASEM refers to the
class of “middle number complex systems”. In fact, statistical data (referring to large number
simple systems) are derived from top-down observations based on categories aggregating data
at the large scale; on the contrary technical coefficients (referring to lsmall number simple
systems) are derived by bottom-up observations based on a definition of expected relations over
processes (inputs/outputs) referring to specific structural elements. The basic characterization
of metabolic elements based on benchmarks that are determined in an impredicative way using
the sudoku effect combining the forced congruence between top-down and bottom-up drivers
represents an operation of “coarse-graining” (the definition of middle scale relevant functional
units – Flack, 2017). Within the sudoku effect “errors” are defined as incongruence over the
constraint determined by the sudoku (the relational analysis provided by the chosen grammar)
and missing data can be obtained by taking advantage of the “mutual information” inside the
sudoku (this would be exactly what those playing the sudoku game do). In any case, the
operation of “coarse-graining” can only be carried out withing a preliminary analysis based on
statistical data and the congruence with technical coefficients. For this step we will follow the
solutions described below.
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4.3.5 How errors or inconsistent data will be identified in MuSIASEM
Authors: Antonio D’Ambrosio, Alfonso Piscitelli and Michele Staiano
The MAGIC project is designed around Quantitative Story Telling, QST, for checking the
robustness and congruence of sustainability and nexus security narratives related to EU policy
making. MAGIC requires the gathering of a moderately large amount of biophysical and
economic data (large number simple systems) and their elaboration according to the MuSIASEM
approach (middle number complex systems).
The corpus of data will be treated in accordance with the project's Data Management Plan and
the processes administered following the guidelines and advices in the SLIM approach,
purposely tailored to the project needs. With reference to the cycles and phases depicted in the
latter document (currently also available in the project data repository root folder as
MAGIC_TR_SLIM_8_full.pdf), WP3 leader partner UniNA identified three key procedures aimed
at coping with errors and other kind of inconsistent data and will coordinate the deployment of
suitable tools to enact them.
 1st cycle: Data Collection

Errors and (formally) inconsistent data.

Proposed solution: Data edit
Raw data will be checked against a suitable set of formal constraints (implemented in the form
of IF THEN ELSE and CASE selection constructs). Some of these are trivial (e.g. assure nonnegative values for any biophysical size) others could also address the expected order of
magnitude or even a reasonable range of values (e.g. about metabolic ratios), based on expert
knowledge.
This kind of formal checking will be managed through tree based techniques, to be enacted in
the backend as already in the design of NIS tools for data gathering, whose implementation is
under active development by Computing Department at ITC. (see: Siciliano et al, 2004; Siciliano
et al., 2006).
A specific effort is currently addressing also any blank or meaningless cell into data tables (e.g.
since an individual does not respond to a question in a survey or some figures are missing or not
made available in a specific database) which statistical imputation will depend on the
assumption that missing data depend on a conditional distribution probability, even if the latter
is unknown (Little and Rubin, 1987), i.e. not systematic missing data. A case is when one has
access to more than one data source about the same topic: if these share a common unique key,
then simple techniques of record linkage will be applied; otherwise a statistical imputation can
be used as well as Data Fusion, assuring that some technical assumptions are satisfied (Piscitelli,
2008; D’Ambrosio et al., 2012).
 2nd cycle: Data Selection
data).

Anomalous or influential data (i.e. statistically inconsistent

Proposed solution: Clustering
Many of the analyses envisioned in MAGIC toward QST depart form the identification of suitable
metabolic patterns and quantitative benchmarks.
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Those patterns — at different scale of analysis (e.g. from whole societies down to subsectors)
— should be mined by suitable statistical techniques applied to the relevant metabolic indicators
synopsis of member states (cross sections) and/or dynamics through time (time series).
In order to compare member states' metabolism, suitably identify benchmarks and point out
chances for potential innovations, any statistical analysis calls for sets of homogeneous
units. Therefore, unsupervised classification techniques seem the most promising approaches
to be deployed and some attempts and early experiments are already ongoing via clustering
methods.
An example, presented in the following, sprang out from an early application prepared for the
special session about Classification and Visuqlization, organized during CLADAG 2017 by UniNA
and partly sponsored with the financial support of the MAGIC project. (see: Aria et al., 2017)
The metabolic patterns of 27 EU member states along with Norway has been addressed in order
to present and test the proposed approach: three metabolic ratios (about electricity, fuel and
heat consumed in year 2012 for each hour of human activity accounted at whole society level
or in a specific economic sector, respectively) were chosen to explain the approach (see: Aria et
al., 2017)).
By applying a simple clustering technique the 28 countries were classified in four homogeneous
groups (the number stemming from he optimal trade off derived by means of a tree structure
produced by hierarchical clustering). At the whole society level, as well as restricting the analysis
to the economic sectors — i.e. considering only the hours accounted for paid work as base, PW
— it could be observed in the map in the a) panel of Fig. 67a, that Luxembourg is classified in a
singleton. Since this condition is also highlighted by means of multidimensional scaling — see
Fig.67b: the LU point related to Luxembourg is far apart the other countries' marks on the bidimensional optimal projection space for the distances derived by the metabolic ratios table —
the reason for this is worth to be further explored. The scatters of the three metabolic ratios
along with the Economic job productivity (the ratio of added value at factor cost to the number
of worked hours) in the b) panel of Fig. 1 sharply reveal that the fuel consumption intensity, FMR
[MJ/h], as well as the EJP [€/h] about Luxembourg are statistically inconsistent with their
distributions over the remaining 27 countries.
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a)
map of the four clusters:
b)
scatter plots of metabolic ratios for Paid Work
Cluster 1: AT, BG, LV, LT, NL, SK, SE, UK;
sector over the same four clusters on the left
Cluster 2: BE, FI, FR, DE, IT, NO;
Cluster 3: CY, CZ, DK, EE, EL, HU, IE, MT, PL, PT, RO, SI,
ES;
Cluster 4: LU
Figure 67 - Map and scatter plots about the clustering of the 28 countries whit reference to the
metabolic patterns observed in 2012 at the level of economic sectors (PW).

Figure 68 - Distances among the 28 countries as derived from energy related metabolic ratios
(projected by MultiDimensional Scaling on a bi-dimensional and tri-dimensional space).
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 3rd cycle: Model Estimation
inconsistency).

Poor data and model uncertainties (i.e. semantical

Proposed solution: NUSAP & Fuzzy approaches
Model analysis in MAGIC is checked for relevance, plausibility, and pedigrees using the best
available quality assurance methodologies (sensitivity analysis and auditing). Each model must
be as simple as possible, but not simpler (paraphrasing a famous line of Albert Einstein).
(from: G.A. 689669 MAGIC – Part B page 31 of 92)
The aspiration of MAGIC is to eventually supply policy makers and stakeholders with interactive
dashboards and communicable reports based on transparent data, without overlooking their
inherent uncertainties; so MAGIC choice is to implement the NUSAP approach, as suggested in
the scope of post-normal science. Moreover, duly worked sensitivity analyses are expected on
the modeling outcomes to cope with the uncertainty carried by data and added by means of
model assumptions. Since the DMP enforces the proper lineage of any piece of information and
the SLIM approach envisions detailed reporting about any elaboration and modeling of data, the
figures in the MAGIC dashboards and reports will all have an attached level of advocacy by their
producers. To supply an overall assessment of that kind of pedigree, UniNA is currently studying
the way to adopt the Computing With Words methodology, i.e. modeling NUSAP matrices by
means of linguistic variables and compose them according to an approach coherent with fuzzy
logic, in order to derive from any figure lineage the final pedigree level.
Depending on the possibility to collect a set of expert judgments about different dimensions of
pedigree, that could be ranked in order of their importance from several auditors, tools as
consensus ranking and optimal bucket orders can be fruitfully used in order to both checking for
semantic errors and accomplish the sensitivity analysis. (see: D’Ambrosio et al. 2017).
The knowledge of the priorities, also through fuzzy (probabilistic) clustering as well as recursive
partitioning methods, could be fruitfully used when (and if) several auditors provide assessment
elements to be synthesized (see: Heiser and D’Ambrosio, 2013; D’Ambrosio and Heiser, 2016).
A similar approach could be envisioned in order to give a level of semantic sufficiency to the
collected data, sufficiency that, for example, can be expressed by means of an ordered scale or
a composite indicator.
4.3.6 The issue of “nexus security” in the representation of the metabolic pattern
The definition of “security” for a country is complex and refers to the very identity of it. This
means that it is not something that can be determined using standard indicaotrs of definitions.
Lippmann defined security as follows: “a nation is secure to the extent to which it is not in
danger of having to sacrifice core values, if it wishes to avoid war, and is able . . . to maintain
them by victory in such a war”. This definition explixtly refers to values and u8ncertainty are key
factors to be considered. Lippman is an important reference in political studies. He coined the
term ‘cold war’ that is the context from which the idea of security emerged. The term security
is still very much in vogue today not only in relation to the military narrative but also in relation
to a resource scarcity narrative. For example the concept of energy security includes two
factors: (i) availability of energy sources - interpreted in both physical terms (inside the country)
and geopolitical terms (accessible to the country even if located elsewhere); and (ii) affordability
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of energy both for the country as a whole and for its citizens. The concept of energy security
thus refers to a multiplicity of risks and uncertainties regarding: access to an adequate amount
of natural resources, implications of climate change, uncertainties about the availability and
accessibility of oil and gas reserves; geopolitical threats to existing supply and infrastructure,
trade agreements and price volatility; the high level of dependency on non-renewable energy
sources produced by a few countries. All these factors increase the vulnerability of modern
economies to disruptions in energy supply.
The term nexus security deals with an even more intractable issue: the interconnectedness of
water-energy-food-environment, in which many of the factors considered for energy apply to
the other flows. As a consequence we have to expect much higher levels of uncertainty that
emerge when trying an integrated representation of the nexus.
In relation to scientific analysis of the issue, the behaviour of complex systems, especially when
humans are in the picture, cannot be simulated and this implies dealing with high doses of
ignorance and indeterminacy when trying to anticipate the future. To make things more difficult
nexus security would require integrated governance whereas institutions now work in silos and
struggle to govern the entanglement among water, energy, food and the environment .
As explained earlier, MAGIC tackles these two challenges proposing: (i) an approach to
quantitative analysis based on complexity –Multi-Scale Integrated Analysis of Societal and
Ecosystem Metabolism (MuSIASEM). It is an accounting method that makes it possible to
integrate water, energy, food, environment and social variables; and (ii) an approach for
decision-making under uncertainty based on Post-Normal Science – Quantitative Story-Telling
(QST) which offers some tools useful to check the quality of the process of production and use
of scientific information for governance.
4.3.7 The relation of MuSIASEM to existing methods of accounting water and in particular
with the Water Footprint Analysis
Author: Cristina Madrid López
The water footprint (Hoekstra and Chapagain, 2007) is an indicator of human appropriation of
water. It belongs to the family of footprint (Čuček et al., 2012, Galli et al., 2012) and follows its
‘cradle-to-grave’ approach in order to “translate human consumption into natural resource use”
(Hoekstra, 2009, p. 1964). However the water footprint does not provide information about the
impact of that human appropriation of water over the water resources and the ecosystems. The
implications of the water footprint for societies and ecosystems is done in a further step, what
is called the Water Footprint Sustainability Assessment (Hoekstra et al., 2011).
The definition of the water footprint as an indicator of appropriation and not of impact has been
criticized for not providing useful information for sustainability analysis in terms of
environmental impact (Ridoutt and Pfister, 2010, 2013) and social drivers (Wichelns, 2011).
However the separation between water appropriation, its impacts and its drivers is very useful
in the definition of policies. It provides a set of metrics that is easily adaptable to the case under
analysis as opposite a unique indicator of impact.
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This multi-metric character is what makes Water Footprinting and MuSIASEM compatible and
complementary as sources to inform EU policy making.

Figure 69 - Relation B of water metabolism (water appropriation, above) can be studied
using the water footprint accounting scheme (below)

They are compatible because they both differentiate between pressures and impacts as defined
in the DPSIR framework (discussed below) used in EU environmental policy-making. In the DPSIR
framework, impacts are defined as changes in the state of the ecosystems that come as a result
of a pressure, typically caused by humans. The water footprint is an indicator of that pressure
and the further analysis of impacts provides a context of the indicator. In MuSIASEM, the
pressures are measured as the different water flows used within the social system at the lower
levels in the hierarchy of the analytical system whereas the impacts pose an ecosystem
constraint to the social water use (Madrid et al., 2013). Furthermore, MuSIASEM also includes
an analysis the social drivers that guide those pressures. A description of the relations involved
in the water metabolism from the perspective of a MuSIASEM analysis, where relation B (the
appropriation of water) is, de facto, the water footprint, is given in Fig. 69. Relations A and C
focus on the social and ecosystem impacts/drivers respectively and relation D focusses on the
structural organization of the socio-ecosystem.
They are complementary because the strength of one of them is the weakness of the other.
MuSIASEM provides a framework to perform a sustainability analysis of the water footprint that
take into account both the external constraints posed by the ecosystem metabolism and the
internal constraints posed by the social metabolism. The water footprint in turn provides a good
estimation of the water use differentiating between sources (green, blue, external, domestic)
and end uses (agriculture, industry and consumers, for example).
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Figure 70 - The hierarchical organization of the processors in MuSIASEM and where the
water footprint analysis makes contributions (thicker connectors).

How is the water footprint incorporated in the accounting scheme of MuSIASEM? As previously
explained MuSIASEM uses processors to connect functional and structural components of the
socio-ecosystems. Water can play two roles. As a flow, it is an input and output to a –mainlysocial processor. As a fund, it is a –mainly- ecosystem processor in its own. Because it focusses
on water flows appropriated by the society, the water footprint accounts for those inputs and
outputs to social processors and that are related with the end uses of water in MuSIASEM. The
organization of water-related processors in a domestic (upper) and a foreign (lower) SES is
illustrated in Fig. 69. Both SES can be connected in two water-metabolism-relevant ways. First,
by actual water transfers that can be natural (like international rivers) or anthropogenic (like
channels). Second, by the virtual water transfers promoted by international trade (Allan, 1998)
and regulated by the economic and development policy. The social system and the ecosystem
are connected by the local water extraction and pollution which form the appropriation of water
and is regulated by both water and environmental policies.
The water footprint is used within MuSIASEM to connect those processors related to production
to the social functions they fulfill (thick connectors). It accounts for the total water end use to
provide a function, independently of the origin of the productive structure (domestic or foreign).
This gives an idea of the total water appropriated by the structures.
In MuSIASEM, that appropriation is classified using a taxonomy of water metrics which is
designed for each case taking into account the processors relevant for the study (Madrid-López
and Giampietro, 2014). If the water footprint of nutrition has a high component coming from
local agriculture, it might be interesting to know if that water is centrally supplied or not.
Centrally supplied water will have more implications regarding nexus security as energy for
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pumping, for example might be necessary. From a societal metabolism perspective, it will be
interesting to know how many kilometers of channel a society needs to build in order to deliver
that water and how much food it can provide, and by extension how much human activity that
food will maintain. The domestic water carrying capacity can be compared with the foreign one,
which maybe is not related to a centralized supply, but to a local rainwater collector. The
example illustrates the integration of the water footprint within MuSIASEM for an analysis of
the fruit and vegetable sector in South Spain.
The water metabolism of agricultural production in Andalusia, Spain
The flow/fund analyses performed in MuSIASEM are very useful for the contextualization of the
water footprint because they help to provide an explanation of why the appropriation is
necessary and what are their consequences.
Andalusia is located in the south of Spain and is a particularly dry region, especially the eastern
provinces of Almeria and Granada. It has an important agrarian sector devoted to the export of
fruits and vegetables, mainly to other European countries.
An analysis of the domestic water footprint of the sector – Fig 71 - from the production
perspective (upper figure) shows a concentration in the most arid region (Almeria) and in the
exported goods (upper bars). Also, the figure shows that the amount of water has increased with
the years. If we apply MuSIASEM’s water metabolic density indicator to this number (WMD,
lower figure), three results can be added to the analysis: (1) the region imports (lower bars) have
a more intense water footprint, (2) Almeria has not the most intensive water footprint, and (3)
the water footprint has actually decreased with the time in most provinces in relative terms. The
region is ‘saving’ water through international trade and using money from exports to pay for
them. Even though it is not covered in the graph, the exports have a higher economic value than
the imports (Madrid and Velázquez, 2008) flagging the possibility that the region’s high value
exports are a bigger constraint to the economy and a better contribution to improve the regional
footprint than originally thought.
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Figure 71 - Water Footprint of the vegetable and fruits production sector in Andalusian provinces (upper
graph), Water Metabolic Rate of the vegetable and fruits production sector in Andalusian provinces
(lower graph).

A contextualization of the water footprint in relation to the ecosystem would show that,
however well the water is used in Almeria, the total footprint still exceed the recharge of the
aquifers – the main water source for irrigation in the area (Cabello et al., 2015). This pressure
translates into a lowering of the water table and to a number of aquifer blocks considered at
risk under the water framework directive premises (Cabello and Madrid, 2014)
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PART III - Applications of relational analysis based on MuSIASEM
to the analysis of the metabolic pattern of social-ecological
Systems
UAB in collaboration with all the partners have developed examples of applications of grammars
to show how they can be used to check the quality of existing narratives through quantitative
assessments at different levels (QST) in WP5 and WP6.
We prepared six Pilot Case studies dealing with different issues at different scales of analysis
(the full analyses are available in the Appendices):
A. Bridging biophysical, economic and ecological quantitative analysis across levels – the case
of greenhouse vegetable production in Almeria - The aim of this case study is to produce an
integrated characterization of the biophysical and socio-economic aspects of the production of
fresh vegetables. This characterization is capable of establishing a quantitative relation across
different scales and dimensions (different variables relevant to water, food and energy nexus)
from crop-field to regional scale.
B. Bridging biophysical, economic and ecological quantitative analysis across levels – the case
of desalination of water for agricultural production in Canary Island - This case study selected
a system of agricultural production using alternative energy for desalination of irrigation water
in the island of Gran Canaria (Canary Islands). The WEF Nexus situation in this local case study
was diagnosed by using the MuSIASEM approach. This study has been carried out by ITC and
UAB.
C. Characterizing the metabolic pattern of the energy sector looking at specific energy systems
– the case of Catalonia. The aim of this case study is twofold: i) to define a procedure for the
assessment of the electricity sector at different levels, ii) to show how a multi-scale assessment
(MuSIASEM) can be applied to the electricity sector of a region, to map the whole metabolic
pattern of electricity.
D. Characterizing the metabolic pattern and the level of openness of animal production
systems – the case of Scotland [within the activities of a research project being conducted
jointly between UAB and James Hutton Institute, partially funded by the Scottish Government’s
Strategic Research Programme (the Rural Industries work package)]. The aim of this case study
is to illustrate how to characterize the network of functional elements generating the domestic
supply – diagnostic mode.
E. How to characterize the Water-Energy-Food metabolic pattern of a country (Spain) using
the MuSIASEM accounting scheme - The aim of this case study is twofold: 1) to define a
procedure for the assessment of the WEF metabolic pattern of a country starting from the
national level, The analysis classifies economic activities according to their metabolic function,
distinguishing between Bio-Economic Pressure (activities that require primary inputs to be
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carried out, such as services and non-productive activities like leisure, sleeping, personal care)
and Strength of the Exosomatic Hypercycle (activities that are net suppliers of primary and
secondary inputs to the rest of the socio-economic process, such as agriculture, the energy
sector and manufacture).
F. Exploring the implications of planetary boundaries for the sustainability of the EU
agricultural sector - The aim of this case study is twofold: (i) it presents how to generate an
application of the MuSIASEM approach to explore the implications of planetary boundaries for
the sustainability of the EU agricultural sector in the long term, (ii) it presents a few preliminary
data confirming the relevance of both this type of analysis and the proposed approach based on
MuSIASEM.
G. Examples of discussions over statistical applications - The aim of this section is to provide
examples of the discussions within WP3 about possible applications of statistical models to be
used in WP5 and WP6. In particular we present two examples of statistical analyses applied to
the pilot cases.
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A. Bridging biophysical, economic and ecological quantitative analysis
across levels – the case of vegetable production in Almeria
The aim of this pilot study is to define a procedure for integrated multi-level accounting of a
vegetable production system at the regional scale using MuSIASEM 2.0, and for the analytical
connection between water and food supply systems. Therefore, this characterization is capable
of establishing a quantitative relation across different scales and dimensions (different variables
relevant to water, food and energy nexus) from crop-field to regional scale. First, a multipurpose grammar is proposed linking water and food systems through a common analytical
level: the irrigation areas that are end users in the water grammar and producers in the food
grammar. Second, a data model is developed as the basis for structuring a database where
relations between structural elements are established. Third, the grammars are operationalized
through an application to a semi-arid province in Southern Spain, Almeria, that serves as
explanatory example. The purpose of the data shown in this document is merely to illustrate the
method of accounting, not to provide empirical insights about the WEF-Nexus in Almeria.
The analysis of the vegetable production system is structured in four levels of analysis: level n
for the province of Almeria (the whole region), level n-1 for the irrigation areas within Almeria,
level n-2 for the farming systems existing in the region, level n-3 for the different processes of
crop production. Typologies of structural elements are defined within each level and
quantitative relations among levels. These relations enable a bottom-up accounting, that is,
starting from level n-3 and scaling up until the whole Almeria. The analysis of the water system
is structured through a grammar that links water demand for agriculture with water supply, both
from natural and alternative sources. A database with all structural elements of the water
systems in Almeria has been also developed but thorough data analysis of social-ecological
relations is still to be undertaken in a future research step.
Authors
Violeta Cabello (UAB), Zora Kovacic (UAB), and Mario Giampietro (UAB).
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B. Bridging biophysical, economic and ecological quantitative analysis
across levels – the case of desalination of water for agricultural production
in Canary Island
The goal of this analysis is to illustrate an application of the MuSIASEM 2.0 to a local “WaterEnergy-Food (WEF) nexus” system. The MuSIASEM approach uses processors to quantify the
requirements (e.g. materials, energy, labour) and the outputs of a local WEF system and relate
the different functional elements of the system (energy provider, water provider and food
provider) within this system and also the relations with the surrounding system (e.g. food to the
markets, electricity to the grid, water from the aquifers). This approach to the analysis of the
nexus is different from the approach initially proposed in the field of integrated management in
relation to the use of water and energy required by agricultural systems. Rather than analysing
the use of water and the use of energy in isolation and then try to optimize the trade-offs
MuSIASEM start from scratch to account for the entanglement over these different flows –
water, energy, food – determined by the characteristics of the functional and structural
processors found in the metabolic pattern of the system under analysis.
In this pilot case study we characterize the metabolic pattern of a desalination plant that uses
wind electricity to provide fresh irrigation water to an agricultural cooperative located in the
island of Gran Canaria. At first sight, this case looks like a perfect solution for a territory that is
demanding food locally produced, since it is an arid region with scarce water for agriculture and
high energy costs of desalination. To assess the sustainability of this local WEF system, important
questions must be addressed: how much net energy, water and food are being produced? Is this
WEF system self-sufficient? What are the possible external and internal constraints? What is the
economic viability of this system? Is it possible to extrapolate this system to other areas?
To answer these questions MuSIASEM 2.0 provide a grammar capable of: i) studying the
entanglement over quantities of water, energy, and food in the systems of production of these
three flows, and ii) establishing a set of expected relations over these three flows at different
scales.
Authors
Tarik Serrano-Tovar (UAB) prepared this text using the data in a paper prepared by Baltasar
Peñate (ITC), Ana Musicki Savic (ITC), J. Antonio de la Fuente (ITC), Violeta Cabello (UAB), Tarik
Serrano-Tovar (UAB).
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C. Characterizing the metabolic pattern of the energy sector looking at
specific energy systems – the case of Catalonia
The aim of this case study is twofold: i) to define a procedure for the assessment of the electricity
sector at different levels, ii) to show how a multi-scale assessment (MuSIASEM) can be applied
to the electricity sector of a region, to map the whole metabolic pattern of electricity. This task
requires establishing an explicit and quantifiable link between: (i) the supply – i.e. extraction or
import of primary energy sources, generation of electricity plus import of electricity, and (ii) the
requirement – the different end uses associated with the consumption of electricity. An
important feature of this analysis is determined by the distinction between functional types
(determined by the demand of electricity) and structural types (determined by the
characteristics and technical coefficients of the plants generating the supply). This distinction
makes it possible to identify: (i) two categories of electricity on the demand side “kWh of peak
electricity” and “kWh of base-load” electricity: and (ii) three categories of powerplants in charge
of the supply: “peakers”, “baseloaders” and “intermittents”. The problems experienced at the
moment for incorporating “intermittents” (wind and PV) into the grid can be studied much
better if one uses these categories in the quantitative analysis of the dynamic budget of
“demand” and “supply” of electricity. In the example of the case of Catalonia, the MuSIASEM
accounting scheme has been used to assess: i) levels of consumption of energy (energy carriers)
associated to the metabolic pattern described both in terms of extensive variable and intensive
variables, ii) domestic supply of energy by characterizing it, first in functional terms and then by
assigning to each function associated structural types capable of expressing such a function.
Processors have been used to analyze the energy sector at different levels and the
semantic/functional distinction between peak and load electricity has been introduced to
address the semantic implications of energy transition scenarios. This case also showed the
strength of the method for assessing iii) the dependence on imports and on non-renewable
resources by designing ‘virtual processors’.

Authors
Louisa Jane Di Felice (UAB), Maddalena Ripa (UAB), and Mario Giampietro (UAB).
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D. Using MuSIASEM to check the level of openness of the animal
production system of Scotland and to generate a decision support tool
The objective of the analysis presented here is twofold:
1. to illustrate an application of MuSIASEM that can be used to generate an integrated
characterization of the animal production system of Scotland in relation to its level of
externalization (openness of biophysical and economic flows). The proposed analytical
framework makes it possible to establish a set of expected relations inside the functional
elements of the animal production system. This result is obtained by identifying the set of forced
relations between flow and fund elements within the metabolic pattern of the living animals
used in production. The identification of a common set of three functional elements (breading,
growing, finishing) required across different types of animal production makes it possible to
calculate the amount of living biomass (fund elements) that has to be reproduced in each one
of them in order to guarantee the expected supply of dead biomass in the form of food products.
In turn this assessment makes it also possible to assess the quality and quantity of inputs (land,
labor, fertilizer, etc.) required to maintain and reproduce this living biomass. Then the different
production processes required to generate the required inputs used to supply animal products
can be described as virtual processors (expected profiles of inputs and outputs). When
aggregating the different requirement of arable land, pasture, labor, and other technical inputs
used to operate the animal production system considered one can define an overall processor
for the whole animal production system. This assessment can be contrasted against data
referring to the actual use of resources in Scotland (an analysis of the actual structural
processors used in animal production, operating within the borders). The difference between
“what is used in the border” and “what is required to generate the supply of animal products”
makes it possible to estimate the level of openness of the system. It should be noted that this
assessment of the openness of the system does not rely on statistical data. The different systems
of animal production considered in this study are: beef, pork, mutton, broilers, milk and eggs,
2. to illustrate the possibility of using this method of accounting not only in a diagnostic mode
(how to check the level of openness of the system) but also in a simulation mode for running
scenarios of alternative combinations of: (i) different levels of production; (ii) different mixes of
production; and (iii) different mixes of imports and exports. To achieve this goal the grammars
used for the accounting are embedded in a software.
Authors
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E. How to characterize the Water-Energy-Food metabolic pattern of a
country (Spain) using the MuSIASEM accounting scheme
The aim of this case study is twofold: 1) to define a procedure for the assessment of the WEF
metabolic pattern of a country starting from the national level, The analysis classifies economic
activities according to their metabolic function, distinguishing between Bio-Economic Pressure
(activities that require primary inputs to be carried out, such as services and non-productive
activities like leisure, sleeping, personal care) and Strength of the Exosomatic Hypercycle
(activities that are net suppliers of primary and secondary inputs to the rest of the socioeconomic process, such as agriculture, the energy sector and manufacture). For each economic
activity, the accounting includes human activity (as hour of work for economic sectors, and hours
spent outside of paid work for non-economic sectors), energy use, water consumption, food
consumption (where relevant), and installed power capacity, land use. All values can be
normalized on a per capita basis to allow for inter-country comparisons. 2) to show how a multiscale assessment (MuSIASEM) can be applied in order to study the internal factors determining
the desirability and viability of the metabolic pattern. This task requires establishing an explicit
and quantifiable link between: (i) the pattern of requirement of WEF determined by the different
“end uses” associated with the consumption of these flows, and (ii) the pattern of supply of WEF
determined by the different methods of exploitation of primary energy sources and
environmental services (plus imports). This characterization makes it possible to establish a link
between what is going on, inside the social-economic system and its required level of openness:
(i) dependence on renewable resources found inside its boundary, (ii) dependence on nonrenewable resources found inside its boundary, (iii) dependence on externalization to other
social-ecological systems for the stabilization of metabolized inputs.
Authors
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F. Developing an analytical framework to study planetary boundaries
when considering the implications of internal constraints – how to use the
analytical tool-kit of MuSIASEM
This document has two goals. It presents in Part 1 a discussion of how to generate an application
of the MuSIASEM approach to explore the implications of planetary boundaries for the large
scale adoption of the EU agricultural practices. It presents in Part 2 preliminary data exploring a
possible application of this type of analysis.
This pilot case study illustrated that: (i) the MuSIASEM approach can be used to provide an
integrated analysis of the agricultural sector, and that (ii) this analysis is essential to frame the
analysis of scenarios of global food security using tools that consider simultaneously:
(1) The factors that determine the requirement of food (population structure, population size
and dietary preferences).
(2) The external constraints that affect the feasibility of the supply of food in different socialecological systems (constraints about natural resources, geography, climate, etc. for the
agriculture and food industry).
(3) The internal constraints that affect both the desirability and viability of the supply of food in
the metabolic pattern of social-ecological systems (technological, social, economic, cultural and
institutional constraints for the food system).

Authors
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G. Examples of discussions over Statistical Applications
Capability and capacity building (meaning adding new ways of doing things) are the core of QST
in the MAGIC Project. Therefore it is necessary that the analytical approach used in WP4 will be
reproducible and used directly by stakeholders and consortium partners. The need for rigour
and reproducibility and efficiency in data processing is accomplished by the production of
reusable datasets and associated knowledge and software tools in WP3. Indeed, WP3, in close
collaboration with WP4, is dealing with the quality check (i.e. assessment of the suitability of
data sources and selection of a set of statistical methodologies) on the integrated representation
across scales associated with the chosen Quantitative Story-Telling developed in WP4. Two
examples of statistical analyses discussed in relation to possible applications in WP5 and WP6
are reported in Appendix G.
In the first example the Almeria case (Appendix A) data set is used to build an explorative
regression tree geographically weighted aiming at classifying the specific consumption of water
(per hectare) of the irrigation communities base on either WaterManageArea (WMA) and Profile
(profile). Hence the response variable is WaterUse_ha and the predictor are WaterManageArea
and Profile. The analysis reveals that the most important factor associated with water
consumption per hectare is due the water management areas.
In the second example, several variables (i.e. electricity metabolic ratio – ElMR-, heat metabolic
ratio – HMR-, fuel metabolic ratio – FMR-, and two extensive variables, i.e. hours of paid work –
HA- and added value at factor cost – AvFC-) in 12 EU member states for different industrial
sectors (Iron and Steel, Non-Ferrous materials, Chemical and Petrochemical, Non-Metallic
Minerals, Mining and Quarrying, Food and Tobacco, Textile and Leather, Paper Pulp and Print,
Transport Equipment, Machinery, Wood and Wood Products, Construction and Non-specified
industry) are analyzed by means of a factorial model, namely the Principal Component Analysis
(PCA), which allows us to summarize a set of variables through a smaller number of
representative variables.
This document has the goal of showing examples of the work done on the preparation of
potential tool-kits which is not reflected in the material presented in Part I, Part II and Part III.
Authors
Roberta Siciliano (UniNA), Michele Staiano (UniNA), Antonio D’Ambrosio (UniNA) , Carmela
Iorio (UniNA), Massimo Aria (UniNA), Giuseppe Pandolfo (UniNA)
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Appendices
Appendix A – Almeria case study
Bridging biophysical, economic and ecological quantitative analysis across levels – the case of
vegetable production in Almeria
Authors: Violeta Cabello (UAB), Zora Kovacic (UAB), and Mario Giampietro (UAB).
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1. Introduction
The aim of this pilot study is to define a procedure for integrated multi-level accounting of a
vegetable production system at the regional scale using MuSIASEM 2.0, and for the analytical
connection between water and food supply systems. Therefore, this characterization is capable
of establishing a quantitative relation across different scales and dimensions (different variables
relevant to water, food and energy nexus) from crop-field to regional scale. First, a multipurpose grammar is proposed linking water and food systems through a common analytical
level: the irrigation areas that are end users in the water grammar and producers in the food
grammar. Second, a data model is developed as the basis for structuring a database where
relations between structural elements are established. Third, the grammars are operationalized
through an application to a semi-arid province in Southern Spain, Almeria, that serves as
explanatory example. The purpose of the data shown in this document is merely to illustrate the
method of accounting, not to provide empirical insights about the WEF-Nexus in Almeria.
2. Study area
Almeria is one of the driest region in Europe (average annual rain 200-600 mm) at the time one
of the largest producer of fresh vegetables for export to Nothern countries. Whereas most of
the production are fresh vegetables in greenhouses, there is also production of fresh vegetables
in open fields, especially of lettuce. In addition to fresh vegetables, other major land uses for
crops are olive groves, almonds and citric. Agriculture sustains 8% of total jobs generation and
2.4% of the GDP in the region (Annual Statistics 2013). Land property is highly distributed with
average farm size on 2 to 3 hectares and most farmers are associated in cooperatives for
marketing purposes. The region is a renowned example of unsustainable exploitation of water
resources in Spain, with most aquifers assessed as overexploited and/or polluted. Therefore, it
is a good example for analysing the interactions between agricultural and water management
and the challenges of implementation of the Water Framework Directive with such an intensive
water metabolic pattern.

Figure 1 – Location of the province of Almeria
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3. Grammars
Figure 2 presents the semantic definition of the system of analysis linking food and water
grammars. In the upper right corner, the food grammar presents a multi-level representation of
the vegetable production system within Almeria connected to processing and end-use functions
that constraint demand. The vegetable production function is split into a multi-level
representation of structural elements. Four levels are considered: level n for the whole
production of vegetables in Almeria province, level n-1 for the irrigation areas within Almeria,
level n-2 for different types of farming systems, level n-3 for the processes of production of
different crops.
Level n-1 of irrigation communities is at the same time a food supplier in the food grammar and
an end-user of water in the water grammar, therefore it serves to connect both grammars.
These areas consume blue water extracted from water bodies and/or processed through
technologies and infrastructures depending on the water source. They also consume green
water from the soil although this consumption is not accounted in this pilot study. Water sources
in turn are connected to the different water bodies they are extracted from, and to the
hydrological regimes of the watersheds they belong to. Finally, a compartment of external
watersheds is added since there are two large transfers of water from other river basins, both
of which have associated social conflicts in their regions of origin.
For this pilot application, I operationalize the multi-level accounting of vegetable production
using processors. The connection with the water system grammar is only briefly introduced in
section 5-b. Future research will focus on improving this part of the analysis as well as on the
link with the energy grammar.
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Figure 2 - Linked food and water grammars for Almeria
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4. Data management
a. Data collection and structuring
The following conceptual data model shows the type of data entities collected as well as general
relations between entities. In white background are geographic feature classes, data tables that
have a geographical reference and can be visualized in GIS. Grey squares show thematic entities,
these are tables with data without spatial geometry that are essentially attributes of
geographical entities.

Figure 3 - Conceptual data model for WEF-Nexus of vegetable production in Almeria. Adapted from
Cabello Villarejo, 2016 .

Three types of entities are characterized with processors: crops, desalination plants and
wastewater reclamation plants. Processors for vegetable production are defined for different
types of crops and then up-scaled until irrigation areas as explained in Section 5. When scaling
up to the farming system, new variables are included in the processor because they are relevant
at this level, for instance plastic used for greenhouse farms or pesticides use. The variables
referring to water uses are defined for the irrigation areas because they enable a geographic
connection between water and food supply grammars.
Data was collected from the following secondary sources:



Literature review on local studies of water footprint and Life Cycle Assessment.
Inventory of Irrigated Land of Andalusia 2008
(http://www.juntadeandalucia.es/organismos/agriculturapescaydesarrollorural/areas/
infraestructuras-agrarias/regadios/paginas/sig-regadios.html )
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Annual agricultural statistics of Andalusia
(http://www.juntadeandalucia.es/organismos/agriculturapescaydesarrollorural/consej
eria/sobre-consejeria/estadisticas/paginas/agrarias-anuario.html )
Observatory of prices and market of Andalusia
(http://www.juntadeandalucia.es/agriculturaypesca/observatorio/servlet/FrontContro
ller )
River Basin Management Plan 2015-2021 of Andalusian Mediterranean River Basin
District
(http://www.juntadeandalucia.es/medioambiente/site/portalweb/menuitem.7e1cf46
ddf59bb227a9ebe205510e1ca/?vgnextoid=4d01df1837fa1510VgnVCM2000000624e5
0aRCRD&vgnextchannel=953d4ae7a9aa1510VgnVCM2000000624e50aRCRD )
River basin Management Plan 2015-2021 of Segura River Basin District
(https://www.chsegura.es/chs/planificacionydma/planificacion15-21/ )
Environmental information network of Andalusia
(http://www.juntadeandalucia.es/medioambiente/site/rediam)

Most agricultural data is referred to 2013/2014 season and some estimations were made to
adjust data from other dates to this year. Water data is referred to 2015 because it is the
baseline date of the River Basin Management Plans 2015-2021. However the measurements use
for these estimations are supposed to be an average for the period 2010-2015. Data for some
variables is not available from direct sources (for instance nitrogen leakage or water
requirements) and has to be modelled or estimated. For these variables, we either used indirect
data sources (like other studies) or assumed certain values that in the future will have to be
improved with fieldwork data. Details of data sources for each variables are given in the
database, which is an object database with tables in .csv format following the multi-level
structure shown in the conceptual model (three main folders ‘Water supply’, ‘Food supply’ and
‘Energy demand’ contain data tables and geographic layers corresponding to the different
entities).
b. Misfit problems
Almeria is a province, therefore it is the area within an administrative boundary. Neither
agricultural, nor water systems boundaries fit snugly within Almeria and some adjustments were
needed in order to build the database.
There are six agrarian administrative areas within Almeria (yellow polygons Figure Xa) each of
which contains a number of irrigation areas (IAs, green polygons in Figure 6 up). However, some
IAs cross their borders and an assignment based on spatial analysis was assumed. IAs in turn are
divided into irrigation communities. Data related to the agricultural system had to be integrated
from data sources corresponding to these three geographic levels. Moreover, since there is no
dataset on farming systems in Almeria, the patterns of crops within farming system and of
farming systems within irrigation areas were estimated using data from different technical
reports and land use layers.
The water system on the other hand is divided into two Water Districts (Figure 6 down), each of
which splits into several catchments containing different surface water bodies. Most aquifers
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cross catchments boundaries. In order to establish the relations between the agricultural and
the water management systems, the extraction of each IA was assigned to the aquifer over
which it is situated and/or to the river closer to it. This is an important assumption that needs
to be validated with fieldwork.

Figure 4 - Agricultural systems in Almeria

Figure 5 –Water systems in Almeria
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5. Application to the analysis of food supply in Almeria
a. Characterizing vegetable production across levels
The aim of this analysis is to produce a multi-level characterization the WEF-Nexus of the
production of vegetables at regional scale using the processors analytical tool. This process
consists of the following steps:
1) Defining analytical levels.
2) Defining structural elements at each level of observation.
3) Defining quantitative relations across levels.
4) Characterize the processors to describe chosen structural elements.
5) Upscale from the lower to the upper level.
This characterization thus establishes a quantitative relation across different levels and nexus
dimensions by integrating flows and funds in the relational description of processors. When
running MuSIASEM in diagnoses mode, the accounting is performed bottom-up to describe what
happens in Almeria. In simulation mode, the accounting is reversed and simulations of the
option space are posed according to changes in external constraints (environmental context or
socio-economic context).

Figure 6 – Semantic description of the multi-level accounting of the vegetable production system with
processors

Step 1: Define analytical levels
The first analytical step requires the definition of analytical levels. As mentioned in section 3, for
this pilot application, the levels of analysis considered are: level n for the whole production of
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vegetables in Almeria province, level n-1 for the irrigation areas within Almeria, level n-2 for
different types of farming systems, level n-3 for the processes of production of different crops.
Following hierarchy theory, there is no substantive way of defining levels, it depends on the
research purpose and interests of the analyst. I propose these four levels because they enable
different relevant assessments. The level of processes of crop production (n-3) enables the
assessment of the technical viability of different systems (for instance greenhouse vs open field)
and its final cause is to maximize biomass production. The level of the farming systems (n-2)
enables the assessment of the economic viability of the farms in relation to the lower level
(pattern of crops and production systems) and the upper level (viability of irrigation systems).
Level n-1 allows for the connection with the water management system and enables the
feasibility assessment in relation to impacts caused on ecosystems. Finally, level n is the
observation object of this pilot study and it enables relational analysis with different contexts of
the Almeria province such as agricultural policies in the region of Andalusia, the Spanish food
system, the European food market.
Step 2: Define elements to observe at each level of observation
This step requires defining what is relevant to observe within each analytical level. This means
to split the general categories ‘Processes of crop production’ or ‘Farming systems’ into
subcategories or types of systems to characterize (types of crops production processes, types of
farming systems, and types of irrigation areas). The common procedure to define robust types
is to sample farms and measure on the field. For example, one could look at several crop fields
producing the same product, measure their specific inputs and outputs and obtain clusters of
similar behaviour as typologies. Typologies can also be defined on a top-down fashion according
to semantic criteria such as analytical objectives (for instance more or less water intensive farms)
or qualitative perceptions from local people of what are relevant types for them. An important
constraint for semantic definitions of typologies is the availability of data on structural elements
(for instance the mix of crops in a given farming system).
Coming to the lower level of analysis in this pilot study, the processes of crops production,
typologies are defined using three criteria: different crop products, different production systems
to distinguish between the same vegetable when its inputs and outputs differ significantly
depending on the production system, and whether they have only one production season or
two in rotation. Different processes of production require the use of different processors having
different water, land, fertilizer requirements and different quantities of output. In Almeria there
are 10 different fresh vegetable crops grown in two production systems: greenhouses and open
fields. In addition, there is production of almonds, citric and olives, this latter in two different
production systems: intensive and hyper-intensive. Considering these criteria, we have 23 types
of structural elements observed at this level (23 different processors).
At level n-2, the focal point of the analysis is the characteristics of the farming systems, therefore
types of farming systems have to be defined in the study area. We estimated 10 main types of
farming systems based on land use data analysis using the pattern of crop production processes
(level n-3) expressed in different farms (Table 1). A geographic criterion is also considered
because greenhouse production is specialized in different crops in different areas within
Almeria.
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Table 1 – Definition of typologies of farming systems in Almeria

Rotation
system
Production
system
Aubergine
Cucumber
Green bean
Melon
Pepper
Tomato
Watermelon
Zuchini
Lettuce
Broccoli
Almonds
Oliveshyperintensive
Olivesintensive
Citrics

Farm1
MCR1

Farm 2
MCR2

Farm3
MCR2

Farm4
MCR2

Farm5
MCR1

Farm6
MCR1

Farm7
MCR1

Farm8
MCR1

Farm9
MCR1

Farm10
MCR1

GH

GH

GH

GH

OF

OF

OF

OF

OF

OF

0,2
0
0
0
0,4
0,4
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0,1
0,1
0,5
0,1
0,2
0
0
0
0

0,1
0,2
0
0
0,2
0,3
0,1
0
0
0
0

0,2
0,3
0
0
0
0,2
0,2
0,1
0
0
0
0

0
0
0,1
0,3
0
0
0,4
0
0
0,1
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1,0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0,5
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0,5

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

At level n-1, the focus of the analysis is on the characteristics of irrigation areas. Once again,
types of irrigation areas may be defined with reference to different criteria such as more or less
predominance of specific farming systems or more or less intensive water use pattern. In this
case, I do not define typologies but consider the full sample of 16 irrigations areas (16 different
processors). The reason for this is the availability of descriptive geographical data for the whole
population of irrigation areas that enables the link with the water management systems (Section
5b).
Step 3: Define quantitative relations between levels
In this step, we need to establish a quantitative pattern between elements at different levels.
The first link between levels n-3 and n-2 is the pattern of crops cultivated in the different farms
Table 2 shows this pattern based on the land use as scaling factor. Other inputs or outputs could
be used as scaling factors depending on the goal of the analysis, such as human activity (common
in energy analysis) or the outputs (percentage of tons of each crop produced by the farm). The
second quantitative relation between level n-2 and n-1 is the pattern of different farms existing
in the different irrigation areas. Once again, I use the land use pattern, i.e. how much land in
each irrigation area is used by the different types of farming system. Again, many other criteria
could be considered for establishing criterion but still the mix of elements in the lower level
expressed in the upper level has to be quantitatively defined. Finally, the move from level n-1 to
level n is a simple sum of all structural elements in the level below, i.e. the sum of the processors
of all irrigation areas in Almeria.
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Step 4: Characterize the processors for the lower analytical level
As mentioned, this pilot application is a bottom-up diagnosis of the current situation in Almeria.
Starting from the bottom, at the level n-3, the focal points of the analysis are the different types
of processes adopted for producing vegetables in Almeria. Table 2 shows an example of
processors for the two types of tomato and of olives according to the variables considered. We
have not included variables related to energy consumption in vegetable supply because heating
is minor in this area due to climatic conditions. All variables are defined for a year and per
hectare, therefore they are intensive variables. These variables enable the comparison between
different types with benchmark indicators, in terms of the intensity of use of inputs and
generation of outputs per hectare. However, we are not measuring how much water, fertilizers,
pesticides, plastics, etc. are needed by a particular greenhouse tomato. To do this, we would
need to calculate the extensive values of each variable by multiplying by the total hectares of a
specific farm. Therefore, we need real instances of farms to be able to know the total size of
inputs and outputs of farms belonging to each typology. We did not sample real instances of
farms and thus we cannot calculate extensive variables at this level yet.
Once we have characterize the processors for each process of production of crops, we can
upscale them to farming systems according to the land use pattern shown in Table 1. This is
done by simple weight-averaging of the different variables as illustrated in Figure 7.
Table 2 - Examples of processors for tomato production processes (n-3)
Variable type

Variable

In_human_fund
In_human_flow

Labour
Nitrogen
requirements
Phosphorous
requirements
Potassium
requirements
Water
requirements
Nitrogen load

In_human_flow
In_human_flow
In_human_flow
Out_environment
_flow
Out_human_flow

Production

Tomato
greenhouse
2996

Tomato
open field
1334

Olive groves
intensive
224

Olive groves
hiper-intensive
269

Unit

339

89

60

100

kg/ha

110

39

16

26

kg/ha

545

188

83

135

kg/ha

4965

1000

1200

6000

m3/ha

6

10

3700

5000

94

2221

hours/ ha

ton/ha

From a theoretical standpoint, this movement from a characterization of the pattern of
inputs/outputs of processes of production for specific vegetables (processors at level n-3) to a
characterization of the pattern of inputs/outputs of a farm with a mix of different vegetables
(processor at level n-2) implies a scaling across representations. This scaling implies a change in
the identity of the system of observation, and therefore, the identity of the processor can also
change. New inputs and outputs specific for the farming systems that were not relevant in for
crops can be defined at this level of analysis. For instance, I include the plastics required for the
greenhouse infrastructure with the associated generation of solid inorganic waste that has to
be treated or dumped into the environment. The use of pesticides is also included and the
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different nutrients requirements are aggregated into a single category of fertilizers. Results for
six out of the ten farming systems in Almeria are shown in the following Table 3.

Figure 7 - Upscaling from crops to farming systems
Table 3 - Processors for six farming systems typologies
Variable type

Variable

In_human_fund

Labour

In_human_fund

Plastic

In_human_flow

Pesticides
use

In_human_flow
In_human_flow

Fertilizers use
Water
requirements
Waste
Nitrogen load
tomato

Out_envi_flow
Out_env_flow
Out_human_flow

pepper
auvergine
cucumber
broccoli
almonds
cytrics
green bean
lettuce
melon
olive
watermelon
zuchini

Far
m1
238
4
250
0
280
0

Farm
2
2123

Farm
4
1889

Farm 6

Farm 8

Farm 9

Units

588

269

224

hours/ha

2500

2500

0

0

0

kg/ha

2800

2800

1000

1000

1000

liters/ha

772
498
8
833
26
402
79
270
10
109
15
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

754
4423

721
3715

234
1943

261
5000

159
1200

kg/ha
m3/ha

833
27
46837

833
34
18735

0
16
0

0
10
0

0
6
0

kg/ha
kg/ha
kg/ha

6431

0

0

0

0

kg/ha

0

14554

0

0

0

kg/ha

0
0
0
0
0
0
3193
0
5740
11680

25073
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
11479
5840

0
0
0
0
0
21863
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
6000
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3700
0
0

kg/ha
kg/ha
kg/ha
kg/ha
kg/ha
kg/ha
kg/ha
kg/ha
kg/ha
kg/ha

The economic reading of the processors becomes relevant at this level to assess whether the
farming systems are viable in terms of jobs and revenues generation in relation to other
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economic activities in the region. For this purpose, the internal inputs and outputs of the
processors can be translated in economic variables: (i) the cost of the biophysical (both funds
and flows) internal inputs, and (ii) the revenues from vegetable sails and the subsidies obtained
from agricultural policies.
The next scaling step is from farming systems to irrigation areas. In this case I have a sample of
real instances for which we estimated the total hectares used by the different farming systems.
Therefore, following the same procedure for upscaling than before, I can calculate both:
a) the processors with intensive variables that enable a comparison between irrigation areas
b) the processors with extensive variables that show how much land, labour, water, fertilizers,
pesticides, etc. are used in each one of the irrigation areas.
The up-scaled processors are therefore determined by (i) the typologies of farms producing
vegetables in the region (in turn determined by the mix of crops produced in each of them), and
(ii) share of the area in production of each farm typology within the irrigation area. Table 4 shows
the processors with extensive variables for 4 out of the 16 irrigation areas in Almeria, located in
different part of the basin.
Once again, new inputs and outputs may be defined at this level of analysis. For instance, the
total land used by each area is included. In addition, the connection to water systems (i.e. river
basins) becomes relevant at n-1. The reasons for choosing this level to establish this link and not
that of farming systems are: 1) irrigation areas are the management area for water management
and agriculture in the institutional planning, 2) working at the regional scale of analysis,
addressing this lower level would require a much larger database of structural elements and
data available for those levels, which is not the case.
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Table 4 - Example of processors for four irrigation areas in Almeria
Variable type
In_human_fund
In_human_fund
In_human_fund
In_human_fund
In_human_flow
In_human_flow
In_human_flow
In_envi_flow
Out_envi_flow
Out_env_flow
Out_human_flows

Variable
Land use
Labour

IA 1
3390

IA 2
22944

IA 3
11580

IA 4
665

1479

45812

7179

172

0
80
5118

52250
88
62004

1078
77
15146

0
58
746

727
8
11
0
58
3203
2232
0
0
2427
170
20888
874
437
9353
4884
19870
0

15893 2605
96
35
109
45
17410
359
630
211
646016 16026
335758 7088
168822 5803
272455 7572
2023
3919
75
175
4010
118084
728
1411
0
73438
7794
15101
3515
7255
110114 35549
95189
1764

Units
Mhours
ton

Plastic
Efficiency
Pesticides use
Fertilizers use
Water requirements
Water withdrawal
Waste
Nitrogen load
tomato
pepper
aubergine
cucumber
broccoli
almonds
cytrics
green bean
lettuce
melon
olive
watermelon
zuchini

ton

102
1
2
0
5
150
105
0
0
114
75
0
41
0
438
1739
931
0

%
m3
ton
Mm3
Mm3
ton
ton
ton
ton
ton
ton
ton
ton
ton
ton
ton
ton
ton
ton
ton

Two variables are introduced in the processors in order to reflect this connection:


The average efficiency of irrigation technology that is a proxy for this
type of infrastructure and therefore a fund element.



Water withdrawal from water sources which is equivalent to the gross
blue water use for irrigation determined by the water requirements
(up-scaled from the crops level) and the irrigation efficiency.

The last step in our analysis is the characterization of Almeria as whole (level n). This is the last
level of accounting and the province of Almeria is not compared to other provinces. Therefore,
the interesting processors here are those with extensive variables indicating the total land,
labor, water, fertilizers or pesticides used in Almeria for the production of vegetables. These
processors are calculated by summing up the processors with extensive variables of the 16
irrigation areas at the level below.
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Table 5 - Processor for vegetable production for the whole Almeria province
Variable type

Variable

Units

Variable type

Variable

Land use

Almeri
a
79719

In_human_fund

has

tomato

1028799

Ton

In_human_fund

Labour

88469

Mhr

Out_
human_flows

pepper

489186

Ton

In_human_fund

Plastic

75408

Ton

aubergine

234630

Ton

In_human_flow

Pesticides use

143660

m3

cucumber

306461

Ton

In_human_flow

Fertilizers use

32240

Ton

broccoli

13551

Ton

In_human_flow

269

Mm3

almonds

1702

Ton

332

Mm3

cytrics

335175

Ton

Out_envi_flow

Water
requirements
Water
withdrawal
Waste

25126

Ton

4878

Ton

Out_env_flow

Nitrogen load

1563

Ton

green
bean
lettuce

234415

Ton

In_envi_flow

Almeria

Units

b. Interactions with the water systems
The biophysical reading of the processor, when scaled to the opportune space-time domain,
makes it possible to check the compatibility of societal metabolic patterns with conservation of
ecosystems. This is particularly useful to address the water-food nexus and the relation between
their corresponding policies. The process of implementation of the Water Framework Directive
has generated a huge amount of data about the qualitative, quantitative and ecological ‘status’
of typologies of water bodies (aquifers, rivers, lakes, etc.). Therefore, we have a rich source of
geographically defined data to relate to the ‘external’ part of the processors: where the water
withdrawals are coming from and where the outputs are going in the form of pollution.
This analysis requires considering the geographic intersection between the irrigation areas and
the different water sources. For instance, Figure 8 shows the water withdrawn by the different
irrigation areas in 2013 and the average extraction index of aquifers 2010-2015. As expected,
higher extraction indexes are spatially correlated with higher withdrawal volumes. The
accounting system enables the feasibility check of the farming systems: Is the aggregate
consumption of water taken from the aquifers compatible with their pace of recharge? We could
also analyse indicators of nitrogen pollution against nitrogen load from the irrigation areas and
address the questions: Is the pollution load determined by agricultural production compatible
with the quality of water in the aquifer?
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Figure 8 – Irrigation areas total withdrawal from aquifers and Extraction Index (an aquifer is considered
overdrafted when EI >0.8%)

Even though this is a very preliminary analysis, the key advance proposed in this methodology
is to link the food and water supply systems both of which are quantitatively characterized on a
multi-level basis. Thereby, this system of accounting enables to assess cross-level interactions
and the trade-offs that changes at one level/system will trigger in other level/system. In future
steps, data analysis will explore of the interactions between water use, water source,
agricultural production and impacts on water bodies. In addition, processors will be used to
characterize alterative water sources and water transfers, whereas water bodies will be
characterized with a different type of ‘ecological processor’ (Figure 9).

Figure 9 - Representation of a processor for an aquifer
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6. Closing remarks
I aimed to show how MuSIASEM 2.0 can be applied to integrate multi-level accounting of the
vegetable production sector at the regional scale and how to build the link with the water
system. The regional scale is demanding in terms of data availability and quantification of
variables to characterize the processors for the multiple structural elements. In this sense,
working with typologies enables partially skipping the demand for an extensive sampling i.e.
“The map is not the territory”. Defining relevant typologies with adequate semantic criterion
can ease the characterization a whole region with only a few steps. Typologies provide flexibility
to move up and down in the hierarchy, addressing changes in the identity of ‘what is observed’
(the crops, the farm, a region). In addition, they are crucial for addressing the option space when
the system has to adapt to evolution of different contexts (at the same time!). Yet, a real case
study would require fieldwork for data gathering and definition of typologies in order to avoid
some of the assumptions that constrain this pilot study. Another challenge of the regional scale
are misfit issues, especially if different nexus dimensions are integrated. Data from two different
Water Districts and from six different Agrarian Administrative Regions had to be integrated in a
database to solve these problems. Finally yet importantly, the regional scale is the most relevant
to address social-ecological interactions since the functioning of different ecosystems (as the
context for social activities) cannot be aggregated to for instance the national scale. I have
established those relations both at a semantic level and at a formal system in a relational
geographic database. Future data analysis will encompass these relations, comparisons of
metabolic patterns at different levels and cross-level interactions.
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Appendix B – Desalination case study Canary Islands
Bridging biophysical, economic and ecological quantitative analysis across levels – the case of
desalination of water for agricultural production in Canary Island
Authors: Tarik Serrano-Tovar (UAB) prepared this text using the data in a paper prepared by
Baltasar Peñate (ITC), Ana Musicki Savic (ITC), J. Antonio de la Fuente (ITC), Violeta Cabello (UAB),
Tarik Serrano-Tovar (UAB).
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Gran Canaria is one of the main islands of the Canary Islands, a volcanic archipelago with
subtropical climate. The island has diverse climatic areas and ecosystems, predominating arid
areas. The precipitation is very low and the porosity of the volcanic terrain makes difficult to
store water in reservoirs. Underground water has been historically used, but the current
depletion of the aquifers triggered the saltwater intrusion from the sea. Thus, in this territory
with low availability of water, the agricultural activity is very difficult to develop. Currently,
about 90% of food is imported from abroad, due to the growing population and tourism that
create an increasing demand of food.

Figure 1 - Location of the pilot case study in Gran Canaria island

Three important reasons make agriculture important in the area: 1) food security and
sovereignty, to avoid a complete dependence on food produced elsewhere, 2) locally produced
food can be attractive for tourists, or 3) preservation of farmer families and the ancestral
farming systems of the islands.
Carrying fresh water from the mainland to the islands is not a viable option due to the long
distances and high costs. Currently, the best solution to meet the current fresh water demand
for both urban population and agriculture is to “produce it” by desalination. Desalination in the
Canary Islands has been widely implemented for decades and it is currently the main water
source in many of the islands. The problem is that it has very high energy requirements. The
island also has a complete dependence on fossil energy imports.
The Soslaires plant
In this pilot case we analyse a local company named Soslaires Canarias S.L. that constructed a
seawater reverse osmosis (SWRO) desalination plant in 2002. It also installed 4 windmills to
produce electricity for the desalination. The water is used by a local farmers’ cooperative to
irrigate their crops. It also requires pumping machinery, canalization infrastructure and a water
reservoir.
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Figure 2 - Soslaires Canarias S.L. in 2002. Image by Juan Blas Lozano Ruano

Figure 3 - Image taken from Sistema de Información Terrorial de Canarias – IDECanarias.

The Soslaires company, in association with the agricultural cooperative, seems like a perfect
solution: 1) it allows food production in an island that wants to produce its own food, 2) it allows
for agricultural activity to take place, by supplying water in a semi-arid area, 3) the water is
obtained from the sea, so it does not deplete the exhausting aquifers, and 4) the energy for
desalination is obtained from the wind, so it does not consume fuels imported from abroad.
However, important questions must be addressed to assess the sustainability of this local WEF
system: how much net energy, water and food are being produced? Is this WEF system selfsufficient? What are the possible external and internal constraints? What is the economic
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viability of this system? Is it possible to extrapolate this system to other areas? We will answer
these questions using the processors of the MuSIASEM 2.0 approach.
Methodological steps for a WEF analysis using MuSIASEM 2.0
We will explain all the sequential steps undertaken to assess this local WEF system using
MUSIASEM 2.0. We differentiate this analysis into two main steps: 1) representing the
processors, and 2) representing the water, energy food relations of the system at local level. As
you will see, the framing of the analysis in semantic terms and the system approach is crucial
prior to start using numbers in the study.
Represent the processors
We will have to check all the possible production processes taking place in this WEF case study.
In our particular case, the fresh water is produced by a desalination plant, the windmills produce
the electricity, and the food is produced growing 8 different crops: cantaloupe, watermelon,
tomato, zucchini, beans, pumpkin, banana and moringa. Then we have to select 10 processors.
Select the different processors required to obtain energy, water and food

Figure 4 - Example of the selection of the 8 food processors in this particular case.

Select the relevant variables that will be accounted in the different processors for energy,
water and food
It is essential to carefully establish what the relevant dimensions to be considered in the
different process of the system are, and how are these elements represented in our processors.
Depending on this semantic decision, we will be able to generate very different types of
information and outputs from our study. For example, shall we distinguish between blue and
green water in our processors? Shall we consider the water from the aquifer as an internal or
external flow (in the upper left corner or the bottom left corner of the processor?)? What are
the relevant outflows that represent a measurable impact on the environment (environmental
load)? Is it pertinent to consider the installed infrastructure as a fund to perform the process?
How to measure it?
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Figure 5 - Example of a processor being discussed about its semantic elements and relations before
putting numbers on it.

Remember that the processors are representing biophysical relations among elements and the
units of measure must be in physical form (e.g. surface for land, volume for water, time for
labour, power for machinery, etc.). However, the processors should also be useful for a
monetary reading of the different costs and benefits involved, thus providing information about
the economic viability of the process (e.g. to account for the operative and amortization costs,
the net benefit of selling the output, or the possible subsidies that are required to be
sustainable).
Gather the data and make calculations to fill the inputs and outputs of the processors
As usual in other approaches, most of the time working on the study will be probably spent in
gathering the data to fill the different elements selected in the processors. It is necessary to try
to keep the semantic elements that were previously selected to maintain the sense and meaning
that we intended when designing the processors describing the system. We might require
looking for different and complementary data sources, and do some few calculations,
aggregations and disaggregations to “translate” the data found in the categories that we are
using in our particular processors. We can use tables or data sheets to arrange and make the
calculations of the information as seen in the example of figure 6.
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Figure 6 - Example of arrangement of the data for the processors collected by Ana Musicki Savic for ITC
Canarias.

Normalize the numbers to obtain unitary processors
A useful step after obtaining the processors is to represent them both as a “unitary processor”
and as “scaled processors”. Unitary processors will allow us to describe the system in a
normalised way, useful for later calculations of up-scaling, simulations of scenarios and
extrapolations of the performance of the system to other systems. To represent unitary
processors, we need to divide the flows and funds of the processors per 1 unit of output in the
case of energy and water, and per 1 unit of surface (hectare) in the case of land. Then, in this
case study we normalise as follows:


Electricity: inputs per 1 unit of electricity produced



Water: inputs per 1 cubic meter



Food: inputs per 1 hectare

After we represent the unitary processors, we can scale them to the actual size in our particular
system. We just need to multiply all the elements by the amount of output or land that is actually
in the case study. Then we obtain both representations of the unitary processors (per unit of
output) and the scaled processors (at their current size in the system), as the examples shown
in figure 7.
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Figure 7 - Example of unitary and scaled processors for two different crops.

Represent the Water, Energy and Food relations of the system at local level
In order to get a view as a system, we can represent the functional elements providing energy,
water and food of the WEF system within a delimited area. This will serve to stablish the borders
of the system for later exchanges among the elements of the system and with other outer
systems (e.g. markets or electricity grid).

Figure 8 - Example of a generic WEF system.
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Each processor might be composed of a mix of different sub-processors.
In the following figure 9, we represent examples of possible sub-processors that are the actual
processes behind the provision of energy, water and food. Effectively, a local energy provider,
as a functional unit, might be composed of one or several types of processes like wind
generators, photovoltaic panels, small hydropower or biomass power generator. The same for
the local water provision; in reality, it might be based on groundwater, a desalination plant, a
river intake, or just on rainfall water. And the food provision can be composed of different
crops or animal products, each one represented by its own processor. The sub-processors
providing in practice the energy, water and food are considered the structural elements and
the overall processors providing the mix to the rest of the system are considered functional
processors.

Figure 9 - Examples of the structural sub-processors composing the functional processors of the system.

Represent the WEF connections
Each functional processor in the system is providing its output to other elements within the
system or also to other external systems. It is crucial to represent all possible exchanges in the
system, to avoid missing something that could spoil the rest of the analysis. In figure 10, we can
see an example of the possible exchanges of the outputs of processors in a local WEF system. In
this example, we see that the energy is mainly used to run the water supply, but it does not
provide all the energy that the food production requires, which is taking power from an external
source out of the local WEF system. We can also see in figure 10 that the only destination of the
food produced is for the market outside the system. This is typical of most of agricultural systems
in Europe, where food produced for auto-consumption is almost negligible.
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Figure 10 - Example of the possible connections of the elements of a WEF system.

Representation of the WEF system
As a result of the previous steps, we obtain the “nexus” assessment of the WEF system at
multiple scales and dimensions, as seen in the following figure 11.

Figure 11 - Representation of the nexus of a generic WEF system using MuSIASEM 2.0.
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At this point, using this method, it is possible to:
1. Quantify all the water, energy and food supply processes involved.
2. Processors are accounting for the requirements, outputs, balances, and technical coefficients
of all processes in the WEF system.
3. Check in each processor what are:
a. the funds required (workers, land, machinery),
b. the internal flows supplied by the economic system,
c. the external flows depleting the natural ecosystem,
d. the waste flows impacting the environment.
4. Processors normalised.
5. Processors scaled to actual size in the system analysed.
6. Extrapolation of the unitary processors to other systems.
7. Checking how the different processors are meeting the demand of the consumption side of
the system.
Results of the case of Soslaires farm in Gran Canaria
Similarly to the previous figure 11 of a generic WEF system, in the following figure 12, it is
possible to see how it is the final representation of the relations for our particular case.

Figure 12 - Representation of the WEF system for our case study.

In figure 12 we can see that the relations within this WEF system are linear, because the energy
is used to power the water provision, and the water is used only for the food production. There
are, however, some other exchanges with the external systems, like the electric grid, the water
supply system and the food market. The food processor is the only functional processor that is
composed of various sub-processors, corresponding to the 8 types of crops grown in the local
agricultural cooperative. The only energy generation process is the electricity from the wind
turbines, used in the desalination plant. The only type of water provision within this system is
the desalted water. As a curiosity, the desalination plant produces brine as a byproduct, which
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could be used in a local salt evaporation pond to produce salt to sell outside, but currently, this
is not used, and all the brine is diluted in the sea.
Now we have an overall view of this WEF system, all the functional and structural elements, and
the relations and exchanges between them and with the external systems. Let's now check what
each processor is telling us in the following lines.
Results for the processors
In our case, we have undertaken the accounting for 10 different processes corresponding to the
wind farm, the desalination plant and the 8 types of crops. For each process, we have expressed
3 different processors, corresponding to the biophysical reading of the unitary processor, the
biophysical reading of the scaled processor, and the economic reading of the scaled processor.
To all these processors we have added some processors resulting from the aggregation and
scaling up of combinations of the previous processors. These are: 1) the Crop Farm processor
compiling the overall production of the 8 crops in the agricultural cooperative (as seen in the
last figure 12), 3) the overall processor of the Soslaires company compiling both the wind and
desalination processes as a unique economic entity, and finally, 5) the overall processor of the
whole WEF system, considered as a sole aggregated process producing food for the outer system
(the rest of the society). That is, we have undertaken the accounting for a total of 26 expressions
of processors. However, in this document, we will go only through the most symbolic ones to
explain the results. We will see in these examples that there are missing some data quantifying
some elements in the processors, which could not be gathered at the moment. Still, the
information presented is good enough to make some interesting estimations about the
performance of this WEF system in the Canary Islands and to illustrate the methods to achieve
a local WEF nexus assessment with MuSIASEM 2.0.
Wind farm
Wind farm

Formal
processor
(flows/GWh)

Biophysical Reading

FUNDS

INTERNAL
FLOWS

PC

71hr

Land use

HA

Electricity

?

949
m2

285
kW

Electricity

1
GWh/y

?

CO2

EXTERNAL FLOWS

?

Waste

Kinetic energy
WIND

755
GJ

0.28
GWh/y
To desalination

40%
Capacity
factor

ENVIRONMENTAL
LOAD

11.8%
Energy
transformation
efficiency from
wind to
electricity

0.71
MWh/y
To Grid

Data collected by ITC Canarias

Figure 13 - Unitary processor of the wind farm. All elements are normalized to 1 unit of output.

As we see in figure 13 of the wind farm, from the information of this processor we calculated
the capacity factor (that indicates the energy output to the maximum possible energy output of
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the device), and the energy efficiency transformation of the primary energy source (wind) to
electricity. Wind turbines depend on the winds so they cannot afford their maximum power
capacity all the time. The desalination plant cannot use all the electricity, so part of the output
of this processor must be put in the electricity grid of the island.
Wind farm

Scaled
processor

Biophysical Reading

FUNDS

INTERNAL
FLOWS

0.88
ha

660
hr

PC

Land use

HA

Electricity

?

2.64
MW

Electricity
7
TJ

9.28
GWh/y

?

?

11,8%
Energy
transformation
efficiency from
wind to electricity

CO2

Waste

Kinetic energy
WIND

2.68 GWh/y
To desalination

40%
Capacity
factor

ENVIRONMENTAL
LOAD

EXTERNAL FLOWS

6.6
GWh/y
To Grid

Data collected by ITC Canarias

Figure 14 - Scaled processor of the wind farm. Quantities correspond to the actual size of this case.

In figure 14 we see the same information than in figure 13, but now the quantities are scaled to
the size of the particular process in this case study. Now we know how much electricity is
produced and the amounts of requirements (inflows and funds) that are being used.
Wind farm

Scaled
processor

Economic Reading

INTERNAL
FLOWS

2.2
M€

?

CO2

Kinetic energy
WIND

0.88
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?
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EXTERNAL FLOWS
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hr

Land use

7
TJ

17,160 €

HA

Electricity

?

In. investment Subside
s
2.2 – 0.06 = 2.14 M € /
25 years of use = 85,600
€/year

FUNDS

40%
Capacity
factor

Electricity

2.68 GWh/y
To desali-nation

9.28
GWh/
y

11,8%
Energy
transformation
efficiency from
wind to
electricity

6.6 GWh/y
To Grid

0.429 M€

ENVIRONMENTAL
LOAD

Data collected by ITC Canarias

Figure 15 - Scaled processor with the economic reading of the wind farm.

In figure 15, we can see that we added the information about the monetary costs and revenues
for this processor in the yellow boxes. Part of the electricity production is used for the
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desalination plant that is owned by the same company Soslaires, but the part of the electricity
outflow that is put into the electricity grid is sold and that gives some extra monetary revenues.
The different costs of the processor can be obtained from the operative costs (resources, labour,
maintenance, spares, etc.) and the fixed costs of the installation of the infrastructure and
devices. We can get an annual estimation of the expense of the fix investments by dividing the
initial cost into the expected life span of the infrastructure or device. We must take into account
all possible external subsidies for a proper economic assessment.
Desalination plant
Desalination Formal
450 m2 Desalintaion plant +
pumping
plant (+ dam processor
9500 m2 Dam (200.000m3)
+ pumping) (flows/Hm3)
FUNDS
INTERNAL FLOWS

1.53*
MW

1.6
hm3

40%
Utilization
factor

1 hm3

?

CO2

EXTERNAL
FLOWS

1.47
ha

Desalination:
623 kW
Pumping:
912 kW

Desalted
water

Brine

Data collected by ITC Canarias

Sea water

2.6
hm3

3,912
hr

PC

1.38
GWh

Land use

HA

3.97
GWh

Grid electricity

Wind
electricity

1.12 GWh
For pumping
4.22 GWh
For
desalination

Biophysical Reading

ENVIRONMENTAL
LOAD

Goes to sea very
diluted. No big impact
for sea Concentration:
58-60g/l, compared to
35g/l as average in the
sea. No use of
chemicals

Figure 16 - Unitary processor of the desalination plant.

In figure 16, we can see that in this process we decided to aggregate the desalination plant, the
dam that is used for storing the water for irrigation as a buffer, and the pumping devices that
are not part of the desalination plant but are required for the system operation. The desalination
plant uses electricity from the grid when the windmills are not working due to the intermittent
winds. In this case, we could quantify a potential impact on the environment in the brine
outflow, but in this desalination plant it resulted in a pre-diluted solution to minimise the impact
on the sea.
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Desalination plant Scaled
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Figure 17 - Scaled processor with the economic reading of the desalination plant.

In figure 17 we now jump directly to the scaled processor of the desalination plant incorporating
the economic reading. We can observe a) the costs of the electricity purchased from the grid, b)
the costs of the labour required for the operation of the plant and also c) the external services
for the maintenance of the machinery, d) the annual cost for renting the area required for the
desalination plant and the pond to store the water (that actually occupies much more surface
than the plant), e) the estimation of the annual cost of the fix investments and the money
obtained by selling the desalted water to the local agricultural cooperative. It must be
mentioned that the price of the desalted water is higher than the underground water, but there
is not enough underground water for the agriculture in the area.
Crop farm
As we mentioned before, in the agricultural cooperative analysed there are 8 types of crops:
cantaloupe, watermelon, tomato, zucchini, bean, pumpkin, banana and moringa. We have
expressed both a unitary processor and a scaled processor for each one of these crops (as seen
in figure 18), but for the overall agricultural production of the cooperative we only expressed as
a scaled processor (figure 19), since the farm is a particular mix of these crops at a particular
size.
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Figure 18 - Example of the unitary processors and scaled processors of all the 8 types of crops in the
farm.
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Figure 19 - Scaled processor of the crop farm including the economic reading.

As we see in figure 19, we divided the water inflows into the desalted water from Soslaires
company and the underground water. We can discuss if the groundwater can be considered
green water directly from the natural ecosystem, or blue water since the farmers have to pay
for it, this is just an example. We did not have much information about the different costs,
revenues and subsidies of the farming activities, since it is a very long and delicate issue to get
this data from the farmers and this is just an illustrative exercise. However, we estimated the
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price of the food produced and the costs of the fertilizers used and assumed that most of the
rest of the benefits from selling the production would be for the farmers themselves.
Upscaling the analysis based on processors
As we mentioned before, it is possible to use the information obtained in the processors to
assess the performance of larger systems, not only the structural parts composing our system.
As the Soslaires company own both the wind farm and the desalination plant, in our case we
could express both processors as a functional unit, as seen in the following figure 20.
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Agrochemicals

0.344 M€

HA

Desalination

Water
Crop farm

Salt?

Brine

Functional
Electricity

HA
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Electricity

Wind farm

16.8 M€

Aquifer

Electric Grid
0.429 M€

84,000 €

Dam

Water

FunctionalVegetables

Water

560,000 €
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Cantaloupe

+

+
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+
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Tomato

+

Structural
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Moringas

Banana

+

Market
18.3 M€

+

Figure 20 - WEF system indicating the functional processors (production of energy, water and food) and
the structural processors (production of crops for the food processor).

In figure 20 we can see that the Soslaires company has two economic benefits from selling the
electricity and the desalted water, and costs corresponding to the infrastructure and labour of
the windmills and desalination plant, and the electricity consumed by the desalination plant.
The food processor represents the whole agricultural cooperative and requires water from the
desalination plant and the aquifers, agrochemicals and labour, all of them with their
corresponding monetary cost, and they sell the crops to the market.
Similarly to the previous step, we can continue upscaling and aggregating the processors to
arrive at the whole WEF system as a single process. The ultimate purpose of the WEF system is
to produce food for the society, and we can conceptualise that as a single functional processor,
as seen in the following figure 21.
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Figure 21 - Processor of the whole WEF system.

In figure 21 we can see that although the primary output of this processor is the food, it has also
generated a “by-product” that is the electricity from the windmills that cannot be used by the
desalination plant. We also see in this visualization the overall requirements of the WEF system,
corresponding to the labour, infrastructure, machinery, electricity, underground water, and
agrochemicals. And finally we can see the possible environmental impacts of this WEF system
as inflows extracted from the environment, or outflows loaded to the natural ecosystem.
Discussion and conclusions
We have shown some rough estimations made to illustrate the process of assessing the WEF
nexus at a local level using MuSIASEM 2.0. Now we can address the questions that were raised
at the beginning, necessary to evaluate the sustainability of a WEF system: how much net
energy, water and food are being produced? Is this WEF system self-sufficient? What are the
possible external and internal constraints? What is the economic viability of this system? Is it
feasible to extrapolate this system to other areas?
After checking the results, we can conclude on a first view that: the wind energy provides part
of the energy to the desalination plant, the desalination plant provide part of the water to the
agriculture, and the agriculture provide part of the food to the population in the island.
However, the assessment also reveals some significant constraints: the windmills produce
electricity that cannot always be used by the desalination plant, and it is sold to the grid. Also,
the desalination plant requires electricity that cannot always be produced by the windmills, and
it is bought from the grid. Additionally, agriculture needs more water than what the desalination
plant can supply, and the population food requirement demands a larger quantity and variety
products compared to the few vegetables and fruits produced.
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After this assessment, we can eventually answer to the initial questions:
-

This local WEF system is completely open. It relies on other systems to supply enough
energy and water for its operation. Then, we must conclude that we cannot consider it
a self-sufficient system.

-

The windmills and desalination plant did not receive major subsidies for its economic
viability. However, the price of the desalted water is higher than the groundwater.
Therefore, probably the whole system relies on high subsidies for agriculture for its
economic viability. We could not obtain reliable data on agricultural subsidies for our
case, but in general, all agricultural activity within EU is very heavily subsidized, that is
why the agricultural cooperative can afford desalted water produced with wind energy.

-

This WEF system would be difficult to extrapolate to other territories due to the high
dependency on agricultural subsidies for its economic viability, and the fact that these
islands depend anyways on desalted water even though it is much more expensive.

-

This WEF system would be difficult to extrapolate to other territories due to the high
dependency on agricultural subsidies for its economic viability, and the fact that these
islands depend anyways on desalted water even though it is much more expensive.

In conclusion, using the MUSIASEM approach to assess the WEF nexus, we have implemented a
quantitative assessment of the energy, water and food production, and we have established the
relations among these dimensions at different scales.
Summary of the methodological steps for a WEF assessment with MuSIASEM 2.0
STEP 1: Represent the processors
1. Select the different processors required to obtain energy, water and food
2. Select the relevant flows and funds that will be accounted in the different processors
for energy, water and food
3. Gather the data and make calculations to fill the inputs and outputs of the processors.
4. Normalize the numbers to obtain unitary processors
1. Energy: inputs per 1 unit of energy produced
2. Water: inputs per 1 cubic meter
3. Food: inputs per 1 hectare
5. We should get the processors represented both at the current scale in the system, and
at unitary level (per unit of output)
STEP 2: Represent the Water, Energy and Food relations of the system at local level
6. Each processor might be composed of a mix of different sub-processors
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7. Represent the WEF connections. Each processor is providing its output to other
processors within the system or also to other systems
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Appendix C – Catalonia case study: the electric grid
Characterizing the metabolic pattern of the energy sector looking at specific energy systems –
the case of Catalonia
Authors: Louisa Jane Di Felice (UAB), Maddalena Ripa (UAB), and Mario Giampietro (UAB).
Table of content
List of acronyms
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Step 0: Pre-analytical step – the definition of a grammar
Step 1: Characterization of the electricity end-use matrix
Step 2: Characterization of electricity production by processors
2.1 Definition of sequential pathways
2.2 Definition of functional processors
2.3 Definition of structural processors
Step 3: Scaling up processors from bottom-up data
Step 4: Characterization of the whole electricity system (from production to consumption)
Step 5: Development of scenarios
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List of Acronyms
AF – Agriculture, forestry and fishing
BL – Base-load electricity
CM – Manufacturing and construction sector
El – Electricity
EM – Energy and mining sector
ES – Energy sector
EU – End use
Fu – Fuels
GSEC – Gross supply of energy carriers
HA – Human activity
He – Heat
HH – Households
NSEC – Net supply of energy carriers
NW – Nuclear waste
PC – Power capacity (PC-m: power capacity mechanical (electric), PC-t: power capacity thermal)
PES - Primary energy source
PK - Peak electricity
SG – Services and government
SG* - Services and government, excluding transport
TR – Transport
UF – Utilization factor
WT – Water lost
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Introduction
The case under study is the electricity sector of the region of Catalonia, an autonomous
community of Spain, located on the northeastern extremity of the Iberian Peninsula. It is
designated as a nationality by its Statute of Autonomy (NUTS-2 number: ES51). The energy
analysis at NUTS2 level is particularly relevant, since the autonomous community has set a
specific strategic plan to deal with energy security, i.e. Pla de l'Energia i Canvi Climàtic de
Catalunya 2012-2020 (PECAC2020).

Figure 1 - Map of the Autonomous communities of Spain (NUTS-2)

The case under study shows an example of a MuSIASEM application at different levels of
analysis (from electricity consumption to electricity supply):
(i)

large scale level – considering the whole set of transformations required to have a
self-reproducing metabolic societal system

(ii)

meso level - integrating different processes sharing the same final cause in a given
functional compartment

(iii)

the local level - performing a series of transformations over a linear metabolic
pathway

(iv)

the micro level - producing a given output

Each single level of analysis will be described by a set of inputs that can be divided in two
categories: flows (e.g. electricity, heat, fuels, water, etc.) and funds (human activity, land use,
power capacity). The distinction between funds and flows follows the rationale of the flowfund model proposed by Georgescu-Roegen [1].
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Step 0: Pre-analytical step – the definition of the grammar
A grammar consists in a set of expected relations linking semantic categories (the different
energy forms used in the process) and formal categories (their relative quantification) according
to a given set of production rules (the technical coefficients determining “transformities” among
different energy flows). For a more detailed description see Giampietro et al., 2011, Chap. 6 [2]
and Giampietro et al., 2012, Chap. 9 and 10 [3]. An illustration of this concept is given in fig. 2.

Figure 2 - The energy grammar. Primary Energy Sources (PES), imported or domestically produced, are
used in the Energy Sector (ES) to produce a Gross Supply of Energy Carriers (GSEC), which in turn is
converted into a Net Supply of Energy Carriers (NSEC) and distributed and/or exported to society (EU –
End-Use) in the form of: electricity, heat and fuels. In order to process the PES, the energy sector requires
input flows (e.g. El-electricity, He-heat, Fu-fuels) and funds (e.g. PC-power capacity, HA-human activity).

Step 1: Characterization of the end-use matrix
The first step of the analysis is to identify the end-use matrix, meaning the quantification of the
different flows of electricity consumed by the different economic sectors of society [The
definition of the different sectors and subsectors follows the same categories offered by
Eurostat (NACE Rev. 2)].
In the MuSIASEM grammar the set of sectors defined below the level of the whole society (at
the level n-1) includes: AF – agriculture, forestry and fishing, EM – energy and Mining, HH –
households, MC –manufacturing and construction, SG – services and government, TR –
transport. For national scale analyses, the consumption of energy carriers (including heat and
fuels) for each sector is obtained with bottom-up aggregation of different categories of the
Energy Balances provided by Eurostat.
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Electricity can then be further divided into: base-load electricity (BL)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Base_load
and
peak
electricity
(PK)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peaking_power_plant - for each of the considered sectors.

-

For the case of Catalonia, electricity statistics are obtained through ICAEN rather than Euorstat.
Table 2 shows the final consumption per societal sub-sector of baseload and peak electricity.
Since regional data doesn’t distinguish between electricity sub-functions, some assumptions are
made based on benchmarks of electricity consumption at the national level, following the REE
report on sectorial electricity consumption for the years 1982-1997 [4]. The table also shows the
end use consumption of fuels and heat: while the case study analysis will only consider
electricity, it is useful to have a general overview of the consumption of all energy carriers by
sectors.
Table 2. Catalonia’s end-use matrix, 2012. Source: ICAEN
Heat

Fuels

BL

PK

(TJ)

(TJ)

(GWh)

(GWh)

TR

0

227720

901

100

MC

85076

9462

14876

1653

HH

41617

10425

5331

5331

SG*

13942

9295

7356

7356

AF

5317

12393

357

40

EM

19762

46097

189

21

Total

165714

315392

29009

14500

Step 2: Characterization of electricity production by processors
The next step of the analysis is to identify the process of production of a net supply of a unit of
electricity (peak or base-load) starting from a given typology of Primary Energy Sources (e.g.
nuclear, coal, hydro). This production requires a series of different sequential unit operations
carried out by processors. By specifying these unit operations, first in functional terms and then
by assigning to each function an associated structural type capable of expressing such a function,
we can finally describe “what the electricity supply system is” – using the MuSIASEM jargon we
define the fund-elements (Giampietro et al., 2012) – and “what the electricity system does” –
using the MuSIASEM jargon we define the flow-elements [3] – across different levels of
organization.
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Step 2.1: Definition of the sequential pathway
First of all, a sequential pathway for the electricity sector needs to be defined. A sequential
metabolic pathway includes a series of processes in which the output of a process becomes the
input of the next one. As an example, figure 3 shows the main unit operations (processors) for
the production of electricity and fuels in the energy sector.
For the sake of simplicity, in the Catalonia case, some steps (unit operations) of the sequential
pathway have been skipped: plant construction (for the generation of the required power
capacity), transmission and distribution of electricity, gas storage and combustion, end-of-life
and disposal treatment of energy plants. Therefore, the analysis presented here focuses only on
the sequential pathway including: (i) extraction and refining of the resources used for electricity
production, (ii) electricity generation in relation to two categories: base-load and peak.

Figure 3 - Example of processors in the energy sector. The energy carriers (final cause) are highlighted in
blue, primary energy sources (material cause) in brown, the different steps/unit operations of the
sequential pathway (efficient cause) in green, structural types (formal cause) in violet.

Figure 4 shows the full sequential pathway of the electricity sector, with the final cause of
supplying electricity to society, matching demand at all times.
The steps of the sequential pathway considered in this case study are highlighted in green.
Imports are introduced at two stages: as a primary energy source (PES), e.g. imports of
uranium, or directly as an energy carrier (EC), i.e. electricity in this case.
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Figure 4 - Sequential pathway of the electricity sector.

Step 2.2: Definition of the functional processors
Each unit operation (such as “extraction of natural gas” or “generation of base-load electricity”)
can be seen as a functional processor. In MuSIASEM, a processor is a part of the complex system
receiving inputs, both from the technosphere and the biosphere, and generating outputs ending
up into the technosphere (remaining under human control) and the biosphere (outside human
control). Each functional and structural element within the system can be represented with a
processor, showing how the element metabolizes inputs and outputs per unit of either a fund
or a flow element, to carry out a certain task.
The processor relates (i) internal inputs and outputs, to (ii) external inputs and outputs.
"Internal" refers to elements that are consumed or produced (flows), and maintained (funds) by
society under human control (in societal metabolism, internal elements contribute to the
reproduction of the society) – they are metabolized inside the technosphere. "External" refers
to flows that are produced or receivedby processes outside human control, they are
metabolized outside the technosphere requiring a supply and sink capacity to be provided by
the biosphere.
Therefore, the processor is associated with 5 sets of elements:
(1) Flows under human control (internal inputs), coming from the technosphere
(2) Funds under human control (internal inputs), going into the technosphere
(3) Flows extracted from the biosphere (external inputs)
(4) Flows discharged to the biosphere (external outputs)
(5) Flows generated for societal consumption, that maintain human funds (internal outputs)
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Figure 5 - Functional processor for “electricity generation”, which can be added in a sequential metabolic
pathway as shown in figure 4.

Ultimately, functional processors refer to single step/unit operations of the sequential pathway
(e.g. electricity generation in Fig. 4). They reflect the aggregate characteristics of the different
structural processors fulfilling the same function (e.g. the aggregated characteristics of the
different types of power plants generating electricity in a given society). Functional processors,
as well as structural processors (Fig. 5) are defined as a set of inputs and outputs consisting of
flows and funds. Their quantification can be carried out using either extensive or intensive
variables. The extensive values describe the relative “size” of the structural processor or the
relative contribution of the different structural types to the fulfillment of the function. On the
contrary, intensive values can be used as “benchmarks” to characterize the typology of
processor in terms of an expected pattern of inputs and outputs over the set.
For electricity generation, there are many ways to characterize power plants based on their
functional role (baseload, middle load, load following, etc.). In this case, we consider only the
simple distinction between baseloader and peaker plants. Intermittent energy sources (e.g. solar
PV and wind power) are accounted for separately, as they do not fulfil either of these functions.
In order to allocate the different structural types of electricity generation to a specific function
(BL, PK), a survey of the current installed power capacity in Catalonia is needed. Table 3 shows
a detailed breakdown of electricity generation in Catalonia, including the types and numbers of
power plants, as provided by ICAEN. The table shows that there is a large variety of power plants,
with non-renewables (nuclear, natural gas and cogeneration) generating over 80% of the
electricity produced in the autonomous community (and accounting for almost 70% of the
installed capacity) and renewable installations covering the remaining 20% of electricity
generation with 30% of installed capacity. In 2012, no coal power plants were operating in
Catalonia, a category which is important in other EU countries. The last columns show the
average yearly utilization factor (UF) for each plant type, calculated from the ratio between gross
electricity generated and installed capacity. Based on the average annual utilization factor,
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calculated from regional top-down statistics, the functional roles of “supply of base-load
electricity” and “supply of peak electricity” are assigned to different structural types of
electricity generation:
Base-load (BL) electricity (high UF): Co-generation, Nuclear
Peak (PK) electricity (low UF): Hydropower, Natural Gas CC
Intermittent electricity*: Solar PV, Wind
(* see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intermittent_energy_source)
All other types of electricity generation are not considered in this instance, as their contribution
towards the total installed capacity is negligible (smaller than 1%).
Table 3 - Allocation of functional types by exploring the electrical power capacity in Catalonia, 2012.
Data source: ICAEN
Installed Capacity

Electricity

# of plants

(MW)

%

(GWh)

%

UF (%)

Natural gas combined cycle

9

4112

33

8343

18

23

Nuclear

3

3147

25

23996

52

87

Hydro

335

2361

19

3653

8

18

Wind

44

1258

10

2691

6

24

Cogeneration

135

1021

8

5896

13

66

Solar PV

N/A

249

2

407

1

19

Pig Manure

6

92

1

738

2

92

WWTR

16

66

1

413

1

72

Urban Solid Waste

4

46

0

140

0

34

Concentrated solar thermal

1

24

0

1

0

0

Landfill

6

19

0

80

0

48

Industrial Waste

4

18

0

N/A

N/A

N/A

Ecoparks

6

17

0

56

0

37

Forest Biomass

2

4

0

24

0

69

Waste treatments on farms

9

3

0

18

0

65

Total

580

12437

46456
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Step 2.3: Definition of structural processors
Depending on the system under study, a specific function (e.g. supply of peak electricity) can be
accomplished by several structural types (e.g. depending on the type of technology and/or the
type of products delivered). As shown in figure 3, structural types reflect the formal cause of the
energy system (the blue-print used to generate the specific instance of a technological type) i.e. the specific plant based on a given technology needed to carry out the expected task. This
implies opening the black box of each one of the individual functional processes (extraction,
transport, electricity generation, distribution) and looking at differences in the specific
technological processes used to express their expected tasks. In this phase it is necessary to
reach a level of analysis capable of detecting technical differences in terms of unit operation –
the analysis should be at the scale of individual plants.
Figure 5 shows an example of how a functional process (“generation of peak electricity”) can be
split into its structural components.

Figure 5 - Different structural types composing the functional type of “generation of peak electricity”.

The characteristics of structural types can be identified a priori, knowing which technology it is
useful to cluster into a functional type for the analysis (in the case of scenarios) or a posteriori,
identifying types by inspecting the data (in the case of a diagnostic step).
In this case study, they are characterized based on technology and data availability, with a final
cross-check for each type to ensure that the grouping is consistent.
It is important to bear in mind that the function of a certain structural type isn’t set but may
vary depending on the country examined (for example, in Norway hydroelectricity could be
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used for baseload purposes). The following structural types are considered for each functional
type of electricity generation, for the case of Catalonia:
Base Loaders
1. Nuclear pressurized water reactor (PWR) plant
2. Co-generation plant
Peakers
1. Natural gas combined cycle (CC) plant
2. Small hydroelectric (run-of-the-river) generation plant
3. Conventional hydroelectric (with dam) generation plant
4. Pumped hydro storage (PHS) plant
Intermittent sources
1. On shore wind power
2. Solar PV (fixed panels)
Apart from hydropower, which splits into three structural types, other types of electricity
generation are defined, for simplicity, in line with regional top-down statistics (table 3).
Depending on the goal of the analysis, they can be further broken down or aggregated – for
example, co-generation plants could be split based on the type of industry they are associated
with, or based on whether they use motors or turbines.
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Table 4 - Example of data collected for each structural type.
The last row of each table refers to the scaling factor (in this case, electricity generated) and is always
extensive.
Unit
Unit
Variable type
Label
(extensive)
Value
(intensive) Value
Source
Type: Nuclear PWR
plant
In_flow

Electricity

kWh

1075330000

kWh/GWh

44813

ICAEN

In_flow

Uranium

kg

60000

kg/GWh

3

Anav + WNA

In_flow

Fuels

MJ

2158880625

MJ/GWh

89968

Diaz-Maurin, 2013

In_fund

Labour

hrs

1570000

hrs/GWh

65

Anav + IDESCAT

In_fund

PC

kW

3146850

kW/GWh

131

ICAEN

Ext_inflow

Water
withdrawn

m3

60000000

m3/GWh

2500

approx. from Endesa

Ext_inflow

Water
consumed

m3

1210000

m3/GWh

50

Endesa

Ext_outflow

Water released

m3

58790000

hm3/GWh

2450

Endesa

Ext_outflow

Radioactive
Waste

l

525000

l/GWh

22

Anav

Output

Electricity

GWh

23996

GWh

23996

ICAEN

In_flow

Electricity

kWh

60018249

kWh/GWh

22303

ICAEN

In_fund

Land

ha

397000

ha/GWh

148

AEE

In_fund

Labour

hrs

2156000

hrs/GWh

801

APPA + IDESCAT

In_fund

PC

kW

1258100

kW/GWh

468

ICAEN

Output

Electricity

GWh

2691

GWh

2691

ICAEN

Type: On shore wind
power

Table 4 shows examples of the data collected for the structural processors, for the types of
“Nuclear PWR plant” and “On shore wind power”. The data is scaled per output (GWh of
electricity produced). The scaling factor does not necessarily have to be the output: for coproduction processes, for example, scaling by an input fund such as human activity or power
capacity simplifies the issue of allocation when multiple outputs are present. Since only one coproduction process is present in this study (co-production of heat and electricity through cogeneration plants), a simple scaling by output is illustrated, bearing in mind that integrating this
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analysis with one for heat and fuels requires taking into consideration the heat produced by cogeneration plants.
Step 3: Scaling up processors
The use of intensive variables is essential in determining the possibility of establishing relations
across different levels, as they can be used to scale information across different hierarchical
levels of analysis.
Two scaling steps are considered in this case study: first, the structural processors sharing the
same functional role are grouped into functional processors. To achieve this goal, structural
processors are described by intensive variables – a set of benchmarks of the inputs/outputs of
the processor (Fig. 5) describing the expected performance of given type of technology (i.e.
“Nuclear PWR”). Then, all the structural processors contributing to the expression of the same
function can be grouped into an aggregate functional processor describing the inputs and
outputs required for the process of “electricity generation” in Catalonia. This aggregation is done
by considering the relative contribution to the total of the quantities of electricity generation
coming from the different typologies of structural processors. This scaling operation can be
carried out by multiplying the intensive variables (benchmarks expresses in unitary values)
describing the characteristics of the different structural processor by a scaling factor. The scaling
factor can be: (i) the total amount of electricity produced by each structural type, in which case
we will use a set of benchmarks describing the profile of inputs/outputs in the processor per
unit of electricity output, or (ii) the total number of hours of HA (human activity) in the
processor.
This second solution is more convenient in the case of joint production dilemmas – i.e. when the
useful inputs produced by the processors are more than one. In this case, the first method is
applied.
Scaling is essential because we can, in this way, establish a bridge between bottom-up
information – i.e. a quantitative assessments of the characteristics of individual power plants
referring to the characteristics of the structural types – and top-down information – i.e. a
quantitative assessments of the functional elements of the system obtained from statistics.
Processors described using extensive data can be compared with the extensive data found in
the statistics available for Catalonia. The scaling steps referring to the electric generation in
Catalonia in 2012 are illustrated in Figure 7.
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Figure 7 - Scaling of processors for the functional type “peak electricity”

Table 8 shows an example of how the plants producing base-load electricity are grouped into a
common functional processor. The same is done for peak and intermittent. Finally, intensive
data is grouped under a single functional processor for “electricity generation”, and this
processor is scaled by multiplying the intensive data by the total electricity output in GWh (Table
9). The percentages show how much of the electricity output is fulfilled by each element of the
functional group.
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Table 8 - Processor for base-load electricity. While regional data allows to separate the electricity provided to the grid and that provided directly to industry, the scaling factor here is the sum
of both (total electricity output, in GWh)
Type: Baseload (BL)
Variable type

Label

In_flow

Electricity

In_flow

Processor intensive

Processor extensive

Unit

Cogeneration

Nuclear

% Cogeneration

% Nuclear

Unit

Value

Unit

Value

kWh/GWh

32537

44813

13

87

kWh/GWh

43191

kWh

1281819170

Refined Uranium

kg/GWh

0

3

13

87

kg/GWh

2

kg

64403

In_flow

Natural Gas

MJ/GWh

10578024

0

13

87

MJ/GWh

1397607

MJ

41478185328

In_flow

Other fuels

MJ/GWh

747762

89968

13

87

MJ/GWh

176878

MJ

5249399106

In_fund

Labour

hrs/GWh

211

65

13

87

hrs/GWh

85

hrs

2513331

In_fund

PC

kW/GWh

178

131

13

87

kW/GWh

137

kW

4074223

Ext_inflow

Water withdrawn

m3/GWh

0

2500

13

87

m3/GWh

2170

m3

64402820

Ext_inflow

Water consumed

m3/GWh

0

50

13

87

m3/GWh

44

m3

1298790

Ext_outflow

Water released

m3/GWh

0

2450

13

87

m3/GWh

2126

m3

63104029

Ext_outflow

CO2

kg/GWh

97

0

13

87

kg/GWh

13

kg

381889

Ext_outflow

Radioactive waste

l/GWh

0

22

13

87

l/GWh

19

litres

563525

Output

Electricity to grid

GWh

4914

23996

13

87

GWh

28910

GWh

28910

Output

Electricity to industry

GWh

768

0

13

87

GWh

768

GWh

768

Output

Heat

TJ

29809

0

13

87

TJ

3938

TJ

3938
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Table 9 - Processor for electricity generation in Catalonia. Hazardous waste refers to any type of waste which has been identified by the Spanish government (as reported by PRTR) as being
toxic or harmful to either people or the environment, while nuclear waste refers specifically to the waste produced by nuclear power plants.
Final processor: Electricity Generation
Variable type

Label

In_flow

Electricity

In_flow

%
Unit

BL

PK

IN

BL

Processor intensive
PK

IN

Unit

Processor extensive
Quantity

Unit

Quantity

kWh/GWh

43191

151300

20127

65

28

7

kWh/GWh

72003

kWh

3215439277

Refined Uranium

kg/GWh

2

0

0

65

28

7

kg/GWh

1

kg

62856

In_flow

Natural Gas

MJ/GWh

1397607

6508612

0

65

28

7

MJ/GWh

2738250

MJ

122282035631

In_flow

Other fuels

MJ/GWh

176878

0

0

65

28

7

MJ/GWh

114726

MJ

5123300699

In_fund

Labour

hrs/GWh

85

57

1075

65

28

7

hrs/GWh

146

hrs

6530196

In_fund

PC

kW/GWh

137

544

505

65

28

7

kW/GWh

278

kW

12394109

In_fund

Land

ha/GWh

0

0

133

65

28

7

ha/GWh

9

ha

416733

Ext_inflow

Water withdrawn

m3/GWh

2170

480341

0

65

28

7

m3/GWh

136592

m3

6099776441

Ext_inflow

Water consumed

m3/GWh

44

1224

0

65

28

7

m3/GWh

373

m3

16650146

Ext_outflow

Water released

m3/GWh

2126

479117

0

65

28

7

m3/GWh

136219

m3

6083126295

Ext_outflow

CO2

kg/GWh

13

229876

0

65

28

7

kg/GWh

64703

kg

2889460128

Ext_outflow

Radioactive waste

l/GWh

19

0

0

65

28

7

l/GWh

12

l

549988

Ext_outflow

Hazardous waste

kg/GWh

0

40

0

65

28

7

kg/GWh

11

kg

498185

Output

Electricity to grid

GWh

28910

11997

2982

65

28

7

GWh

43889

GWh

43889

Output

Electricity to industry

GWh

768

0

0

65

28

7

GWh

768

GWh

768

Output

Heat

TJ

29809

0

0

65

28

7

TJ

29809

TJ

29809
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Figure 8 - Mapping of the electricity system in Catalonia (2012). The right side expresses the data array of electricity generation system characterized by flows (water, fuels) and funds (HA,
PC, LU). The left side shows the analytical procedure for scaling processors across different levels. In case of BL electricity, there is a joint production of heat (yellow arrow) due to the cogeneration plants which should be taken into account in the accounting of heat supply.
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Figure 9 - Simplified processors for “peak electricity generation”, “base-load electricity generation”, “intermittent electricity generation” and “electricity generation”, mapped from their
respective structural types. WT = water consumed, NW = nuclear waste.
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Step 4: Characterization of the whole electricity system (from production to consumption)
In order to generate a quantitative characterization of the metabolic pattern of electricity that
is congruent and closed across the levels of analysis used to represent functional compartment
of society, the MuSIASEM approach uses a matrix of data arrays. The matrix of data arrays
describes the profile of distribution of flow and fund elements within the various functional
compartments of society. When looking at the entire pattern of production and consumption of
fund and flow elements it becomes clear that the metabolic characteristics of the whole
affect/depend on the characteristics of the lower level compartments – see the pilot study of
the national level for an illustration of this point in detail. When utilizing a quantitative
representation of the electricity system with a data array matrix describing the characteristics
of functional and structural components, we obtain a multi-level representation of what the
system does, and what it is made of. We can map the role of primary energy sources (material
cause) and the role of structural elements (type of technologies associated with the formal
cause) that are combined together to express expected functions (efficient cause) determining
the quantity of quality of carriers consumed by society, with the goal of reproducing the whole
social-ecological system (final cause). Due to the openness of modern societies, this
representation has to address the key role that imports play – i.e. the externalization of the
supply of inputs required by the electricity sector. An example of this analysis is given in the last
step of this document.
Figure 8 displays the mapping of the whole electricity system according to the processors’ logic,
and figure 9 shows the scaling of processors in detail. The right side of figure 8 shows the final
consumption of flows and funds of the energy system, as well as the outputs to the environment
(in this case, waste and CO2 emissions). The data at the level of the electricity system has been
found by scaling up bottom-up data (starting from the instances of structural types). It can also
be found from regional statistics, and compared, to check the robustness of both bottom-up and
top-down data.
This mapping is useful both for describing the electricity system (MuSIASEM’s diagnostic mode)
and for developing scenarios (MuSIASEM’s simulation mode).
Step 5: Development of scenarios
The representation of the electricity system at different levels can be used to generate scenarios
starting from different points:
Starting from the left: changing the structural elements. In this case, different types of changes
are possible:
1. Changing the types (i.e. if a new technology is introduced) or changing the relative
size of scaling factors (e.g. the relative contribution of the structural elements by
increasing the amount of hydro and decreasing the amount of wind). In both cases,
the relative size of the scaling factor of the types will change.
2. Changing the technical coefficients (at the level of the single structural processor),
e.g. in the case of a more efficient engine. In this case the size of the scaling factor
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remains the same, but the flow/fund ratio of the processor changes (we change the
benchmarks expressed in unitary values).

Starting from the right: changing either the pattern of end uses, the allocation of flows and
funds to the electricity sector, or the output to the environment. For example: can CO2 emissions
be reduced while generating the same amounts of energy carriers (baseload electricity and peak
electricity)? How would this affect Catalonia’s land use?
A full representation of the energy system, including analyses of heat and fuels, allows to further
explore scenarios, and the links between electricity and thermal energy consumption. However,
before getting into scenarios it is important to assess the level of externalization associated with
the expression of the actual metabolic pattern. For example: how many hours of work are
externalized by Catalonia’s electricity sector (i.e. how much labor is embodied in the imported
inputs of the electricity sector’)?
5.1 Assessing the externalization of human activity of the electricity sector
We can identify the functional steps of the electricity sector that are carried out outside of
Catalonia: i.e. resource extraction, uranium refinement and electricity imported. Then we can
use the concept of processors to calculate how much human activity (HA) is actually used outside
of Catalonia to generate the inputs used by the electricity sector in Catalonia. In this way we can
assess the effects on the requirement of labor that a transformation toward a total
independence in terms of electricity supply would imply. Since there are limitations on the
feasibility side – i.e. Catalonia doesn’t have the uranium and natural gas resources in its own
region to supply for its needs - this step has to be imagined as a thought experiment: if Catalonia
had enough resources and were capable of extracting all of its PES to produce all of the electricity
it consumes, how many hours of HA per capita (for the Catalan society) would have to be
allocated to the electricity sector? How would this affect the hours being allocated to the rest
of the economic sectors?
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Table 11 - Allocation of HA in Catalonia. Source: IDESCAT, Eurostat
HA (103 hours )

HA (hrs/p.c./year)

Energy Sector (ES)

17432

2

Water, Waste, non-energy mining (WS)

52295

7

Agriculture, forestry and fishing (AF)

132628

18

Construction & Manufacturing (CM)

1363001

180

Transport (TR)

311749

41

Service & Government (SG*)

4362332

576

Household (HH)

60081717

7936

Sector

Looking at the current profile of human activity in Catalonia, it can be seen that the energy sector
only takes up two hours per capita per year of labour. Of these two hours, one hour is allocated
to the electricity sector. The vast majority of hours is allocated to the household compartment
(HH), followed by SG (576 hours per capita) and MC (180 hours per capita).
The simple exercise of accounting for the hours externalized in the process of electricity
generation, and extraction of resources for electricity consumption, is shown in Table 12. It is
assumed that all electricity imported (4096 GWh of net imports) is produced with the same mix
as Catalonia’s peak electricity production.
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Table 12 - HA externalized by Catalonia’s electricity sector

Quantity

HA (hrs)

HA
(hrs/p.c.)

Source

Uranium mining (kg)

60000

5,400,000

1

Diaz-Maurin, 2013

Uranium refining (kg)

60000

12,000,000

2

Diaz-Maurin, 2013

Natural Gas extraction
(ktoe)

3300

3,960,000

1

Benchmark extrapolated from
Eurostat data at the EU level

Electricity (GWh)

4096

233,472

Negligible

From the current case study

21593472

3

Total

It should be noted that this assessment does not include the distribution and the construction
of the plants. The number of hours allocated to the electricity sector (excluding transport,
transmission and distribution) increases by four times: from one hour per capita to four hours
per capita. Even though the value remains low, in order to understand its economic importance
one has to contextualize the profile of human allocation in the economic sectors of modern
economies. As discussed in the Pilot Study on the analysis of the metabolic pattern of modern
societies at the national level, human activity and, more specifically, the hours of labor in the
Paid Work sector are a key factor to be considered in energy analyses: if the full sequential
metabolic pathway of both the electricity sector and the energy sector were considered, the
number of hours per capita of the energy sector would increase even more (the HA externalized
by crude oil extraction alone, for example, accounts for more than five hours per capita). Since
only 824 hours per capita are allocated to the paid work sector, of which 600 are taken up by
the tertiary sector and 180 by the secondary one, there are strong restrictions on the hours per
capita that can be invested in primary sectors.
More complex scenarios can be built with the toolset provided by MuSIASEM, in order to assess
the feasibility and viability of energy policies in relation to the water-energy-food nexus.
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Appendix D – Scotland case study: animal production
Using MuSIASEM to check the level of openness of the animal production system of Scotland
and to generate a decision support tool
Authors: Juan Cadillo-Benalcazar (UAB), Keith Mattews (Hutton), Dave Miller (Hutton), Tarik
Serrano-Tovar (UAB) and Mario Giampietro (UAB)
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1. Introduction
The growing consumption of animal products in the diet of modern countries represents an
important challenge for decision makers in relation to sustainability. Four aspects associated
with sustainable development should be considered: (i) Feasibility, to check the compatibility of
the socio-economic system with the boundary conditions (ecological system), (ii) Viability, to
check the congruence between the requirement and the supply in the inside of the socioeconomic system, (iii) Desirability to assess the level of acceptance of measure by the society,
an essential feature of any policy, and (iv) the level of openness of the system that makes it
possible to alter the definition of feasibility, viability and desirability because of the
externalization to other social-ecological systems of the requirement of production factors. In
order to obtain an integrated characterization of these aspects we need methodological tools
capable of coherently integrating information from different dimensional domain (economic,
social and environment) to obtain a holistic picture of the issue.
This pilot case study presents an application of MuSIASEM to the analysis of the production of
food of animal origin in Scotland (beef, chicken meat, pork, mutton, milk and eggs). The main
objective of this work is to demonstrate that the approach illustrated here can be used: (i) to
provide robust information about the level of externalization if the system, and (ii) to generate
a decision-support tool to be used for diagnostic analysis and simulations. In this exploratory
application an Excel application is used to show the possibility of generating scenarios to assess
the feasibility, viability and desirability of possible policies.
Scotland is a good case study because: (i) in 2015 the the livestock sector represented around
60% of the whole agricultural sector (Scottish Government, 2016a), (ii) the heavy use of
subsidies makes this sector very sensitivity to changes of external and internal factors, and (iii)
the new political situation determined by BREXIT may affect the level of trade (openness of
biophysical flows) in the region.
2. The grammar used to study the level of openness of the animal production system
Any quantitative analysis based on MuSIASEM begins with the elaboration of a grammar, which
is a representation of the system (the whole made up of functional compartments) and the
processes (expressed by a combination of functional and structural elements) taking place
during the analyzed period. To do this, the researcher has to identify a set of functional and
structural elements that interact with each other in a coherent way in order to express the final
cause of the whole system. Functional compartments – e.g. beef production, pork production,
milk production - are parts of a larger whole - in this case, livestock system of Scotland having
the goal to provide the required supply of animal products to Scotland. To study this relation
one has to look at processes expressed by black boxes and at the same time to open these black
boxes to analyze their internal structure and the functions of its internal components. This
requires the ability of moving through scales and levels.
A specific feature of the analysis of livestock system implies an important conceptual distinction
to be done when assessing “quantities of animal biomass”. In fact, according to the fund-flow
model of Georgescu-Roegen kilograms of animal biomass considered in the analysis of animal
production systems belong to two different categories of accounting: (i) there is biomass that
has to be reproduced and maintained in the livestock system. This is an amount of living biomass
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that does not change its attributes during the representation, and therefore, it has to be
considered as a fund element that must be maintained to ensure the stability of the metabolic
pattern, (ii) there is biomass that is transformed into animal products. This amount corresponds
to a supply of dead biomass. This biomass changes its attributes during the representation, and
therefore it has to be considered as a flow element – Fig. 1
In conclusion we can say that in order to characterize in quantitative terms an animal production
system we have to identify:
(i)
the functional elements required to have a functional compartment (the series of
fund elements to be reproduced in order to have the expected supply of a specific
animal product),
(ii)
the specific structural elements referring to the identity of the animal product.

Figure 1- The identification of funds and flows in the quantities of biomass found in an animal production
System

For each animal production – e.g. beef – one can define in a specific grammar the required
functional processors (the description of the profile of inputs and output associated with the
functional elements of the systems) needed to guarantee the expression of the metabolic
pattern. This is illustrated in Fig. 2.
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Figure 2 - The set of relations over functional processors needed to guarantee the
production of beef (courtesy of Felipe Yunta, Michelc Manfroni, Tarik Serrano-Tovar)

At this point it becomes possible to associate to functional processors a set of structural
processors required to guarantee the required function – Fig 3.

Figure 3 - The relations over functional and structural processors associated with beef production .
(courtesy of Felipe Yunta, Michele Manfroni, Tarik Serrano-Tovar)

It should be noted that the concept of metabolic pattern makes it possible to establish an
expected set of relations over the flows and fund indicated in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3.
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We can define now the metabolic characteristics of this functional element:
(1) the size of the fund element, measured in kg of Living Biomass that has to be reproduced and
maintained over the year in the different functional elements (Breeding, Growing, Finishing) as
LBB, LBG, LBF,
(2) Feed Metabolic Rate of these three functional elements (FMR is the quantity and quality of
feed consumed per kg per day) as FMRB, FMRG, FMRF. These metabolic rates refer to a specific
feed mix – e.g. FMRG – mapping onto a profile of quantities of different feeds per day per kg xi:
FMRG = xhay/kg/day, xsilage/kg/day, xconcentrate/kg/day, xgrazed biomass/kg/day
(3) the number of days in which the mass of living biomass remains in each of the functional
compartment as as ∆TB, ∆TG, ∆TF
Combining these three factors we can express the profile of feed requirement for each
functional element FRi as:
FRi = LBi x FMRi x ∆Ti  [xhay/year, xsilage/year, xconcentrate/year, xgrazed biomass/year]i
In this way we can define the flow of feed mix that is required per year to maintain and
reproduce the living biomass required to generate the given supply of animal products. Having
characterized the inputs consumed, we can calculate the processors needed to produce these
components of the feed mix: hay, silage, concentrate and grazed biomass. Starting from the
analysis of technical coefficients (the profile of inputs such a land, water, labor, fertilizers, etc.)
we can calculate a unitary processors (the inputs required per unit of output) and then scale this
information in a data array that we can call “scaled processor”:
scaled processor = “unitary processors” x quantity of product consumed
FRi = scaled processorhay + scaled processorsilage + scaled processorconc. + scaled processorgrazed
That is starting from the characteristics of the unitary processors calculated per unit of output
produced (the profile of inputs required per ton of hay, silage, concentrate and grazed biomass)
and knowing how much of each these feed is consumed, we can estimate the aggregate
requirement of inputs used in the production of the mix. When framing the analysis in this way,
it becomes possible to use dictionaries to characterize the different methodologies of
production that can be adopted within each one of the production systems considered. Each
method of production can be characterized using the three metabolic characteristics described
before. Looking at the data available from a manual describing the technical characteristics of
typologies of animal production (SAC consulting, 2016) it was possible to define, (i) fifteen
possible production systems for beef (Table 1), (ii) fifteen possible production systems for milk
(Table 2), (iii) two possible production systems for pork (Table 3), (iv) four categories for mutton
production: extensive hill flocks, upland flocks, low ground flocks and store lamb finishers.
Different options have been established for each one of these categories according to the breed
type of the herd (Table ), (v) a single typology of production system has been adopted for chicken
meat, and (vi) a single typology for the production of eggs.
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Table 1 - The dictionary for beef production
Category

Production system
Rearing

Fatenning

Finishing
Finishing spring -born suckled calves intensively at 12
months

Growth-fatenning-finishing 1

Hill suckler cows spring

Growth-fatenning-finishing 2

Hill suckler cows spring

Overwintering spring-born suckled calves: diet
Finishing year old spring-born calves at 18 -20 months
basis silage

Growth-fatenning-finishing 3

Hill suckler cows spring

Overwintering spring-born suckled calves: diet
Finishing year old spring-born calves at 18 -20 months
basis straw

Growth-fatenning-finishing 4

Lowground suckler cows feb – abr

Growth-fatenning-finishing 5

Lowground suckler cows feb – abr

Overwintering spring-born suckled calves: diet
Finishing year old spring-born calves at 18 -20 months
basis silage

Growth-fatenning-finishing 6

Lowground suckler cows feb – abr

Overwintering spring-born suckled calves: diet
Finishing year old spring-born calves at 18 -20 months
basis straw

Growth-fatenning-finishing 7

Upland suckler cows feb-abr . Mainly silage diets

Growth-fatenning-finishing 8

Upland suckler cows feb-abr . Mainly silage diets

Overwintering spring-born suckled calves: diet
Finishing year old spring-born calves at 18 -20 months
basis silage

Growth-fatenning-finishing 9

Upland suckler cows feb-abr . Mainly silage diets

Overwintering spring-born suckled calves: diet
Finishing year old spring-born calves at 18 -20 months
basis straw

Growth-fatenning-finishing 10

Upland suckler cows aug oct- mainly silage diets

Beef cattle summer finishing

Growth-fatenning-finishing 11

Hill suckler cows autum

Finishing year old autumn born suckled calves at 18 months

Growth-fatenning-finishing 12

Lowground suckler cows aug-oct

Finishing year old autumn born suckled calves at 18 months

Growth-fatenning-finishing 13

Spring calving cows 18-20 month

Growth-fatenning-finishing 14

Organic suckler cows mainly silage diets

Growth-fatenning-finishing 15

Finishing spring -born suckled calves intensively at 12
months

Finishing spring -born suckled calves intensively at 12
months

Organic finishing cattle
Intensive
dairy bred bulls

finishing

of
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Table 2 - The dictionary milk production
Category

Production system
Rearing

Production

Growth and production phase 1

Heifer rearing autumn 24 months

Dairy system - low production (7,000 l/cow/year)

Growth and production phase 2

Heifer rearing spring 24 months

Dairy system - low production (7,000 l/cow/year)

Growth and production phase 3

Heifer rearing spring 27 months

Dairy system - low production (7,000 l/cow/year)

Growth and production phase 4

Heifer rearing autumn 27 months

Dairy system - low production (7,000 l/cow/year)

Growth and production phase 5

Heifer rearing autumn 30 months

Dairy system - low production (7,000 l/cow/year)

Growth and production phase 6

Heifer rearing autumn 24 months

Dairy system - medium production (8,500 l/cow/year)

Growth and production phase 7

Heifer rearing spring 24 months

Dairy system - medium production (8,500 l/cow/year)

Growth and production phase 8

Heifer rearing spring 27 months

Dairy system - medium production (8,500 l/cow/year)

Growth and production phase 9

Heifer rearing autumn 27 months

Dairy system - medium production (8,500 l/cow/year)

Growth and production phase 10

Heifer rearing autumn 30 months

Dairy system - medium production (8,500 l/cow/year)

Growth and production phase 11

Heifer rearing autumn 24 months

Dairy system - high production (10,000 l/cow/year)

Growth and production phase 12

Heifer rearing spring 24 months

Dairy system - high production (10,000 l/cow/year)

Growth and production phase 13

Heifer rearing spring 27 months

Dairy system - high production (10,000 l/cow/year)

Growth and production phase 14

Heifer rearing autumn 27 months

Dairy system - high production (10,000 l/cow/year)

Growth and production phase 15

Heifer rearing autumn 30 months

Dairy system - high production (10,000 l/cow/year)
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Table 3 - The dictionary for pork production
Category 1

production system

Option 1

Breeding pigs indoors

Finishing indoors

Option 2

Breeding pigs outdoors

Finishing indoors

Table 4 - The dictionary for sheepmeat production
Category 1

Category 2

Extensive hill flocks - option 1

Extensive hill

Extensive hill flocks - option 2

Improve hill

Upland flocks - option 3

Draft blackface ewes

Upland flocks - option 4

Crossbred ewes

Upland flocks - option 5

Pure bred flock

Lowground flocks - option 6

Early finished lamb production

Lowground flocks - option 7

Easy care

Store lamb finishers - option 8

Short keep lams winter finishing on rape

Store lamb finishers - option 9

Short keep lambs indoor finishing on concentrate

Store lamb finishers - option 10

Long keep lambs finishing on Swedes
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Using the data contained in the various dictionaries (describing the characteristics of the
methods of production for the various production system) we can implement the diagram
illustrated in Fig. 3 and calculating the flow and fund elements for each of the production
systems.
In this way, the livestock system of Scotland can be characterized defining what the system is
made of using fund elements and what the system does using flow elements.
Definition of the profile of inputs required for each operation: the processor
The usefulness of the quantitative assessment organized in this way critically depends on the
information carried out by the characterization of the processors. That is, which characteristics
of the external view – the interface technosphere/biosphere – we want to consider in the
analysis.
For this reason the quantitative analysis has to start with the choice of a formal identity of the
processors that will be used to characterize the system. This translates into the choice of the
profile of inputs (divided in flow and fund elements) that have to be included in the quantitative
representation of the processor.
The following six tables describe the categories of inputs included in the characterization of the
processors for: (i) beef production (Table 5); (ii) milk production (Table 6); (iii) mutton/lamb
production (Table 7); (iv) pork production (Table 8); (v) chicken meat production (Table 9) and
(v) egg production (Table 10).
It should be noted that in this set of inputs there are two important ones that are missing (data
could not be found at the moment to implement the application): (i) lime – for the control of
the pH of the soil; and (ii) antibiotics – the use of antibiotics is important not only in relation to
the cost of production but also for its possible implications on the environment and the human
health.
This is another occasion for remind the reader that this applications does not have the goal to
produce information relevant for decision making, but it has the only goal to illustrate the
application of a methodology.
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Table 5 - Fund and flow elements in the processor used to study beef production
Elements

Crop-Local
production

Flow

N

Flow

CropProcessing

Crop -Import Import
production
Processing

–

Grazing

Silage

Rearing

Fattening

Finishing

N

N

N

P205

P205

P205

P205

Flow

K20

K20

K20

K20

Flow

Seed

Seed

Flow

Diesel

Diesel

Diesel

Diesel

Diesel

Diesel

Electricity

Electricity

Electricity

Flow

Concentrate

Concentrate

Concentrate

Flow

Straw

Straw

Straw

Flow

Forage

Forage

Forage

Blue water

Blue water

Blue water

Diesel

Diesel

Diesel

Flow

Electricity

Electricity

Flow

Gas

Gas

Flow

Pesticide

Flow

Green water

Flow

Blue water

Processing
Meat

-

Electricity

Pesticide

Green water
Blue water

Blue water

Blue water

Green water

Green water

Blue water

Blue water

Flow

Blue water
Dead biomass

Fund

Living biomass Living biomass Living biomass

Fund

Labour

Labour

Labour

Labour

Labour

Labour

Labour

Fund

Land

Land

Land

Land

Land

Land

Land

Labour
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Table 6 - Fund and flow elements in the processor used to study milk production
Elements

Crop-Local
production

Flow

N

Flow

CropProcessing

Crop -Import Import
production
Processing

-

Grazing

Silage

N

N

N

P205

P205

P205

P205

Flow

K20

K20

K20

K20

Flow

Seed

Seed

Flow

Diesel

Diesel

Diesel

Diesel

Diesel

Diesel

Flow

Electricity

Electricity

Flow

Gas

Gas

Flow

Pesticide

Rearing

Production

Diesel

Diesel

Electricity

Electricity

Processing
Milk

Electricity
Gas

Pesticide

Flow

Concentrate

Flow

Straw

Flow

Forage

Forage

Blue water

Blue water

Blue water

Milk

Milk

Flow

Green water

Flow

Blue water

–

Green water
Blue water

Blue water

Blue water

Green water

Green water

Blue water

Blue water

Flow
Fund

Concentrate

Living biomass Living biomass

Fund

Labour

Labour

Labour

Labour

Labour

Labour

Fund

Land

Land

Land

Land

Land

Land
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Table 7 - Fund and flow elements in the processor used to study mutton production
Elements

Crop-Local
production

CropProcessing

Rearing

Fattening
Finishing

Flow

N

N

N

Flow

P205

P205

P205

Flow

K20

K20

K20

Flow

Seed

Seed

Flow

Diesel

Diesel

Diesel

Electricity

Electricity

Flow

Concentrate

Concentrate

Flow

Straw

Flow

Forage

Forage

Blue water

Blue water

Diesel

Crop
-Import Import
production
Processing

Diesel

Diesel

Flow

Electricity

Electricity

Flow

Gas

Gas

Flow

Pesticide

Flow

Green water

Flow

Blue water

–

Forage

Diesel

– Processing
meat

Electricity

Pesticide

Green water
Blue water

Blue water

Green water
Blue water

Blue water

Flow

Blue water
Dead biomass

Fund

Living biomass

Living biomass

Fund

Labour

Labour

Labour

Labour

Labour

Fund

Land

Land

Land

Land

Land

–
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Table 8 - Fund and flow elements in the processor used to study pork production
Elements

Crop-Local
production

CropProcessing

Flow

N

N

Flow

P205

P205

Flow

K20

K20

Flow

Seed

Seed

Flow

Diesel

Diesel

Crop
-Import Import
production
Processing

Diesel

Electricity

Electricity

Flow

Gas

Gas

Pesticide
Green water

Flow

Blue water

Fattening
Finishing

Electricity

Electricity

Concentrate

Concentrate

Blue water

Blue water

– Processing
meat

–

Electricity +
Heat

Pesticide

Flow
Flow

Rearing

Diesel

Flow

Flow

-

Green water
Blue water

Blue water

Blue water

Flow

Blue water
Dead biomass

Fund

Living biomass

Living biomass

Fund

Labour

Labour

Labour

Labour

Fund

Land

Land

Land

Land

Labour
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Table 9 - Fund and flow elements in the processor used to study chicken meat production
Elements

Crop-Local
production

CropProcessing

Flow

N

N

Flow

P205

P205

Flow

K20

K20

Flow

Seed

Seed

Flow

Diesel

Diesel

Crop -Import Import
production
Processing

Diesel

Electricity

Electricity

Flow

Gas

Gas

Pesticide

Electricity

Electricity + gas

Pesticide

Flow

Concentrate

Flow

Green water

Flow

Blue water

Green water
Blue water

Blue water

Blue water

Blue water

Flow

Blue water
Dead biomass

Fund

Living biomass

Fund

Labour

Labour

Labour

Fund

Land

Land

Land

Table 10 - Fund and flow elements in the processor used to study egg production
Elements

Crop-Local
production

CropProcessing

Flow

N

N

Flow

P205

P205

Flow

K20

K20

Flow

Seed

Seed

Flow

Diesel

Diesel

Crop -Import Import
production
Processing

Diesel

Electricity

Electricity

Flow

Gas

Gas

Pesticide
Green water

Flow

Blue water

Growth

Production

Electricity

Electricity

Concentrate

Concentrate

Blue water

Blue water

Pesticide

Flow
Flow

-

Diesel

Flow
Flow

Green water
Blue water

Blue water

Fund

–

Diesel

Flow
Flow

- Growth – Fattening Processing
–Finishing
meat

Blue water

Living biomass

Fund

Labour

Labour

Labour

Labour

Fund

Land

Land

Land

Land
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2.1 Data use in the analysis
2.1.1 General data on production and consumption of animal products
We used as reference year 2014. Data on the number of animals and production of animal
products were obtained from (Scottish Government, 2016a, 2016b). Due to the lack of a
database to analyze the exchange of live animals between Scotland and the other countries, this
dynamics has not been considered in the study. However, some reports suggest that there is an
exchange
of
live
animals
between
Scotland
and
England
(see
http://www.gov.scot/Topics/farmingrural/Agriculture/animal-welfare/IDtraceability).
In the absence of a Food Balance Sheet for Scotland is difficult to determine trade (import,
export, stock variation). For this reason, we assumed that the surplus between production and
local supply is destined for export. In contrast, the deficit between production and local supply
comes from imports.
The amount of beef, pork, mutton/lamb and chicken meat corresponding to the local supply was
estimated from the annual per capita consumption obtained (QMS, 2015) multiplied by the
number of people estimated in Scotland for 2014 obtained from (National Records of Scotland,
2015). The amount of meat eaten (intake) corresponds to the quantity supplied minus the
amount of food lost or wasted. The coefficients for losses and wastes in the household were
obtained from (Quested & Murphy, 2014). The coefficients for losses and wastes in the animal
production and meat processing were obtained from (Gustavsson, Cederberg, Sonesson, van
Otterdijk, & Meybeck, 2011). The nutritional composition of meat was obtained from (Finglas,
Roe, Pinchen, & et. al., 2015).
Regarding milk consumption: the consumption per capita of dairy products semi-skimmed milk,
skimmed milk, yogurt, cream, butter and cheese (obtained from [AHDB, 2015]), were converted
to their primary product (raw milk). In the case of semi-skimmed milk and skimmed milk a
percentage of 85% was used, while for yogurt a percentage of 80% was used. For all the rest, we
used the conversion factors for the United Kingdom obtained from (FAO, 2002). The sum of all
these conversions gives a total of 215 kg of raw milk/person/year, although, this value is less
than 232 kg of raw milk/person/year (not including butter) estimated for 2013 (FAO, 2017).
Probably, this difference is due to the fact that FAO estimate corresponds to the consumption
in UK. The consumption of Scotland is smaller than the one of the UK.
2.1.2 Feed production
The ingredients of animal feed are very varied between species and within the same species. In
addition, producers are not always transparent about their formulation. In this study we
adopted the formulation proposed by (Wilkinson, 2011), illustrated in Fig. 4. The agricultural
crops selected for the analysis were winter wheat, winter barley, spring barley, spring field
beans, soya beans, maize grain and winter rapeseed. In the case by-products were considered
soya-bean meal, rapeseed meal, wheat-feed. However, we do not consider other by-products
in the analysis due to lack of information to define their primary agricultural products. Similarly,
minerals and vitamins were not considered. The treatment for the analysis of by-products is to
transform them into their primary products, using the conversion factors estimated from (Bell,
Morgan, Dick, & Reid, 2012).
Inputs used in the crop production, such as fertilizers (N, P2O5, K2O), seeds, labour (human
activity), yield (both main product and straw) were obtained from (SAC Consulting, 2016). Energy
consumption was estimated from (Williams, Audsley, & Sandars, 2006), the water required for
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the crops was obtained from (Chatterton, Hess, & Williams, 2010, Mekonnen & Hoekstra,
2010b).
Inputs used in the processing of by products, such as water for the soya-bean meal and the
rapeseed meal were obtained from (Schneider & Finkbeiner, 2013), in the case of by products
from cereals no information was found. In addition, a water consumption corresponding to feed
preparation was added, this data was obtained from (Chatterton et al., 2010). Energy required
for by-products from cereals were estimated from (Bell, Morgan, Dick, & Reid, 2012), while for
soyabean meal and rapeseed meal was obtained from (Schneider & Finkbeiner, 2013).

Figure 4 - Composition of the concentrate

2.1.3 Grass and silage production
Data on the planting period, fertilizers, labour (human activity), fuel and yield were obtained
from (SAC Consulting, 2016), While, the water consumption was obtained from (Chatterton et
al., 2010) and the energy required of (Williams et al., 2006)
2.1.4 Beef production
Data for the modeling of production systems, such as the period, duration, entrance weight, exit
weight, mortality, fertility, cow ratio, slaughter liveweight, percentage of carcass obtained per
animal, land use required for grazing and silage, human activity were obtained from (SAC
Consulting, 2016), energy consumption of (Williams et al., 2006), water consumption for service
was obtained from (Mekonnen & Hoekstra, 2010a) and drinking water of (SEPA, 2013). For meat
processing, energy was obtained from (AHDB, 2011a), human activity from (Jacques & Blaxter,
1978) and water consumption from (AHDB, 2011b).
2.1.5 Milk production
Data for the modeling of production systems, such as average annual milk yield, lactation days,
average cow weight, herd lifespan, amount of feed required for both the animal in production
(cow) and for their replacement (heifer) were obtained from (SAC Consulting, 2016). The energy
consumption was obtained from (Williams et al., 2006), water consumption for service was
obtained from (Mekonnen & Hoekstra, 2010a)and drinking water of (Thompson, King, Smith, &
Tiffin, 2007). For milk processing, energy and water consumption were estimated from (Sheane
et al., 2011).
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2.1.6 Mutton/lamb
Data for the modeling of production systems, such as the number of ewe tupped, the percentage
of fertility, amount of feed required, labour (human activity), the number of sheep (sold,
retained, discarded and replacement), slaughter live weight and percentage of carcass obtained
per animal were obtained from (SAC Consulting, 2016). The energy consumption was obtained
from (Williams et al., 2006), the consumption of water for service of (Mekonnen & Hoekstra,
2010a) and for drinking water of (Thompson et al., 2007). For meat processing, the amount of
energy used was obtained from (AHDB, 2011a) and water from (AHDB, 2011b).
2.1.7 Pork production
Data for the modeling of production systems, such as number of piglets per litter, duration,
mortality, weaning age, land use required per animal, ratio between sow and boar, the amount
of feed required, slaughter live weight, percentage of carcass obtained per animal were
obtained from (SAC Consulting, 2016). The amount of energy was estimated from (Williams et
al., 2006). The amount of water used for service was obtained from (Mekonnen & Hoekstra,
2010a) and drinking water of (SEPA, 2013). For the meat processing, the energy used was
obtained from (Environment Agency, 2009), the water consumption of (Mekonnen & Hoekstra,
2010a) and the human activity was estimated of (Jacques & Blaxter, 1978).
2.1.8 Chicken meat production
Data for the modeling of production systems, such as duration, slaughter live weight, percentage
of meat obtained per animal, mortality, amount of feed required, labour (human activity) and
number of harvests per year were obtained of (SAC Consulting, 2016). Energy required was
estimated from (Warwick HRI, 2007), water used for service was obtained from (Mekonnen &
Hoekstra, 2010a) and drinking water of (SEPA, 2013). For meat processing, water consumption
was obtained from (Agency, 2009), the amount of energy used was obtained from (Finnish
Environment Institute, 2002).
2.1.9 Egg Production
Data for the modeling of production systems such as the life cycle of layers, average weight per
animal, the annual production per animal, average egg weight, stocking density, mortality rate,
feed required and human activity was obtained from (SAC Consulting, 2016). For both the
growth stage of the animal as well as its production stage, energy consumption was estimated
from (Warwick HRI, 2007). In the case, water used for services was obtained from (Mekonnen &
Hoekstra, 2010a) and drinking water of (SEPA, 2013)
2.2 Allocation
In the application of Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) is very common to perform an environmental
impact allocation when in the process to be analyzed involves the production of by-products
(joint production dilemma). This allocation is done through various methods, for example: by
the percentage of mass (physical allocation), by the percentage of energy contained (energy
allocation), by its economic importance (economic allocation), by substitution (allocation at the
point of substitution), etc. However, the MuSIASEM does not make such allocation, because it
analyzes the requirements of inputs and outputs through elements of flows and funds.
Therefore, flows are not aggregated but analyzed across the different pathways of conversions
through the network of processors. The negative aspect of this choice is that it is necessary to
include the complete processes and to take into account all the products generated in the
system. Obviously, the detail of the system under analysis will depend on the objectives of the
research.
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3. The grammars used for the analysis
For each of the production systems considered we developed a specific grammar which has been
populated with the data described above.
The different grammars are illustrated below: (i) Fig. 5 for beef production, (ii) Fig. 6 for milk
production, (iii) Fig. 7 for pork production, (iv) Fig. 8 for sheep meat production, (v) Fig. 9 for
chicken meat production, (vi) Fig. 10 for pork production.
In these figures it is possible to see how MuSIASEM characterizes in quantitative terms the
interface of the two sides of the metabolic process by establishing a bridge between the
EXTERNAL VIEW (the structural and functional elements generating the supply of animal
products defined in terms of quantity and quality) and the INTERNAL VIEW (the structural and
functional elements generating the requirement of animal product defined in quantity and
quality). This interface allows to understand the relations between the characteristics of the
data referring to the socio-economic system (in the internal view) and the characteristics of the
data referring to the ecological system (in the external view).
In this specific case dealing with the metabolic pattern of animal products: (i) the information
referring to the internal view makes it possible to establish a link with the factors associated
with the requirement of the consumers (dietary intake and preferences), (ii) the information
referring to the external view makes it possible to establish a link with the factors associated
with the external limits (availability of land, water, labor, fertilizers, etc.) determined by the
quantity and quality of ecological funds needed to stabilize the boundary conditions. It is obvious
that the level of externalization becomes an essential factor to be considered when studying the
relation between the characteristics of the processes taking place in the two views.
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INTERNAL VIEW

EXTERNAL VIEW
Figure 5 - Grammar of beef production
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Figure 6 - Grammar of milk production
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Figure 7 - Grammar of pork production
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Figure 8 - Grammar for mutton/lamb production
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Figure 9 - Grammar of chicken meat production
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Figure 10 - Grammar of egg production

4. The software used for integrating the information given by the grammars
The mass of data populating the 6 grammars illustrated in Fig. 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 can only be handled
using a software. The software is required to scale up the information from local structural processors
(e.g. production of soy for concentrate) to functional processors (e.g. production of feed for fattening)
to production system processors (e.g. beef production) to arrive to the whole animal production
system processor. To make possible this operation of scaling we have to specify the scaling factors
over the established relations over processors given by the grammars. That is, we have to specify:
on the supply side – (i) the technical coefficients of the processes used to produce concentrates. (ii)
the mix of techniques of production within each one of the 6 production systems. That is we have to
select which production technique to use within the available dictionaries, and if we use more than
one technique for the same production system (e.g. producing beef in three different ways) we have
to specify the relative fraction of each one of the selected methods (30% of method A, 50% of method
B and 20% of method C),
on the demand side - the mix of animal products in the diet and the population of Scotland. That is
the relative amount of beef, milk, pork, mutton, poultry, and eggs in the animal products consumed
in Scotland.
4.1 The functional processor for the the domestic production of concentrate
The software makes it possible to enter the information about the assumptions used in the diagnostic
step using a dropdown menu – shown in Fig. 11.

Figure 11 - Dropdown menu making it possible to specify the composition of the concentrate

In the example given in Fig. 11 one can specify which fraction of the crop products used in the
concentrate has been domestically produced (vs the fraction imported). The information entered in
the dropdown menu is used to scale up the technical characteristics of the specific structural
processors (e.g. the profile of inputs required to produce 1 tonne of wheat, 1 tonne of wheatfeed, 1
tonne of barley) into the characteristics of the functional processor (e.g. the profile of inputs required
to produce 1 tonne of concentrate). A different profile of domestic production (affecting the required
imports) can be entered when using the software in a simulation mode.
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4.2 The analysis of the different production systems
Also for the definition of the functional processors of the different functional compartments of the
production systems we have to start by defining the combination of structural elements operating in
them. The software uses a series of dropdown menus illustrated in Fig. 12.

Figure 12 - Dropdown menu making it possible to specify the mix of production techniques
adopted in the different functional compartments of animal production

The various production techniques specified using the menus are briefly described in the sections
below.
4.2.1 Beef production
The diagnostic analysis is based on a combination of five options (out of the fifteen available) taken
from the available dictionary. The five options that have been chosen are shown in Table 11.
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Table 11 - The 5 options selected for beef production
Option

Percentage

Option 2

20%

Option 5

20%

Option 8

20%

Option 11

15%

Option 13

25%

Description
Hill suckler cows spring - Overwintering spring-born suckled calves: diet
basis silage - Finishing Year old spring-born calves at 18 -20 months
Lowground suckler cows feb - Apr Overwintering spring-born suckled
calves: diet basis silage Finishing Year old spring-born calves at 18 -20
months suckler Cows Feb-Apr. Mainly silage diets Overwintering springUpland
born suckled calves: diet basis silageFinishing Year old spring-born calves
at 18suckler
-20 months
Hill
cows autum - Finishing Year old autumn born suckled calves
at 18 months
Spring calving cows 18-20 Months

4.2.2 Milk production
The diagnostic analysis is based on a combination of five options (out of the fifteen available) taken
from the available dictionary. The five options that have been chosen are shown in Table 12.
Table 12 - Options selected for milk production
Option

Percentage

Option 1

15%

Option 3

20%

Option 6

30%

Option 9

25%

Option 12

10%

Description
Heifer rearing autumn 24 months Dairy system - Low production (7,000 l
/ cow / year)
Heifer rearing spring 27 months Dairy system - (8,500 l / cow / year)
Heifer rearing autumn 24 months Dairy system - Medium production
(8,500 l/cow/year)
Heifer rearing autumn 27 months Dairy system - Medium production
(8,500 l / cow / year)
Heifer rearing spring 24 months
Dairy system - High production
(10,000 l/cow/year)

4.2.3 Mutton/lamb production
The diagnostic analysis is based on the 4 options presented in Table 13.

Option
Option 2
Option 4
Option 6
Option 9

Table 13 - Options selected for mutton production
Percentage
Description
25%
Extensive hill flocks
40%
Upland flocks
30%
Lowground flocks
5%
Store lamb finishers
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4.2.4 Pork production
The diagnostic analysis is based on the mix of options described in Table 14.
Table 14 - Options selected for pork production
Option

Percentage

Description

Option 1

75%

breeding pigs indoors - Finishing indoors

Option 2

25%

breeding pig outdoors - Finishing indoors

4.2.5 Chicken meat and egg production
Only one production model has been used for both products.
4.2.6 Assumptions input in the software about domestic production
In the Table 15 we present the assumptions about the domestic production of products used in the
concentrate (those entered in the dropdown menu shown in Fig. 11):
Table 15 - Percentage of local supply of concentrate

Percentage Description
90%

Wheat

90%

Wheat-feed

10%

Barley

1%

Soybean meal

90%

Rapeseed meal

4.2.7 The options in simulation mode
The characterization of the system can be changed if we want to simulate a different combination of
production by mixing animal production systems (more chicken less beef) or by changing the mix
within individual production systems (producing beef in a different way). This functionality of the
software has been tested, but no analysis of scenarios has been done in this study.
5. Results of the diagnostic
The internal view represents what is perceived by the socio-economic system operating inside the
technosphere. In this view animal production systems have three objectives: (i) supplying the required
amount of animal products to Scotland, (ii) generating income for the farmers, (iii) generating
revenues through export. With respect to the first objective, MuSIASEM makes it possible to define,
using biophysical analysis, the relation between the fund and flow elements invested in animal
production and the supply of animal products. However, this relation is always altered by the level of
openness of the system that can decide how to match the supply (domestic c production) and
requirement of nutrients (dietary intake) contained in the animal products by importing and exporting
different quantities of their mix.
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The external view analyzes the interaction between the socio-economic system described as operating
in the technosphere and the ecological system described as operating in the biosphere. The ecological
systems provide: (i) the supply capacity (the material and energy necessary), and (ii) the sink capacity
(our emissions and waste) for the stability of the activities of the socio-economic system (in this case,
the animal production system).
5.1 Internal View: flows of animal products
The results of the diagnostic analysis can be visualized using a series of graph characterizing the
performance of the animal production system of Scotland.
In this pilot case study we did not carried out any economic or social study of the performance of the
animal production system. In relation to this task MuSIASEM does not provide any relevant input to
the existing analytical tool. What MuSIASEM can provide is a bridge between the biophysical variables
that are used to calculate the economic variables (e.g. quantities multiplied by prices) and variables
referring to requirement of labor to the integrated representation of the operation of animal
production systems. When adopting biophysical analysis MuSIASEM provides information on: (i) the
relation between requirement and supply of nutrients (Fig. 13), (ii) the importance of losses (Fig. 14),
and (iii) the relation between the supply of animal product in Scotland and the relative level of
consumption (Fig. 15).

Figure 13- Food energy intake
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Figure 14 - Supply vs consumption in Scotland

Figure 15 - Scotland's productive self-sufficiency

5.2 External View: what is needed to produce animal products
Although Scotland is self-sufficient in the production of certain animal products, it does not necessarily
mean that it is capable of producing all the inputs required to produce them. This fact means that
Scotland is not totally self-sufficient when considering the whole set of processes required for the
domestic production of animal products.
Once again, the analysis based on processors of MuSIASEM allows us to establish visualization
between what the system is and what the system requires. In our analysis we have linked the flow
elements – the supply of animal products - with the funds elements – the fund of living biomass to be
reproduced and maintained for this supply - to determine the external requirements of this
production. Then, we can use the expected characteristics of processors associated to specific
processes of production to estimate the requirements of inputs. In this way, we obtain a relational
analysis that allows the quantitative operationalization of different systems and their respective
requirements. An example of the set of expected relations – e.g. a given amount of living biomass
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specified in quantity and quality requires a given amount of inputs needed – e.g. land used for pasture
and silage production, land used for crop production – by the processors providing the feed have been
illustrated in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 (and included in the grammars shown in Fig. 5 – Fig. 10).
When implementing relational analysis using a software we can assess the overall amount of
biophysical inputs that have been used (and that are required) for the production of animal products
independently of the location of the structural processors using them.
This quantitative assessment is given in Fig. 16 and it represents a first step to analyze the relationship
between the metabolism of the socio-economic system and the ecological system. In this way, we can
characterize the various production systems in relation to their specific profile of requirements of
biophysical resources, generating an opportunity to seek improvements that benefit the
socioeconomic system and at the same time protect the ecological system. This assessment is
particularly important because of the traditional openness of animal production systems in which
imports of feed is muddling the relation between internal and external constraints. Because of the
option of externalization economic considerations tend to interfere with the balancing of the goals of
food security and environmental protection.

Figure 16 - Input used to livestock production
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This means that it is not only necessary to quantify how many resources (structural processors) we
need to produce certain products (in the step of animal production), but also to know where these
resources (structural processors) are located. In fact, the term “food security” can be interpreted in
different ways.
(i) “security” depending on a flow/flow supply - In this case, security is given by the globalized market
in which the supply of imported food (an input flow) is guaranteed by the availability of money to pay
for (an output flow),
(ii) “security” depending on the ability of generating the required food through a fund/flow supply.
In this case, security is given by the control of an adequate amount of ecological funds required to
generate an adequate supply. The difference in the two interpretations may become very relevant
when considering the vulnerability of socio-economic system in the case of a failure of the global
market (if it can no longer guarantee the circulation of commodities in the case of local collapse of
social fabric) or in the case of global limits determined by external constraints on the production of
more and more food – e.g. would it be possible to have a 50/70% of increase in food production at
the global level in the year 2100?.
Looking at the quantity of concentrate required in the animal production system – Fig. 17 - we can see
the production of beef, milk, chicken meat and eggs required 658,000 t, 638,000 t, 272,000 t and
259,000 t respectively. While, the pork production required around 190,000 t.

Figure 17 - Concentrate requirement by animal type

The main ingredient of all animal feeds is wheat, according to the input given to the software. This
translates in around 820,000 t of primary requirement, followed by wheat-feed which is a by-product
obtained of the elaboration of alcoholic beverages (386,000 t). Wheat-feed is not used in the feed
production of chicken meat and eggs. Another important ingredient is the rapeseed in the beef and
dairy cattle diet, having a demand for that year of (376,000 t).
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Figure 18 - Inputs used to produce the concentrate by origin

The amount of inputs required to produce the concentrate according to its origin is divided in Fig. 18
between the inputs of local origin – this means that the processors of the structural elements were
operating inside the border of Scotland - and those of imported origin. According to these results we
can see that the production of concentrate in Scotland is greatly helped by the use of by-products
generated in the alcoholic beverage industry that is used for the production of animal feed.
In addition, Scotland has a large amount of land dedicated to grazing, although most of it is on poor
soils. For this reason, animal production systems have different geographic location in relation to the
distinction of rearing, fattening and finishing. This fact clearly show the necessity of complementing
the present analysis on data organized in GIS.
6. The possibility of using the software in a simulation mode
The exploratory application made in Excel provided three important results:
1. It shows that is possible to implement the method of accounting based on relational analysis (the
scaling of the characteristics of structural and functional processors across the different components
of the animal production system). Obviously a more sophisticated software will be required in future
applications, but the results obtained were promising,
2. It shows that it is possible to involve in a discussion over the quality of the quantitative analysis third
parties that in relation to their specific expertise can help to check the validity of the assumptions used
when building the analysis and the credibility of the results. The transparency of the assumption is
essential because different types of specific technical expertise are required to check the quality of
the data used in the dictionaries and in the model establishing expected relations within the
processors. A more applied type of expertise (e.g. provided by farmers) can be used to discuss the
choice of the mix of production systems, or by administrators about the political and institutional
viability of proposed solutions. The type of relational analysis made possible by MuSIASEM seems to
be compatible with the generation of participatory tools,
3. It shows that the proposed set of relation can be used to simulate changes in the actual set of
relations over: (i) required supply – e.g. increasing the population size, the mix of animal products in
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the diet, the level of export, (ii) actual supply – e.g. changing the structural elements used to express
the different functions required by the production systems, (iii) the terms of trade – e.g. changing
import/export of feed and the import/export of animal products.
7. Conclusions
First of all we want to clarify that due to the limitations in terms of time and resources the present
pilot case study had the goal of exploring the potentialities of MuSIASEM. Therefore, the data
generated and presented in this document should not be considered as robust outputs of a scientific
investigation. Rather they should be considered as “place holders” waiting for a more robust
assessment based on a more extensive and elaborated analysis.
This study had the goal to check the validity of a conceptual framework in relation to two points:
(1) its ability of structuring the quantitative analysis of the level of openness of animal production
systems using relational analysis,
(2) its ability of structuring the resulting information in a decision support tool that can be used in
participatory processes.
The results show also that MuSIASEM is a very promising approach to generate an integrated
characterization of the system under study, providing a bridge between the analysis of interactions
observed in the internal view and the expected relations between the socioeconomic system and the
ecological system observed in the external view. The analysis of this set of relationships makes it
possible to define the metabolic pattern for a given period (in a diagnostic mode). The set of relations
and benchmarks can also be used to explore the option space in relation to proposed scenarios (in a
simulation mode), but this was not done in this study.
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Appendix E – National level case study: Spain
How to characterize the Water-Energy-Food metabolic pattern of a country (Spain) using the
MuSIASEM accounting scheme
Authors: Zora Kovacic (UAB), Maddalena Ripa (UAB), Tarik Serrano-Tovar (UAB), Raul Velasco (UAB),
Mario Giampietro (UAB)

This document provides an example of how to integrate the information referring to different
dimensions of analysis (food, water, energy, human activity and power capacity) using Spain 2013 as
case study. Basic definitions and calculations of the main elements analysed in the system are given
in Step 1, before showing the overall results for the country in Step 2. In the remaining Steps the
document shows how to calculate the data for the main socio-economic sectors of society
(households, service and government, agriculture and forestry, energy and mining, manufacturing and
construction), adopting a metabolic perspective. This document shows the main ideas and results that
can be obtained using the MuSIASEM framework to characterise the metabolic pattern of a country.
Table of contents
Societal metabolism – national level
Step 1: Funds and flows
Step 2: National level
Step 3: The household sector (HH)
Step 4: The services sector (SG)
Step 5: Bio-Economic Pressure (BEP)
Step 6: Agriculture, Fishing & Forestry sector (AF)
Step 7: Energy & Mining sector (EM)
Step 8: Manufacturing & Construction sector (MC)
Step 9: Strength of the Exosomatic Hypercycle (SEH)
Step 10: Checking the impredicative relation BEP - SEH
Summary
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Societal metabolism – national level
Societal metabolism refers to the processes through which a society can maintain and reproduce itself.
The MuSIASEM framework distinguishes between societal metabolism, defined as biophysical
processes of reproduction of a society, and social metabolism, defined as the reproduction of social,
political and cultural institutions (Giampietro et al., 2014, see also Glossary). Societal metabolism is a
concept borrowed from Georgescu-Roegen’s bioeconomics referring to the analysis of the biophysical
roots of the economic process.
Georgescu-Roegen’s approach is based on the flow-fund model:
Flows are elements that are used (inputs) or produced (outputs) in the duration of the representation.
They indicate what the system does. In societal metabolism, flows elements are food, water, energy,
waste, CO2 emissions, money, etc.
Funds are elements that preserve their identity in the duration of the representation. They reflect
what the system is “made of”, so they must be reproduced. They provide a measure of the size of the
system. In societal metabolism, funds are human activity, technical capital and land uses.
Step 1: Funds and flows
The characterization the societal metabolism of a country can start with the quantification of flows
and funds for the country as a whole, and then for each one of the economic sectors plus the
“household” sector. The household sector, in MuSIASEM jargon, is the residential sector including the
activities carried out by the working population in their non-working time and the non-working
population.
Calculate flows as follows:
Food: it can be divided in animal products and vegetal products, measured in tonnes at the level of
economic sectors or national level, or it can also be measured as the kcal in the diet of the population.
The flow accounts both for: (i) direct food consumption in the diet – in the household sector, and (ii)
indirect consumption of food, in the agricultural sector (seeds, feed, calves, milk cows, hens, etc.) used
to produce food for internal consumption or for export. Additional consumption of food is associated
with losses in food processing and distribution (accounted for in the manufacturing sector and the
service sector). The supply of food is guaranteed by the agricultural sector (AF) – domestic production
– and by imports.
Energy: the energy flow can only be obtained from Primary Energy Sources (PES) such as carbon, oil,
nuclear, hydro, wind or solar radiation (energy that cannot be produced by humans). PES are then
transformed (with important energy losses) into Energy Carriers (EC) that can be used by society. EC
can be divided in electricity (measured in kWh), liquid fuels (measured in Joules) and process heat
(measured in Joules). We keep the three flows separate in order to avoid losing information about
their different qualities and purposes of use. The flows are calculated for each economic sector
(agriculture and forestry AF, Manufacturing and Construction MC, Services and Government (private
and public services, SG), and Energy and Mining EM), as well as the household sector (HH, residential
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consumption including fuels consumed by private cars). The supply of this flow is guaranteed by the
Energy and Mining sector (EM) – domestic production – and by imports.
Water: when considering societal metabolism we only take into account Blue Water (the flow of water
under direct human control), measured in cubic metres. The flow of water controlled by ecological
metabolism is not considered in this accounting. This flow is calculated as the water consumption of
each economic sector (AF, MC, SG, EM) plus the household sector (HH). National statistics often report
water consumption in the SG and HH sectors as a single figure. In that case, water consumption per
capita of the residential sector can be used to estimate HH and the difference is allocated to the SG
sector. Note that the lion’s share of water is consumed by the agricultural sector (in general higher
than 70% of the total).
Calculate funds as follows:
Human Activity: this indicator refers to the number of people in the system as the fund element, and
it is measured in hours per year. This choice makes it possible to distinguish between the hours of
human activity allocated into paid work and non-paid work. This is a key piece of information
associated with demographic variables (dependency ratio determined by the structure of population).
The Human Activity (HA) allocated to each economic sector (labour) is calculated as the number of
people employed in each sector, multiplied by the number of hours they work per week in that sector
and by the number of weeks they work per year. Vacations and sick leave per sector should also be
considered (if possible) when available in national statistics. When these data are not available it is
possible to use estimates (e.g. the work load can move from 1,700 hours/year in developed countries
to 2,500 hours/year in developing). These estimates always have a margin of error (+/- 20%) so that
figures should not be reported with too many significant digits. Each person has at their disposal of 24
hours * 365 days/year = 8,760 hours per year. In order to obtain the Total Human Activity (THA)
available to a given country, we multiply 8,760 hours by the size of the population. Hours of the
household sector HH, are calculated as HH = THA – PW. Paid Work (PW) is the sum of labour in AF,
MC, SG, and EM. Note that the HH sector generally accounts for more than 90% of THA (the nonworking population is ≥ 50% and the working population works only 20% of its time in the PW sector).
As result the hours of Paid Work available per capita per year in a developed country are around 800850.
Power capacity: this is a proxy for technical capital, which measures the maximum installed power
capacity of devices that consume energy (such as domestic appliances, industrial machinery, tractors,
etc.). It is measured in Watts (this is a unit of Power – energy per unit of time - not to be confused
with Watthours which is a unit of energy flow!). This type of fund can be calculated for each economic
sector (agriculture AF, Manufacturing and Construction MC, Services and Government (private and
public services) SG, and Energy and Mining EM), as well as the household sector HH (residential
consumption). Note that the lion’s share of power capacity in high income countries is allocated to
the HH sector, because of the large number of house appliances and cars used by modern households.
The machinery of the economic sectors has a high intensity of use, contrary to the domestic devices
that we use for very few hours per year (including cars). The calculation of power capacity requires a
good understanding of, and information on, the profile of end-uses taking place in the different sub262
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sectors and sub-sub-sectors of the various sectors – i.e. how the input of energy carriers is
transformed, using power capacity, in useful tasks at the local scale. So the assessment of this fund
element can only be done with a good knowledge of the society under analysis.
Land uses: this term refers to a characteristic pattern of fund and flow elements associated to a given
area of land, because of human intervention – e.g. a parking lot, a corn field, a residential block, an
airport, a short rotation poplar plantation. The fund “land uses” is useful to measure the size of the
physical territory in hectares. It indicates the boundary between processes taking place in the
technosphere (under human control) and processes outside human control. This fund is especially
relevant for the analysis of the agricultural sector. It is very difficult to differentiate between land use
allocated to services and government and to the household sector, because they generally coincide in
urban areas. For this reason, the analysis of urban metabolism requires a different definition of
categories of land use defined at a smaller scale. This fund is mainly used in applications dealing with
the agricultural sector or environmental impacts, through a spatial analysis (within a GIS or similar
tool).
Step 2: National level (level n)
The following diagram shows the hierarchical organization of the economic sectors of a country (Spain)
from a functional point of view (the sectors split according to the functions they provide within the
society):
-

Level N is the whole country,

-

Level N-1 includes Paid Work (PW) having the function of providing materials, energy, goods
and services to the society (see ‘hypercycle’ below), while Household (HH) guarantees the
reproduction of individuals,

-

Level N-2 splits the different economic sectors in the PW depending on the whether they
provide products or services to the society (SG and PS)

-

Level N-3 splits the Productive sectors in PS depending on the type of products they provide,
distinguishing between processed goods (Manufacture and Construction) and primary flows
(Agriculture – AF provides agricultural products, Energy & Mining – EM provides energy)
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Level N
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Level N - 2

Level N - 3
Agriculture,
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Country

Household
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Each level is hereafter described by an array of values, indicating the flows and funds metabolized:
-

Food, as animal products (AP) and vegetable products (VP), expressed in kg per capita,

-

Water, expressed as m3 per capita,

-

Energy carriers (electricity, heat and fuel), expressed as kWh or MJ per capita,

-

Human activity, expressed as hours per capita,

-

Power Capacity (i.e. installed capacity), expressed as MW per capita.

Each level can be described using extensive values (absolute values that can be aggregated to the
totals defined at the higher level, i.e. the sum of elements in n-1 should be equal to the elements of
n) or intensive variables (expressed as the ration between flows and funds, e.g. kWh/hr).
The national level (country), our focal level (n), accounts for the total amount of flows consumed by
society and the total funds that have to be reproduced in a country. In this application, we consider
as flows - food, water, energy – and as funds - human activity and power capacity. We base our
example on data for Spain in 2013. The same procedure can be used to characterise other countries,
as well as a group of countries, e.g. the European Union.
In Figure 1 flows and funds are given on a per capita basis, in the form of a data array. We take the
total values for the flows and funds of interest calculated in step 1 and divide them by the population
of Spain.
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Figure 1 - Flows and funds for society as a whole

We use per capita figures in order to be able to compare different countries. In this case, flows per
capita (and funds per capita) are used as benchmarks.
Level N-1
Step 3: The household sector (HH)
We proceed to characterize the society at a lower level of analysis (n-1), starting with consumption
activities (or dissipative activities in MuSIASEM jargon – see box below for further explanation).
Consumption activities are defined from the biophysical point of view. In MuSIASEM the household
sector (human activities outside of paid work) and the services sector (private and public services) are
considered as net consumers of biophysical flows, which must be supplied by the primary and
secondary sectors. This is not to say that the HH and SG sectors do not produce anything (the
household sector reproduces people and the service sector reproduces the household sector and
institutions while producing more than 60% of GDP on average). This classification simply indicates
that the biophysical consumption of HH and SG implies a biophysical pressure on other economic
sectors to produce biophysical flows.

Dissipative vs hypercyclic activities
We distinguish between dissipative activities and hypercyclic activities. Dissipative activities are
those that consume biophysical flows and use exosomatic devices, without producing either of
them (HH and SG). This implies that in the same society we must find other activities that
generate a net supply of flows and exosomatic funds – in alternative the flows and exosomatic
funds consumed have to be imported (the activities generating a net supply of flows and funds
are externalized to other societies). The demand generated by dissipative activities defines the
required supply of flows and exosomatic funds. The hypercyclic compartment (= an hypercycle
is a loop in which the output is larger than the input) composed by AF, EM and MC has to be
able to provide this supply (or it has to be integrated by imports). The jargon of hypercycle vs
dissipative is taken from theoretical ecology (Ulanowicz) where it is used to describe the factors
that stabilize complex metabolic networks. Examples of hypercycle are the agricultural sector,
which produces more vegetal and animal products than it consumes, and the energy sector,
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which produces more electricity and fuels than it consumes and manufacturing and construction
producing more exosomatic funds that they consume. For this reason, the primary and
secondary sectors can provide a net flows of food, energy and exosomatic funds to the
dissipative compartments of the society.

At the lower level of analysis, we have to deal with the constraint imposed by the characteristics of
the system defined at the higher level: the sum of the parts (whose size can be measured either in
flow or fund elements) at level n-1 must be equal to the totals defined at level n.
For the characterization of the household sector, we calculate how much of each flow and fund is
allocated to households. The data is presented in the form of an array, in per capita values (values for
the HH sector calculated in step 1 are divided by the population of Spain). We call this an End Use
Array because this sector is a net consumer of flows (end user of flows) produced by other economic
sectors.

Figure 2 - The end use data array of the household sector (HH).

Human activity: all hours that are not in Paid Work. These typically include: physiological overhead
(sleeping, eating, personal care), leisure, education, cultural activities, unpaid work, house chores,
commuting, community service, volunteering, religious activities.
“Household” accounts for the non-working time of the working population and 100% of the time of
the dependent population (children, elderly, unemployed, people who cannot work, or do not want
to/need to work). Therefore, the share of Human Activity in the household sector depends on factors
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such as the dependency ratio (non-working/working population), the population pyramid, the
unemployment rate, etc.
Level N-2
Step 4: The services sector (SG)
In order to guarantee the living standards of the household sector it is necessary that the service sector
provide additional inputs to it. These inputs can refer to: (i) safety services (army, police): (ii) public
institutions (political system, administration), (iii) education, (iv) healthcare, (v) banking and
insurance, (vi) media and cultural activities, (vii) leisure and entertainment.
As a first approximation we can assess this as an “overhead” of dissipative activities to be added to
the original requirement of flows and funds of the household in terms of the use of flow and fund
elements of the Service sector. We can assess this overhead starting from the amount of hours of paid
work that are allocated to the Service sector per year and per capita. For example, in 2012, in Spain,
510 hours of paid work per year per person were allocated to the Service sector.
Then we can calculate the “data array of end uses” of the service sector by dividing the water, energy
and power capacity of the sector calculated in step 1 by the population of Spain. The per capita
calculation of all flows and funds makes it possible to define the overhead of services required by this
population.

Figure 3 - End use data array of the service sector.

It should be noted that not all flows are relevant to this characterization. In this example, we consider
that the service sector does not consume food because it is not reproducing people, but only providing
services to people. The food consumed by restaurants in this case has already been accounted in the
HH sector as final food consumption. One could distinguish between the food consumed at home and
that consumed in restaurants, hotels, cafeterias, etc. and allocate part of the food flow to the service
sector. For simplicity, in this application we allocate all food consumption to HH and only the hours of
paid work in restaurants, hotels, cafeterias are allocated to SG.
Step 5: Bio-Economic Pressure (BEP)
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We sum together the end use of the household and of the service sectors to get a data array indicating
the “bio-economic pressure” (BEP) of society. This data array is the aggregate of HH and SG for each
value and it indicates how much of the flow and fund elements of a society are used in dissipative
activities.

Figure 4 - The end use data array of the consumption activities

Bio-economic pressure can be expressed as the ratio between the flows and funds allocated to the
consumption (dissipative) part of society and the total flows and funds available (as calculated in step
1). According to previous studies (Giampietro et al. 2012), BEP is highly correlated to GDP and can be
used as a proxy of living standards. The higher the BEP, the higher the average living standards, so this
can be used as a wealth indicator for the country.
It is also possible to calculate the metabolic rates of the Services sector, which are the ratio between
the flows and the HA fund: Water Metabolic Rate (water use per hour of work in SG), Energy Metabolic
Rates (electricity use per hour of work in SG, fuel use per hour of work in SG, heat use per hour of
work in SG).
Level N-3
Step 6: Agriculture, Fishing & Forestry sector (AF)
The agricultural sector is a net producer of food flow, which means that the production of food must
be greater than the consumption of vegetal and animal products used to produce food (seeds, feed,
cows, hens, eggs, etc.). In the characterisation of the agricultural sector, we take into account only the
agricultural products consumed by the agricultural sector in order to produce food for the rest of
society: namely feed, seeds and eggs as flow. (We could also account for bulls, calves, milk cows, etc
as funds that need to be maintained by the agricultural sector in order to produce meat and milk.)
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We divide the requirement of water, energy, human activity and power capacity of the agricultural
sector calculated in step 1 by the population in order to obtain per capita rates.

Figure 5 - End use data array for the agricultural sector

Step 7: Energy & Mining sector (EM)
The Energy and Mining sector is a net producer of energy carriers (electricity, fuels and heat), which
means that the production of energy carriers must be greater than the energy carriers used in the
extraction of primary energy sources and to transform primary energy sources in energy carriers. It
should be noted also that in most European countries Energy and Mining is not particularly relevant
in terms of labour requirement and GDP, as most fossil fuels and other energy carriers are imported.
This sector has a huge level of capitalization and machinery per worker, and a high level of energy
consumption (although it provides net energy). The human activity employed by this sector tends to
be very low.

Figure 6 - End use data array for the Energy and Mining sector

We divide the flows and funds allocated to this sector in step 1 by the total population to obtain per
capita values.
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Step 8: Manufacturing & Construction sector (MC)
The Manufacturing and Construction sector produces goods, exosomatic devices and infrastructure
for the rest of society. We divide the flows and funds allocated to this sector in step 1 by the total
population to get per capita values.

Figure 7 - End use data array for the Manufacturing and Construction sector

Step 9: Strength of the Exosomatic Hypercycle (SEH)
The strength of the exosomatic hypercycle (SEH) is the sum of flows and funds of the hypercyclic
sectors AF, EM and MC. The SEH is calculated as the ratio between the flows and funds allocated to
the productive activities of the economy (defined in biophysical terms) and the total flows and funds
of society calculated in step 1.

Figure 8 - Strength of the exosomatic hypercycle

The exosomatic hypercycle is the sum of all economic sectors that are net suppliers of biophysical
flows to the rest of society. The Strength of the Exosomatic Hypercycle (SEH) is used as a measure of
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the capacity of the society to produce enough surplus to match the Bio-Economic Pressure.
Bioeconomic Pressure is imposed on the Primary and Secondary Sectors by the biophysical
requirements of the dissipative compartments (HH and SG), which can be associated with material
standards of living.
Because the sum of flows and funds at level n-1 must be equal to the total funds and flows at level n,
the lower the share of the funds and flows consumed by the primary and secondary sectors, the larger
the share available for the dissipative part. When the Bio-Economic Pressure becomes too high,
importing flows from other countries becomes a very effective way (and an obliged solution) to
maintain the same level of consumption. A low consumption of flows and funds in the primary and
secondary sectors can thus be associated with the ability to guarantee high material living standards
in a HH sector, and of enjoying a large overhead of services from SG. Challenges posed by the
Hypercyclic compartment to the consumption of the dissipative sectors are the high water use by the
agricultural sector, and the high energy use by the EM and BM sectors.
Step 10: Checking the impredicative relation BEP  SHE
In Figure 9 we can see an overview of all the quantitative information described so far. Starting from
the definition of the consumption patterns of the society on the top (the metabolic characteristics of
the HH and SG sectors), we can define what we called the Bio-Economic Pressure, that provides two
types of information: (i) how much of each flow and fund element is required by the hypercyclic
sectors, (ii) what fraction of the total use of flow and fund elements of the society has to be allocated
to the dissipative sector (HH + SG). It should be noted that the fraction of flows and funds available to
the dissipative sectors depends on the characteristics of the hypercyclic compartment (AF producing
food, EM producing energy and MC producing the exosomatic inputs required for the stabilization of
the metabolic pattern). At the same time, the requirement of the hypercyclic sectors depends on what
is needed to guarantee a desirable (adaptive, well maintained and well reproduced) dissipative sector.
This implies that the relation between BEP and SEH is impredicative. Impredicativity means that "you
eat depending on what is available" (BEP) and "you have to make available the food depending on
what we want to eat" (SEH). The solution of how to express this impredicative relation depends on a
lot of factors (integrated assessment). In the case of MuSIASEM in Fig. 9 we have a representation of
all the factors determining the impredicativity not only in relation to food, but we are also addressing
impredicativity over the whole NEXUS.
Depending on the circumstances, the standard of living is dictated by external constraints (BEP has to
adapt to the option space provided by SEH), or the society must find new ways of expressing its
metabolic pattern by increasing SEH or importing funds and flows, which make it possible to increase
BEP.
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Figure 9 - The impredicative budget: an overview of the relations over fund and flow elements

Two points can be made looking at Fig. 9:
(1) the key role played by human activity (especially in relation to demographic changes) – by far the
requirement of human activity is the most unevenly distributed between BEP and SEH.
90% of human activity, in a developed society, is required by the dissipative compartment (and the
trend is in continuous increase), leaving only 10% to productive activities and a mere 2% of human
activity to operate the primary and secondary economic sectors. This may justify the popular say in
economics “time is money”,
(2) more and more modern societies operate with a mismatch between the characteristics of BEP and
the characteristics of SEH, thanks to imports – i.e. externalization of requirement of internal inputs in
the SEH sector and externalization of requirement of external inputs (natural resources and
environmental services) to other social-ecological systems.
For this reason, it is essential to carry out this type of analysis to individuate the factors determining
two conditions of sustainability:
(i) viability – the requirement of internal inputs (fund and flow elements) to be invested in BEP and
SEH has to be compatible with the “end use matrix” (= the combination of flows and fund elements
used by the different functional elements),
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(ii) feasibility – the requirement of external inputs (natural resources and environmental services) has
to be able to provide the overall consumption required to generate the internal inputs.
Summary
Following the analysis presented so far, the national level is characterised using the following
variables:
-

Metabolic rates for each economic sector: vegetable products/hour of work, animal
products/hour of work, water/hour of work, electricity/hour of work, fuels/hour of work,
heat/hour of work

-

Bio-Economic Pressure (BEP): the percentage of flows and funds devoted to consumption
activities

-

Strength of the Exosomatic Hypercycle (SEH): the percentage of flows and funds used in
production activities (where production is defined from a strictly biophysical point of view)

The same procedure can also be used to characterize regions (NUTS2 level) and groups of countries
(e.g. the EU).
References
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Appendix F – Planetary boundaries Case Study
Developing an analytical framework to study planetary boundaries when considering the
implications of internal constraints – how to use the analytical tool-kit of MuSIASEM
Authors: Zora Kovacic (UAB), Tarik Serrano-Tovar (UAB), Mario Giampietro (UAB), Raimon Ripoll
Bosch (WU) and Maarten S. Krol (UT)
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This pilot study presents an application of MuSIASEM 2.0 with the goal of answering the following
question: is it possible to scale up the agricultural model of Europe* to the world level and guarantee
food security?

* the food systems of EU countries import large quantities of feeds and other food related
commodities to guarantee the economic viability of their agricultural systems.
In order to answer this question, we propose to explore scenarios of food security at the planetary
level. That requires matching a desirable and viable pattern of consumption (diet) with a viable and
feasible pattern of production (agriculture). In this way, we want to check the challenges that will be
faced if the projections of increase of population are realized (leading to an increase in the amount of
food required) and economic development is to be sustained (determining the acceptability and
desirability of modalities of production and consumption of food). At the planetary level, the option
of trading massive quantities of food commodities in the global market is not possible.
We want to answer the following question: what if the combination of
(i) a larger population, with a diet containing more animal products to match the increase in living
standards (translating into a larger requirement of natural resources such as water, land and ecological
services), and
(ii) a generalized spread of richer societies with a larger fraction of urban population (translating into
a very small fraction of work force in agriculture)
will imply a conflict between the feasibility, viability and desirability of the global food system?
To investigate this issue we propose to use the approach of quantitative story-telling supported by
quantitative analysis done using MuSIASEM. Rather than doing “a mega model” predicting as
accurately as possible how the world food security will change in the future, we simply run a few
simulations to individuate problems that are likely to be faced when considering the factors
determining the feasibility and viability of the metabolic patterns of modern societies in a globalized,
more populated and richer world. The quantitative analysis is based on the knowledge we have about
existing metabolic patterns (used to generate benchmark values describing techniques of production).
Simulations are used to identify the existence of bottlenecks – e.g. shortage of economic production
factors (internal constraints due to socio-economic variables) - or incompatibilities with biophysical
and ecological processes (external constraints due to the limited availability of natural resources and
environmental services, defined in MuSIASEM as lack of feasibility).
Due to the complexity of this task, that requires the collaboration of different types of expertise
available in the consortium, we have divided this document into two parts.
The text is divided into two parts:
PART 1 – the logical procedure of application of MuSIASEM to this analysis (without using actual data)
providing a framework that will make it possible to run different simulations,
PART 2 – an example of numerical assessment based on a few short-cuts in the logical procedure using
FAO data. This assessment has the only goal to check the validity of the idea
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PART 1 – The application of the MuSIASEM approach to the analysis of planetary boundaries
The method proposed here is based on the simultaneous definition of:
(1) a grammar [= the identification of a set of factors and the set of relations among them] determining
a given profile of requirement of food and feed for a given population.
(2) a grammar determining the requirement of production factors for generating a given profile of
supply of food and feed.
The factors used to generate the grammar that defines the requirement of food and feed are different
from the factors used for the grammar about the requirement of production factors needed to
generate food and feed. However, since a congruence between the supply and the requirement
grammars is necessary – at the level of the whole planet food and feed cannot be imported from
elsewhere – there is an impredicative relation over the two quantities considered in the two
grammars, where the two profiles have to match bi-directionally: (i) people can only eat a quantity
and combination of food that is made available to them using a certain combination of production
factors, (ii) the production factors allocated to food production depend on the requirement of food
and feed.
Because of this impredicative relation we can use the MuSIASEM tool in two ways: (i) using the
grammar relative to the production of food and feed, we can check the constraints on what can be
consumed and what can be produced using different techniques, (ii) using the grammar relative to the
requirement of food and feed, we can check the constraints on available resources and to expected
bottlenecks in the phase of production.
The adoption of grammars makes it possible to run different simulations on:
A. the requirement side: different scenarios and hypotheses can be tested. For example, (1) What if
all the population of the world had the dietary habits of EU? (2) What if all the population of the world
became vegetarian? (3) what if the population of the world could be divided in different groups with
different eating habits? (4) what difference would a change in the mix of animal products in the diet
make (e.g. moving to all chicken or moving to all beef)?
B. the supply side: different scenarios can be tested and scalability can be assessed. (1) What if all the
agricultural sectors of the planet adopted techniques of production (labor productivity and capital and
resources intensity) similar to the one used in EU? (2) How can we adjust the relation between
production factors considering that the agricultural production will take place in different geographic
areas of the world (with different climatic conditions, availability of water, etc.)?
The two grammars – characterizing consumption and supply using a set of factors and relations - are
briefly presented below, to explain the rationale of the MuSIASEM approach. The different expertise
of the MAGIC consortium will be needed to define better grammars (choice of factors and relations)
and the operationalization of them in different simulations.
1.1 – The grammar for calculating the profile of requirement of food and feed for a given population
The quantitative characterization of this grammar [= the lexicon of the factors, the quantitative
assessment of the factors and the set of relations over them] can be used to characterize the type of
population we want to study.
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The factors to be considered are:
1. Population size, average body mass of different age groups and population structure
2. Mix of food products required to match the dietary intake
3. Mix of animal products and the relative techniques of production
The logic of the grammar is illustrated in Fig. 1.

Figure 1 - The factors, the expected relations and the quantitative values (per capita per year)
used to generate an assessment of the food requirement per year of a given population

By determining the factors and their relations we can define in qualitative terms the requirement of
food and feed products per capita per year. Then, by scaling-up this metabolic pattern to the total size
of a given population, we can simulate a profile of requirement of food and feed products per year for
a population having the specified dietary intake and the specified number of people.
This is illustrated in the upper part of Fig. 2, when the profile of requirement of food and feed (defined
after scaling up the information given in Fig. 1) is used to assess the profile of requirement of
production factors.

1.2 – The grammar for calculating the profile of requirement of production factors for the supply of
a given profile of food and feed
The connection between the characteristics of the profile of requirement of food and feed and the
profile of requirement of production factors is illustrated in Fig. 2.
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Using the jargon of MuSIASEM, the profile of requirement of production factors is characterized using
the concept of PROCESSORS. The processor makes it possible to associate to the supply of a given
product a profile of requirement of production factors, divided in three categories: (i) internal fund
elements – labor, land in production, technology and infrastructure, (ii) internal flow elements – fuel
and electricity, blue water, pesticides, and (iii) external flow elements – e.g. inputs as green water,
extraction of water from the aquifer associated with blue water, soil and outputs as emissions and
pollutants.

Figure 2 - The relation between the profile of requirements of food and feeds and the profile of
requirements of production factors described using processors

The information about inputs entering in the upper part of the processors refers to flows in what is
called “the technosphere” in LCA - they refer to internal constraints associated with economic viability
and technical viability. The inputs and outputs on the lower part of the processors refer to flows
coming from and going to what is called “the biosphere” in LCA – they refer to external constraints
associated with the feasibility determined by the availability of natural resources and environmental
services.
PART 2 – an example of numerical assessment based on a few short-cuts in the logical procedure
with actual data, used to check the validity of the idea
Simulations:
1. Assessing the scalability of food and feed consumption of the EU to the whole world
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It should be noted that what is presented here is a very coarse assessment having the only goal of
getting a first idea of the possible results of such an analysis. So we did not follow the approach based
on two grammars proposed in PART 1. We used the information provided by the FAO food balance
sheet as short-cut to analyze the relations between:
(i) the profile of food requirement (based on the FAO food balance sheet),
(ii) the requirement of production factors (estimated looking at aggregated estimates of land area,
and working time taken from FAO and Eurostat data in relation to the given food mix).
What is illustrated below is aimed at assessing the explanatory power of the MuSIASEM approach,
and is not an implementation of the grammar described in Part 1.
Table 1 - A spreadsheet with FAO data
EU crops
consumption
from domestic
Element
production
Unit
tonnes
Cereals - Excluding Beer
74.303.766
Starchy Roots
33.124.632
Sugar Crops
5.764.311
Sugar & Sweeteners
13.750.525
Pulses
1.148.156
Treenuts
574.443
Oilcrops & Vegetable Oils
6.697.000
Vegetable oils
10.903.138
Vegetables
43.305.900
Fruits - Excluding Wine
29.334.713
Stimulants
69.501
Spices
69.903
Wine
8.533.133
Beer
103.074
Cereals - Excluding Beer
130.890.809
Starchy Roots
3.255.365
Sugar Crops
299.148
Sugar & Sweeteners
50.431
Pulses
1.234.185
Treenuts
Oilcrops & Vegetable Oils
1.752.000
Vegetable oils
295.263
Vegetables
1.577.867
Fruits - Excluding Wine
53.426
Stimulants
Spices
TOTAL
367.090.687
Per capita

0,7202

EU crops
consumption
from imports
tonnes
20.887.234
10.385.368
35.689
11.061.475
586.844
1.907.557
6.697.000
15.351.862
19.545.100
27.769.287
3.778.499
298.097
3.395.867
13.926
36.794.191
1.020.635
1.852
40.569
630.815
1.752.000
415.737
712.133
50.574
163.132.313

Total EU crop
consumption
tonnes
95.191.000
43.510.000
5.800.000
24.812.000
1.735.000
2.482.000
13.394.000
26.255.000
62.851.000
57.104.000
3.848.000
368.000
11.929.000
117.000
167.685.000
4.276.000
301.000
91.000
1.865.000
3.504.000
711.000
2.290.000
104.000
530.223.000

0,3200

1,0402

EU yield
t/ha
5,341
30,517
75,544
75,544
2,381
0,778
8,905
8,905
28,038
15,675
4,114
9,740
13,000
14,055
5,341
30,517
75,544
75,544
2,381
0,778
8,905
8,905
28,038
15,675
4,114
9,740

World
yield
t/ha
3,840
13,344
45,143
45,143
0,952
1,266
0,675
0,675
18,898
13,344
1,481
3,068
10,754
10,106
3,840
13,344
45,143
45,143
0,952
1,266
0,675
0,675
18,898
13,344
1,481
3,068

Virtual crop
EU crop land land
requirement imported
ha
ha
13.912.218
5.439.101
1.085.466
778.286
76.304
791
182.019
245.035
482.277
616.497
738.168
1.506.878
752.049
9.915.606
1.224.384
22.730.030
1.544.538
1.034.231
1.871.409
2.081.016
16.896
2.552.135
7.177
97.179
656.395
315.780
2.150.443
404.077
24.507.257
9.581.321
106.676
76.487
3.960
41
668
899
518.413
662.690
196.743
2.594.018
33.157
615.542
56.276
37.683
3.408
3.790
50.126.301
61.289.112
0,0983

0,1202

EU Total crop
land
requirement
ha
19.351.319
1.863.752
77.094
427.054
1.098.774
2.245.047
10.667.655
23.954.414
2.578.768
3.952.425
2.569.030
104.356
972.175
2.554.520
34.088.579
183.163
4.001
1.566
1.181.103
2.790.762
648.699
93.958
7.198
111.415.413

Estimated world
land
requirement
with EU diet
ha
265.651.764
25.585.287
1.058.337
5.862.524
15.083.791
30.819.638
146.443.837
328.842.308
35.400.914
54.258.253
35.267.233
1.432.584
13.345.859
35.068.042
467.962.475
2.514.426
54.924
21.501
16.213.989
38.311.125
8.905.233
1.289.846
98.817
1.529.492.706

0,2186

0,2186

Estimated EU
land
requirement
with EU Yield
ha
17.823.026
1.425.786
76.776
328.443
728.777
3.189.411
1.504.099
2.948.344
2.241.628
3.642.952
935.456
37.782
917.615
8.324
31.396.394
140.121
3.984
1.205
783.383
393.487
79.843
81.675
6.635
68.695.146
0,1348

Estimated EU
land
requirement
with World yield
ha
24.788.032
3.260.666
128.482
549.637
1.822.670
1.960.660
19.831.211
38.873.260
3.325.766
4.279.344
2.599.078
119.967
1.109.272
11.578
43.665.694
320.446
6.668
2.016
1.959.239
5.188.037
1.052.710
121.176
7.794
154.983.404
0,3041

Table 1 shows the assessment of the quantity of each food item and the hectares required for their
production (calculated starting from the yield). Here we also made a distinction between the food
produced in Europe and the imported food, by using average yields of Europe for the food produced
in Europe, and average yields of the world for imported food.
This approach estimates land requirement with regard to cropland and leaves out other information
(pastures). The current average cropland in EU is right now around 0.2 ha per person. Therefore, from
this analysis we can already see that in relation to hectares, Europe could be self-sufficient, because
when including the virtual hectares in the imports, EU would use only 0,22 ha per person for its diet
(including the embodied hectares in the imports produced at a lower level of yields).
Table 2 - A spreadsheet with data referring to water requirement
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When considering the requirement of land for the world if the whole world population had the same
diet as the EU, using world average yields, this would require 0.3 ha per capita of cropland. At the
moment with 7 billion people in the world we have less than 0.2 ha p.c. (approximately 1,400
Megahectares). If population projections are correct, and the world population will reach 9.5 billion
people needing 0.3 ha p.c., food production would require approximately 2,850 Megahectares. This
requirement is twice the current cropland in production. Moreover, this assessment does not include
the pasture land required to produce part of the livestock, which would require 2.4 times more land
than cropland, based on the current world agricultural profile.
A similar calculation can be done for the requirement of water shown in Table 2 showing the
assessments of the quantity of blue water required for the various food items (using the same
approach of assessment) using world average data on the blue water consumption of crops from
Mekonnen & Hoekstra, 20101. The analysis of the congruence of water requirement vs water
availability can only be done by using the approach of the grammars illustrated in Part 1, because it
requires to locate geographically the production of crops. The existence of external constraints (the
availability of cropland and water) is determined by both the availability of resources (space, soil,
1

Mekonnen, M. M., & Hoekstra, A. Y. (2010). The green, blue and grey water footprint of crops and derived
crop products.
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groundwater level in the aquifers) and the need of protecting the integrity of the ecosystems that
embed socio-economic systems. However, external constraints are only a part of the analysis of
sustainability. The economic viability of modern economies requires that the fraction of the work force
employed in the agricultural sector be very small. High income countries have less than 5% of their
work force (less than 2% in the richest) in the agricultural sector. This translates into a limited amount
of working hours allocated to the agricultural sector per capita per year, and a large amount of working
hours allocated to the tertiary and secondary sectors of the economy. This distribution of work force
is closely correlated to living standards. As a consequence, all the food consumed in a year by a citizen
of a developed country must be produced using and average of around 40 hours of work per capita
per year (for the calculation of the profile of human activity across the economic sectors of the
economy see the Pilot case study #1).
So in our study, the factors that may lead to a bottleneck in scaling up the agricultural model of the
EU are the requirement of labor and the very high level of investments required by agricultural
production. When looking at these two factors we can see the important role that imports play in
guaranteeing the viability of the EU food system.
In relation to labor in agriculture, using very simple benchmarks (i.e. the world average hours of work
per hectare multiplied the hectares required by EU imports) one can conclude that the amount of
hours of agricultural work embodied in the imports of EU – around 80 hours per capita per year – is
the double of the hours of agricultural work used in domestic supply – around 40 hours per capita per
year.
In relation to the second important factor – the level of investment required to operate the agricultural
sector – we can use as an indicator the average Government expenditures in cropland of high income
countries - when considering together EU, Canada, US and Japan. This value is about 450 US$/ha,
whereas the average world expenditure is less than 150 US$/ha (one third!). This does not take into
account other important investments in the agricultural sector like access to credit, which is also very
different in rich and poor countries. When carrying out a more detailed analysis we can look at other
type of indicators for the level of capitalization of the agricultural sector – e.g. tons of machinery per
hectare, fossil energy embodied in the inputs both per hectare and per hour of labor (a paper
presenting this type of analysis is attached to this pilot case study – Giampietro, 2002).
When considering these additional factors we can conclude that the agricultural imports in Europe
have made possible a massive switch from the production of crops to the production of animal
products. This switch has to be interpreted as a key functional change in the nature of the agricultural
production. Due to the need of producing a very high quantity of added value per hour of labor,
increasing the return of the heavy economic investments (due to the competition of the other
economic sectors), the EU agricultural sector has been forced to rely more and more on the import of
agricultural commodities with the goal of transforming or processing them (e.g. imported animal feed
are transformed in animal products, or imported raw coffee is transformed in coffee related products).
In this way, EU agriculture is becoming a secondary sector of the economy rather than a primary one.
Attached paper - Giampietro, M. 2002. Energy use in agriculture. In: Encyclopedia of Life Sciences.
Nature Publishing Group. Accessible on line at: http://www.els.net/
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CONCLUSION
What does the analysis suggested in this document mean in terms of sustainability of EU agriculture?
Let’s suppose that achieving food security for the whole planet in 2050 will be carried out, rather than
in a situation of “moderate scarcity” (the condition necessary to have an operating market, traded
commodities and stable institutions), in a situation of “absolute scarcity” (with non-renewable planet
resources declining). What would be the consequences for the sustainability of the existing EU
agricultural sector?
In relation to this point the very coarse (and preliminary) assessment presented in the second part of
this document suggests a set of scaring hypotheses:
1. even assuming a generalized use of high-tech agricultural production, the coupling of an increase in
population (the predicted move from 7 billion to 9.5 billion in 2050) and the expected increase in the
standards of living (which is likely to induce a change in the mix of food products in the diet) will
generate a problem of shortage of primary means of production,
2. the EU agricultural system is economically viable because of a huge amount of subsidies and
because of the heavy reliance on imports of agricultural commodities. The EU agricultural sector is
becoming more similar to a manufacturing sector transforming inputs into outputs than a primary
sector converting natural resources into raw materials. Therefore, the stability of the existing
operations in the EU agricultural sector depends on two risky assumptions: (i) that the economy will
be always capable of generating a large amount of surplus in order to pay for the agricultural subsidies,
and (ii) that the rest of the world will be always capable of producing a surplus of commodities to be
imported by the EU agriculture.
3. in relation to the “rest of the world”, it is very unlikely that it would be possible forall countries of
the planet to adopt the type of agricultural sector developed in Europe. In other words, the European
agricultural production model is not scalable. The economic and natural resources that would be
required to create, in a couple of decades, the type of required infrastructures are simply not available.
For this reason it is essential to frame the analysis of scenarios of global food security using tools
capable of considering simultaneously: (i) the factors determining the requirement of food
(population structure, population size and diet), (ii) the external constraints affecting the feasibility of
the supply of food, (iii) the internal constraints affecting both the desirability and viability of the supply
of food in the metabolic pattern of social-ecological systems (the grammars introduced in Part 1).
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Appendix G – Statistical applications
Examples of discussions over Statistical Applications
Authors: Roberta Siciliano (UniNA), Michele Staiano (UniNA), Antonio D’Ambrosio(UniNA) , Carmela
Iorio (UniNA), Massimo Aria (UniNA), Giuseppe Pandolfo (UniNA)
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The team of statisticians based at UniNA has actively interacted with partners involved into WP4 (UAB,
CA, UT, HU) who provided pilot case studies for MAGIC and slices of provisional or demonstrative data,
and explored the latter in order to:
-

-

set up a workflow for data management and statistical analyses to be agreed and shared
within MAGIC (see D3.1 DMP along with its revision process and the MAGIC Internal Report
SLIM approach for MAGIC guidelines for Data repository and datasets handling circulated to
the whole consortium with regard to M15);
assess the suitability of data sources and select a set of statistical methodologies suited for
data analysis needs about different case studies.

The early findings of some of these ongoing activities are summarized in the following.
Pilot case study about Almeria [CS4_S_WFL_P-0.1] – Appendix A
Results of the statistical analysis (contributors: R. Siciliano, M. Staiano, A. D’Ambrosio, C. Iorio)
UniNA used Almeria data set to build an explorative regression tree geographically weighted, with the
goal of classifying the specific consumption of water (per hectare) of the irrigation communities base
on either WaterManageArea (WMA) and Profile (profile). Hence the response variable is WaterUse_ha
and the predictor are WaterManageArea and Profile. Our analysis was made in R environment
version 3.3.3 (2017-03-06) (R Development Core Team, 2008). The quality of any tree can be
measured by an overall impurity measure of the tree. In regression trees, this is calculated by the sum
of the variation measures of the target variable within its terminal nodes. Typically, the overall
impurity of any tree is compared with respect to the impurity at the root node: the ratio of the two
quantities provides a relative cost reduction measure named Deviance. By definition of splitting
criterion, the Deviance reduces as the number of terminal nodes or tree size increases. This property
is shown in Figure 1 for the Almeria data.

Figure 1 - The overall deviance reduction of the regression tree with increasing the number of leaves

Figure 2 shows the maximum expanded regression tree which terminal nodes are the purest ones
accordingly to some stopping rules. Since the tree show 48 leaves the structure is rather complex to
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be interpreted. A simpler structure can be identified among subtrees obtained by pruning some
branches.
To select a simpler structure of the regression tree one can fix a certain threshold value for the overall
impurity, then select among the subtrees not exceeding the fixed threshold value the one with
minimum number of leaves.
Specifically, Figure 1 shows that the Deviance reduction is marginal for the trees with more than 9
leaves. Consequently, we could choose the regression tree with 9 terminal nodes as final tree. We
named it “intermediate regression tree” and its representation is displayed in Figure 3. The simplest
result of analysis (STUMP) is shown in Figure 4.
In Figure 2, 3, 4 at any internal node are indicated the splitting variables with those categories inducing
the objects to the left sub-node. At the leaves of the tree are reported the mean values of the target
variable. The number corresponding to each terminal node2 is also reported in the squared boxes
below the leaves.
By looking at Figure 3, the mean response values increase from the left-hand side to the right-hand
side. This conveys that the irrigation communities belonging to the leftmost leaves consume less water
per hectare respect to those belonging to the rightmost terminal nodes.
As can be noticed in the Figure 3, the first split is due to WaterManageArea (WMA) where the irrigation
communities of the areas coded by abcdeghijklmnoqr (viz. Alpujarra, Alto Almanzora, Alto Andarax,
Bajo Almanzora, Bajo Andarax, Campo de Tabernas, Comarca de Guadix, El Saltador, Higueral de Tíjola,
Los Guiraos, Los Vélez, Medio Almanzora, Medio Andarax, Nacimiento, Riegos de Pulpí and Z.R. Cuevas
de Almanzora) go to the left sub-node and those coded by fp (Campo de Nijar and Poniente) go to the
right sub-node.
Looking at the first branch in the left-hand side of the tree, where the irrigation communities belong
to the abcdeghijklmnoqr, the further split is always due to WMA such that the irrigation communities
of the areas coded by acgijklr go to the left sub-node and those coded by bdehmnoq go to the right
sub-node. The irrigation communities belonging to the areas coded by acgijklr have a further split
again due to WMA such that the irrigation communities belonging to area coded by k (Los Guiraos)
goes to left terminal node labeled 8 and those coded by acgijlr (Alpujarra, Alto Andarax, Campo de
Tabernas, El Saltador, Higueral de Tíjola, Los Vélez, Z.R. Cuevas de Almanzora) go to the right terminal
node labeled 9.
In the leaf number 8 there is only one irrigation community, which is Los Guiraos, characterized by a
total hectare surface equal to 3075.63 and an average water consumption per hectare (mean) equal
to 1788. Since in this terminal node there is only one case both the standard deviation (StD) and the
variation coefficient (VC) are equal to zero. Conversely, in leaf number 9 there are 93 irrigation
community - belong to Alpujarra, Alto Andarax, Campo de Tabernas, El Saltador, Higueral de Tíjola,
2

According to the number system developed by CISIA Software Informer any parental node t yields the left child
node 2t and the right child node 2t+1. In this way, it is possible to build up the tree on the basis of the tabular
form.
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Los Vélez, Z.R. Cuevas de Almanzora - characterized by a total hectare surface equal to 16287.71 and
an average water consumption per hectare (mean) equal to 2726.21. As one can be observed by
looking to the Figure 3, in this first branch in the left-hand side of the tree there is no split due to
Profile. So, the water consumption per hectare depends only on the water management areas, which
in this side of the tree are the ones with a less intensive use of water.
Conversely, looking at the first branch in the right-hand side of the tree, where the irrigation
communities belong to the fp (Campo de Nijar and Poniente), the further split is due to Profile such
that the irrigation communities characterized by the profile 5 half surface water and half ground and
6 mostly groundwater supplemented by amount from surface go to the left sub-node, whereas those
characterized by all the other profiles (coded by 1,2,3,4,7,8) go to the right sub-node. Specifically, the
formers constitute the subgroup in the terminal node labeled 6.
In the rightmost branch the subgroup characterized by the profiles coded by 1,2,3,4,7,8 has a split due
to WMA where the irrigation communities of the areas coded by f (Campo de Nijar) go to the left subnode and those coded by p (Poniente) go to the right sub-node. These are terminal nodes labeled 14
and 15, respectively. In the leaf number 14 there are 9 irrigation community belonging to Campo de
Nijar with a total hectare surface equal to 5024.55, in the leaf number 15 there are 34 irrigation
community belonging to Poniente with a total hectare surface equal to 22075.33. By watching the
mean fitted values of the terminal nodes 14 and 15, it can state that the WMA belonging to both
Campo de Nijar and Poniente are the more water intensive consumption areas. Specifically, the
irrigation communities belonging to Poniente (leaf number 15) has the highest mean value of water
use per hectare.
By looking at Figure 4 where the tree reduces to a stump, the splitting rules is due to
WaterManageArea (WMA) such that it partitions the irrigation communities of the areas coded by
abcdeghijklmnoqr (Alpujarra, Alto Almanzora, Alto Andarax, Bajo Almanzora, Bajo Andarax, Campo
de Tabernas, Comarca de Guadix, El Saltador, Higueral de Tíjola, Los Guiraos, Los Vélez, Medio
Almanzora, Medio Andarax, Nacimiento, Riegos de Pulpí and Z.R. Cuevas de Almanzora) in the left
sub-node and those coded by fp (Campo de Nijar and Poniente) in the right sub-node.
As can be noticed the stump partitions the irrigation communities into two regions of predictor space:
irrigation communities characterized by lower values of water consumed per hectare (on the left-hand
side) vs. irrigation communities characterized by higher values of water consumed per hectare (on
the right- hand side). So, the resulting partition singles out the most water intensive management
areas. On the right-hand side (leaf number 2), there are the management areas with lower values of
water consumed per hectare (the mean fitted value is equal to 3377), on the left-hand side (leaf
number 3), there are the remaining management areas, Campo de Níjar and Poniente, with higher
values of water consumed per hectare (the mean fitted value is equal to 6199). Thus, in Almeria there
are 329 irrigation communities belonging to 16 management areas which cover a total surface equal
to 52822.40 hectares (leaf number 2) and 47 irrigation communities belonging to 2 management areas
(Campo de Níjar and Poniente) which cover a total surface equal to 28248.46 hectares (leaf number
3).
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Finally, the stump reveals that the most important factor associated with water consumption per
hectare is due to the water management areas. Figure 5 shows a geographic visualization of the stump
(the map was produced by open source GIS software Q-GIS).

Figure 2 - The expanded regression tree for Almeria data set
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Figure 3 - The intermediate regression tree for Almeria data set

Figure 4 - Stump for Almeria data set

Figure 5 - GIS visualization of the STUMP (the blue areas mark the WMAs with higher consumption of water per
hectare – Campo de Nijar and Poniente – compared to the gray ones).
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Results of the statistical analysis (contributors: R. Siciliano, M. Staiano, M. Aria, G.Pandolfo)
This work is aimed at discovering a suitable statistical methodology to analyze data collected from
official databases for deriving end use matrices.
To reach this goal, UniNA focused on end use matrix of industrial sub sectors and used provisional
data selected from EUROSTAT and just partially curated.
Data refer to 12 EU member states (Bulgaria, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary,
Italy, Norway, Spain, Sweden and United Kingdom) for the period 2008-2012. The variables of interest
describe both the Energetic Metabolic Ratio (EMR) and Human Activity (HA) for different industrial
sectors (Iron and Steel, Non-Ferrous materials, Chemical and Petrochemical, Non-Metallic Minerals,
Mining and Quarrying, Food and Tobacco, Textile and Leather, Paper Pulp and Print, Transport
Equipment, Machinery, Wood and Wood Products, Construction and Non-specified industry) along
with the added value at factor cost they produced in the referenced years. More in detail, three
intensive variables were used, i.e. electricity metabolic ratio (ElMR), heat metabolic ratio (HMR), fuel
metabolic ratio (FMR), and two extensive variables, i.e. hours of paid work (HA) and added value at
factor cost (AvFC).
The analysis was performed in R environment version 3.3.3 (2017-03-06) (R Development Core Team,
2008).
According to the nature of the data, a factorial model, namely the Principal Component Analysis, was
applied. This is a popular approach, which allows us to summarize a set of variables through a smaller
number of representative variables. In this exercise, the added value at factor cost was deliberately
used as a quantitative supplementary variable describing the economic productivity. As a sample of
the outcome of this kind of analysis, the graphical outputs of the PCA for the Iron and Steel sector for
the year 2008 are displayed below.
As it can be noticed from the graphs, component 1 (horizontal axes) and component 2 (vertical axes)
explain the 55.4% and the 22.1% of the variation, respectively. Thus, the variation of the original
variables turns out to be equal to 75.5%. It seems reasonable to state that the component 1 explains
the energetic metabolic ratios, while the component 2 the human activity.
The PCA scores for the countries are depicted in Figure 1. By looking at the plot, France has different
values of metabolic ratios with respect to the other countries. The scores of France are larger on both
the two components.
The PCA loadings for the metabolic ratios are displayed in Figure 2. As one can see, the energetic
metabolic ratios (ElMR, FMR, HMR) are located close to each other, and the HA variable is far from
the others. This indicates that the energetic metabolic ratios are correlated which other, while the HA
is almost independent from them. This means that countries with high ElMR tend to have high FMR
and HMR. For instance, this holds for Norway. On the other hand, Denmark, with large negative scores
on the first component, has low energetic metabolic ratios. Countries close to zero on both
components, such as Spain, Italy and Sweden, show average levels of both intensive and extensive
variables.
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Figure 6 - The first two principal components (PC) for the Iron and Steel sector- year 2008.
[Country names represent the scores for the first two PCs].

Figure 7 - PCA Correlation circle of variables and supplementary variables (blue labeled).

Since the sample data about the Iron and Steel subsector are quite well represented on the plane of
the first two PCs, the five years was also projected on the same factorial base plane, related to 2008,
by means of the multidimensional scaling technique called Procrustean analysis. In Figure 8 shows
that the variables maintain the structure above described.
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Figure 8 - Plot of the trajectories on the plane of the first two PCs (by Procrustean analysis) for the Iron and
Steel sector (period 2008/2012).

The trajectories of countries in Figure 9, let alone the quite apart location of France, seem more
complex to be captured and currently are under test distinct approaches in order to suitably analyze
and classify them.

Figure 9 - Plot of the trajectories of the countries on the plane of the first two PCs (by Procrustean analysis) for
the Iron and Steel sector (period 2008/2012).
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Glossary
The following Glossary has been developed in the framework of WP3 (see ‘Data Management Plan’)
in the collaborative effort of facilitating the dialogue among the consortium partners.
Complex adaptive Systems: systems that are able to retain their identity while becoming something
else. This implies introducing a distinction between semiotic identity (the result of a successful
process) and formal identity (a finite and bound set of attributes recorded on carriers of information),
and acknowledging the need of considering simultaneously events taking place different scales of
analysis. A complex adaptive system can preserve its semantic identity only by assigning to it-self
different formal identities in time over the same impredicative loop. That is, a complex adaptive
system must re-define each time what is the right formalization of its semiotic identity – when
selecting the models and the representation of biophysical constraints used for guiding its action –
when going through the perturbations of life. Since a semantic identity can only be associated with a
real process and not with a representation of a process, the characteristics of complex adaptive system
cannot be fully represented in formal terms.
Co-production: (1) [Wikipedia] – a practice in the delivery of public services in which citizens are
involved in the creation of public policies and services. Co-production (2) [after Wikipedia]
multidisciplinary teams integrated in an equal and reciprocal relationship with administrators and
other social actors deliberate on possible solutions to specific problems in the real world for
knowledge production.
Dendrogram: a tree diagram, especially one showing taxonomic relationships (i.e. related to a
taxonomy)
Desirability: refers to a metabolic pattern of a society which is compatible with the normative values,
goals and expectations of the people living in it (one of the the three condition of sustainability
checked by the MuSIASEM tool-kit, along with feasibility and viability).
Discourse: Exchange of information based on the shared choice of narrative(s) agreed by those
participating in the discourse
Domain / descriptive domain / non-equivalent descriptive domain. A descriptive domain is a
selected formal representation referring to a perceived domain of reality that is based on a
preanalytical choice on how to describe the system for the aims of the study (Giampietro, 2003). Nonequivalent descriptive domains are choices of representations of the same system that cannot be
reduced to each other using a formal system of inference (Rosen, 1985). One domain would be
expressed in the analysis through a limited set of descriptive methods that focus on one single aspect
and scale of the observed system at the time. For instance, energy, human activity, monetary flow or
land use are possible non-equivalent descriptions of a system that are accounting either from
biophysical or socioeconomic perspectives, which are irreducible to a single measurement unit. In the
MuSIASEM approach we use simultaneously non-equivalent descriptive domains in an integrated
representation to deal with sustainability issues. This is especially useful when the analysis deals with
hierarchical systems where the relevant patterns can be only detected at different scales , and to offer
a contrast among different descriptions that might be considered relevant for the analysis (Mayumi &
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Giampietro, 2006). Rosen (1978, p. xvii) criticizes the reductionism of some scientists when using a
single perspective to represent systems which are set at multiple scales in the analysis: “there exists
no universal family of analytic units appropriate for the treatment of all interactions”.
Exosomatic and endosomatic metabolism: Building on the concept proposed by Lotka (1956)
Georgescu-Roegen proposed that modern societies express two distinct forms of metabolism: (i)
endosomatic metabolism - it refers to the food energy converted inside the human body to preserve
and sustain the physiological activity of humans, that in turn are used to preserve and express
structural and functional elements of the society, (ii) exosomatic metabolism – it refers to the energy
converted outside the human body, but under human control, with the goal of amplifying the output
of useful work associated with human activity (e.g., the use of tractors, the melting of metals, animal
power).
The exosomatic metabolism of societies became tremendously important in shaping the identity of
modern societies after the industrial revolution (Cottrel, 1955, Hall et al., 1986). In fact, the
accumulation of technical capital implied a dramatic increase in the productivity per hour of human
activity. For example, when driving a tractor a farmer can deliver in one hour a flow of power that is a
thousand times larger than the endosomatic power delivered in one hour of manual work. On the
other hadn the exosomatic metabolism, by continuously increasing the amount of exosomatic devices
required per person (technology and infrastructure) generates an addiction to massive quantity of
material and energy that have to be consumed to express it.
The flow of endosomatic metabolism is fairly constant in time, especially when considered per capita,
and the total quantity of required food is directly related to population size (Giampietro et al., 1993,
Pastore et al., 2000). On the contrary, the exosomatic metabolism is highly variable and depends on
the amount of technological capital present in society. The exosomatic metabolism therefore closely
mirrors the technological evolution of human society. In particular, the profile of exosomatic
metabolic rates depends on the accumulation and level of utilization of technical capital (exosomatic
devices). Just to give an idea of the relative importance of the two types of metabolism of energy “in
a developed society the metabolism of endosomatic energy (food) lies in the range of 10–12MJ/day
per capita (approximately 2,400–3,000 kcal/day) whereas the metabolism of exosomatic energy
(measured in primary energy sources) can be estimated at 500–900MJ/day per capita (or 200–320
GJ/year). Thus, the exo/endo energy ratio typical of developed societies falls within the range 50/1─
75/1, while that of pre-industrial societies is typically only about 5/1 including energy used for cooking,
heating and illumination as well as animal power and local sources of mechanical power such as
waterfalls or wind (Giampietro and Mayumi, 2009)” – Giampietro et al. 2012. Looking at this data it
is easy to see that if the population increases – e.g. moving from 2 to 8 billion – and if the level of
economic growth increases – boosting the exo/endo ratio of several times – e.g. from 5/1 to 50/1 –
the pressure on the environment will increase dramatically.
Extended peer communities: hundreds of interested bloggers, laypeople and scientist interacting,
arguing, disagreeing, learning. Maybe this is the real postnormal science!
https://judithcurry.com/2010/10/30/extended-peer-community/
Extensive property: is a quantitative property proportional to the size of the system. An extensive
property is additive for subsystems. This means that a representation based on extensive property can
be used to provide closure to non-equivalent descriptions of the same system, when it is divided into
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any number of subsystems observed at different levels. When using an extensive property to
characterize the size of both the whole system and different descriptions of the system given in the
form of subsystems, the value of the size of the whole system must be equal to the sum of the values
of the size of the subsystems in which the system has been divided. Extensive properties include mass,
m, volume, V, and time, t.
Extensive variables: (in MuSIASEM) define the size of relevant characteristics of the metabolic
pattern. They can refer to: (i) the size of structural elements of the metabolic systems – FUND
elements (human activity mapping onto population, power capacity mapping onto exosomativ
devices, land uses mapping onto spatial areas) – in the internal view, or (ii) the size of the flows getting
inside or outside the boundaries with the environment – FLOW elements described either on the
SUPPLY SIDE (required inputs) or on the SINK SIDE (resulting emissions, wastes, pollutants).
Feasibility: refers to a metabolic pattern of a society which is compatible with the external constraints.
That is the processors operating within the metabolic pattern require a SUPPLY capacity for primary
inputs (whose availability depends on processes outside human control) and a SINK capacity for
resulting emissions (whose processing can harm the fund elements of embedding ecosystems) which
is compatible with the metabolic processes of the embedding ecosystems and the larger biogeochemical cycles determining the stability of boundary conditions (one of the the three condition
of sustainability checked by the MuSIASEM tool-kit, along with viability and desirability).
Flow / Fund: In MuSIASEM this is a fundamental distinction between the types of accounted elements,
which is essential in order to make a proper representation of metabolic systems.
The flow fund model has been introduced by Georgescu-Roegen (1971) exactly to address the
epistemological challenge implied by the need of quantifying processes that can only explained and
observed simultaneously on different levels of analysis (e.g. agricultural plot, household/farm,
community, country) using different scales. So the definition of a taxonomy of elements to be used
for the representations of a metabolic pattern – flow element, fund elements and stock elements –
has the goal to help the analysts to better understand the implications of their pre-analytical choice
of a scale of analysis – i.e. the time duration of the analysis.
When looking at the internal components of the metabolic pattern we can distinguish:
Flows refer to elements disappearing and/or appearing over the duration of the representation (time
horizon of the analysis) − flows enter but do not exit or exit without having entered. Examples of flowelements are fossil energy consumed in the year, food or a new product generated and consumed in
the economic process. Within the fund-flow model, the energy inputs and the material flows used by
the socioeconomic process, such as energy inputs, food, raw materials and economic products, would
be all classified as flow elements.
Given that flows are the elements disappearing over the duration of the analysis, we need to also
define quantitative elements that remain the same over the duration covered by the scientific
representation. What remains the same are the elements in charge for carrying out the metabolism
of the socioeconomic system, such as population, buildings, factories within the economic process –
the fund elements.
Funds refer to agents that are making possible energy and material transformations and whose
quantity and identity is preserved over the duration of the representation (time horizon of the
analysis). They are the ones transforming input flows into output flows on the time scale of the
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representation. Therefore, they enter and exit the process represented in the analysis while
maintaining the same identity.
Examples of fund elements are capital, people and colonized land. Analogous to the representation of
metabolic networks in theoretical ecology, fund elements must be able, at least during the duration
of the analysis, to preserve their identity as converters. This is essential to guarantee the validity of
the original set of definitions of what is an input and what is an output and the information gathered
over their characteristics (output/input ratios).
Last but not least, a third element of the metabolic pattern has to be added to the first two: stock
elements. This is “the” key element, associated with the industrial revolution, that dramatically
changed the metabolic pattern of human societies.
Stocks refer to accumulated flows of useful input which can provide temporary buffers to the
regulation of flows. A stock changes its identity during the duration of the analysis. Stocks can also be
referring to accumulation of waste or emissions on the sink side of the metabolic pattern – e.g. the
accumulation of GHG in the atmosphere is a phenomenon of stock accumulation. That is, whenever a
flow coming out (or getting into) a stock changes the original amount of accumulated flow – the size
of the stock – we are dealing with a stock-flow relation. The metabolism of that given flow is either
diminishing the size of the stocks used for providing a supply, or it is increasing the size of the stocks
used as sink.
The importance of stock in modern societies is crucial because they make it possible to achieve a pace
of metabolism that could not be achieved if humans had to rely only on fund-flow inputs. For example,
non-renewable resources – e.g. stocks of fossil energy – have been used for more than a century to
supply a quantity of energy input that would not be available if we had to rely on the fund-flow supply
based on biomass. According to the distinction proposed by Georgescu-Roegen a supply of a required
input based on stock-flow should be considered as not sustainable in the long term, depending on the
speed of decrease of the size of the stock. In relation to this point we can hope that in the future
humans will be able to find substitute to the disappearing stocks of fossil energy, but this is a big
questions mark. Moreover a total substitution of fossil energy with alternative for sure will require
dramatic re-adjustments in the existing metabolic pattern (determining dramatic change in our life
styles).
The distinction between flows, funds and stocks is very useful for structuring the analysis of external
and internal constraints in relation to the stability of metabolic systems. In fact, the pace of the flows
described within the metabolic pattern is controlled by two types of factors - internal factors and
external factors:
Internal factors refer to the viability of the metabolic pattern and are determined by the ability of
organization of the fund and flow elements in order to be able to reproduce structural elements that
combined together form functional elements expressing the tasks associated with the identity of the
society. The analytical tools proposed to check the viability in relation to internal factors are described
in Part II.
External factors refer to the feasibility of the metabolic pattern and are determined by the existence
of: (i) an adequate supply of the required input flows, and (ii) an adequate sink capacity for the
generated output flows. External factors can be divided in three categories:
1. ecological funds available and used within the SES – the supply of environmental services compared
with the requirement of environmental services,
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2. stocks of resources from the environment available within the border of the social ecological system
– the domestic availability of resources,
3. flows crossing the border of the SES used to externalize to other SES the requirement of ecological
funds, depletion of stocks and production factors. In fact when importing flows SES uses not only
“virtual” quantities of resources (both the activity of ecological funds and the depletion of stocks) but
also virtual quantities of labor, technology, and infrastructure operating in other SES. The analytical
tools proposed to check the feasibility in relation to external factors are described in Part II.
Formalization: replacement of the original set of external referents giving meaning to a given
perception with a set of internal syntactic entailments supposed generate an equivalent pattern in the
representation. Put in another way, a finite representation of a natural system requires the
simplification of its perception (associated with a virtually infinite set of possible interpretations) into
a closed information space, made by a finite numbers of attributes. In relation to this simplification
the world equivalent implies that description given in the representation has to map 1:1 onto the
relevant features experienced in the perception. That is, the selection of encoding variables has to
simulate the perceived pattern of relevant attributes without losing information. The meaning given
to the formalization represents the description of the system which refers to the meaning associated
with the perception. The formalization becomes faulty IF: (i) the user of the representation has a
perception of what is relevant different from those that made the formalization (= if those that
decided about the original formalization did not include all the features considered as relevant by the
user), (ii) the observed system has changed in time and it is now expressing different behaviors making
relevant the analysis of other features, (iii) a change in the definition of goals or relevance for the
story-teller (= those that endorsed the original choice of formalization) requires including new features
in the formalization.
Framing: (very similar to narrative) A given choice of how to close the information space used for an
issue definition. Framing defines a finite set of relevant agents (scale of analysis) to be described using
a finite set of attributes of performance (dimension of analysis) in order to generate useful information
about an issue.
Functional / Structural: The functional part refers to the role of a particular component which is
expected to be fulfilled within a given associative context to which the component belongs. Such a
role emerges from the question of why this component is necessary or why it proved useful in the
past, which translates into justifying why it is relevant to perceive and represent it in the first place!
The structural part describes the characteristics of the element regarding its form, composition and
disposition with respect to the organized display of a particular system. The structural part of an
element also tells us about the connections and relation with the other elements of the system. For
example, cars have a perceived useful function for humans, transporting people (they have a “why”),
but they also have a particular organized structure to perform this function in the system (they have
a “how”), they require four wheels, an engine, a chassis, etc. arranged in a certain way so the car can
perform its function.
Governance: “[Wikipedia] refers to ”“all of processes of governing, whether undertaken by a
government, market or network, whether over a family, tribe, formal or informal organization or
territory and whether through the laws, norms, power or language.”“ It relates to ”“the processes of
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interaction and decision-making among the actors involved in a collective problem that lead to the
creation, reinforcement, or reproduction of social norms and institutions.”“ ”
Grammar / multipurpose grammar: The concept of grammar refers to a logical relation between a
given set of semantic categories and a given set of formal categories. A grammar makes it possible to
implement a system of accounting for structuring the information about relevant elements of the
system. In fact, it makes it possible to classify and organize in a formal way quantitative relations
among fund and flow elements according to the role and the purpose of the analysis. For example, if
we want to assess the economic profitability of a car factory, it is possible to establish the elements
into play according to the class of productive factors required and generating expenses (e.g.
machinery, labourers, materials), and the type of elements produced (e.g. luxury cars, vans, pick-ups)
which generate the income obtained by their sales. This arrangement of the information allows the
calculation of economic profitability and it is open and adaptable (e.g. by introducing new technology
in the machinery or producing a new type of car). The multi-purpose grammar is then a meta-system
of categories, defining the relevant characteristics of the system by arranging the relations of their
elements in a semantically open way, so it can be tailored and calibrated to specific situations and
adjusted to include new relevant qualities in the analysis. The definition of a grammar requires a
preanalytical choice of: (i) a lexicon –the categories of categories associated with the chosen narratives
, (ii) a vocabulary –the list of semantic and formal categories used in the representation , (iii) a list of
expected relations over the various categories, (iv) a set of production rules determining a given
representation of these relations –how to calculate names (internal variables generated within the
grammar) from the values of tokens (data inputs from external referents). The grammar has to be
implemented through a set of semantic decisions about the choice and use of data.
Hierarchical: Complex systems are arranged in multiple levels where each level is composed of other
sublevels in a hierarchical display. Tim Allen argued that “a system is defined as hierarchical if it can
be described as composed or stable, observable subunits unified by a superordinate relation” (Ahl &
Allen, 1996). The organization of the information in hierarchical structures is very useful for the
analysis of societal and ecosystem metabolism because it allows abstraction (the elimination of
redundant information referring to types describing equivalence classes) and closure on the
accounting across the multiple levels and scales considered in the system (i.e. the sum of the size of
the parts must be equal to the size of the higher level considered).
Hierarchy Theory: theory of the observer’s role in any formal study of complex systems, [Ahl and Allen,
(1996) p. 291)].
Holon: Holon is a term introduced by Arthur Koestler (1968, 1969, 1978) to stress the double (fuzzy)
nature of “whole” and “part” of elements belonging to complex forms of organization. It can be also
conceptualized as the “skin” of the object between the whole and the parts, it integrates both (for a
discussion of the concept see also Allen & Starr, 1982, pp. 8-16): Holons must have an organizational
structure (the parts interacting within the whole). When looking at this side of the coin we can
perceive and represent how they work. Holons must express a functional role (the whole interacting
successfully with its context). When looking at this other side of the coin we can perceive and
represent why the studied subject makes sense in its context (why it is a relevant subject to study and
why it is reproduced in the first place).
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Hypocognition: it is generated by the necessity of compressing the information available about “an
issue” or “a problem” into a finite and bound information space associated to the “perception”,
“narrative” or “story-telling” of that issue or problem to be used in the process of decision making.
The selected information space cannot cover the universe of the potential information about the issue
or the problem referring to different points of view, interests, dimensions, scales. For this reason, any
mapping of a state of affairs or any definition of a problem to be solved onto a given perception,
narrative or story-telling, implies the neglecting of the information not included in it.
Identity: is the selection of a set of relevant qualities that allows the observer to perceive the
investigated system as an entity (or individuality) distinct from its background and from other systems
with which it interacts (Giampietro, 2003). The perceived elements in the external world must be
characterized by a particular identity known to the observer in order to be able to detect their
existence and then to analyse their characteristics in relation to other observed systems (Mayumi and
Giampietro2005). In MuSIASEM, the analysis of metabolism is related with the identity of the object,
and this is quantified by the fund elements.
Impredicative loop: we are facing an impredicative loop when a property is possessed by an object
whose definition depends on that property. Dog/Dogginess. Impredicative loop (1) – it flags the
existence of an emergent property requiring the adoption of two non-equivalent descriptions of selfentailing processes. Such a concept is associated with the existence of a process which is generating
an emergent property making possible its own definition in a circular way. In this situation, what is
defined at the end of the process (the emergent property) is what makes it possible its own definition
(autopoiesis). It is the emergent property, expressed by the whole, that gives meaning to the features
expressed by its parts – when interacting, at the lower level, to express the emergent property.
Impredicative loops cannot be fully formalized because they require two non-equivalent typologies of
mapping/entailments/description: (i) the semantic relations between parts and the whole generating
the emergent property (what is generating the meaning useful to guarantee the proper functioning of
the lower level parts) – the set of functional relations, and (ii) the formal relations used to record and
reproduce the information used to express and control the behavior of the parts – the set of structural
organization of the parts. The congruence over these two non-equivalent set of relations, needed to
guarantee the stability of the observed pattern, is obtained through the semiotic process (recipes
producing processes that produce recipes) and therefore can only be checked in terms of “learning by
doing”.
Institutions: In social systems they represent the emergent property associated with the semiotic
identity expressed by the metabolic pattern. They are required in order to organize and integrate the
expression of the different efficient cause associated with the final causes making it possible the
reproduction of the components of the society across different levels of organization. Institutions
make it possible to handle the innate tension existing in holarchies (top-down vs bottom-up drivers)
transcending local definition of final cause by mediating the rules that govern the behavior of the
whole.
Intensive property: is a bulk property, meaning that it is a property of a system that does not depend
on the system size or the amount of material in the system. Examples of intensive properties include
temperature, T, refractive index, n, density, ρ, and hardness of an object.
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Intensive variables: (in MuSIASEM) indicate a qualitative property of the system that does not depend
on the size of the system. It is defined per unit of the observed system - e.g. metabolic rate – energy
per hour of human activity – or metabolic density – food per hectare . They are benchmarks defined
by a FLOW/FUND ratio. The external referent of this benchmark is determined by the identity of the
processor in which the flow/fund is measured.
Levels / Scales: The term level in our approach refers to the hierarchical stages of organization on
a scale of analysis. For example, we could be studying a city at 3 hierarchical levels: household level,
district level and the whole city level. This city could be studied from 3 dimensions, for example,
economic, social and environmental. The term scale refers to the extent and resolution of the
dimensions used for the analysis.
Lexicon: (the list of available structural elements that can be used to generate processors). Lexicon is
a “word book” – the total inventory of items included in a given set of categories (or labels). It must
be a controlled vocabulary, i.e. a list of terms that have been enumerated explicitly, whose identity
has been agreed upon by the users.
Metaphor: a metaphor is the use of an existing modeling relation to perform a decoding step, which
is applied to the representation of a situation in which the encoding step is not done. That is the
information referring to a given narrative is applied to make inferences in a non-equivalent narrative
– e.g. the room was a refrigerator, love is war. It is a heuristic tool that can be used to improve our
ability to perceive the reality. It forces the interpretant to recognize classes of situations sharing a
common meaning derived from semantic analogies. Metaphors are based on experience learned in
different contexts,
Model: a model is a human construct that makes it possible to establish congruence between: (1)
perceived pattern of causality in a natural system, and (2) a represented patterns generated by the
values taken by a set of variables associated with formal inferential system adopted in the model.
Narrative: A narrative may be considered as the outcome of an act of interpretation which gives
meaning to a sequence of actions” – Magrini (1995) a sophisticate choice of scaling operations capable
of establishing causality over events considered as relevant. A narrative requires representing relevant
events in terms of interactions among a finite set of agents, that are described using a finite set of
attributes observable at given scales and dimensions
Post-Normal Science: As opposite to Normal Science. Normal Science (Kunh, 1962) pertains when the
society has in place a set of procedures that are considered reliable to guarantee a “semiotic check”
over scientific analyses. No disagreement on the choice of the story-teller, enough scientific
understanding to be able to eliminate uncertainty from the analysis. The adjective Post-Normal
indicates situations where the standard validity check of Normal Science is impossible. The concept of
Post-Normal Science was introduced by Silvio Funtowicz and Jerry Ravetz at the beginning of the 90s
(Funtowicz and Ravetz, 1990, 1991, 1992, Ravetz and Funtowicz, 1999). It characterizes a situation of
crisis for the reductionist paradigm, which is increasingly evident in the third millennium “where facts
are uncertain, values in dispute, stakes high and decisions urgent”.
Procedural rationality: (after the definition given by H. Simon) – a behavior is procedurally rational
when it is the outcome of appropriate deliberation. Its procedural rationality depends on the process
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that generated it. The quality of such a judgment is context dependent and refers not only to the
output of the deliberation, but also to the process adopted for generating it.
Quantitative Story-Telling could represent a defense against the risk of falling into the fatal attractor
of “policy based evidence”
Relational description: a finite description based on sets of semantic and formal categories
(definitions of lexicons), a set of mappings (definitions of taxonomy) and a set of entailments
(definition of grammars) between them
Representation: A representation is the formalization of the perception of the analyst according to
some chosen attributes deemed relevant by the analyst within a given descriptive domain.
Risk: represents a situation in which it is possible to make inference about an expected profile of
outcomes over a known set of instances. The knowledge which makes possible such an inference is
due to either to: (1) reliable models of the mechanism generating the outcomes, (2) statistical data
making it possible to use our knowledge of frequencies to infer probabilities – either classic or
Bayesian probabilities.
Semantic: any entailment process that cannot be captured by algorithms and which pertain to
meaning associated to the choice of external referents. The adjective semantic refers to a semiotic
process – therefor it must be associated with some form of communication (language) determined by
a triangulation between: (i) an external referent – what give meaning to a sign, (ii) the sign – what is
used to convey meaning, (iii) an interpretant – what is capable of individuating and handling the
relation between the sign and its external referent,
Stakeholders: social actors having a stake in (affecting and being affected by) a specific issue.
Story-Teller: the agent or entity that has the legitimacy for deciding the purpose and the type of storytelling to be adopted for guiding action.
Story-Telling: use of a chosen narrative considered useful for generating information to be used for a
given purpose. 2)
Substantive rationality: (after the definition given by H. Simon) – a behavior is substantively rational
when it is appropriate to the achievement of given goals within the limits imposed by given conditions
and constraints. The validity of such a judgment is assumed to remain valid for all the possible nonequivalent observers/agents and on all possible relevant scales.
Taxonomy: a collection of controlled vocabulary terms organized into a hierarchical structure. Each
term in a taxonomy is in one or more parent-child relationships to other terms in the taxonomy. There
may be different types of parent-child relationships in a taxonomy (e.g., whole-part, genus-species,
type-instance), but good practice limits all parent-child relationships to a single parent to be of the
same type. Some taxonomies allow poly-hierarchy, which means that a term can have multiple
parents. This means that if a term appears in multiple places in a taxonomy, then it is the same term.
Specifically, if a term has children in one place in a taxonomy, then it has the same children in every
other place where it appears. In MuSIASEM taxonomies are used to organize the relation of quantities
of fund elements invested in processors defined at different levels.
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Uncertainty: represents a situation in which it is impossible to obtain a reliable mechanism of
inference over possible instances because the situation is in a high degree unique. There are two types
of uncertainty: * Indeterminacy in anticipatory models refers to a situation where it is not possible to
predict, with the required accuracy, the movement of the system in its accessible state space
(instances are known, but outcomes cannot be predicted with the required accuracy). * Genuine
Ignorance refers to a situation where it is not even possible to predict the instances that will result
relevant in the future (the set of instances that will result relevant for the analysis is not known a
priori).
Viability: refers to a metabolic pattern of a society which is compatible with the internal constraints.
Internal constraints can be analyzed in relation to several dimensions: (i) technical dimension – the
capability of constructing and operating the specific processors capable of carrying out the required
set of activities associated with the expression of societal functions, (ii) economic dimension – the
capability of economic agents to break-even in their economic activities, (iii) institutional dimension –
the capability of organizing, controlling and defining the activities required to operate the processors
across different levels of organization and across different scales (one of the the three condition of
sustainability checked by the MuSIASEM tool-kit, along with feasibility and desirability).
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